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Abstract

Practices of branding, promotion, and persona have become dominant influences structuring identity formation in popular culture. Creating an iconic brand identity is now an essential practice required for politicians, celebrities, global leaders, and other public figures to establish their image within a competitive media landscape shaped by consumer society. This dissertation analyzes the construction and circulation of Vivienne Westwood, Barack Obama, and Pope Francis as iconic brand identities in contemporary media and consumer culture. The content analysis and close textual analysis of select media coverage and other relevant material on key moments, events, and cultural texts associated with each figure deconstructs the media representation of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis. The brand identities of Westwood, Pope Francis, and Obama ultimately exhibit a unique form of iconic symbolic power, and exploring the complex dynamics shaping their public image demonstrates how they have achieved and maintained positions of authority. Although Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis initially were each positioned as outsiders to the institutions of fashion, politics, and religion that they now represent, the media played a key role in mainstreaming their image for public consumption. Their iconic brand identities symbolize the influence of consumption in shaping how issues of public good circulate within public discourse, particularly in regard to the economy, health care, social inequality, and the environment. Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis are also texts used to promote the institutions they represent, and it is this aspect of their public image that illuminates the inherent contradictions between individual and institution underlying their brand identities. Interrogating the iconic identities of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis reveals how it is the labour and strategy behind the brand that creates meaning in consumer culture. Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis are important figures for analysis because their iconic brand identities transcend the foundations of fashion, politics, and religion, and more significantly, demonstrate how branding as a promotional strategy is not unique to any particular realm or institution but a technique utilized by public figures regardless of the celebrity or elite status associated with their position.
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Chapter One: Introduction

Iconic images matter [...] They matter because they offer a shared terrain of meaning that remains enormously important. They matter because they are a key site for political engagement. Perhaps, we could even say, their importance to the practice of alternative politics is even more crucial today. In the context of global social movements, enormous political repression and disempowerment, and vast social inequality, alternative political movements need the power of the shared meaning of icon in order to make any possible intervention. This may seem simple; clearly, it is not – the challenges of a shared icon (whether for brand managers or for social movements) are enormous. Yet, the stakes in shared meaning have never been higher.

--- Marita Sturken

Despite the prominence of the idioms ‘icon,’ ‘brand,’ and ‘iconic brand’ in public discourse, very few figures or personas constitute such descriptions, and the terms are employed interchangeably with such frequency that they lose power and meaning. The dissolution of what constitutes an icon and brand by the discourse of consumer capitalism and the intensification of celebrity culture has influenced vernacular understandings of iconography across different social structures and institutions. Developing an iconic brand and identity is now considered a fundamental process undertaken by celebrities, politicians, and comparable public figures in order to establish their social standing within a highly cluttered and competitive environment. Vivienne Westwood, Barack Obama, and Pope Francis are three figures whose histories legitimize their status as global icons surpassing the boundaries of the institutions of fashion, politics, and religion. A critical textual analysis of the imagery that shapes their media representation reveals the influence of shifting social, political, and economic dynamics that are involved in converting Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis’s elite status as cultural icons into powerful iconic brand identities within consumer society. Transforming Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis into a simplified image exemplifies how it is the power behind the brand that creates meaning in contemporary media culture. Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis are

individuals with unique and complex personal histories, however the biographical details informing their personas are obscured in favour of promoting a simplified brand identity. The symbolic power of Westwood, Pope Francis, and Obama’s brand identities is demonstrated through the authority of the media in selectively framing their emerging image to mass audiences; how Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood incorporate iconic ideals central to beliefs of public good into their brand identities to negotiate the economic, health care, and environmental crises; and the way in which Pope Francis, Westwood, and Obama’s personal brand identities are utilized to promote the institutions and empires they also represent as cultural, national, and global icons.

Supported through symbolic exchange as a theoretical framework and a content and critical textual analysis of key moments that work to construct the iconic identities defining Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis’s media representation, emphasis is placed upon the construction of their iconography and the ways in which their image is based upon, and influenced by, socioeconomic changes in cultural politics. Deconstructing the political orientations and techniques employed by Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis in the construction of their iconography illuminates how the institutions of fashion, politics, and religion operate discursively under the governing conventions of the symbolic economy. The analytical focus critiques the tensions comprising the relationship between individuality and institution, particularly in regard to how it is not only the institutions of fashion, politics, and religion that produce the icons of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis, but also the power of these figures as individual agents acting within – and against – the governing structure and rules of the institution. Since these three figures are deliberately distinctive, the critical textual analysis of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis’s media representation demonstrates how the discourse
of branding has transformed the construction of icons in popular culture. The mediation of iconic figures functions as the forum where social issues are negotiated and consequently shifts attention away from the politics embedded within the institutions that govern everyday life, a process exemplifying Diane Negra and Yvonne Tasker’s argument that “lives are shaped by and embedded within popular and representational culture.”2 The brand identities of Westwood, Pope Francis, and Obama exhibit a form of iconic power, and addressing the complex dynamics shaping their public image reveals how they have attained positions of authority in cultural politics. Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis represent the power of branding to conceal the highly complex process in which a public figure and the iconic ideals associated with their image are incorporated into a symbol with intense communicative power that is not just confined to the areas of fashion, politics, and religion, but also registers across different realms of influence. Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis are important figures for analysis because their iconic brand identities transcend national borders and the imagined boundaries of the institutional empires they represent. Investigating the strategy, labour, and process involved in the construction of their image reveals brand culture’s privileging of the symbolic in communicating ideas about politics, consumption, and social justice.

It is commonly understood that the President of the United States plays a key role in shaping the social dynamics of particular moments or trends in Western popular culture. On an episode of the popular podcast Gilmore Guys, hosts Kevin Porter and Demi Adejuyigbe along with special guest Keith Powell discuss the frequency of homophobic comments and jokes on the television series Gilmore Girls (2000-2007). Claiming that such derogatory remarks are characteristic of the Republican-led period in which George W. Bush relied upon the political

right’s homophobia for re-election in 2004, Powell argues that “American culture is always defined by its president.”\textsuperscript{3} The Globe and Mail’s television critic John Doyle contends that Fox’s dramatic series 24 (2001-2010/2014), depicting counter-terrorism agent Jack Bauer’s attempts to thwart a wide variety of terrorist plots ranging from nuclear bombs to assassinations, effectively illustrates the undercurrents characterizing Bush’s domestic and foreign policies following the events of September 11, 2001.\textsuperscript{4}

Elected as the first Black president of the United States, Obama entered the White House during a tumultuous period defined by the 2007-2008 decline of the American mortgage and stock market that contributed to a global economic crisis. Ongoing wars in Afghanistan and Iraq in addition to gruesome allegations of torture and abuse by the American military towards prisoners held at Guantanamo Bay during Bush’s presidency led to an intense distrust of government and elected officials that helped create the social undercurrents contributing to Obama’s election. Characteristic of his background as a community organizer in Chicago, Obama’s campaign tapped into the growing cynicism amongst the American public during the Bush presidency to ignite a grassroots campaign focused on discourses of hope and change to mobilize disenchanted voters. Reflecting on this social climate on Gilmore Guys, Powell elaborates that “We are now in a very activist society, stand up and have a cause for everything, because that is the way that Obama had gotten elected. We, I feel like, have subconsciously taken that on.”\textsuperscript{5} His comments reflect the argument of the power of the president to influence the popular discourses that define periods of popular culture. The era of the Obama presidency


witnessed the emergence of several prominent discursive formations, such as commodity
activism as a dominant practice for social responsibility and the pervasiveness of persona as a
means of self-promotion facilitated by advances in technological and networked culture.

Amongst the significant issues and challenges facing Obama as he entered office, his
presidency is primarily remembered for his relationship to, and influence on, popular culture. In
their analysis of the social trends and motifs that emerged during the global financial crisis of
2008-2009, Negra and Tasker defend their emphasis on American popular culture, not only for
what they argue is “its concentrated power and appeal to privileged constituencies and its high
transnational circulation,” but also for the power of cultural texts originating in the United States
to shape Canadian, British, and European reactions to key international events and crises like the
recession.6 Reflecting on the iconic moment when Obama was caught by the press posing for
selfies with Danish and British prime ministers Helle Thorning-Schmidt and David Cameron
during Nelson Mandela’s 2013 memorial service, The Globe and Mail’s Russell Smith noted:

Columnist after pundit has come out to claim that one of Obama’s many strengths was a
familiarity with pop music and comedy, and an ability to goof around (as with the selfie),
to appear natural and self-deprecating at the same time. He appeared on late-night talk
shows, he played along with comedians (Zach Galifianakis, Key and Peele, Jerry
Seinfeld), he had rappers at the White House. The guy compiled Spotify playlists (on an
official White House account). This, surprisingly, did not make him look unpresidential,
just cool.7

Smith’s analysis highlights the important role Obama’s image as culturally-aware played in
shaping his persona as a presidential figure able to connect to the public – both American and
internationally – and as an iconic identity. Obama’s ability to understand how to build his brand
identity in accordance with the broader trends and dynamics circulating within popular culture is

---

reflective of his ability to adapt and promote himself with a consumer society that reproduces the power of the image.

It is within this social, political, and economic environment influenced by the cultural tones of the Obama administration that other public figures have emerged as individuals possessing an iconic brand identity. Branding techniques are frequently utilized by both cultural intermediaries and individual figures to construct the personas and iconic identities commonly associated with the institutions that govern everyday life, such as fashion, politics, and religion. Alongside Obama, Westwood and Pope Francis are frequently proclaimed as global icons due to their privileged status within their respective institutions and how their image is considered emblematic of specific moments in popular culture. Not only do these personalities function as brands at an individual level, expressed by frequent references to the “Obama brand,” for example, but Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis also act as commodities supporting larger institutional brands, such as England’s “Cool Britannia” nation branding campaigns conceptualized by Tony Blair’s administration and the Catholic Church’s attempt to revitalize its image following years of global scandal and decline.8 Douglas Holt refers to an iconic brand as that “whose identity value is so powerful that they become accepted as consensus symbols in American culture.”9 While Holt’s work focuses explicitly on marketing in American culture, his argument of what constitutes an iconic brand is applicable to a larger discussion of iconicity within a global context, especially in regard to how certain personas like Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis achieve and maintain symbolic power.

---

Since being credited with popularizing Britain’s punk aesthetic and revitalizing the London fashion industry, Westwood exemplifies a considerable history of political activism. Proclaimed as a “national treasure” by the British press, Westwood frequently utilizes her privileged position as a cultural icon to raise awareness towards a variety of social issues. A long-time advocate for Leonard Peltier’s release from prison – who was convicted in the fatal 1975 shooting of two federal agents on South Dakota’s Pine Ridge Reservation – Westwood’s activism ranges from championing the rights of those individuals detained illegally by the British government in relation to terrorism allegations to her current focus on the environment, specifically in regard to fracking, climate change, and rampant consumerism. Environmental activism has been the focus of her public image since the late 2000s, and the frequency in which Westwood’s persona is linked in the media to these causes now eclipses her complex identity as an icon of Britishness.

Born Jorge Mario Bergoglio, Pope Francis’s tenure as leader of the Catholic Church has initiated what may appear to be numerous deviations from the institution’s establishment that have been relatively well received by the public. His 2013 election marked a series of firsts for the Catholic Church: the first Jesuit to be elected pope; the first pope from the Americas and Southern Hemisphere; and the first pope to focus his papal encyclical primarily on the environment, which The Toronto Star describes as “the most defining statement of his papacy.” Pope Francis has received praise for his compassion towards the poor and the significant contributions he has made to international diplomacy and environmental politics, such as his

---

involvement in restoring American/Cuban relations and the international summits and conferences on climate change and fossil fuel dependency that have been held at the Vatican.

Nancy Gibbs, *Time’s* managing editor, defended Pope Francis’s suddenly iconic status when he was named the magazine’s 2013 Person of the Year, arguing the pontiff is “someone who has changed the tone and perception and focus of one of the world’s largest institutions in an extraordinary way.”13 Pope Francis was quickly praised by the press as an icon “of the people,” citing actions such as refusing to ride in the traditional, more luxurious Popemobile with its special security features and surprisingly posing for selfies with teenagers inside St. Peter’s Basilica.14

Obama’s presidency coincides with the consequences of the economic recession and other key political moments that are also central to the values of Westwood and Pope Francis that characterize their personas. The euphoric media attention deriving from his keynote address at the 2004 Democratic National Convention acted as the catalyst propelling a politician relatively unknown outside of his local community into the national spotlight, culminating with his election as President of the United States. Obama’s background as a biracial man raised by his grandparents in Hawaii along with the spectacle of his rapid ascent from the Illinois state senate to the White House, in addition to important moments like receiving the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize and the passing of the Affordable Care Act, illuminates the rhetorical frames constructing his iconic identity and how his brand circulates in popular culture. The construction

---


of Obama’s brand reveals the discursive formations that help elevate certain individuals from various institutional realms into iconic identities with global reach and power.

While Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis initially appear to be disconnected from each other, they are considered global leaders representing the institutions of politics, fashion, and religion. The symbolic power of their identity is also supported through comparable stances on class, poverty, the environment, and socioeconomic inequalities. Obama and Pope Francis have both been recognized as “Person of the Year” by *Time*, an annual “iconic title” bestowed by the magazine’s editors based upon trends and issues dominating public opinion to acknowledge the individual “who has had the most impact on the world and the news – for better or worse – over the past year.” Similar to Obama in his institutional role as president of the United States, the pope represents a multifaceted identity in popular culture due to the numerous responsibilities and functions – celebrity, religious leader, political figure – forming his public persona. To varying levels, Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis are also active agents in the construction of their public persona, strategically utilizing the media and their press coverage to further shape their iconic brand identities. While Westwood, and, to some extent, Obama’s public image developed steadily over years thereby allowing the public to grow accustomed to their personas, Pope Francis was suddenly propelled into public discourse after the unprecedented retirement of his predecessor, Pope Benedict XVI. His iconic status developed in a relatively short period of time in comparison to Westwood and Obama, and Pope Francis was especially dependent upon the labour of the press to communicate his brand to the public. This aspect of his persona is an intriguing point of comparison to understand the politics of iconography in relation to practices of symbolic exchange and signification.

Theoretical Framework and Literature Overview on Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis

Scholarship on symbolic exchange functions as the theoretical framework structuring the analysis of the iconic brand identities of Westwood, Pope Francis, and Obama. Jean Baudrillard’s work on symbolic exchange is particularly well suited to illustrate how the image economy bestows cultural icons with their authority in consumer society. Symbolic exchange is not a structural concept, but rather a “social relation” that constitutes an “uninterrupted cycle of giving and receiving.”

French sociologists and anthropologists writing on premodern societies, such as Emile Durkheim, Marcel Mauss, and George Bataille, are meaningful influences in Baudrillard’s theorization of the symbolic exchange – in particular Durkheim’s work on religious rituals and the sacred and Mauss’s argument of the gift as constituting an agonistic exchange of human interactions structuring social power. Baudrillard’s theory of the symbolic is also influenced by Bataille’s notion of the general economy, where waste and excess are fundamental principles to humanity, in contrast to the emphasis placed on production by contemporary capitalist society. For William Merrin, such influences reflect Baudrillard’s argument on how capitalist modes of production have abolished genuine social interactions and are consequently “replaced [with] inferior, less human, relations.”

The realm of the symbolic constitutes the vibrant relations supporting the rituals, beliefs, and customs that structure pre-capitalist society. In a similar manner to how Mauss argues that the humanistic quality of the gift as a function of exchange in ‘primitive’ societies is incompatible with the individualistic and

---

19 Merrin, “Television is Killing the Art of Symbolic Exchange,” 123.
hypercompetitive characteristics of capitalism, Baudrillard attributes the decline of the symbolic to advanced capitalism and the rise of consumption as a governing social structure. The commodity, according to Baudrillard, “feeds a social relation of power and exploitation” since it cannot be produced through practices of symbolic exchange.\(^\text{20}\) Utilizing semiotics as a framework to critique Marxist approaches to political economy, Baudrillard argues that the commodity functions as an organizing power in which social relations are governed by the politics of signification. The sign value of a commodity overshadows the use-value of a product or object, thereby bestowing consumer goods with semiotic meaning based on cultural codes and conventions.\(^\text{21}\) The language of consumer society consequently creates a system of differentiation privileging certain symbols and images.\(^\text{22}\) Signification’s power enables the emergence of the hyper-reality Baudrillard believes exemplifies late capitalist society. Meaning and depth are absent in a society governed by the logic of signification, since, as Baudrillard contends, “it is the field of play that is specifically the field of consumption.”\(^\text{23}\) Robert Dunn describes symbolic exchange as the “anchor” of Baudrillard’s criticism of consumer capitalism.\(^\text{24}\) Baudrillard’s theoretical framework of symbolic exchange acts as the foundation to understand how Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis are branded as icons in a media culture shaped by the discourse of consumer capitalism, especially since iconicity exemplifies a form of symbolic power inherently governed by the politics of signification. Although symbolic exchange functions as the theoretical framework structuring the analysis of Obama, Pope Francis, and

\(^{20}\) Baudrillard, *Mirror of Production*, 143.


\(^{24}\) Dunn, *Identifying Consumption*, 56.
Westwood’s iconic brand identities in popular culture, scholarship from celebrity studies, advertising, and persona studies will also complement critical readings of these public figures.

Despite the popularity and prominence of Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis in public discourse, they remain figures relatively under-researched within academic scholarship, particularly in regard to the cultural influence of their iconography, persona, and celebrity. Scholarly work on Westwood is primarily comprised of popular biographies and curatorial overviews of her fashion collections. This approach is best illustrated in curator Claire Wilcox’s Vivienne Westwood, the exhibition catalogue to the Victoria & Albert’s 2004 exhibit “Vivienne Westwood: 34 Yea in Fashion.” Alongside a succinct biographical account of Westwood, Wilcox showcases images from the designer’s portfolio, beginning with the influential collection “Let It Rock” that debuted in 1971 to significant press attention to 2003’s “Street Theatre.” Wilcox’s biographical overview incorporates press clippings and addresses the influence on her design philosophy of Westwood’s relationship with her former business and romantic partner, Malcolm McLaren. 25 Wilcox’s curatorial focus and cultural biographical approach to Westwood is not surprising considering that in the formative years of the discipline a substantial number of fashion scholars were employed as art historians and museum curators. 26 Fred Vermorel’s Fashion & Perversity: A Life of Vivienne Westwood and the Sixties Laid Bare and Vivienne Westwood: An Unfashionable Life by Jane Mulvagh are two of the more prominent popular (unauthorized) biographies on Westwood; Vermorel focuses primarily on Westwood’s youth, the influence of McLaren, and the impact of the 1960s on both her personality and design aesthetic, while Mulvagh’s acclaimed text more critically examines Westwood’s late entrance into the

fashion industry and the intricacies of her eccentric personality. More critical readings of Westwood’s aesthetics and design collections and her importance to the British fashion industry are found in the works of Rebecca Arnold, Diana Crane, Angela McRobbie, Juliet Ash, Caroline Evans, and Minna Thornton. Arnold, Ash, Evans, and Thornton each address topics such as Westwood’s signature aesthetic of ironic historicism to approach a class critique of English society through her references to ancient Roman and Greek symbolism, in addition to Westwood’s complicated relationship with the British monarchy and the influence of the aristocracy in shaping her design philosophy. Crane and McRobbie employ a political economic analysis of Westwood’s agency and institutional role in a male-governed industry, situating the designer within the growth of London’s creative class and the transformative neoliberal politics shaping Britain during from the 1970s-1990s. Constituting a brand management approach, Westwood’s emphasis on sustainability as a marketing tactic is the focus of industry-specific analyses on the designer. Westwood’s history of activism, and, in particular, her current focus on the environment, is a significant aspect of her persona and brand identity that has primarily been overlooked and unaddressed by scholarship within communication and cultural studies.

Similar to the biographical and artistic accounts of Westwood, only certain aspects of Pope Francis have been addressed by the academic literature. An extensive variety of popular biographies were released following Pope Francis’s election as pontiff during the 2013 conclave to capitalize on the phenomenon of the new pope.  

British writer Paul Vallely’s *Pope Francis: Untying the Knots* remains one of the more critical and comprehensive biographies released on Pope Francis, focusing primarily on the then Fr. Bergoglio’s alleged involvement with the military dictatorship during Argentina’s “Dirty War” from 1976-1983 as head of the country’s Jesuit order.  

Exploring accusations that Bergoglio was complicit in the abduction and torture of two Jesuit priests for failing to protect them after they refused to abandon the poor communities in which they served, *The Sunday Times* praises Vallely’s work for its “seriousness of purpose and depth,” noting it stands “head and shoulders above other recent rushed cutting jobs.” Following the success of his 2013 biography, Vallely later published a 2015 edition, *Pope Francis: The Struggle for the Soul of Catholicism*, extended to cover the changes initiated by Pope Francis within the Vatican during the first couple years of his papacy.  

Complementing the release of the 2019 Netflix film *The Two Popes*, Anthony McCarten delves into the personal history of both Joseph Ratzinger and Bergoglio to illuminate the similarities between the pontiffs. McCarten also addresses Bergoglio’s complicated relationship with Argentina’s Jesuit order while also attempting to understand the logic and reasoning behind Benedict’s unprecedented resignation.

---

Despite the prevalence of biographies on Pope Francis since his election during the 2013 conclave, there is very little academic research on the pontiff. Formerly observed during the pre-modern period with similar discourses of magnetism and wide-ranging appeal as contemporary celebrities, religious figures like Pope Francis have been overwhelmingly ignored by celebrity studies. Gëzim Alpion’s analysis of how Mother Teresa exerted ownership over her public image is a prominent example of research interrogating the complex politics shaping an iconic religious figure’s public persona.  

The majority of scholarship addresses Pope Francis’s theological doctrine on issues ranging from poverty, health care, and social institutions in highly specific journals such as *Theological Studies* and *Christian Bioethics*. In a semi-biographical account of Pope Francis, Phillip Berryman addresses how Argentine (and larger Latin American) culture, Peronism, and the politics of the Jesuit order are key factors that must be contextualized in order to understand the principles shaping his approach to the papacy. Work more specifically within the area of communication studies focuses on the reception of Pope Francis by the news media and his use of social media to connect with followers of the Catholic Church. María José Pou-Amérgo uses a content analysis to interrogate how Pope Francis’s 2015 papal encyclical *Laudato Si’* was framed by British and American newspapers, directing attention as to whether

---


the document was presented as a religious or political text. While Pou-Amérigo does not consider the pope’s encyclical to be as revolutionary as certain media reports imply, Bruno Latour explores the text’s subversive potential. Latour argues that the progressiveness of *Laudato Si’* resides in Pope Francis linking the destruction of the Earth to the anguish of the global poor, and how the pontiff challenges readers to respond to their cries for assistance. The logistics and security concerns behind the live broadcasting of Pope Francis’s tour of Chile from January 15-18, 2018 is the subject of Alejandro C. Reid’s critical reflection, detailing the extensive planning required for an official papal visit. Theo Zijderveld discusses how Pope Francis utilized his Instagram account to mediate authority and governance during the pontiff’s April 2017 trip to Egypt, while Juan Narbona analyzes Pope Francis’s Twitter and the way in which his tweets address global audiences with very little acknowledgement of specific Catholic doctrine.

The symbolic and institutional role of the president of the United States is a public identity based upon imagery and rhetoric that has been the subject of analysis from a variety of disciplinary approaches. Scholars such Susan Jeffords, John Orman, and David M. Lubin have addressed how the image and public identity of presidents like John F. Kennedy, Ronald Reagan, and Jimmy Carter are situated within the unstable context of cultural politics, socioeconomics, and representations of masculinity. For Barbara Hinckley, symbolism is a vital component of

---

American politics that works to ensure the stability and continuity of governance while also shaping election campaigns. Analyzing addresses from the initial three years of a president’s term from Harry Truman to Ronald Reagan, she applies concepts of representation and imagery to approach her theory of the symbolic presidency, which Hinckley defines as “a particular set of expectations about the office that are held by the public, described by journalists and teachers, and encouraged by the presidents themselves. Together, they form a portrait of the presidency that can be recognised when it appears, traced across time, and distinguished from other portraits.” Symbolism determines how an American president is viewed by civic society through tactics such as metaphorically eliminating the role of congress from public discourse, thereby creating a direct connection between the White House and the larger citizenry under the collective language of the nation. The symbolic connection of a president serving the American public forms the basis to what Jeffrey K. Tulis terms as the rhetorical presidency. Influenced by Jimmy Carter’s confession that his leadership failed his constituency resulting from his focus on governance, Tulis argues that “rhetorical leadership” has become the “essence of the modern presidency,” evident through a president’s direct appeals to the electorate on controversial and highly partisan issues ranging from military action to budget cuts to essential social services. Scholarship on the rhetorical presidency stresses the increasing importance of oratory capabilities as marker of governmental success, and, in the specific example of Obama, is a core

---

46 Hinckley, *Symbolic Presidency*, 10-12 and 130-133.
element of a presidential image based upon ideals of hope and the unity of a diverse collective that form his political persona.\textsuperscript{48}

While Westwood and Pope Francis are highly influential public figures who have not been adequately addressed by existing scholarship, Obama has become a widespread subject of analysis since his swift rise to the White House. He represents a continuously growing field with both popular and scholarly texts addressing his campaigns, presidency, brand, and persona in relation to American Studies, international relations, domestic politics, popular culture, technology, and race relations, amongst other topics.\textsuperscript{49} Following the announcement of his presidential campaign and before receiving the Democratic nomination, the \textit{Journal of Black Studies} published an issue devoted to situating Obama’s rising national profile and existing political platform within the socially constructed context of Blackness in the United States.\textsuperscript{50} Etse Sikanku and Nicholas A. Yates critique the common reference of Obama as the first African American elected as president of the United States, arguing that such a title often overlooks his multicultural background and the formative years of his childhood spent in Indonesia.\textsuperscript{51} The


ABC television drama *Boston Legal* (2004-2008) references Obama’s presidency in the episode “Thanksgiving,” which Jenny Banh situates within cultural imaginaries of a post-racial society circulating during his campaign and transition into office.\(^52\) *The Journal of Visual Culture* acknowledged the historic 2008 election with a special edition of short reflective essays. Scholars such as W.J.T. Mitchell, Marita Sturken, Ellis Cashmore, Curtis Marez, and Nicholas Mirzoeff responded to questions posed by the journal’s editors concerning Obama’s immediate transformation into a global icon, key moments from the campaign – such as Tina Fey’s impression of Sarah Palin on *Saturday Night Live* – and the election’s emphasis on the visual despite popular narratives surrounding the role of technology.\(^53\) Following his first term in office, *Comparative American Studies* published a collection devoted to themes, motifs, and discourses embedded within the textual construction of Obama.\(^54\) In a similar manner, the *Howard Journal of Communication* released a special edition devoted to analyzing the complexity of the Obama presidency with topics ranging from the administration’s relationship with the country’s Indigenous population and his Obama’s dependence upon humour as a critical mechanism to confront, challenge, and neutralize racist and derogatory accusations and comments concerning his religious and ethnic background.\(^55\)

---

Within the theoretical context of the spectacle and Chris Rojek’s framework on celebrity, Douglas Kellner argues that Obama’s iconography has now achieved the status of “supercelebrity.” Acknowledging the media spectacle surrounding his brand and persona, Kellner argues that Obama strategically exploited his “supercelebrity” standing to further his presidential campaign despite a significant lack of legislative experience and political credentials. Jeffrey Alexander’s analysis of the 2008 presidential election places both Obama’s and Republican-candidate John McCain’s campaigns within the metaphorical battleground of the “democratic struggle for power.” He examines the symbolism employed by both politicians, the role of journalists in framing the central campaign issues, and how each candidate responded to polling data. Political scientists and communication scholars, such as Michael Cornfield, John Allen Hendricks and Robert E. Denton, Jr., and Daniel Kreiss, have focused their attention to how the Obama campaign team not only effortlessly managed his online and offline persona, but also how their use of social media encouraged grassroots and community networks to offer support, thereby working to help brand his platform as inherently democratic.

Obama’s foreign policy in relation to his persona and the discursive formations prevalent in popular culture is a prominent topic also addressed by literature on his presidency. Analyzing the popular Showtime television series Homeland (2011-2020), Lindsay Steenberg and Yvonne Tasker and James Castonguay address the influence of Obama’s foreign policy and emphasis on
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domestic security on the program’s narrative structure. Drawing upon scholarship on the rhetorical presidency as a tactic employed by presidents to appeal to the public as opposed to Congress, Megan McFarlane analyzes the power of the iconic photograph from the Situation Room taken as Obama and high-ranking members of his administration watched the raid that killed Osama bin Laden. The photograph helped restore the authority behind Obama’s image as commander-in-chief following criticism for failing to close Guantanamo Bay and ending military interrogations for intelligence-gathering purposes. Sally Totman and Mat Hardy focus on how Obama’s failures in the Middle East towards the end of his presidency – especially in regard to the way in which the United States withdrew from Iraq and the resurgence of Russia as a major force in the region – impact the legacy that determines how his political persona is reproduced within the collective memory of the nation. While their work encompasses Obama’s eight years in the White House, the majority of scholarship on Obama evidently focuses primarily on his presidential campaign and the earlier years of his presidency.

Chapter Overview

The transformation of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis into icons symbolic of a type of collective identity marketed towards consumer publics masks the underlying social transformations occurring throughout contemporary culture. Underneath their iconic brand identities is a critique of political culture, one that can only be understood by interrogating the narrative, rhetoric, and symbolism employed by Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis in the construction of their personas. These icons focus on different aspects of cultural politics –

Obama attempting to maintain the illusion of the American Dream through an image of inclusivity in a drastically different socioeconomic landscape, Westwood directing her activism towards the dangers of consumer culture, and Pope Francis’s campaign to restore the symbolic power of the Catholic Church by raising awareness towards the poor and the environment.

Uniting the theoretical framework of symbolic exchange with a content and critical textual analysis comprising a non-random critical case sample represents a novel approach to interrogating the image and identity of public figures who work to shape the institutions that govern everyday life. Following the review of the literature in chapter two concerning different approaches to the study of icons, branding, and promotional culture and a detailed overview of the methodological approach in chapter three, chapter four addresses the creation of Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood’s image and how each figure rose to the prominent position they currently occupy in public discourse despite their initial status as outsiders. Particular focus is directed towards how they are active agents in the construction of their personas in order to introduce themselves to their respective publics. Chapter five analyzes each figure’s emphasis on public good within the socioeconomic context of consumer capitalism and the aftermath of the financial crisis, analyzing how Obama’s Affordable Care Act, Westwood’s environmental activism, and Pope Francis’s advocacy on behalf of the global poor are key components influencing each of their iconic identities. Chapter six concentrates on how these characteristics informing their persona shape the brand identities of Westwood, Pope Francis, and Obama. Particular emphasis is placed on the element that distinguishes each brand identity: the discussion of Westwood’s eccentric personality by the press within the context of the contradictions between her corporate label and anti-consumption activism, in addition to how she acts as signifier of Englishness despite her support of Scottish independence; Pope Francis’s
progressiveness and use of social media to connect with his followers, concentrating on how his image is critiqued by cinematic portrayals of the pontiff; and Obama’s reliance upon his family to create a Kennedy-esque image coupled with his reliance upon popular culture to distinguish himself as nonchalant despite the privilege of the office he represents. These three figures appear to be specific to the realm they are primarily associated with, but their identities resonate beyond the empires of fashion, politics, and religion to reveal insight into the widespread impact of the discourse of branding and promotional culture on public discourse.
Chapter Two – Icons, Brands, and the Public: Literature on the Cultural Construction of Personas

Regardless of whether they are portrayed as a religious deity, a celebrity, an object, or a poster, icons such as Vivienne Westwood, Barack Obama, and Pope Francis are integral components of popular culture and are key to practices of signification. Their personas also reflect shifts in identity construction within popular culture that are largely shaped by practices of branding and promotion facilitated by consumer capitalism. Popular culture is not a fixed entity, and the meanings and significance behind such artefacts are always in a state of constant negotiation within daily routines.¹ Further commenting on the power of popular culture, George Lipsitz notes that “images and icons compete for dominance within a multiplicity of discourses,” creating a cultural landscape where the symbolic meanings of popular texts and artefacts are highly multifaceted with multiple interpretations.² Notwithstanding the prominence of iconoclasm in public discourse, Marshall Fishwick argues that every individual possesses what he terms a “private icon-bank” that performs a vital role in creating the symbolic meaning necessary to sustain social order.³ Icons are therefore a necessary part of everyday life, acting as visual frames of reference in public discourse that perform a critical social function by creating meaning and assisting in practices of identity construction.

Iconic figures like Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis exist primarily in popular culture as visual representations, and their power as influential identities in everyday life is formed through complex processes of iconicity and branding promoted by consumer capitalism.

² George Lipstiz, Time Passages: Collective Memory and American Popular Culture (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1990), 130.
Marita Sturken and Lisa Cartwright generously define icons as images that “refer to something outside of its individual components, something (or someone) that has great symbolic meaning for many people.”\(^4\) Their broad characterization situates icons within the politics of signification and visual culture, yet the concept itself is a highly complex negotiation between the realms of the individual and the shared space of the public sphere. While the study of icons is historically traced to its religious origins, the topic has been addressed from a wide variety of approaches such as semiotics, sociology, cultural history, and literary criticism. Historic events such as the fall of the Berlin Wall and the circulation of celebrity figures like Princess Diana are prime examples influencing studies on iconicity and iconic power. The discursive conventions of advertising and promotional culture have distorted the distinctions and symbolic boundaries between identity and branding to transform how iconic figures circulate within consumer society. Socioeconomic changes have also activated larger transferences determining how the public is conceptualized, with promotional culture and branding promoting discourses of commodity activism as the main expression of politics and dissent. Addressing the theoretical development of the icon alongside scholarship on advertising, promotional culture, and the influence of branding and consumer capitalism in shaping seemingly authentic spaces of politics and personal identity provides the necessary foundation to understand how Westwood, Pope Francis, and Obama operate as influential iconic figures within a variety of cultural institutions.

**Defining and Validating the Icon**

The circulation of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis as cultural icons exemplifies the dominance of visuality in cultural politics. The visual is integral to the politics of contemporary culture, as emphasized through W.J.T. Mitchell’s argument of the “pictorial turn,” constituting a

way of life shaped by images which he describes as “a society of the spectacle, a world of semblances and simulacra.” Mitchell notes that the dominance of the “linguistic turn” in the humanities prioritized the analysis of cultural texts and artefacts from a semantic perspective, emphasizing elements such as narrative, language, and rhetoric. For Mitchell, such a linguistic approach could not accurately account for the complexities specific to the visual in a society governed by the politics of the image, arguing that the pictorial “has always been with us, it presses inescapably now, and with unprecedented force, on every level of culture, from the most refined philosophical speculations to the most vulgar productions of the mass media.”

Mitchell’s work and his argument of the pictorial turn has been highly influential on scholarship on the role of icon in visual culture. Mitchell’s definition of what constitutes an icon is rather flexible, pertaining to both the mythical realm of the symbolic and the supernatural while also including the commonplace items of daily life which are bestowed with emotional attachments, such as family photographs and jewellery. The complex role of the icon in visual culture, and the multiple forms they can exhibit, is a central element in Mitchell’s work, as explored in his analysis of how the mythology of the dinosaur circulates in popular culture, in the horrific images central to the rhetoric of the ‘War on Terror’ in post-911 American society, and in the sociopolitical context of the visual rhetoric employed by September 2011’s Occupy movement protesting against socioeconomic inequalities exacerbated by income disparity.

---

Despite the immeasurable variety of spectacular images that circulate on a daily basis in visual culture, only a select number are considered noteworthy, and even fewer are deemed truly ‘iconic.’ Robert Hariman and John Louis Lucaites contend that one of the reasons “icon” is frequently employed to describe elements and moments despite being undeserving of the label is due to the variety of spaces, venues, figures, artefacts, texts, and institutions in which the term can be applied.\(^{10}\) While the word is extremely overused in popular discourse, the “icon” as an area of study possesses a complicated history within the social sciences and humanities. The interdisciplinary context of the icon within the cultural studies and communication studies has been largely undertheorized, and at times condemned by scholars for promoting the debilitating consequences of specular society. Dominik Bartmanski and Jeffrey C. Alexander argue that the power of icons has been neglected by the social sciences because the triviality of icons is generally conceived as “socially dangerous.”\(^\text{11}\) Scholars such as Neil Postman have critiqued images for their capability to deceive and manipulate, leading Hariman and Lucaites to acknowledge the dominant iconoclastic criticisms applied to iconic texts in the social sciences and humanities:

They are examples of mystification in a society of the spectacle that has little place for deliberative rationality; they normalize oppressive norms of race, class, and gender while sustaining illusions of political consensus that marginalize democratic dissent; they exemplify processes of repetition, commodification, and fetishization that turn citizens into consumers while hollowing out aesthetic and moral values.\(^\text{12}\)

For Benjamin Dreschel, the term icon possesses the potential to be representative of the academic emphasis on interdisciplinarity, yet as a scholarly field requires further debate.\(^\text{13}\) While


\(^{12}\) Hariman and Lucaites, “Icons, Iconicity, and Cultural Critique,” 2.

Sturken acknowledges the common criticism of icons as trivial entities that depoliticize and simplify complex social issues into easily comprehended symbols for mass consumption, such artefacts provide valuable insights into the larger systems of power that govern the culture of everyday life.14

Religious Trajectories of the Icon

Although the Greek root of the word ‘icon’ translates to ‘image,’ the term initially was used in reference to paintings of the deceased and is commonly associated with a larger religious affiliation. Due to the adoption of Christianity by the Romans, images of religious figures including God, Jesus, and Mary alongside emperors and other pagan figures were replicated on everyday artefacts such as coins and wood panels, a form of reproduction that for Marco Solaroli represented an early example of the “critically intertwined relationship between iconicity and power.”15 Icons transformed common items with relative unimportance into spiritual objects, creating ritualistic practices that promoted sensory environments designed to encourage an emotional response from worshippers. Drawing upon this socio-religious history, William Binder conceptualizes what he refers to as secular icons that hold figurative authority through interconnecting shared feelings and values.16 The word “iconic” holds a double meaning; while icons represent visual objects, they also act as symbols that perform a particular function in cultural politics. Rooted in the politics of the Roman Catholic Church and Orthodox Christianity, Binder argues that this double meaning also exists with secular icons, since they are not holy by traditional logic but function in a manner similar to religious icons. Pope Gregory, for example, believed religious icons assisted the illiterate, a notion Binder compares to the ways in which

secular icons support the contemporary transnational environment by “providing common points of reference for a global civil discourse.” Secular icons require “socialized spectators” in order for their power to be legitimized, and can only exist in a media landscape since they require public discourses in order to circulate and gain power in cultural politics. The visual as mediated by secular icons is inherently dependent upon the cultural discourses, narratives, and myths of a particular society.

Since visual representations are a critical element in the construction of public forms of intimacy, photography is key to understanding the power of the icon in popular culture. Richard Howells identifies the connections between photography and the relics, mythology, and icons of ancient Byzantium and Greek culture, highlighting tropes that remain dominant systems of reference structuring current media representations and imagery. The Greek heroes in visual and literary culture were highly flawed mortals in possession of vast talents, yet suffer a premature death in order to obtain immortality within mythology. Their passing enables the hero to become a notable social presence, similar to contemporary iconic figures such as Princess Diana or Elvis Presley. While Greek heroes were primarily soldiers and athletes, the Byzantine era celebrated saints, thereby signifying their shift towards Christianity from a predominantly pagan culture. Icons were integral for the Byzantines to create a response and dialogue with the viewer, since, as Henry Maguire notes, “it was the image, whether in icons or in visions, that made the unseen world real, and the unseen world that gave real presence to the image.” Icons acted as the means through which Byzantines communicated with the saints, aiding prayer

sessions, particularly for those who were illiterate, by “communicating the Christian message in visual shorthand.”

Howells argues that the Byzantine icon reveals insight into the power of iconic artefacts and figures in contemporary visual culture, since it was “founded on the belief that the person depicted is somehow present in that depiction, and this recurring concept of ‘presence’ provides another vital stepping stone towards understanding the power of the photographic image today.”

While Howells focuses on photography, technological advancements have consequently enabled the instantaneous global circulation and reproduction of visual representations, ultimately bestowing greater power upon the image of the icon or iconic figure in cultural politics.

**Approaches to the Icon in Everyday Life**

While the sociocultural and religious history grounding the theoretical contributions by scholars like Dreschel and Howells reflects vernacular understandings of the icon in popular discourse, the term is increasingly addressed by a variety of academic disciplines including art history, communication studies, cultural anthropology, literary criticism, marketing, and philosophy, amongst others. In his overview of how interdisciplinary approaches to the study of the icon has developed, Solaroli identifies three influential scholarly schools of thought shaped by the works of Charles Peirce, Emile Durkheim, and Erwin Panofsky. Peirce’s semiotic theory of icon, index, and symbol was previously considered a dominant approach in understanding iconicity as a structural concept. An icon, for Peirce, is a direct material representation of what is resembled, with the index a depiction requiring knowledge of cultural or social meanings and the symbol directly detached from the signified without any association.

---

however, has been critiqued for its simplicity and inability to account for the intricate politics of visual culture. Durkheim’s work on totemism in *The Elementary Forms of Religious Life* is a prominent influence on the scholarly development of the icon. As the religious focus of religious practices, Durkheim’s totemism accounts for how the meanings associated with rituals and the sacred are constructed in everyday life. The sacred morals and values of a society are manifested within material objects such as totems. It is the relationship between the material and the moral that makes totems powerful and highly recognizable artefacts that work to unite and naturalize the “collective consciousness” of a group or community. Solaroli contends that Durkheim’s inclusion of insulting terms such as “primitive” in the formation of his argument has resulted in his work being excluded from academic discussions of iconicity in favour of other viewpoints, such as Peirce’s semiotic approach. Durkheim’s framework of totemism, however, is particularly valuable for Solaroli since it shifts “attention towards the social practices through which a given image and object assumes its power rather than toward the object and image itself,” representing for Solaroli how “contemporary visual-cultural icons can play the totemic role of social bonding and collective identification, giving a concrete and paradigmatic form to abstract consciousness and meanings.” Reflective upon the prevalence of Durkheim’s argument in contemporary cultural politics, Alexander argues that the power of totems are in how they act as “collective representations that carry social force, communicate sacred and profane meanings, and generate intense emotional identifications through ritualistic practices centering on the material form.”

Cultural beliefs, traditions, and rituals that represent collective feelings and emotions determine

---

what distinguishes the sacred from the profane. Without such emotional collectiveness, an object cannot be characterized as sacred, and it is only through symbols can shared sentiments materialize in society.\(^{29}\)

A central argument presented by Alexander is his notion of iconic consciousness, which addresses both the aesthetic and moral components of material objects that are elevated as icons in popular culture. Alexander’s work on the icon is situated within the cultural sociological approach of the Yale school, which focuses on understanding the symbolic power of images and aesthetics in the construction of meaning, emotions, and identity. The aesthetic, for Alexander, refers to the surface of the object, while the moral constitutes the depth of meaning. Iconic consciousness is the product of the symbiotic relationship between aesthetics and morals and surface and depth. The moral meanings of objects are created through social interactions as opposed to their aesthetic properties.\(^{30}\) Alexander argues that the iconic is not solely a form of communication, but primarily an experience; iconic consciousness therefore is “to understand by feeling, by contact, by the ‘evidence of the senses’ rather than the mind.”\(^{31}\) It is through iconic consciousness that Alexander argues “we feel part of our social and physical surroundings, how we experience the reality of the ties that bind us to people we know and people we don’t know, and how we develop a sense of place, gender, sexuality, class, nationality, our vocation, indeed our very selves.”\(^{32}\) While icons are often material representations, their more significant power is rooted in the ability to ignite emotional responses through activating various senses. Alexander acknowledges that iconicity is a process that involves applying abstract meaning and symbolism

---


to the tangible experiences of everyday life. As vital components in the structuring of commonplace existence, icons work best when such texts and artefacts mobilize emotional reactions from the public, thereby illustrating Alexander’s argument of iconicity.

Although icons have historically been studied as entities comprising visual culture, such as architecture, paintings, and sculptures, the influence of the discourse of consumption has transformed the nature of iconography to include a wide variety of artefacts, including clothing, technology, film, television, celebrity, and corpses. Icons can arise from the violent radicalness of social revolution, however Bartmanski and Alexander note that the more powerful iconic symbols and figures derive from “the placid events of everyday life.” The iPod, for example, not only represents for Eric Jenkins the relationship between corporate marketing and iconicity, but for Alexander and Bartmanski symbolizes the “powerful experience of immediacy in an increasingly mass mediated and seemingly mechanistic world.” Icons do not just represent or resignify; they are also cultural constructions that gain potency due to their inclusion within the culture of everyday life and are easily disseminated by consumer capitalism. Iconicity thereby constitutes a structural form that Alexander argues masks drastic historical, political, and economic transformations, an enchanting trait which can be applied to any object, text, or artefact such as religious totems, digitally created corporate logos, or public figures including Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis.

News Media Reporting and Photojournalism on Iconic Events in Public Culture

Although little work in communication studies has addressed the role of iconicity in the production of meaning, scholarship focusing on journalism and the news media has more explicitly accounted for the construction and circulation of iconic events, particularly in regard to framing collective memory. Icons are not created equally, since their relevance can progress or decline in relation to shifts in social dynamics and political, economic, and cultural changes, nor do iconic figures or events originate autonomously. How an icon is interpreted, consumed, or accepted by audiences and the larger public is primarily determined by critics and the news media. Analyzing reviews on a variety of cultural texts from *The New York Times*, Alexander argues that iconic power is created by the critic from print publications, who possesses a position of social power by priming the reader through their instruction combined with the cultural prestige and exclusiveness associated with their organization, magazine, or newspaper.38 Alexander argues that the critic has developed significant power in iconicity, since the audience reception of an icon is mediated through specific channels and therefore largely separated from its design, production, and distribution in postmodern society. The critic’s voice has therefore become the main representative of public reaction.39 W. Lance Bennett and Regina G. Lawrence argue that news icons are not just noteworthy images that register with the public, but rather “enter the narrative streams of subsequent, disparate, and often unconnected events within which they originate,” and are strategically utilized by journalists to “evolve larger cultural themes, symbolizing values, contradictions, or changes that have begun in society.”40 Such figures, texts,

or events are dependent upon media attention and the strategic framing of journalists and cultural commentators to help produce and confer their iconic power through the negotiation and appropriation of their symbolic meanings.

Iconic historical moments extensively reported by the news media, such as the sinking of the Titanic, constitute examples of what Daniel Dayan and Elihu Katz refer to as media events. Their description of media events as moments where the broadcast and print coverage of an incident or occasion disrupts the normal patterns, rhythms, and scheduling of everyday life functions as the foundation for Jeffrey C. Alexander and Ronald N. Jacobs argument that media events provide the framework for audiences to partake in civil society, since such occasions act as “plot points” constructing a continuous narrative in cultural politics. Dayan and Katz’s work has been subject to criticism, in particular regarding how socioeconomic changes have altered broadcasting coverage, yet their argument provides a framework for comprehending the power of contemporary global iconic events such as the elimination of the Berlin Wall and the tragic outcome of the Titanic’s maiden voyage. Drawing upon Dayan and Katz’s work, Julia Sonnevend defines global iconic events as incidents with global appeal that are reported extensively by the international media, become engraigned into collective memory through cultural rituals of remembrance, and continue to influence social practices and political proceedings following the passing of their moment, such as the terrorists attacks of September 11th, and the primary example in her text, the fall of the Berlin Wall. Central to Sonnevend’s operationalization of global iconic events is how she distinguishes between the national and the

global. Referencing Daniel Levy and Natan Sznaider’s argument of cosmopolitan memory, Sonnevend emphasizes that global iconic events “are not bound to a particular nation or social group,” since such occurrences “travel through temporal and spatial boundaries and cross from one medium to another.”

In her analysis of the sinking of the Titanic as an iconic media event, Patricia Leavy argues that an occurrence reaches iconic status through processes of continued interpretation over their meaning and symbolism. The Titanic, for example, ultimately becomes mythological as an iconic media event for Leavy through “its appropriation into other political or social discourses and its eventual use within commercial culture,” best illustrated through the continued longevity of the film in popular culture.

Leavy places particular emphasis on the role of the press in this process of myth construction, since the creation and bestowment of an iconic status is the result of constant negotiation over narrative and discourse. Iconic media events like the sinking of the Titanic are consequently influenced by the organizational and institutional pressures facing journalists and other cultural intermediaries.

Concentrating on the iconic power of the Berlin Wall, Dominik Bartmanski argues that the political is often overshadowed or rewritten by mythology in public imaginaries of an iconic historical event. According to Bartmanski, it is fundamental to reconstruct historical events and narratives of events deemed iconic by the international media in order to account for how discourses and mythologies “construe, code, and associate events with each other.”

Events or places celebrated with iconic power can reach a level of what he refers to as “inconspicuous,” which allows for the creation of “patterns of experiencing, remembering, and forgetting” and, in
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doing so, shifts other events to a neglected space in public collective memory.\textsuperscript{46} For Bartmanski, image and discourse are mutually dependent upon each other, since “the actual meanings of revolutionary discourses emerge not merely ‘accompanied’ by iconic images but crucially dependent on them.”\textsuperscript{47} He refers to icons as “informational icebergs” that perform a pivotal role in providing some type of structure and organization to a highly saturated media environment.\textsuperscript{48} Bartmanski argues that in the battle of visibility in public discourse, the stories, events, and figures that capture the public imaginary are those that are inconspicuous, subtle, and ordinary. As multimodal texts that are highly visible in the collective memory of a society, media icons for Benjamin Dreschel are “inextricably intertwined with political myths because both theoretical concepts include complex and temporal associations of images and ideas.”\textsuperscript{49} Critiquing previous work for focusing predominantly on photographs and overlooking other visual texts such as architecture in the example of the Berlin Wall, Dreschel argues icons link the pictorial turn with the mnemonic, which ultimately works to shape cultural memory.

While events such as the fall of the Berlin Wall comprise a substantial focus on scholarship regarding iconic events or moments constructed by the news media, Hariman and Lucaites place emphasis on specific photographs as central texts in the construction of iconicity in popular culture and public discourse. Their text, \textit{No Caption Needed: Iconic Photographs, Public Culture, and Liberal Democracy}, situates particular images, including Dorothea Lange’s “Migrant Mother” and Alfred Eisenstaedt’s “V-J Day in Times Square,” within the sociopolitical dynamics in which they were produced, and how iconic photographs initiate some type of emotional response from the collective consciousness of American society by addressing the

\textsuperscript{49} Dreschel, “Berlin Wall from a Visual Perspective,” 5-7.
cultural anxieties and contradictions plaguing the nation. While the majority of photographs circulating in visual culture are inherently forgettable, iconic images are memorable and can transcend generational divides. Iconic photographs register with mass audiences, becoming highly engrained into the familiarity of everyday life. Hariman and Lucaites are highly critical of the disdain towards images in cultural politics, and *No Caption Needed* is positioned as a response to iconoclastic arguments by contending that forms of visual representation are integral to the health of civic society’s democratic ideals. Their reading of iconic photographs has been influential in establishing a framework to contextualize the relationship between public discourse and the power of images to shape the perception of historical events and catastrophes. For instance, Lene Hansen combines W.J.T. Mitchell’s work on the global circulation of images with Hariman and Lucaites’ argument of iconic photographs in her analysis of the Abu Ghraib images, illuminating the lack of attention directed towards icons within the field of International Relations. Hansen contextualizes “The Hooded Man” photograph as an international icon, arguing that the image is strategically employed by politicians, magazine editors, and journalists as a source of critique and commentary, demonstrating the communicative ability of the text to continue to shape public discourses on American foreign policy.

In their reading of photographic print images as critical texts upholding democratic ideals of civic society Robert Hariman and John Louis Lucaites situate icon images within theoretical understandings of the public. Reproduced through cultural texts and artefacts, Hariman and

---

51 For work drawing upon their analytical framework, refer to McFarlane, “Visualizing the Rhetorical Presidency,” 4, Mette Mortensen, *Journalism and Eyewitness Images: Digital Media, Participation, and Conflict* (London: Routledge, 2015), 84-90, and Emily Truman, Back to the Political Future: Coping with Crisis Through Radical Nostalgia for Revolutionary Icons” (PhD diss., Carleton University, 2014), 31-34.
Lucaites contextualize public culture as an immersive communicative experience interpolating individuals into matters pertaining to the state regardless of awareness or intention.

Subconsciously registering headlines about health care reform on the front page of a newspaper, reading a magazine showcasing pictures of a fashion designer’s most recent runway performance, or listening to an edited clip of a religious leader speaking about climate change posted on a news organization’s Twitter feed, for example, are small acts exercised daily that contribute to formulating broader opinions on matters central to notions of social welfare and public good. Hariman and Lucaites therefore ground their theorizing of public culture within the mundane practices of everyday media usage, arguing that:

Ongoing listening, reading, viewing, and talking with others constitutes subjects as citizens within the places and practices of ordinary life, while the circulation of discourse and the media sustained by that circulation constitute norms for discursive performance and institutional accountability that provide the constraint on state power theorized as the ‘public sphere.’

Hariman and Lucaites acknowledge that visual icons cannot be adequately theorized utilizing one particular theory and must be analyzed from a variety of disciplinary approaches. The discursive elements composing iconic events, figures, and photographs are often intertwined. Little research, however, has addressed the connections between these three elements in regard to an individual public personality within the context of neoliberal notions of identity, branding, and persona.

Theorizing Iconic American and British Identities

While the scholarship on iconicity and iconic consciousness offers an abstract approach, another area of focus addresses cultural icons with specific readings of individual public figures and fictional characters. Reflecting upon the predominance of citizens and fictional personalities

that play critical roles in American cultural politics, Klaus Rieser conceptualizes icons as “special markers within the cultural matrix of meaning, highly relevant for the day-to-day integration of the otherwise heterogeneous composition of the social landscape.”\textsuperscript{54} He recognizes that numerous iconic identities with immense signifying power in popular culture are fictional – for example, Uncle Sam and Superman – yet there is a tendency within analysis of iconicity to focus on living or lived public figures. Rieser’s edited collection with Michael Fuchs and Michael Phillips, \textit{Configuring America: Iconic Figures, Visuality and the American Identity}, combines critiques of fictional and non-fictional identities ranging from Lois Lane and the American Girl doll collection to Lebron James and the widows of the Civil Rights movement to approach a general understanding of cultural icons and how such images operate:

> Icons are concrete, manifest, materialized (human beings, drawings on paper, film characters), but also abstractions, condensations, images in our minds […] Iconic figures both include persons and personifications because both share a ‘gestalt’ aspect of iconic figures, the aspect through which they invite identification, empathy, desire, fear, or hatred.\textsuperscript{55}

Reiser places particular emphasis on American iconic figures, since such texts, whether a person or a fictional creation, are often employed to help brand the nation due to their global reach and ability to create imagined communities. Iconic figures are thereby subjected to continuous processes of transformation in accordance with social, economic, and political shifts in the cultural imaginary of the nation.

American iconic figures play a central role in shaping the cultural politics of the nation, yet such identities are also situated within the global image economy. The notion of “Americanness” itself is a construction supported by icons like Uncle Sam, underlining Nick

Hefferman’s argument that the United States is an “empire of signs whose global supremacy is asserted as much through the pervasiveness of its popular culture as through its military reach or its command of international trade.”\textsuperscript{56} Reiser draws upon Lauren Berlant’s argument of the National Symbolic to illustrate the critical role of cultural icons in the formation of American popular culture. Berlant defines the National Symbolic as:

> Discursive practices whose reign within a national space produces, and also refers to, the ‘law’ in which the accident of birth within a geographical/political boundary transforms individuals into subjects of a collectively held history. Its traditional icons, its metaphors, its heroes, its rituals, and its narratives provide an alphabet for a collective consciousness or national subjectivity.\textsuperscript{57}

Berlant’s argument of the National Symbolic enables individuals to align their identifications with national imagery. Since icons are social constructions, Reiser contends that the value of Berlant’s concept is how it provides a framework to comprehend how such imagery interpellates individuals into subject positions that ultimately reproduce dominant power relations under the illusion of a collective imaginary. The National Symbolic constitutes the collective iconography of the nation, yet in doing so, must also incorporate as many counter-narratives as possible to avoid any forms of exclusion, since icons must be inclusionary in order to be considered successful. Reiser draws upon the Obama “Hope” posters designed by Shepard Fairey as an example of the National Symbolic; the poster simultaneously signified Black advancement, the utopia of a post-race society, and the rhetoric of the American Dream during a time of economic uncertainty.\textsuperscript{58} The promise of the National Symbolic is the potential for iconic figures to emerge from marginalized communities. Once they are an element of the collective, iconic identities are

open to various forms of reinterpretation and appropriation that are commonly detached from their original conception.

While Reiser, Fuchs, and Phillips’s collection focuses on the circulation of American cultural icons, the iconic legacy of Princess Diana continues to be the subject of various critiques interrogating how the British figure functions as a powerful mediation within global media culture. The majority of scholarship on Princess Diana’s iconicity contextualizes her celebrity identity as a fashion icon in addition to her untimely death and the outpouring of public grief that exemplifies an iconic media event defining contemporary British cultural politics. Raka Shome’s Diana and Beyond: White Femininity, National Identity, and Contemporary Media Culture represents a significant shift in such scholarship by reconciling iconic identities and the politics of national identity in global media culture. Her discussion of Princess Diana accounts for the larger cultural trends that bestowed Diana’s public image with transnational appeal, particularly in regard to how her identity negotiated social shifts in British culture that were utilized by Tony Blair’s administration to rebrand and market the nation.

Icons like Princess Diana are emblematic of larger trends in public discourse, and her symbolic power works to negotiate cultural practices informing death and grief, an aspect of her iconic identity that is the subject of Margaret Schwartz’s argument in Dead Matter: The Meaning of Iconic Corpses. Although her analysis also includes other public figures such as Abraham Lincoln and Eva Peron, Princess Diana exemplifies what Schwartz refers to as the “iconic dead” in which her deceased body acts as a platform negotiating politics of national identity largely

influenced by the demands of celebrity and consumer culture.\textsuperscript{61} As a textual entity, Princess Diana encompasses the realm of celebrity and her deceased body (aside from the iconic imagery of her coffin during the funeral and procession) was concealed from the public in order to preserve her living presence within the cultural imaginary, since, according to Schwartz, “iconography serves to monetize the corpse and make it productive in a post-Fordist economy where images and archival media may continue to produce economic value long after the living body has deceased.”\textsuperscript{62} Princess Diana is a pertinent figure to understand the power of iconic identities in a media culture governed by the spectacular imagery of celebrity, particularly since as a discursive construction she negotiates notions of private and public central to the presentation and promotion of persona. Scholarly analysis of Princess Diana, particularly in the work by Shome, also functions as a template to understand how other iconic identities like Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis negotiate the politics comprising their personal persona amidst the often-competing demands of the institution they represent, a delicate practice that reveals the various levels of labour involved in this process in addition to the dissonance and contradictions embedded with their celebrity image.

Analyzing Iconic Identities and Personas within Celebrity Culture

Evident in scholarly discussions of Princess Diana, the discourse of celebrity plays a critical role in transforming public figures into iconic identities, a factor also influencing how Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood circulate within popular culture. Current socioeconomic trends have privileged celebrity as the discourse that informs and constructs contemporary iconic

\textsuperscript{61} Margaret Schwartz, \textit{Dead Matter: The Meaning of Iconic Corpses} (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2015), 6.
figures. Celebrity is an integral component of public culture that functions to personalize politics into an accessible manner for broader audiences while simultaneously helping to extend democracy to larger segments of the public. It is not solely the private life of an iconic celebrity that gains the interests of audiences, but rather their public image and how the persona intersects with their inner self. Nick Couldry and Tim Markham contend that celebrity culture cannot be dismissed as trivial or insignificant, since it is an intrinsic component of public discourse.

Approaching a definition of celebrity and determining which figures embody the term is a widely debated topic within academic discussions of celebrated public individuals. Olivier Driessens highlights the different scholarly approaches to defining the word celebrity in his overview of the field, drawing upon Ellis Cashmore and Andrew Parker’s argument that it “is a slippery concept that has eluded any real sense of definition to date.” While the labels ‘celebrity,’ ‘hero,’ ‘idol,’ ‘star,’ and ‘icon’ are used interchangeably in popular culture, P. David Marshall argues that ‘heroes’ and other public figures, like politicians and religious leaders, are more specific classifications than the generality of celebrity since such figures primarily operate within the realm of the public sphere. However, David Giles argues that the “brutal reality of the modern age is that all famous people are treated like celebrities by the mass media, whether they be a great political figure, a worthy campaigner, an artist ‘touched by genius,’ a serial killer, or Maureen of Driving School.” His view of modern celebrity accounts for the cultural
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dynamics that have enabled Barack Obama, Vivienne Westwood, and Pope Francis to emerge as iconic celebrity figures in popular culture.

Celebrity as a discourse performs a powerful spiritual role in society that Chris Rojek compares to the communal function of religious institutions in fulfilling desire for social solidarity, an argument that exhibits similarities to the role of totems in sociological theories of iconicity.\textsuperscript{68} Marshall conceptualizes the iconic celebrity as a form of symbolic power conferred upon the individual at the peak of one’s career. When a celebrity acquires what Marshall refers to as an iconic quality, he or she enters into the vernacular of popular culture regardless of their productivity or if the individual passes away.\textsuperscript{69} The dominance of such personalities in popular culture enables the proliferation of what Jeffrey C. Alexander refers to as the celebrity-icon. Constituting what he argues as “totem-like material symbols [that] continue to structure our culture and economy,” Alexander’s work privileges the celebrity as the key figure in consumer capitalism negotiating notions of magic, enchantment, and desire central to other social symbols.\textsuperscript{70} Alexander contextualizes celebrity-icons as “transitional objects for adults, mediating between internal and external reality, between the deepest emotional needs and contingent possibilities for their satisfaction.”\textsuperscript{71} Celebrity-icons mediate between different realities and needs, and, similar to totems, are not held to the same rules as the general public. The production and maintenance of celebrity-icons is a laborious process requiring the work of public relations representatives to constantly control their image in order to preserve the sacred properties composing such an identity. The discourse of celebrity helps prioritize certain public figures as

\textsuperscript{71} Alexander, “The Celebrity-Icon,” 325.
instrumental social and cultural symbols and helps to illustrate how iconicity as a structural form can be applied to analyze both objects and texts, like religious totems and digital logos, as well as personalities like Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis.

While celebrities and other public figures are inherently human beings, their power resides in the meanings signified by their mediated persona in popular culture. Discourses of celebrity have worked to shape popular understandings of who constitutes an iconic figure, this logic also illuminates the labour involved in the creation and maintenance of persona. Described by P. David Marshall, Christopher Moore, and Kim Barbour as the “wider practice of constructing and constituting forms of public identity,” various political, economic, technological, and cultural shifts are responsible for enabling persona to emerge as a dominant cultural expression that is not only evident in the public management of Westwood, Pope Francis, and Obama’s image but also throughout contemporary society entrenched into the practices of everyday life. The intensification of celebrity as a central social force, consumer culture’s promotion of the self and emphasis on individuality, and technological advancements leading to the growth of presentational media like social network sites are dominant trends Marshall identifies as contributing to the democratization of persona, which previously was “an activity only engaged in by a quite limited celebrity and public personality culture.” For Marshall, persona is not just a calculated expression of identity, “but, more than any other moment, this persona construction – its fetish quality – has become pandemic in the contemporary moment.” It is integral to interrogate persona – particularly in regard to how personalities are constructed, circulated, and perceived, because they are formations of identity
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practiced by influential figures like Obama, Vivienne Westwood, and Pope Francis to the everyday individual.

Key to Marshall, Moore, and Barbour’s conceptualization of persona is how they distinguish between personas popular in everyday life, such as the presentation of the self on an individual’s Instagram account, and the celebrity persona like that of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis. Whereas persona relates broadly to all productions of a public identity, an analysis of celebrity persona reveals what they refer to as the “strategies of foregrounding versions of public and private presentations and how they relate to the individual celebrity negotiating his/her position within institutions and the broader culture.”

Persona has emerged as a valuable framework for analyzing contemporary mediations of celebrity, particularly in regard to recognizing the agency of a public figure in controlling how their image circulates in popular culture and the existential questioning that arises during periods of crisis or when a celebrity’s persona is subject to criticism following a scandal. For instance, Bronwyn Polaschek’s comparative analysis of Amy Winehouse’s public identity against the image portrayed by the 2015 documentary Amy expands upon existing literature on persona and celebrity. Recognizing the active role Winehouse exerted over the mediation of her image, Bronwyn argues she crafted a rebellious persona that subverted hegemonic notions of femininity, an aspect overlooked by
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influential cultural texts like *Amy* that frame her as helpless and susceptible in accordance with stereotypes emerging from Winehouse’s working-class background.\(^77\)

Such existing scholarship on cultural icons, celebrity, and persona offer further frameworks to understand the institutional roles Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis perform in the discursive contexts of national identity and imagined empires. Although a variety of scholarly approaches have addressed the icon, there lacks a consistent application of cultural icons to the dynamics of contemporary media, particularly within the context of digital culture. Emily Truman critiques the scholarship that primarily comprises the field of iconic study, arguing that previous work has not addressed how the longevity of 21\(^{st}\)-century cultural icons has now increased due to new forms of circulation resulting from digital technology. Using the example of the resurgence in popularity of the “Keep Calm and Carry On” poster, Truman traces the competing histories and intensions behind the design, arguing that it is through circulation that cultural icons gain their symbolic power by enabling an individualized practice of meaning making.\(^78\) Taking into consideration how texts, including Shepard Fairy’s HOPE poster that became the emblem of Obama’s presidential campaign that was widely shared through social networks like Facebook, Truman theorizes a way of conceptualizing cultural icons within the context of 21\(^{st}\)-century media landscape: “A cultural icon is a symbol (in the form of person, place, or thing) associated with the ‘public good,’ represented in various forms (mental image, 2D, and 3D text), circulating through a variety of networks (social, material, digital) in popular culture, in response to broader modes and contexts of crisis.”\(^79\) Truman’s definition accounts for how social media channels like Twitter and Instagram provide new individualistic means of
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participating in the circulation of iconic figures. She also upholds the critical role of icons in navigating institutional discourses central to public culture, a function performed by the media image of Westwood, Pope Francis, and Obama. Missing, however, from her definition of 21st-century cultural icons is the influence of brand culture and the promotional discourses of consumer capitalism that have shaped the social conditions in which Pope Francis, Obama, and Westwood’s iconic identities are received by the public.

**Promoting Iconic Identities in Consumer Society & Brand Culture**

The iconic identities of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis are situated within the larger context of consumer society, since advertising and brand culture are critical elements involved in the circulation of their image. Iconic images that resonate with consumer society perform an integral function for corporations since they are powerful tools for reproducing dominant ideological social formations and practices.80 Consumer capitalism increasingly prioritizes visual advertising and branding techniques as obligatory communication methods, a technique that, according to scholars such as Jane Davison, negotiates the political yet multifaced connections amongst iconography, commodity culture, advertising, and capitalism.81

Interrogating how modern society, founded by the rational principles of the Enlightenment, can be governed by the mythical power of advertising, Raymond Williams traces the historical development of the institution from its early incarnation as classified pages aiding local businesses with promoting material goods and services, to its contemporary function placing greater emphasis on elusive associations over products. By tracing the historical development of advertising, Williams argues that the institution performs both a cultural and economic function.
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as the central tool of capitalism. \(^{82}\) Analyzing the role of commodities in structuring social relations in a market economy, William Leiss, Stephen Kline, Sut Jhally, Jackie Botterill, and Kyle Asquith demonstrate how the discourse of consumption worked to privilege advertising as the dominant cultural form structuring everyday life. \(^{83}\) Their analysis contextualizes advertising as a “channel” communicating social and political transformations, functioning as both a “discursive practice contributing to cultural and economic change and a representational practice wherein such changes can be witnessed and interpreted.” \(^{84}\) As the central social institution that governs contemporary cultural politics, advertising works to not only market consumer products, but, more significantly, to transform commodities into images bestowed with symbolic meaning, power, and value, a process evident in the brand identities of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis. The images of advertising and consumer society are not innocent texts that exist independently, rather they are key components in social relationships and perform a critical function by negotiating between the political, economic, and cultural structures that govern everyday life.

**Myth, Symbolism, and Meaning in Advertising & Consumer Society**

While profit is a necessary element for capitalism’s stability, the economic system cannot rely exclusively on revenue for its endurance and stability. Rosa Luxemburg contends that in order for capitalism to sustain its power, the system is dependent upon the continued circulation of the symbolic through communicative means such as advertising, an argument best illustrated through the work of Judith Williamson and Roland Barthes. \(^{85}\) Williamson analyzes how
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advertising replicates capitalism’s symbolic power by incorporating “structures of meaning,” or what she refers to as referent systems, which work to rearticulate “our relation to the world around us and the society we live in.”86 One particular reference system employed by advertising that Williamson is the focus of her semiotic analysis is magic. Performing a mythological function, magic works to “short-circuit” the complex politics embedded within capitalist production into a single image.87 Williamson’s Decoding Advertisements emphasizes how such cultural texts intentionally communicate meaning, an approach that draws parallels with Barthes semiotic approach. Barthes’s argument of denotation and connotation is central to advertising and iconicity as communicative systems, in which the linguistic message anchors and naturalizes the symbolic meaning. Comprehending the meaning of an image is dependent upon rather extensive cultural knowledge and shared lexicon. Barthes conceptualizes myths as a communicative form of signification expressed through discourse that assists in the construction of meaning.88 Myths perform two critical functions of both identifying and concealing, with Barthes noting that a myth “is a pure ideographic system, where the forms are still motivated by the concept which they represent while not yet, by a long way, covering the sum of its possibilities for presentation.”89 Myths are in themselves historical entities subjected to practices of naturalization, composed of “material which has already been worked on so as to make it suitable for communication.”90 It is through naturalization that myths are deemed as both factual and harmless, a process that also works to conceal the hegemonic politics involved within systems of signification.

86 Williamson, Decoding Advertisements, 144.
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Sociohistorical Approaches to Consumer Society

In comparison to the semiotic approaches of Williamson and Barthes, Baudrillard places emphasis on the sign as the central element determining the construction of meaning associated with objects in consumer society. Changes in production to monopoly capitalism required manufacturers to create and associate needs attributed to products, what Baudrillard refers to as sign-value. Drawing upon Thorstein Veblen’s argument of conspicuous consumption, consumers purchase a good or service for the prestige and status mediated by the sign-value, which ultimately becomes the organizing force of society. Consumption therefore constitutes a system of needs in which individuals can no longer appreciate the objects consumed since the pleasure previously derived from such purchases is transformed into a social responsibility.91 Reflective of how consumption emerged from a Puritan ethic, Baudrillard argues that social activities are situated within the sphere of shopping in which “needs and consumption are in fact an organized extension of productive forces.”92 Consumption ultimately integrates individuals into a collective identity through discourses of novelty and individuality, a process that works to signify various hierarchies and social classifications based upon the element of difference necessary for the reproduction of consumer capitalism.

Ideas concerning authenticity and promotion prominent within contemporary media culture are intrinsic to American identity, where the notion of selfhood and the therapeutic ethos have been explored by a variety of scholars, such as Daniel Bell, Christopher Lasch, and T.J. Jackson Lears.93 The decline of a production-orientated economy to a society governed by the
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politics of consumption helped facilitate the promotion of aspirational ideals concerning identity and self-fulfillment circulated by the continuously growing advertising industry. The sense of anomie resulting from such social transformations enabled consumer goods and promotional messages to assist in practices of identity construction by helping to relieve newfound cultural anxieties. Jefferson Pooley notes that such discourses of idealized selfhood were not exclusive to advertising and consumption but constituted a cultural phenomenon evident within “pop psychology, liberal Protestantism, entertainment media, celebrity worship, and self-help literature.”94 The growing power of consumer society during the 21st century is exemplified by how the institution of advertising promoted a living standard centred around consumption. The development of the professional classes alongside the emerging domestic and international markets assisted in commodity culture’s ability to associate self-improvement with ideals of authenticity, a connection central to contemporary practices of promotion and branding.

Promotional Culture and Consuming Publics

Although Williams, Baudrillard, and discussions of the therapeutic ethos provide the sociohistorical context for the emergence of consumer society, Andrew Wernick’s analysis of promotional culture accounts for the semiotic relationship between advertising and design to communicate both commercial and non-commercial messages in the image economy.95 Arguing that the “semiological complexity” of the discourse of publicity has infiltrated “all circuits of social life,” Wernick details the structural changes that enabled branding to emerge as the central technique defining promotional culture.96 He defines a promotional message as an intricate

96 Wernick, Promotional Culture, 188.
process of signification which simultaneously “represents (moves in place of), advocates (move on behalf of), and anticipates (moves ahead of) the circulating entity or entities to which it reflects.”

For Wernick, branding is a reflection of social values expressed through advertisements and other marketing material that works to naturalize representations while the discourse of promotion has become the governing social structure “co-extensive with our produced symbolic world.” Since the main function of advertising is to gain profits, Wernick argues it is necessary to first address the economic composition of promotional culture in order to recognize its social function. Advertising is not just a form of communication, but rather a highly complex signifying system that forms the basis of promotional culture. Conceptualizing advertising as promotion permits a more thorough analysis of its function and significance.

Jonathon Gray notes that previous work on promotional culture focuses on the discursive structure’s capitalistic inequalities without addressing the motifs, imagery, and symbolism composing such messages. Gray argues that branding constitutes an example of a paratext, which he defines as textual elements attached or bestowed upon other texts that potentially alter or enhance meaning. While branding is often dismissed for its trivial tendencies, the practice of promotion facilitated by brand culture also performs an integral role in the production of meaning at a basic level. The labour of branding assists in the creation and circulation of paratexts within promotional culture.

Building upon Jürgen Habermas’s theorization of the structural social changes that enabled the public sphere to develop, Christine Harold and Graham Knight apply his model to the formations and practices of identity construction in consumer society. Harold expands
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Habermas’s public sphere to examine how discourses of commercialism have diminished the quality of civic dialogue and discussion in regard to key topics central to the wellbeing of the public. The role of commercial culture in transforming the public into “niche markets” based upon advertising and marketing practices works to create what she terms as “consuming publics.”  

Harold’s argument of “consuming publics” focuses on how this space is inherently exclusionary. Her analysis is situated within a larger neoliberal framework that identifies the parallels between consumption and social citizenship, most notably evoking Zygmunt Bauman’s analysis of consumer capitalism’s structural power in re-orientating social practices that ultimately creates new exclusionary judgements of social responsibility within neoliberalism.  

With Nike as his primary example in his work, Graham Knight introduces the concept of the promotional public sphere to analyze the ways in which branding is integral to the construction of corporate identities. Branding bestows substance, however trivial or shallow, to otherwise futile companies producing consumer goods with “value conferred on them through the company’s promotional activities.” Knight’s promotional public sphere builds upon the conceptual frameworks of Wernick and Habermas in order to illustrate the complex process of negotiation between discourses of corporate dominance and activism circulating within the public sphere. His argument addresses how activists and grassroots movements ultimately abide by the logic of branding, frequently employing techniques central to promotional culture such as celebrity endorsements, an element common in environmental issues in particular. The inability to distinguish between commercial and activist branding campaigns demonstrates for Knight the
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encompassing power of promontional culture in which a space free or detached from such logic is essentially non-existent.\textsuperscript{103}

‘Branding,’ as a term similar to icon, is applied to a variety of political, economic, and cultural contexts ranging from social movements and philanthropic efforts, politicians and government entities, corporations, athletes and amateur and professional sports, celebrities and public figures, and as a valuable strategy to globally promote discourses of national identity within the context of public diplomacy.\textsuperscript{104} Branding has since outgrown its prior connection to corporate culture due to what Melissa Aronczyk and Devon Powers highlight as the institutional shift originating during the 1970s to more “entrepreneurial forms of governance” in politics, economic, and culture.\textsuperscript{105} Their work is heavily influenced by David Harvey’s argument of flexible accumulation, referring to the reorganization of capital under the post-Fordist economy resulting in shifts from manufacturing to service positions, the elimination of jobs for decreased labour costs, and corporate trends including outsourcing, mergers and acquisitions, self-employment, and freelance work.\textsuperscript{106} It is within this context that Celia Lury conceptualizes brands as communicative media positioned at the “intersection of the diverse histories of computing, information technology, and media, as well as those of economics, marketing, and
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Drawing upon the theoretical frameworks of Jean Baudrillard and Gilles Deleuze, brands function as new media objects, a point Lury develops through seven arguments: brands are produced by numerous fields, such as marketing, economics, design, and law; each of these fields are integral to branding, and cannot be isolated from it; brands, as objects in a manner similar to icons, are not fixed and are constantly in flux; the fluidity of brands represents the relationship between brand, image, and time; the creation and construction of a brand is highly interactive using techniques that integrate the consumer; logos, a key component of a brand, contribute to the global economic flows that ultimately construct systems of difference; and brands are situated within a legal framework, which leads to systems of inequality and oppression due to capitalist relations. Information and the growth of the knowledge economy have transformed the brand into a new media object. There is not one single practice that has initiated this transformation, rather branding for Lury is the product of the symbiotic relationships between a variety of practices and forces in the fields of design, marketing, law, retail, and management.

There are numerous brands circulating in consumer society, however iconic brands, including those of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis, resonate with audiences since they address the anxieties and fears of a nation while also reconciling cultural contradictions through constructing identity myths for consumers. Douglas Holt contextualizes brands as “historical entities whose meaning and value depends on how the brand’s myth addresses a particular tension in society,” ultimately functioning in a manner similar to cultural texts and artefacts including films, athletes, musicians, and political and religious leaders. Through an analysis of
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Jack Daniel’s promotional activities, interviews with the company’s marketing executives, and ethnographies of the drink’s position in American pub culture, Holt’s thesis of brands of ideological parasites demonstrates how a brand’s symbolic value is created through a company’s ability to situate their product within pre-existing cultural myths, narratives and traditions. Key to this process is the role of what he refers to as “myth makers,” agents involved in maintaining a brand’s association with larger cultural mythologies, such as the relationship between counter-cultures and commodities and the strategic placement of commodities in films that establish visual associations between narratives and brands for audiences.\textsuperscript{110} Brands are stories that consist of a plot, and have characters that maintain and move the narrative of the brand, therefore “rely[ing] on metaphors to communicate and spur imaginations.”\textsuperscript{111} Although there are multiple stories that circulate in a society at a given moment, brands are created when such narratives become embedded within the dynamics of popular culture. Iconic brands are thus historical entities and must be placed within the context in which they emerge. Holt’s analysis of brands including Harley Davidson, Mountain Dew, and ESPN reveal that traditional branding strategies such as mind share, emotional marketing, and viral techniques are rarely utilized by brands which have produced what are considered iconic campaigns, since such marketers do not follow conventional branding approaches.

**Theorizing Authenticity in Brand Culture**

Popular critiques of branding and promotional culture frequently yearn for a more authentic space untainted by commercialism and other corporate demands. However, as scholars such as Gunn Enli have noted, authenticity itself is a social construction grounded in nostalgia.
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that does not correlate with a lived reality, a phenomenon which also extends to brand culture.¹¹²

In response to the common equation of widespread inauthenticity with the intensification of consumer capitalism across institutional realms, Sarah Banet-Weiser critiques the economic notion of branding as a corporate strategy, converseьly arguing that brands perform a social function by creating “cultural spaces in which individuals feel safe, secure, relevant and authentic.”¹¹³ Defining brand culture as an affective relationship facilitating identity construction to assist individuals in navigating the practices, challenges, and obstacles of everyday life, Banet-Weiser addresses how branding is dependent upon the employment of images, ideas, and promises as opposed to economics or corporate strategy.¹¹⁴ Religion and politics, for example, are two prominent “spaces” that were previously considered ‘authentic’ yet are now transformed by the logic of branding, signifying for Banet-Weiser a transformation symbolic of the cultural shift from “authentic culture to the branding of authenticity.”¹¹⁵ Authenticity is central to the functioning of brand cultures within a neoliberal context, in which Banet-Weiser argues:

Brand culture is enabled and supported by blurrrings between the authentic and the commercial precisely by decentering consuming products as the crucial act of consumption and highlighting instead cultural practices as consumptive spaces in which individuals are ‘free’ to practice politics, articulate lifestyles, and engage in creative acts. Crucial to the convergence of creativity and commercial culture is, ironically, the maintenance of a distinction between authenticity and the commercial, especially in terms of crafting a personal identity that is expressed as ‘freedom’ from state power. Maintaining the distinction between authentic creativity and commercialized industry in turn maintains the idea that there is a space outside of the market in which authenticity can take root and flourish, a cultural space that has somehow escaped capitalism’s unapologetic bullying.¹¹⁶

¹¹⁴ Banet-Weiser, Authentic, 4.
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Binaries of authentic and inauthentic are not productive for comprehending how brand culture operates at a discursive level. The branding of spaces as authentic repositions how individuals construct their identity by emphasizing individuality over collectivity, both economically and politically, and such changes are naturalized by the discourse of authenticity.

It is necessary to understand how branding has influenced seemingly ‘authentic’ or uncorrupted realms such as politics and religion, since, as Banet-Weiser contends, these institutions are dominant influences on identity formation and also govern the cultural customs and rituals practiced on a regular basis. Her reasoning finds support in P. David Marshall’s argument that the power of the brand is in how its discursive conventions have worked to transform the corporation into an authentic identity.117 Evocative of Holt’s analysis of the corporate marketing behind iconic brands, the meanings of branded spaces are never ‘fixed’ and vulnerable to change based upon social shifts, with Banet-Weiser stressing their narrative function by providing avenues for publics to explore “the way we understand who we are, how we organize ourselves in the world, what stories we tell about ourselves.”118 Brands are ultimately created to narratively construct a sense of stability in periods of crisis and social change, a process evident in the construction of Barack Obama’s political brand identity. However, a brand’s existence is highly precarious and open to multiple interpretations, therefore requiring continued upkeep to reproduce the power, meaning, and symbolism.

Drawing upon the work of Viviana Zelizer, Banet-Weiser argues that in a culture where there are elements of the sublime, the consumerist intentions are restructured to avoid any associations with capitalist accumulation. This represents an inherent contradiction when
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branding enters into spaces or institutions like practices of faith, since religions require marketing to communicate beliefs, yet they simultaneously must disassociate themselves from any capitalist rhetoric in order to preserve a sense of authenticity.\textsuperscript{119} This element represents the ultimate contradiction for brand cultures; branding requires contradiction and dissonance in order to function effectively in consumer society, and it is through such incongruities that brands are bestowed with symbolic power. Banet-Weiser is especially critical of the corporate appropriation and anti-consumerism arguments that are commonly applied to analyses of brand culture in ‘untainted’ realms like politics and religion by scholars such as Naomi Klein. Critiquing these approaches for placing too much emphasis on the roles of producer and consumer, Banet-Weiser argues that corporate appropriation and anti-consumerism fails to adequately account for how power is created and negotiated within the exchange process of brand culture, consequently concealing how “other entangled discourses in culture are deeply interrelated within [brand culture].”\textsuperscript{120} Such arguments naively operate under the assumption that an authentic or genuine cultural realm exists, however, Banet-Weiser argues that brand culture operates at a far more complex level than just an example of corporate appropriation.\textsuperscript{121} It is not that the market is an entry point to understanding culture, but rather her argument prioritizes how the market interacts with other forces to reshape cultural practices and dynamics. Brand cultures thereby operate for Banet-Weiser in a similar manner to Raymond Williams’s “structures of feeling” by creating a particular ethos that resonates with a public sphere shaped by discourses of consumption.\textsuperscript{122}

\textbf{Commodity Activism in Promotional \& Brand Culture}
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Celebrities act as pedagogical tools for identity construction by characterizing the zeitgeist of a particular moment in cultural politics, such as the predominance of commodity activism in consumer capitalism. Whereas previous conceptions of the public interpolate individuals as citizens, the realm of the private for P. David Marshall reimagines individuals as primarily consumers. Contradiction is an inherent aspect of private identity; consumption is viewed as an activity associated with the private realm, yet to undertake such an activity requires an individual to venture into the public domain of the marketplace. The private identity of the consumer creates new models of dissent, which Marshall refers to as privatized-public dissent. Meaning is created through the private choices made by consumers and the associations that individuals attach to their public consumption practices. Politics is reconfigured in Marshall’s argument where dissent is expressed through the marketplace as opposed to the public sphere. Central to Marshall’s work is the neoliberal ethos, where identity is viewed as a process of self-construction yet discontinued from any sense of collectivity, thereby facilitating a “natural affinity to the productive-consumption self of consumer culture.” His theorizing of the dissent within privatized-public politics draws parallels to Banet-Weiser and her analysis of the neoliberal transition from citizen consumers to commodity activism, which “reshapes and reimagines forms and practices of social and political activism into marketable commodities and takes a specific form within brand culture.” The neoliberal ethic has enabled commodity activism to emerge as a powerful form of politics in contemporary public discourse. Identity politics has reshaped and challenged dominant hegemonic values, yet also exhibit similarities to
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niche marketing with both emerging within a similar social context. However, consumption does not translate to political activity, and changes in social citizenship leads to new consumer identities. Drawing upon Bauman’s writings on consumption, Leiss, Kline, Jhally, Botterill, and Asquith argue that advertising works to naturalize individualized consumer identification and engagement in an economic and political landscape shaped by practices of commodity activism. Bauman’s analysis of consumer culture is an influential framework to understand how advertising functions as the realm in which social, political, and economic issues are received by the public, evident in Anne MacLennan’s analysis of how charitable marketing campaigns by the United Way and the Salvation Army frame, categorize, and mediate issues of poverty and social inequality to Canadian audiences. The politics of commodity activism work to construct and classify social and political issues into a hierarchy of visibility in public discourse, thereby creating a consumer landscape in which social causes and campaigns must struggle and compete against each other to gain recognition.

Commodity activism illuminates the complex relationship between politics, branding, citizenship, and consumption. Activism is reimagined as a fast process or practice in which the logic of branding creates a hierarchy of causes in a manner parallel to the competition between different brands. Banet-Weiser identifies three key social shifts that have challenged what it means to be an activist in the current climate that promotes individualized notions of empowerment: Fordism and mass consumption, post-Fordism and niche marketing, and the rise of neoliberalism and immaterial labour. Brands are not just an economic tactic strengthening
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capitalism, but are deeply rooted in American cultural history, which she contends is “predicated not on the separate domains of individual experience, everyday life, and the market but rather on their deep interrelation.”\footnote{131} She formulates her argument by drawing upon the work of Lizabeth Cohen and Victoria de Grazia, who each argue in their respective influential texts that it is during the transition to new social formations that the tensions of identity politics become visible.

Identifying the longstanding connection between American politics, the economy, and consumption, Cohen’s consumer’s republic constituted a relationship reinforced by the post-war socioeconomic climate. Banet-Weiser builds her argument from Cohen influential concept of the consumers’ republic, an economy strategy that “emerged after World War II for reconstructing the nation’s economy and reaffirming its democratic values through promoting the expansion of mass consumption.”\footnote{132} Identifying the longstanding connection between American politics, the economy, and consumption, the consumer’s republic constituted a relationship reinforced by the post-war socioeconomic climate. Following the conclusion of World War Two, the consumer market was primarily responsible for the economic prosperity of the nation. A variety of forces, including government, mass media, and labour unions, united to promote consumption as a civic responsibility. Equality can be achieved through consumption by increasing economic prosperity, since, as Cohen highlights, the development of the consumers’ republic initiated from the “conviction that mass markets offered endless potential for growth and appealed to all Americans.”\footnote{133} Her argument facilitates market segmentation based upon race, ethnicity, age, and lifestyle that soon entered the political sphere. Representative of the shift from a consumers’

\footnote{131} Banet-Weiser, Authentic, 9.
republic to the consumerization of the republic, such practices for Cohen helped spawn a variety of Democratic political action, including the Civil Rights movement, since “Americans increasingly came to judge the success of the public realm much like other purchased goods, by the personal benefit individual citizen-consumers derived from it.”134 The foundations of commodity activism are not unique to contemporary neoliberal cultural politics. In her analysis of corporate protest campaigns, Melissa Aronczyk argues that neoliberal critiques of commodity activism “employ a causal parsimony that does not adequately reveal either the complex and messy ways that different corporate campaigns actually work in practice, or the historical means by which notions of protest have developed.”135 American social history in particular constitutes a longstanding relationship between citizenship and the marketplace, where civil rights and labour boycotts exemplified the potential of the marketplace to mobilize a citizen’s ability to facilitate social change and exercise their democratic rights through the consumption of select goods and services.136

**Branding Politics and Political Brands**

Emerging from the symbiotic relationship between politics, American identity, and consumer culture that is most effectively articulated by Lizabeth Cohen’s consumer republic, branding is increasingly utilized by political figures to market and promote their symbolic power to a public governed by what Margaret Scammell refers to as consumer democracy.137 A critical

136 Banet-Weiser and Roopali Mukherjee, “Commodity Activism in Neoliberal Times,” in *Commodity Activism*, ed. Mukherjee and Banet-Weiser, 6-7.
aspect of Banet-Weiser’s argument is the distinction she makes between branded politics and commodified politics. Branded politics operate within the logic of the brand, while branding operates within all levels of politics, evident by Michael Serazio’s analysis of the continued influence of marketing consultants and other communication tactics within electoral politics. Commodified politics assume that a pure politics previously existed, aided by discourses of nostalgia which is commonly appropriated as leverage in branded politics by interpolating consumers as authentic political activists. Key to Banet-Weiser’s argument is how she distinguishes between the rational decision of citizens and emotional consumers, referencing George Bush’s call for individuals to shop after the September 11th terrorist attacks. The blurring of citizens and consumers as well as the rational and emotional is a dangerous distortion, since Banet-Weiser notes, “if the market structures and determines what is defined as political, then market logic applies to politics: if an issue does not have a large enough consumer base, or is seen as too alienating or offensive to consumers, then it will not become a branded political culture.” Ambivalence is key in allowing brand cultures to negotiate between profit and social justice, thereby acting as “spaces in which politics are practices, identities are made, art is created, and cultural value is deliberated.” In order for an issue to gain political visibility, it must abide by branding logic, creating the central tension in commodity activism and branded politics in which profit and power are the main incentives over ideas of reform and public good for civil society.

140 Banet-Weiser, *Authentic*, 147.
141 Banet-Weiser, *Authentic*, 42.
The socioeconomic context of brand culture provides the necessary foundations for the celebrity politician to emerge as a powerful image in public discourse. Addressing the growing phenomenon of the celebrity politician, John Street makes the critical distinction between politicians who have achieved a luminary status and film, television, and music personalities who have branched into political matters. The emergence of institutional figures like Obama and Pope Francis as celebrities represents for Street the growing importance of spectacular media culture as the primary realm in which traits of “political attractiveness,” such as style and authenticity, are performed and negotiated, thereby establishing the relationship between “politics and popular aesthetics.”

Street’s initial conceptualization of celebrity politics provides a framework for scholarship interrogating the power of Donald Trump’s brand identity in contemporary media and political culture, particularly in regard to how his image negotiates previous understandings of celebrity, branding, and capitalism. Despite possessing extreme wealth and capital, Virginia Newhall Rademacher and Anita Biressi both explore Trump’s ability to brand himself as ‘ordinary’ and working-class through gendered rhetoric and imagery, a persona characterizing the motif of what Jo Littler refers to as “normcore plutocrats.”

Acknowledging that the power behind Trump’s brand in popular culture demonstrates the need to further interrogate celebrity politics as a conceptual framework, Street argues in more recent work that Trump (in addition to other figures like Boris Johnson) must be analyzed as celebrities rather than politicians. Trump’s celebrity, supported by the deliberate cultivation of his tabloid

persona and various appearances in film and television, is an important element underlying his media representation that Street argues ultimately determines his political activities and decisions.\textsuperscript{145}

The influence of branding as a discursive logic within the political realm addressed by scholars like Banet-Weiser also contributes a framework to understand how other social movements and grassroots organizations circulate in contemporary media culture. Applying the work of Lury, Holt, and Banet-Weiser, Khadijah Costley White’s *The Branding of Right-Wing Activism: The News Media & The Tea Party* highlights the role of cultural intermediaries in constructing brands with immense circulatory power that shapes how topics central to the public good are presented and framed by the news media and larger political discourse. Critiquing popular conceptualizations of the Tea Party as a social, political, or class movement, Costley White argues that the Tea Party constituted a brand in a manner similar to other corporate entities in consumer culture and was predominantly maintained by the news media. Referring to journalists, reporters, and network news pundits from various mainstream outlets as “brand managers,” her analysis accounts for how such journalistic figures promoted the Tea Party as a brand identity by emphasizing particular characteristics of “race, gender, and class (among other qualities like militarism, religiosity, and anger).”\textsuperscript{146} The analyses of Trump’s persona and brand by Rademacher and Street similarly stress the power of journalists as gatekeepers in actively contributing to the construction of a celebrity politician through reporting that privileges the spectacle – imagery that was first employed by the media in the branding of Obama as a rising politician.\textsuperscript{147} Costley White’s framing of the Tea Party as a brand represents the emergence of

\textsuperscript{146} Costley White, *Branding of Right-Wing Activism*, 5 and 184-185.
scholarship addressing the role of branding in conservative politics and right-wing news media within the United States and Canada, particularly since existing literature on the relationship between politics and branding has predominantly focused on more liberal and progressive examples of social movements and causes.¹⁴₈

Prioritizing the Self in Brand & Promotional Culture

The conventions of neoliberalism and consumer capitalism have not only transformed realms like politics but also has blurred the distinctions and symbolic boundaries governing notions such as identity, branding, and persona in favour of prioritizing the self and individualized forms of expression. Alison Hearn refers to this postmodern phenomenon as consumer capitalism’s emphasis on the “self as commodity.”¹⁴⁹ Postmodern culture prioritizes the self, since need and fulfillment are elements primarily satisfied through practices of consumption. Representative of the social influence of consumer capitalism, the self is constructed by the influential imagery of consumer society embedded within contemporary media culture that accentuates lifestyle over previous classifications of class and identity such as taste or conspicuous consumption. The politics of neoliberalism has helped transform the self into a powerful commodity within promotional culture, leading to the emergence of self-branding as a popular practice of identity construction. Self-branding positions the individual as a producer who is actively aware of the labour required to maintain their persona, and it this awareness of such immateriality that distinguishes self-branding from other forms of exchange,

such as commodification.\textsuperscript{150} Fundamental to the rise of self-branding is what Banet-Weiser refers to as the interactive subject, which she defines as “an individual who can move between and within media platforms with ease, and who can produce media online, whether in the form of videos, blogs, or even comments and feedback.”\textsuperscript{151} Banet-Weiser’s interactive subject finds parallels to Marshall’s argument of the specular economy, in which “we are becoming more conscious of how we present ourselves and how others perceive us and this change is migrating to the epicentre of our knowledge economy.”\textsuperscript{152} Traditional or broadcast mass media were primarily the dominant influences in identity construction, but they are now complemented, or surpassed, by online screens and mobile media. Marshall references the mirror effect, in which private reflections of the mirror in the bathroom or the bedroom provide moments of self-control and discipline regarding behaviour that is later reproduced in more public realms. Acting as a component of surveillance culture, the mirror effect functions for Marshall as a critical element of the specular economy, in which “seeing ourselves helps us to imagine a better version of ourselves.”\textsuperscript{153} The surveillance promoted by Marshall’s mirror effect underscore how self-branding is dependant upon practice of voluntary self-disclosure that assist in mediating constructed notions of authenticity and intimacy. Divulging private details of one’s personal life creates the illusion of transparency since such revelations signify an embracing of the inner self rather than abiding to corporate culture.\textsuperscript{154} Self-branding encourages an imaginative experience, yet the practice also signifies how the self is now another space subjected to the logic of brand culture in a manner similar to politics and religion.

\textsuperscript{150} Banet-Weiser, \textit{Authentic}, 60.
\textsuperscript{151} Banet-Weiser, \textit{Authentic}, 56.
\textsuperscript{153} Marshall, “Specular Economy,” 499.
\textsuperscript{154} Banet-Weiser, \textit{Authentic}, 60-62.
Other scholarship addressing the promotion of the self has situated the synthesis between personal identity and branding – or self-branding – within the context of advertising, commodity culture, and the cultural influence of social media platforms. Hearn highlights that the notion of self-branding is not a recent phenomenon or unique to social media, but rather represents a continuation of Anthony Giddens’s argument on modernity and the reflective self. Responding to a tendency in management literature to frame branding as purely a corporate strategy utilized for profit maximization, Hearn argues that self-branding requires further scholarly interrogation due to how prevalent the concept is in popular culture. Hearn’s operationalization of branding draws upon the arguments of Celia Lury and Adam Arvidsson, who each respectively discuss the symbiotic relationship between corporate identities, material logos, trademarks, and cultural mythologies.

Although Douglas Holt acknowledges that the emphasis placed by marketers on creating iconic brands through social media content is merely an extension of mass media advertising tactics, the contemporary consumer landscape has subsequently fostered a new promotional culture prioritizing self-branding as a central marketing technique. In Status Update: Celebrity, Publicity, & Branding in the Social Media Age, Alice Marwick argues that social media has fostered a new cultural obsession with status by encouraging users to embrace tactics of self-promotion and personal branding in order to achieve micro-celebrity status. Ruth Page and Susie Khamis, Lawrence Ange, and Raymond Welling each expand upon Marwick’s

framework to analyze how hashtags and formations of neoliberal individualism are critical components of self-branding practices enabling everyday individuals to imitate the promotional tactics traditionally undertaken by celebrities, politicians, and other corporate entities that contribute to the emergence of influencer culture.\textsuperscript{159} Referring to the type of social media capital achieved through public relations tactics and strategic brand partnerships, influencer culture consequently raises new questions concerning practices of identity construction, particularly in regard to consumer society, digital labour, and advertising regulation.\textsuperscript{160} Addressing how branding and self-promotion challenge expressions of celebrity and authenticity on social media, Kyle Asquith argues that the rapid growth of “influencer marketing” represents the ability for advertising to adapt to the cultural shifts and trends strengthened by platforms like YouTube and Instagram.\textsuperscript{161} Despite their democratic appeals, however, social media networks like Twitter and Instagram have only intensified existing social inequalities that foster exclusionary judgements of acceptability in consumer culture. Marwick highlights this discriminatory aspect to form her critique against the democratizing and participatory ideals typically attributed to social media.\textsuperscript{162} For Asquith, influencer marketing eliminates the democratic possibilities of social media to provide a space for the content of everyday users while further obscuring the ambiguous distinctions between advertisements and media texts.\textsuperscript{163}

\textsuperscript{161} Asquith, “Influencer Marketing, the Commercial Forces of Social Media Celebrity, and Challenges for Canadian Advertising Regulation,” in \textit{Advertising, Consumer Culture, and Canadian Society}, ed. Asquith, 207.
\textsuperscript{163} Asquith, “Influencer Marketing,” 212-214.
Accounting for how self-branding is employed by celebrities and political figures, including Vivienne Westwood, Barack Obama, and Pope Francis, is necessary since it is a practice now commonplace in identity construction reflecting larger trends within consumer and promotional culture. It is within this socioeconomic context obscuring the boundaries between branding, persona, and identity that Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis have emerged as powerful global icons. Each have utilized practices of self-branding to promote the social causes and campaigns associated with their brand identities that ultimately shapes how critical topics like environmentalism and inequality are discussed in public discourse.

Despite being overlooked by various disciplines within the social sciences and humanities, icons play a critical – and also highly political – role in communicating the social ideals, values, and beliefs. Evident from W.J.T. Mitchell’s critical questioning of the ideological and communicative ability of images to Hariman and Lucaites’s grounding of iconic photographs as texts integral to the civic discourse the public, the existing interdisciplinary approach to examining cultural icons provides a foundation to address the identities of Vivienne Westwood, Barack Obama, and Pope Francis. Their iconic identities are inherently complex textual constructions playing an integral role negotiating the politics of signification that shape how global concerns like healthcare, the economy, and the environment are discussed within public discourse. Cultural icons gain potency in public discourse due to the influence of celebrity and promotional culture helping to circulate their image within a society governed by consumer capitalism, yet this aspect of has not been effectively addressed in regard to iconic figures. There remains a need to account for how individual figures that are not only symbolic of larger social institutions but are influential in shaping public discourse and cultural politics, an oversight addressed by interrogating the iconic brand identities of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis.
Scholarship on icons, consumption, branding, and promotional culture provide valuable insight into the larger theoretical context regarding the discursive circulation of these individuals within popular culture.

Recent work by Truman critiques the tendency in previous research for analyzing iconic identities within a singular focus by arguing that it is through the process of circulation that icons develop cultural meaning. However, the multiple participants involved in the construction of creating, marketing, and maintaining iconic figures, and how these identities are both situated within larger institutional spheres and influenced by governing social discourses of branding and promotional culture are factors that have not been addressed by the existing literature. Recognizing the decisions undertaken by celebrated public figures and the ways in which their agency is negotiated by the larger media culture reveals an opportunity to expand upon existing literature in order to illuminate how the tensions comprising identities like Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis are reflective of significantly larger social trends prevalent across the institutions of politics, fashion, and religion that govern identity construction within daily life. Cultural intermediaries, in addition to the public individual figures, are mutual participants in the construction of iconic identities, but it remains necessary to further explore the purpose of this symbiotic relationship in creating the meaning that bestows Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis with their authority and symbolic power within consumer capitalism.
Chapter Three: Methodology

Since the study of cultural icons is inherently interdisciplinary, there is not a set methodological framework for understanding how to situate figures like Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis within the larger institutions and social trends they represent. Graeme Turner argues that the prominence of textual analysis in celebrity studies research is due to the influence of star studies and cultural studies. While Turner recommends more emphasis be placed on the commodity function of a celebrity, Olivier Driessens critiques Turner’s ideas for failing to address the role of agency within the celebrity industry in regards to both the personality and the other cultural intermediaries involved in the circulation of their identities, proposing interviews and observations as potential methodologies for celebrity studies.¹ In her analysis of cultural icons that gained larger visibility during the economic recession from 2007-2009, Emily Truman expands upon the semiotic methodologies common in studies on iconic figures. She creates an analytical model that traces the creation and reproduction of an iconic figure’s visual image, the values and beliefs that give that their representation larger cultural authority, and how social controversies create what she terms “iconographic happenings” that challenge how iconic figures are perceived by the public.² Marshall, Moore, and Barbour reflect on the methodological approaches of prosopographic field study and interpretive phenomenological analysis that they have relied upon in their past persona research in order to “contribute to the multiple dimensions that have emerged within the domain of attention to celebrity, and to recognise the potential of celebrity as a model of public presentation that contributes to the exploitation of networks,

² Emily Truman, “Back to the Political Future: Coping with Crisis Through Radical Nostalgia for Revolutionary Icons” (PhD diss., Carleton University, 2014), 93-95.
mediation, communication participation, agency, affect and identity performance.” Defined by Lawrence Stone as pertaining to “the investigation of the common background characteristics of a group of actors in history by means of collective study of their lives,” prosopography originally referred to the study of portraiture, analyzing how details such as dress, jewelry, and other adornments signified differing social and class hierarchies. Marshall, Moore, and Barbour adapt this method into what they term as prosopographic field study, where cultural texts and artefacts relating to an individual or group’s persona are gathered to form a collective unit for analysis of intangible qualities like reputation and image management. With their focus on the online communities forming micro-publics – a concept rooted in social media followers that borrows from Alice Marwick and danah boyd’s notion of micro-celebrity – Marshall, Moore, and Barbour place more emphasis on the everyday social media user than institutional figures like Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis.

Following the diverse methodological approaches of past work on cultural icons with scholarship from persona and celebrity studies, a content analysis is triangulated with a critical textual analysis in order to deconstruct the iconic brand identities and personae of Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood. To help navigate the wide scope and depth of these individuals in popular culture, content analysis of print media reporting on key moments associated with each public figure is used to identify the central motifs, themes, and narratives of each personality. For David Deacon, Michael Pickering, and Graham Murdock, content analysis helps empirically categorize and frame the sample’s primary material for the more significant critical textual

---

4 Lawrence Stone as cited in Marshall, Moore, and Barbour, “Persona as Method,” 300.
analysis, permitting “broader inferences about the processes and politics of representation.”

Journalists play an influential role in determining the discourses, meanings, imagery, narratives, and frames utilized to communicate institutional figures like Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis to the larger public. Print reporting is also valuable for Jeffrey C. Alexander in its ability to reflect “feeling[s] for the meaning and emotions circulating at a particular point in time” that cannot be easily achieved from other media. In her analysis of how the news media helped develop the brand of the Tea Party, Khadijah Costley White argues that although assisted by strategists and grassroots organizers, this particular subsection of the Republican party “reaches most Americans as a news story, one grand mastered through the gatekeepers and reporters of the press.” Her argument stresses the important role journalists and the larger news media continue to play in shaping public discourse, and it is also applicable to accounting for the press coverage constructing the iconic identities of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis. Despite traits of accessibility and modesty – and the illusion of approachability fostered by social media – that are often associated with their personalities, these three figures are generally unreachable due to the exclusionary boundaries of the elite institutions they represent. Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood are images that are primarily experienced through the everyday coverage offered by the news media. The critical textual analysis on Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis’s media representation is influenced by Norman Fairclough’s description of the method. Fairclough focuses on how discourse – referring to language in addition to visual images, films, and other communicative practices – interacts with other social customs, notably concentrating on the

---

8 Alexander, Performance of Politics, 292.
ways in which discourse “figures within processes of change, and with shifts in the relationship between discourse and more broadly semiosis and other social elements within networks of practices.”

For the critical textual analysis on Westwood, Pope Francis, and Obama, emphasis is placed on the interpretive deconstruction of the intertextuality and discursive schemas that compose each of these figures as textual entities, since interpretation is the practice where meaning is created.

A non-random critical case sample from North Atlantic news publications covering significant key moments in the creation of Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood’s iconic brand identities contributes the necessary data for the content analysis. Analyzing key moments and events that define Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood’s media representation in public discourse, however, accounts both theoretically and methodologically for merely a portion of their larger institutional personas. Acknowledging or incorporating all media materials devoted to Pope Francis, Obama, and Westwood is outside the scope and feasibility of the analysis. The sample reflects moments when their images are at their most intense and are events and moments that are remembered by the public and associated with their iconic identities.


---

between February 11-March 31, 2013, a timeline which oversaw the unexpected announcement of Pope Benedict XVI’s retirement, the conclave that elected Bergoglio as Pope and his inauguration, and his first Passion Week (379 articles); June 1-30, 2013 marking Pope Francis’s first international trip to Brazil for World Youth Day (146 articles); December 1-31, 2013, covering year-end reflective pieces and Pope Francis being named *Time* “Person of the Year” (112 articles); January 1-31, 2014, the month in which *Rolling Stone* featured Pope Francis on the cover (101 articles); June 1-30, 2015, the month Pope Francis’s first encyclical, *Laudato Si’*, was released (192 articles); and September 1-30, 2015, Pope Francis’s first visit to Cuba and the United States (472 articles). The sample accounts for media coverage from each month associated with a key moment, in order to capture preparations for the conclave and papal visits, as well as public reaction.

The sample on Obama comprised 3,467 articles from 10 British, American, and Canadian newspapers. The publications included in the sample are *The Guardian*, *The Independent*, *The Times*, *The Washington Post*, *The Wall Street Journal*, *USA Today*, *The New York Times*, *The Globe and Mail*, *The Toronto Star*, and the *National Post*. The key moments identified with Obama and his public image and identity and the dates associated with the data collection for his portion of the sample are: July 27-August 10, 2004, covering the reaction to his keynote address at the 2004 Democratic National Convention (63 articles); August 11-25, 2004, in which his 1995 memoir *Dreams from My Father* was re-released following the publicity after his Democratic National Convention speech (nine articles); October 16-30, 2006, in which Obama releases his second book, *The Audacity of Hope: Thoughts on Reclaiming the American Dream* (44 articles); February 10-24, 2007, after Obama announces his presidential campaign (90 articles); November 4-18, 2008, marking Obama’s election as the first African American
president of the United States (808 articles); January 20-February 3, 2009, Obama’s inauguration and transition into office (604 articles); October 9-23, 2009, reaction to the announcement of Obama as the recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize (170 articles); March 23-April 6, 2010, following Obama’s signing of the Affordable Care Act (330 articles); April 20-May 4, 2010, commentary on response to Obama’s handling of the Deepwater Horizon oil rig explosion (127 articles); May 2-16, 2011, documenting coverage of the death of Osama Bin Laden by Navy SEALS (510 articles); May 9-23, 2012, Obama announces his support of gay marriage during an interview with ABC’s Robin Roberts (203 articles); November 6-20, 2012, Obama elected for a second presidential term (298 articles); August 9-25, 2014, Obama’s reaction to the protests in Ferguson, Missouri following the shooting of a Black teenager by a white police officer (96 articles); and January 18-February 1, 2017, after Obama conducted his final press conference and leaves the White House (115 articles). The sample collects data for the two weeks following the event associated with Obama’s public image. Since the President of the United States is a daily presence in the news, a sample timeframe of two weeks is a long enough period to capture media reaction without being inundated with so much primary material that the data collection loses focus.

Westwood retrospective at the Victoria & Albert Museum. The display portraying Westwood’s career helped cement her iconic status and was especially meaningful since the designer is the first British woman to be recognized with an exhibit by the legendary cultural institution.\textsuperscript{12} The \textit{Independent}’s Susannah Frankel highlights the significance of the exhibit marking a “great year” for Westwood, noting “all punks, pirates and princesses, it forced even the designer’s detractors to admit her status as one of the country’s most powerful forces.”\textsuperscript{13} The sample end date of June 30, 2018 coincides with the mid-year release of the documentary \textit{Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist}. Directed by Lorna Tucker, the documentary first debuted at the January 2018 Sundance Film Festival and was later released in the United Kingdom in March and in North America during the summer months. The documentary is an intriguing source of analysis since it not only represents the pinnacle of Westwood’s persona, but also illuminates the tensions and contradictions involved in practices of public identity construction, particularly since Westwood was very critical of how she was presented in Tucker’s documentary despite being a willing participant. Unlike Obama and Pope Francis, Westwood does not receive the same extensive press treatment. The data collection for Westwood does not require the same time limitations as for Obama and Pope Francis. Despite this apparent lack of intensity, Westwood is still a constant presence in the news media, regularly receiving coverage for her runway collections, activism, and other public appearances. Due to her status as a British cultural icon, publications from Great Britain were added to the sample for Westwood, in addition to trade journals and magazines specific to the fashion industry like \textit{Women’s Wear Daily}, \textit{Vogue}, and \textit{Harper’s Bazaar} to account for reporting that may not appear in the news media.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{12}“Anarchy in the UK – More Like God Save the Queen,” \textit{The Sunday Times}, January 1, 2006.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
When necessary to deepen the analysis, additional publications and cultural texts, such as memoirs, individual episodes from television series, runway collections, documentaries and films, speeches and addresses, online content, magazine editorials, promotional content and other relevant materials are drawn upon to illustrate the complex nature of constructing an iconic persona and brand identity based upon general themes emerging from the content analysis. The publication of Westwood’s personal diary, *Get A Life!* and her biography *Vivienne Westwood*, co-authored with her collaborator Ian Kelly, are two important texts that illustrate not only Westwood’s agency over the construction of her public persona, but also demonstrate an acknowledgement of her status as a cultural icon, and how she utilizes that awareness to gain traction for her brand identity in popular culture. Obama’s 1995 memoir *Dreams from My Father* and his political biography *The Audacity of Hope: Thoughts on Reclaiming the American Dream* published in 2004 are texts integral to understanding how Obama controlled how his brand developed as his celebrity grew with further recognition. Pope Francis’s encyclical, *Laudato Si’*, is one of the most important documents shaping his iconic status as a global leader transcending the religious institution that he represents. Other cultural texts incorporated into the analysis include: the documentary *Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist* (2018); Netflix’s 2019 film adaptation of Anthony McCarten’s play *The Two Popes*; selected episodes from the television series *The West Wing, Gilmore Girls* (2000-2007), *The Mindy Project* (2012-2017), *The Young Pope* (2016) and *The New Pope* (2020) that reference Obama and Pope Francis; the issues of *Men’s Vogue* Sept./Oct. 2006 edition with Obama on the cover photographed by Annie Leibovitz and the January 2014 issue of *Rolling Stone* with Pope Francis on the cover; and select fashion collections from Vivienne Westwood.
In addition to this wide variety of cultural texts, Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis’s social media accounts are also selectively incorporated into the analysis. Platforms like Twitter and Instagram offer a unique forum for self-branding and identity construction unique from traditional media. Since the amount of data available on social media is far-reaching, only specific posts from their official accounts will be referenced. Twitter and Instagram in particular function to reinforce existing brand identities within promotional culture. Selectively highlighting content from Pope Francis, Obama, and Westwood’s social media accounts illuminates the new forms of participation available for public figures in the construction of their personas and brand identities in popular culture, and will provide an interesting point of comparison with the news reports and dominant themes emerging from the content analysis and textual analysis in regard to the politics embedded within media representation. While social media usage is often associated with Obama and Pope Francis’s image, each of these figures predominantly continue to operate within traditional media outlets.

In their overview of emerging methodological approaches for persona studies research, Marshall, Moore, and Barbour highlight the powerful role of the experiences and subjectivities of the researcher in subconsciously determining textual readings of public identities. They argue that:

Any text – whether a research interview, a media text, or a document – must be placed within its historical and cultural context. Equally, however, the researcher’s interpretation must be acknowledged as stemming from the positions and background of the person doing the interpreting […] When considering a persona as a type of role, such as an artist, a doctor, a soap opera star, a professional athlete, an academic, a mother, or any other identifiable ‘front,’ we must as researchers consider how that persona is located within a sociohistorical context of similar personas, and also how [our own] experience of that context will inform the way that persona is created, experienced, and interpreted.14

14 Marshall, Moore, and Barbour, Persona Studies, 116-117.
Their reasoning highlights how persona – and identity itself – is not a fixed entity but an element that is always shifting, in terms of creation, circulation, and reception, in accordance with social, economic, political, and cultural changes. Textual readings of celebrity personas and iconic brand identities like Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis are also highly subjective, and interpretations of their public image will change due to the same transformations.

Contextualizing what she means when she references “Diana,” Shome explains that she is “referring to an image, a constantly shifting text [that has] always been a product of the media… she presented herself as an active image, just as she was actively imaged upon…With someone like Diana, the boundaries blur. In the end, what matters is the mediation that we call Diana.”

Her argument contributes a foundation to approach understanding Westwood, Pope Francis, and Obama’s iconic identities as images or texts in popular culture. Each of these figures are subject to intense media attention, yet they are also active agents in the construction of their public identities, making their personas inherent contradictions. It is this dissonance that unveils the larger tensions in the mediation of their iconic identities in popular culture.

The decades following Obama’s ascension into a recognizable figure after his iconic keynote address as the 2004 Democratic National Convention witnessed several social, political, and technological changes that influenced practices of identity construction, particularly in regard to branding, persona, activism, and celebrity. By evolving his persona into what Naomi Klein refers to as a “superbrand,” Obama’s image functions socially as an “appealing canvas on which all are invited to project their deepest desires […] big enough to be anything to anyone yet has an intimate enough feel to inspire advocacy.”

The themes comprising Obama’s public identity work to shape the larger social trends that determine the reception of other figures in

15 Shome, Diana and Beyond, 39.
public discourse, including Westwood and Pope Francis. For example, Shome’s analysis of Princess Diana situates the former member of the Royal Family within larger “cultural logics” central to the icon’s public persona, such as motherhood and humanitarianism, corresponding to “millennial logics of citizenship that have been sweeping North Atlantic democracies since the 1990s.” Her work stresses the importance of contextualizing the social dynamics around public figures since the logics “through which a particular celebrity or icon is given meaning, as well as producing meaning, intersect with the positioning of other celebrities around the same time.” Costley White’s distinction between framing and branding is also valuable for the analysis of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis. Employed by scholars such as Todd Gitlin, framing examines the way news stories are presented to the public, paying specific attention to how the media promote or conceal certain ideologies to form a dominant reading about various issues, communities, or public figures deemed iconic. Arguing that the term is better suited to examine neoliberal or promotional discourses in news media than a tradition frame analysis, Costley White employs “branding” as a more suitable subset of framing since it “positions a media audience as consumers and participants in a consumerist cycle or dialect.” Westwood, Pope Francis, and Obama share similar positions of power in their respected institutional environments of fashion, religion, and politics, and the establishments they represent possess significant historical trajectories of iconicity, rhetoric, and public image.
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Chapter Four: Mainstreaming Outsiders through the Agency of Personas

“What is interesting is that persona always has a political dimension. It has been identified as a strategic identity, a form of negotiation of the individual in their foray into a collective world of the social. Persona is a fabricated reconstruction of the individual that is used to play a role that both helps the individual navigate their presence and interactions with others and helps the collective to position the role of the individual in the social. Persona is imbued with politics at its core.”

--- P. David Marshall and Neil Henderson

Journalists, curators, and other cultural intermediaries ultimately play critical roles in contributing to the development of Vivienne Westwood, Barack Obama, and Pope Francis into recognizable public figures, and work to build their media representation and shape these figures into iconic identities in public discourse. Despite enjoying immense symbolic power in public discourse, iconic figures do not materialize independently, nor are they fixed entities, with their symbolic value subject to fluctuations from socioeconomic, political, and cultural shifts. In accordance to Jeffrey C. Alexander’s theory of how iconic power is constructed, determining which public figures are categorized with such an esteemed title and for what particular reasons is a power he credits partly to the influence of cultural intermediaries. In the examples of Obama and Pope Francis, who were both relatively unknown to the masses when they assumed positions of power and influence, journalists were largely responsible in determining the frames utilized to promote and brand each figure to the public, ultimately shaping the larger reaction and reception to the politician and pontiff. After establishing her identity as a fashion designer influenced by the socioeconomic factors that popularized the punk movement, Westwood’s persona is often reacting against the judgements directed towards her work by critics. Pope
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Francis, Obama, and Westwood, however, are each astutely aware of how their image is received by their critics and larger public, and strategically utilize this self-awareness to their advantage. Demonstrating varying degrees of agency over how their identities circulate in public discourse, Westwood, Pope Francis, and Obama’s involvement in the representation of their image created by cultural intermediaries raises intriguing questions regarding the creation of icons and their rise to prominent positions in contemporary culture.

In a similar manner to ‘icon,’ the terms ‘fame’ and ‘celebrity’ have different meanings and connotations despite often being used interchangeably in popular discourse. Fame as a concept derives from public recognition of achievement and accomplishment, historically linked to male activity in Greek and Roman mythology; tabloid attention of female figures occupies the passive realm of celebrity, a relatively recent product resulting from the media industries of the 20th century. Fashion designers were generally associated with the category of fame due to their artistic achievements, but now are frequently recognized as celebrities. The growth of fashion media has consequently worked to promote the image and persona of the fashion designer into a brandable identity in popular culture. More frequently viewed as celebrities instead of artists, fashion designers are expected to mediate a unique and distinguishable persona to assist in the promotion of their labels and corporate brand. Westwood is frequently framed within the discourse of celebrity by media reporting, especially in regard to her unconventional personality. Iconic moments such as receiving her Order of the British Empire while not wearing underwear enforce her celebrity status in popular culture through the focus on her appearance instead of achievements, which have frequently been underappreciated. The celebrity status of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis as cultural icons is primarily due to their media representation, and
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how these three figures are easily recognizable due to the powerful images that compose their public personas.

Persona is a valuable concept to understand contemporary cultural dynamics in identity construction since the notion expands upon previous conceptions of celebrity, while holding the individual accountable in the construction of their public image. Marshall argues that persona as a conceptual term encourages an exploration in regard to “the masks of identity as they are both constructed by our elaborate media and communication system and enacted by individuals with a degree of intention and agency.” The deliberate unveiling and concealment of identity reveals the performative nature of persona. Marshall, Kim Barbour, and Christopher Moore expand upon the relationship between public image and performance, arguing that persona’s main purpose resides in the ability to:

Convey the performance and, as such, it serves as a position from which to speak to an audience. A persona, however, cannot be located in a unique or a discreet object; a persona is formed by the relations of a series of performances and assembled objects, and it is never a single act, object, profile, or account. Persona is accrued and curated. Celebrity personas are textual formations shaped by cultural intermediaries, who are primarily responsible for Westwood, Pope Francis, and Obama’s media representation since they determine the frames, narratives, and rhetoric fundamental to their public image.

Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood demonstrated a unique ability to leverage their outsider status to elevate their brand into the mainstream media culture. Following the extensive media reaction to his keynote address at the 2004 Democratic National Convention, Obama’s profile as a potential presidential candidate was a dominant frame circulating throughout popular
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culture that worked to establish his brand identity for a public relatively unfamiliar with his persona. While television programs like *Gilmore Girls* and *The West Wing* visualized an Obama presidency, he also demonstrated an ability to control what aspects of his identity became public knowledge by the strategic release of his memoirs *Dreams from My Father* and *The Audacity of Hope*. Drawing parallels to the role of the keynote address that instantly established Obama’s image, Pope Francis became a global celebrity after his 2013 election to the papacy. Although his previous identity as Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio required him to maintain a public persona in Buenos Aires, he primarily worked outside of the political atmosphere of the Vatican. His outsider status to the political hierarchy of the Vatican, which had been subject to intense scrutiny during Pope Benedict XVI’s reign, was one characteristic appropriated by the press to brand Pope Francis’s image as a radical reformist who will bring about drastic change to an institution experiencing a profound identity crisis. The role of the press in creating Pope Francis’s public image to a global audience largely unfamiliar to the new pontiff is best illustrated by declaring him “the people’s pope,” an intertextual reference to Princess Diana. As a working-class woman with no formal design education, Westwood has always been positioned at the very edges of the British fashion industry despite her esteemed status as a cultural icon. Westwood, however, is unique from Obama and Pope Francis in that her image slowly developed from the notoriety gained due to her involvement in establishing Britain’s punk movement with Malcolm McLaren. Although she is frequently the subject of extensive media attention stemming from her uncanny personality, audiences became either introduced or reacquainted with Westwood after her involvement in the 2008 film adaptation of *Sex and the City*. Westwood is critical over how she is portrayed by the British press, and the 2018 documentary *Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist* exposes insights into how she is constantly
attempting to reclaim agency over her public persona. Addressing the larger process behind the construction of Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood’s iconic identities illustrates the labour involved in creating awareness for a public figure’s media image. There are obvious differences between these three figures that influence how they are branded by the media, but each rose to prominent positions within the spheres of politics, religion, and fashion despite being initially positioned as outsiders by cultural intermediaries.

**Capitalizing On A Moment: Obama’s Emergence at the 2004 Democratic National Convention**

Obama’s rise from a state senator to the president of the United States is the result of a combination of social shifts and events coinciding at the opportune moment to create the cultural dynamic that bestowed prestige and potency upon his public image. Presidential election campaigns are mostly about timing and underlying social conditions rather than politics or the intricacies of the candidates and their platforms. Contemplating the possibility of defeat in the popular political drama *The West Wing*, Republican presidential candidate Arnie Vinick admits, “Sometimes the voters don’t decide. Circumstance decides, history decides.” In the HBO film *Game Change* (2012) depicting the theatrics behind the Republican ticket of John McCain and Sarah Palin, campaign advisors reconcile their probable loss on the night before election day: “She didn’t cost us the election. That was Bush. That was the economy. That was just the cold hand of fate. We didn’t have a chance.” The examples from *The West Wing* and *Game Change* reflect Alexander’s comparison between presidential campaigns and ancient conceptualizations of timing and chance. Referencing the ancient Greek conceptualization of time – *Kairos* (opportunity) as opposed to *chronos* (calendar) – Alexander notes that Obama’s election in 2008
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reflected his ability to effectively capture the attention of an American public disenchanted by a tumultuous social climate. He credits part of the reason for overwhelming Republican success since the 1960s is the result of the Democrats’ inability to discover and shape a charismatic leader who can apply rhetoric and oratory skills to ignite the nation’s political movements into action.\(^9\) In order to win the “struggle for power in a democratic society,” a politician must work to transform their image into what Alexander terms a “collective representation,” which he argues is “much more than having performative success at this level or that particular event, however. It is a matter of establishing broad and compelling connections between political actors and citizen audiences over the course of a long campaign.”\(^10\) A politician like Obama must mobilize their support networks to unite with those communities outside their social and political boundaries. Energy is a key element that gives life to politicians and it strengthens the ability to unite contesting publics through connection, whether in-person during campaign rallies or digitally through personalized email newsletters and social media. For Alexander, political disenchantment occurs when a candidate fails to shape their public image into a collective representation.

Even after gaining widespread media attention after the 2004 Democratic National Convention, Obama was still relatively unknown to national voters, requiring an extensive public relations campaign to promote his political platform, and, more importantly, his image as presidential. For instance, Obama’s keynote address at the 2004 Democratic National Convention exemplifies a form of personal branding supporting his evolving political persona. The speech acted as an extension of *Dreams from My Father: A Story of Race and Inheritance* (1995/2004) by introducing his life story to the nation and introducing the political beliefs that

\(^{10}\) Alexander, *Politics of Performance*, 18 and 29.
would form the core of *The Audacity of Hope: Thoughts on Reclaiming the American Dream* (2006). Obama’s selection by presidential candidate John Kerry to deliver the keynote address at the 2004 Democratic National Convention received substantial media attention that intensified following favourable media reviews and growing support among Democratic delegates, but it was not the first time he received significant coverage by the press. Obama’s appointment as the first Black president of the *Harvard Law Review* in February 1990 was covered by *The New York Times* and *The Washington Post*. Noting his background as a community organizer in Chicago, both newspapers remarked that Obama at the time planned to break the traditions of previous editors – who typically clerked for the Federal Court of Appeals and Supreme Court Justices after graduating – by opting to practice corporate law before returning to community work, with the intention of possibly running for political office.\(^{11}\) Although making history at one of the country’s most respected law reviews, *The New York Times* observed that Obama’s achievement was not enough to be featured in a calendar created by Troy Chapman, a student at Harvard Law School, showcasing the achievements of the institution’s Black male students.\(^{12}\) The publicity Obama gained as the president of the *Harvard Law Review* eventually led to the 1995 publication of his first book, *Dreams from My Father*, which received mainly positive reviews from publications like *The Washington Post* and *The New York Times*.\(^{13}\)

Sporadic coverage reported on Obama’s failed congressional bid, and he eventually began receiving more consistent but not substantial national attention as a potential candidate for
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Reporting on his winning of the Democratic nomination to run for the Senate in November 2004, The New York Times incorporated Obama’s remarks to his supporters:

I think it’s fair to say that the conventional wisdom was we could not win […] We didn’t have enough money. We didn’t have enough organization. There was no way that a skinny guy from the South Side with a funny name like Barack Obama could ever win a statewide race. Sixteen months later we are here, and Democrats from all across Illinois – suburbs, city, downstate, upstate, black, white Hispanic, Asian – have declared: Yes, we can! Yes, we can! Yes, we can!

The rhetoric and symbolism used by Obama in his comments are noteworthy because they later become significant themes forming his iconic persona. Obama’s reference to his name and appearance, the allegory of a united country, and the repetition of the phrase “yes we can” constitute one of the earliest usages of the trademarks that came to signify his political persona and brand identity. The most notable examples where such motifs and rhetoric were further utilized to establish Obama’s public image include his keynote address at the 2004 Democratic National Convention and the branding of his 2008 presidential campaign.

In the months leading up to the 2004 Democratic National Convention, Obama continued to be the subject of significant but still limited national media attention. Bob Herbert of The New York Times cautioned readers to “remember the name Barack Obama” since “you’ll be hearing it
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a lot as this election season unfolds.”

Hillary Clinton – who later became Obama’s main competitor during the 2008 Democratic primaries – was reported to have hosted fundraising parties for Obama’s Senate campaign at her Washington, D.C. home. In a feature on his rising profile as a “media darling” in *The Washington Post*, E.J. Dionne Jr. noted that “there’s already speculation that he may be the first African American president of the United States – and he’s only a state senator.” *The Washington Post* conversely framed the announcement of Obama delivering the convention’s keynote address as part of Kerry’s attempts to appeal to the Black vote, following criticism concerning the lack of diversity within his campaign. In the days leading up to his address, Obama appeared on the nationally televised political talk shows *Meet the Press* (NBC), *Late Edition* (CNN), and *Face the Nation* (CBS) to build greater public awareness. Although larger press coverage remained relatively scarce, profiles preceding Obama’s address already framed him within the discourse of the spectacle, celebrating his young age and the hype among convention delegates and attendees regarding his oratory style and rising political potential.

Obama’s keynote address was widely acclaimed by political commentators and still continues to be one of the main events associated with his iconic persona. Reflecting on its legacy during the 2016 Democratic National Convention, Mark Leibovich noted that the “speech became a touchstone of national unity and a soaring manifesto of hope that would form the foundation of his 2008 presidential campaign.”
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within the context of his unconventional upbringing outside the mainland United States, and his racial identity as a Black man, Ta-Nehisi Coates characterizes Obama’s speech as illustrative of his confidence in whiteness, arguing that his address “does not belong to the literature of ‘the struggle,’ it belongs to the literature of prospective presidents – men (as it turns out) who speak not to gravity and reality, but to aspirations and dreams.”

The Final Year, the 2017 HBO documentary directed by Greg Barker capturing the activities of Obama’s foreign policy advisors during the final year of his presidency, opens with a timeline of iconic moments in Obama’s political career, beginning in 2004 with his speech to the Democratic National Convention; Ben Rhodes, a speechwriter and advisor to Obama who features prominently in the documentary credits his career to Obama’s speech comparing the influence when first watching as being “hit by lightning.”

The speech was not fully televised to national audiences on the major networks, making the iconic impact of Obama’s keynote address more noteworthy and enabling journalists and reporters the power to frame Obama’s image to the public. Cable channels and PBS provided extensive coverage, whereas the networks chose to air only an hour from three nights of the four-day event. The New York Times projected that approximately 15,000 journalists covered the convention, reinforcing the significance of the event to civil society, although more so for self-serving symbolism and political branding opportunities. While Today’s Katie Couric noted that Obama “electrified” the convention, The Washington Post condemned NBC for its decision to “air its lame reality shows and sitcom reruns.” The newspaper continued its criticism of the
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main networks’ decision not to broadcast more of the Democratic National Convention, publishing a letter from a reader:

As Barack Obama said so eloquently Tuesday night, ‘In the end, that is God’s greatest gift to us, the bedrock of this nation: the belief in things not seen, the belief that there are better days ahead.’ How much better off as a nation would we be had more people, especially the young people who are our future, been able to hear the inspiring words of a man born to a father from Kenya and a mother from Kansas who shared an abiding faith in the possibilities of this nation.  

Aside from supporting the growing criticism regarding the American television networks, the reader’s letter also illuminates how quickly Obama’s backstory became engrained into public discourse. Upset about not witnessing Obama’s speech live, another reader of USA Today complained that “as useful as edited news commentaries are, they don’t measure up to seeing and hearing the speakers in their entirety and in their own words.” Obama’s developing political persona, however, was aided by the lack of live coverage. Cultural intermediaries fortunate enough to witness the event were able to frame his image as a spectacular presidential contender with rhetoric supporting the hype and excitement surrounding Obama prior to the convention. Since television audiences were unable to immediately watch his speech and contextualize it for themselves, journalists and reporters reinforced their privileged status as opinion leaders in helping Obama’s image gain symbolic power by transforming the address into an iconic moment through their overwhelming praise.

Political commentators were quick to applaud Obama’s address as an iconic moment. Writing for The Christian Science Monitor, Jeremy Dauber was one of numerous columnists and pundits who applied the cinematic motif of “a star is born” to Obama’s address:

Sure, Obama’s speech had some of the same themes and touches of your classic set piece “political speech.” There was the personal biography, describing a rise up from adversity. There was the call for unity. There was the reference to foundational documents of
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American history and to recent successes of political rhetoric […] But hearing Obama tell it, you realize how the greats – in movies and in politics – take the same sentiments, and they make it new. They make you feel like you’re hearing it and watching it for the first time. They get you excited. You watch the same pratfalls or professions of love or lone heroes facing down villains or yes, giving a political speech, and while you’ve seen it countless times before, you’re still enraptured, intensely engaged, watching the screen, remembering that these are actually ideas, not clichés. And that’s the kind of thing that if you pull it off, you get your shot at becoming immortal. There were some good speeches tonight. But only his transcended “good” to “great.” Only one that broke out of both the silence created by the absence of television coverage and the bonds of the stories created by television pundits.30

Dauber’s commentary reflects the larger iconic discourse applied to Obama’s speech by other journalists and pundits. Since the speech was not televised to a national audience, the observations by Dauber and other cultural intermediaries gain even greater symbolic power in the immediate transformation of Obama’s public persona into an iconic figure.

Visualizing an Obama Presidency: Gilmore Girls and The West Wing

While there had yet to be a person of colour elected to the White House, film and television helped normalize the idea of a Black president of the United States in the imaginary of American cultural politics. Kellner and Michael Ryan first addressed how Hollywood during the 1970s projected the image of Ronald Reagan as president, with films promoting American heroics and supremacy over threats of communism.31 The popularity of films like The Man (1972) and Head of State (2003) and the television series 24 (2001-2010/2014) featuring Black men as president are important texts representing for Kellner popular culture’s role to “prepare the conditions to elect a Black president.”32 However, Justin S. Vaughn critiques the argument that popular culture helped normalize the possibility of a Black president, noting that film and

television featuring representations of Black presidents are relatively scarce, and those that do feature insensitive, if not racially questionable, portrayals and storylines. Obama’s election represented a stark contrast to the depiction of a Black president in popular culture, with Vaughn arguing that:

When the narratives of these films do not directly underscore an alleged ridiculousness to the idea of black presidential leadership (Rufus Jones for President, Idiocracy, The Fifth Element, Head of State), they put protagonists in positions where they are either battling the impossible (Deep Impact, 2012, 24) or are under threat of assassination and removal from office (The Man, 24).

Denoting a further critique of Kellner’s argument, Ta-Nehisi Coates asserts that the portrayal of a Black president by comedians including Richard Pryor and Dave Chappelle signified the inconceivability of such an occurrence. Kellner also extends his argument of texts portraying Black men within authority positions to Morgan Freeman’s role of God in the films Bruce Almighty (2003) and its sequel Evan Almighty (2007). Following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, cultural texts that focused on religion, heaven, purgatory, and communicating with spirits and ghosts such as in the novel The Lovely Bones (2002), Joan of Arcadia (2003-2005), Ghost Whisperer (2005-2010), and Medium (2005-2011) became widely popular to a nation still in collective mourning. Portraying a Black man as God in films that continue this trend places further significance on Kellner’s argument of naturalizing the sociocultural conditions that enabled Obama’s election as president.

While 1972’s The Man starring James Earl Jones was one of the earliest films to portray a Black president, direct and indirect references to Obama began appearing on fictional television
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programs after the success of his convention address. In an episode from the final season of the drama series *Gilmore Girls* (2000-2007), the co-lead character Rory Gilmore, the editor of the Yale Daily News and an aspiring journalist, mentions to a prospective employer that she interviewed Obama for the student newspaper, and although he declared he had no plans to run for president, she describes that there was “a twinkle in his eye.”36 This particular episode initially aired in November 2006, the same period in which Obama was promoting the release of his second political memoir *The Audacity of Hope*. The likelihood of a presidential run was discussed regularly in print publications such as *Time* and *O, The Oprah Magazine* and during televised interviews on *Late Night with Conan O’Brien, The Oprah Winfrey Show, Today*, and *Meet the Press*.37 Airing three months after Obama announced his candidacy, the May 2007 series finale of *Gilmore Girl* ends with Rory accepting a position for an online magazine to report on Obama’s presidential campaign. In addition to referring to him as “the future president of the United States,” the program perceptively alludes Rory’s position on the campaign trail will end with Obama’s presidential election.38 *Gilmore Girls* was infamous for the program’s heavy reliance upon popular culture references; politicians from Hubert Humphrey to George Bush were routinely name-checked by various characters, with one episode featuring the character Kirk delivering a speech in a performative reference to Howard Dean’s infamous “Dean scream.” The sincerity in which Obama is incorporated into the cinematic language of *Gilmore Girls* is a testament to how quickly his rising persona was legitimized, validated, and promoted by the media and entered into the imaginary of popular culture.

The character Matt Santos on *The West Wing* (1999-2006) is the most notable insinuation foreshadowing Obama’s rapid rise as a politician and global celebrity – although the fictional narrative provides intriguing comparisons to the dynamics of American political culture.\(^{39}\)

Initially based upon the Clinton administration, *The West Wing* remained popular during the Bush presidency due to its alternative portrayal of President Josiah Bartlet’s Democratic administration, a Nobel Prize-winning liberal economist and academic from New Hampshire. Taking over from series creator Aaron Sorkin, supervising producer Eli Attie – who himself served as a speechwriter for Al Gore before shifting to television – began probing for a politician to inspire the character who would succeed Bartlet as president on *The West Wing*. After watching Obama at the Democratic National Convention, Attie contacted Obama’s chief consultant David Axelrod for further insight into his persona, particularly in regard to issues concerning race and identity. According to David Remnick, Attie originally envisioned the character to be either Hispanic or African American, but admitted that “faced with the task of fleshing out a fictional first-ever and actually viable Latino candidate for President, I had no precedent, no way to research a real-life version.”\(^{40}\)

Played by Jimmy Smitts and first appearing in season five of the political drama (which aired from September 2004-May 2005), Matt Santos is an admired and charismatic Hispanic Democratic congressman in his early 40s from Houston, Texas. A former military pilot, he previously served as mayor of Houston, in which he oversaw dramatic health care and public housing initiatives. After being persuaded by Josh Lyman to forgo his initial plans of not running for re-election, he decides to launch his presidential campaign despite being essentially unknown outside of Houston. *The West Wing*’s seventh and final season (airing from October 2005-May 2006) depicted his election campaign after narrowly

\(^{39}\) Kellner, “Barack Obama and Celebrity Spectacle,” 733.

winning the Democratic nomination. The series ends with Santos’s inauguration as the first Hispanic – and person of colour – president of the United States.

The parallels between Santos and Obama was a popular headline in the early months of the campaign, even during the primaries before Obama officially received the Democratic nomination. A February 2008 headline in The Telegraph, for example, rhetorically questioned, “Barack Obama stars in The West Wing?” while The New York Times highlighted the program’s ability to adequately foreshadow even the turbulence of the 2008 campaign in an article published just a week before the election. The similarities between the two politicians was a popular line of questioning for The West Wing’s screenwriters. Speaking to The Guardian after Obama’s success on Super Tuesday during the Democratic primaries, The West Wing producer and screenwriter Eli Attie confirmed Obama was the source of inspiration for Santos’s character: “I drew inspiration from him in drawing this character […] When I had to write, Obama was just appearing on the national scene. He had done a great speech at the convention [which nominated John Kerry] and people were beginning to talk about him.” Similar to Obama, Santos delivers a passionate speech addressing delegates during the Democratic Convention that helps him secure the party’s nomination, with The West Wing writers channeling Obama’s celebrity into the fictional character of Santos: “After that convention speech, Obama’s life changed. He was mobbed wherever he went. He was more than a candidate seeking votes: people were seeking him. Some of Santos’s celebrity aura came from that.” The similarities between Obama and Santos include their domestic life with two young children, backgrounds in community
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organizing, rhetorical and charismatic oratory style, little political experience especially in regard to foreign policy, receiving their party’s nomination after a difficult primary campaign, and running against an esteemed Republican senator with moderate political views.

The resemblances between Obama and Santos are indeed striking, especially in regard to the motifs and symbolism evoked in their rhetoric and campaign imagery. In the season six episode, “Faith-Based Initiative,” Santos announces his candidacy outside of the elementary school he attended in Houston, a symbolic gesture to reinforce his commitment to education reform that is the core of his platform. Hope is the central theme structuring his campaign announcement:

I wanted to start this journey in the place where it all started for me. Soon, we will be inundated by the polls and the punditry and the prognostications – all the nonsense that goes with our national political campaigns. Well, none of that matters. Because everyday children walk into this schoolhouse to glimpse their futures, to ask for hope. They may not know they need it yet, but they do. And I am here to tell you that hope is real. In a life of trials, in a world of challenges, hope is real. In a country where families go without health care, where some go without food, some don’t even have a home to speak of, hope is real. In a time of global chaos and instability, where our faiths collide as often as our weapons, hope is real. Hope is what gives us the courage to take on our greatest challenges to move forward together. We live in cynical times, I know that. But hope is not up for debate. There is such a thing as false science. There’s such a thing as false promises. I am sure that I’ll have my fair share of false starts in this campaign. But there is no such thing as false hope. There is only hope. And with your help and your hard work and the hopes of good people all across this land, I hereby announce my candidacy for president of these United States.44

The episode of The West Wing in which Santos announces his presidential campaign first aired in January 2005 – more than two years before Obama announced his own candidacy. Considering the demands and scheduling of production, the rhetoric and symbolism employed by Whitford in Santos’s speech directly borrows from Obama’s keynote address at the 2004 Democratic National Convention.

The name of Obama’s speech, “The Audacity of Hope,” is borrowed from a phrase used in a sermon by Obama’s former pastor Revered Jeremiah A. Wright Jr., and later serves as both the title and content inspiration for his second book published in 2006. Both Obama and Santos’s self-serving addresses speak to the optimism of a regime change in politics. The repetition of the word ‘hope’ serves as the main rhetorical device; Santos mentions ‘hope’ nine times in his short speech, while Obama made 13 references in his longer address. The resemblance in tempo and repetition to Obama’s speech is uncanny, especially in regard to this specific paragraph towards the end of his address:

I’m talking about something more substantial. It’s the hope of slaves sitting around a fire singing freedom songs; the hope of immigrants setting out for distant shores; the hope of a young naval lieutenant bravely patrolling the Mekong Delta; the hope of a millworker’s son who dares to defy the odds; the hope of a skinny kid with a funny name who believes that America has a place for him, too. Hope in the face of difficulty, hope in the face of uncertainty, the audacity of hope.45

What Obama refers to as the “politics of cynicism” and “blind optimism,” Santos terms “false science,” “false hope,” and “false starts.” While Obama’s speech occurred at the party’s convention rather than as a campaign announcement like Santos, the timing of each address in the political and celebratory trajectory of these men is very similar. Both speeches became “moments” receiving significant media attention that helped transport Obama and Santos to the national scene.

The episode “Faith-Based Initiative” in which Santos announces his presidential campaign is written by Bradley Whitford, the actor portraying one of The West Wing’s main characters, Josh Lyman, the Deputy Chief of Staff to Leo McGarry in the Bartlet administration before leaving to run Santos’s presidential campaign and eventually becoming his Chief of Staff.

Lyman’s character was based on Rahm Emanuel, the former American political aid and congressman who served as Obama’s Chief of Staff from January 2009 until leaving to launch his Chicago mayoral campaign in October 2010. Whitford and The West Wing showrunner Aaron Sorkin were both clients of Emanuel’s brother, Ari, a Hollywood agent. Commentators were quick to identify the continued parallels between The West Wing and the Obama administration. For example, The Guardian referred to Emanuel as “the real Josh Lyman,” arguing that the influence of Obama and Emanuel on popular culture made the two politicians a natural pairing: “even Emanuel’s critics says his political savvy and policy expertise make him a natural partner for Obama […] Both have inspired characters on the television series The West Wing, with Emanuel providing the model for sharp-tongued aide Josh Lyman who eventually becomes chief of staff to the fictional Latino president Matt Santos.” The Guardian expanded upon their analysis of The West Wing’s adequate foreshadowing of the American election, comparing the program to Oscar Wilde’s iconic argument and the film Minority Report (2001):

It was Oscar Wilde who said “life imitates art far more than art imitates life.” History has vindicated Wildean wisdom. This week, the election of Barack Obama as US president has prompted many to talk about the prescience of The West Wing in scripting a charismatic, idealistic, minority Democratic presidential nominee trumping an experienced Republican maverick. Now Rahm Emanuel, the man who inspired the character of Josh Lyman, has been appointed White House chief of staff. True, the relationship is not only one-way: the writers of The West Wing have said they modelled the young Latino congressman Matthew Santos on Barack Obama. Yet as often as not it does indeed seem to be life that does the imitation. Minority Report eerily prefigured the curtailment of civil liberties and imprisonment without trial under the banner of the “war on terror.”

The Independent highlighted a season five episode in which Lyman asks his administrative assistant Donna if she told The Washington Post that he wrapped a dead fish in newspaper that
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was sent to a congressman he disagreed with; Emanuel was alleged to have gifted a pollster with the same present.\(^49\) Despite being a program based upon the American political system, *The West Wing* has always been well-received by audiences and politicians in the United Kingdom (David Cameron in particular), partly accounting for why British publications mostly reported on the similarities between the real and fictional White Houses.\(^50\)

*The West Wing*’s influence on popular culture is immense and the program has maintained a beloved position in media culture. The popular use of the acronyms “POTUS” and “FLOTUS” – referring to the President of the United States and the First Lady of the United Status – is attributed to the opening scene of *The West Wing*. The program also contributed to the larger recognition towards White House advisors and aides, and in particular, the critical role of speechwriters, whose work helps mediate the core values and messaging that shapes the president’s image and political persona to the public. During interviews with the press conducted before his keynote address, Obama was particularly adamant about his ownership over his words:

> I like writing my own stuff. So I made a rare intelligent decision to start writing immediately after I was asked to deliver the speech. And so I actually had a draft completed before it was publicly announced, which was helpful, because if I’d known it was such a big deal, I might have gotten nervous and gotten writer’s block…It wasn’t actually until last week we sent it to the Kerry people, and I’ve been really happy with the latitude they’ve given me. We really haven’t had too many constraints.\(^51\)

It is highly unconvincing that Obama was not aware of the publicity surrounding a political convention’s keynote speaker. For instance, Bill Clinton addressed the 1988 convention, and
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while his speech is remembered as a catastrophe and commonly regarded as the worst of his career, is a notable example of the honour associated with the role of convention keynote and the power in shaping a political persona.\footnote{Steve Kornacki, “When Bill Clinton Died Onstage,” Salo, last modified July 30, 2012, https://www.salon.com/2012/07/30/when_bill_clinton_died_on_stage/.
} Although the event marks the official nomination of the party’s presidential candidate, it is widely regarded by junior politicians as an opportunity to market their personas to national audiences.

**Constructing Obama’s Political Persona**

The success of Obama’s presidential campaigns was predominantly dependent upon the performance of his authentic self, an aspect of his persona legitimized by his media appearances and the family image of Obama with his wife, Michelle, and children, Malia and Sascha. Acknowledging that genuineness itself is a social construction, Gunn Enli argues that Obama’s political identity demonstrates a performed authenticity in which his public image attempts to reveal his true inner self to his constituencies. Determining whether a politician is (un)authentic is a relatively recent occurrence according to Enli, which she believes emerged with the artistic shift towards skilled acting during the late 1950s alongside technological advancements in sound editing and broadcasting that altered political rhetoric, thereby requiring politicians to act more personal and intimate in their public addresses.\footnote{Gunn Enli, *Mediated Authenticity: How the Media Constructs Reality* (New York: Peter Lang, 2015), 111-113.} The authenticity of Obama’s image was shaped by his diverse background and upbringing, which gave him a unique story and perspective distinguishing himself from other politicians that formed the basis for his two biographies.

*Dreams from My Father* was first published in 1995 and was re-released immediately following the success of Obama’s keynote address at the 2004 Democratic National Convention. While publicly Obama admitted his hesitations about running for president with little national
experience, *The Audacity of Hope* – which effectively outlined his ideals and public agenda – was published in October 2006, four months prior to announcing his presidential campaign. By addressing how his backstory provided a unique perspective to revitalizing the American Dream, the books helped familiarize readers with Obama’s personal history. For Enli, *Dreams from My Father* and *The Audacity of Hope* were important acts of image and reputation management for a politician with vast ambition yet little public awareness: “Obama managed to influence the public agenda about his origin and loyalties at an early stage […] the autobiographies had carefully crafted a consistent persona, as they made Obama seem like a man who did not reinvent himself as he had gradually got powerful positions, but rather stayed true to himself along the way.”54 The memoir *Dreams from My Father* and the political biography *The Audacity of Hope* were key pieces released to support his electoral ambitions, but they also helped construct Obama’s enduring brand identity.

Sikanku and Yates’s analysis of *Dreams from My Father* and *The Audacity of Hope* provide insight into the memoir’s categorical capability to help negotiate the complexities of identity and belonging. His African heritage, attempts to identity as Black, and status as a global citizen are three discursive elements acknowledged by Sikanku and Yates that reflect Obama’s complex identity within the “absence of legitimacy for mixed racial categories of American, thereby forcing such people to place themselves within a distinctly categorical construct.”55 In particular, *Dreams from My Father* reflected Obama’s gradual understanding of his Kenyan heritage and how his background – living in Indonesia as a child before moving to Hawaii to be raised by his white grandparents from Kansas – is central to his political identity that later shapes the thematic structure of *The Audacity of Hope*.

Alongside the discourse of the spectacle, celebrity culture has worked to transform politicians into recognizable stars. For Douglas Kellner, spectacles are constructed by the media primarily through captivating visuals to disrupt the monotony of routine practices and to capture the imagination of the public. Obama’s presidential campaign was assisted by Kellner’s theorizing of the spectacle, a phenomenon which Obama helped facilitate alongside the media, enabling him to achieve “super-celebrity” status in both popular and political culture. After visiting with American military forces in Afghanistan and Iraq, his June 2008 speech in Berlin became a spectacular media event broadcasted internationally by news networks and helped create the image of Obama as a global leader to deflect criticism over his lack of foreign policy experience. The intense media coverage from Obama’s Middle East and European tour, which itself was unprecedented for a presidential candidate during an election, supports Kellner’s argument that spectacular images played a critical role in the success of Obama’s campaign.56

The promotion for the October 2006 publication of his second memoir, *The Audacity of Hope*, and the reception of these media appearances by the press are examples that effectively illustrate Obama’s “super-celebrity” status. Prior to the release of his memoir, Obama made television appearances on *Meet the Press, Today, Oprah*, and *The Daily Show* and was profiled by magazines such as *Marie Claire, Vanity Fair, Time*, and, most notably, the September 2006 cover of *Men’s Vogue*, is one of the most notable examples of the promotional work behind branding his presidential image to the public. First launched in September 2005 by Conde Nast with production concluding by October 2008, *Men’s Vogue* was geared to male readers and covered a wide range of topics related to architecture, fashion, politics, sports, business, and culture.

Photographed by Annie Leibovitz in his Chicago home and Capitol Hill office, Jacob Weisberg’s profile, “The Path to Power” directly positions Obama as the main contender for the presidency, reinforced through the cover’s captioning, “How the Star of the Senate May Become the First Black President.” A casual browse through the pages devoted to Obama in *Men’s Vogue* reinforces Weisberg’s focus. Accompanying the feature’s introductory photograph of Obama sitting casually yet authoritatively in his Senate office is the lead caption: “In the follow-up to his best-selling memoir, Barack Obama lays down a grand challenge to his own party – and it may one day get him elected president.” Other quotes from Weisberg’s profile that are specifically highlighted denote the cover’s representation of Obama’s presidential image: “My attitude is that you don’t want to just be the president. You want to change the country. You want to be a great president,” and “McCain’s denunciation of Obama indicates that the GOP front-runner sees the Democratic newcomer as a threat.” Such quotes from the profile on Obama are bolded and emphasized by the page design, a layout choice reinforcing to the reader (who may not read the actual text) the prospect of an Obama presidency despite the fact he had yet to announce his candidacy at the time the *Men’s Vogue* issue was released, and it would not be until February 2007 that he would do so.

The photographs of Obama with Michelle and his children Sasha and Malia casually relaxing on the grass outside his home function for Gregory Frame to symbolically situate the then-future president within the visual legacy of John F. Kennedy, arguing that the issue of *Men’s Vogue* is an example how “it is not the real Kennedy that is the driving force behind the illusion, but the image of him which is considered the symbolic presidential ideal.”
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*Men’s Vogue* cover was not widely well-received upon its release. Reactions ranged from Maureen Dowd’s dismissal of Obama being more concerned about his celebrity status and alleged workout regimen to other reporters in *The Washington Post* and *The Guardian* citing the *Men’s Vogue* cover as examples that attempt to mask his overall political inexperience.\(^{60}\)

Commenting on the deliberate choice to outfit Obama in his own clothing by a magazine franchise associated with high fashion, *The Washington Post*’s Robin Givhan addresses the grand gesturing of the profile:

The occasion of the cover portrait and the accompanying story is ostensibly to mark the publication of Obama’s book, ‘The Audacity of Hope.’ But mostly it is to lavish him with praise and place him before a readership that likes its political profiles leavened with articles about tennis, architecture, a $13,500 bicycle, $18,500 binoculars and dogs as travel companions […] The picture of him in his white shirt and his quiet smile against the wood-grain backdrop of his Chicago home office is all about ease, control and confidence --- but not specifically power […] In each image, Obama is pictured in warm light or soft focus. He is pondering, nurturing, working. But never glad-handing, pontificating or fundraising. The pictures celebrate the idea of Obama rather than the reality of politics.\(^{61}\)

Her comments speak to the imagined readership of *Men’s Vogue*, but also to the ways in which Weisberg’s profile on Obama illuminates the presentation of his public image as both a presidential candidate and celebrity figure without addressing the politics behind his platform.

**Creating Pope Francis’s Public Persona**

Pope Francis’s election as the leader of the Catholic Church propelled the relatively unknown priest into both an institutional figurehead and a global celebrity. The combination of mass feelings of rejuvenation and rebirth from prior scandals plaguing the Catholic Church and his rejection of the excessively opulent lifestyle associated with his predecessor helped instantly

---


transform Pope Francis into an iconic figure. Exploring reasons in regard to why religious figures admired as global icons are not analyzed within the discourse of celebrity, Alpion highlights the common assumption that “religious personalities have only a public self…creat[ing] the impression that they lack a personal life and lead an uninteresting existence.”62 What makes Pope Francis an intriguing global icon is how his persona negotiates between his complicated personal history and the public desire for a pontiff to initiate social reforms in a predominantly conservative institution – a yearning similar to the expectations of Obama during his presidency regarding key foreign policy issues like withdrawing from Iraq and Afghanistan and closing Guantanamo Bay. Similar to the press portraying Obama as an instant celebrity after his 2004 speech and an imagined president despite a significant lack of national political experience, the press played a central role in determining Pope Francis’s public image as a revolutionary pontiff upon his election to the papacy.

Media reporting on religion is a contentious topic and subsequently requires a far more extensive historical knowledge than other areas of journalism like sports or business. Stewart M. Hoover notes that the treatment of different faiths by the news media is a complex issue that is “deeply embedded in a set of historical, cultural, and political perceptions about religion’s natural, proper, or desirable place in democratic public life.”63 How religious matters are communicated to the public is determined by the organizational structure and practices of the news media, with journalists determining the frames, sourcing, and discursive schemas that provide meaning to issues such as Pope Francis’s doctrine.64 Katherine Bell’s analysis of print

news coverage on Pope John Paul II’s death underscored the lack of journalistic rigorousness despite the fact the majority of content was prepared prior to the pontiff’s passing due to his lengthy battle with Parkinson’s Disease. The Catholic Church is a global institution invested in matters relating to poverty, genocide, and medical crises, yet the Toronto-based newspapers analyzed in Bell’s study dismissed Pope John Paul II’s “even greater power as a political figure.”

The absence of any type of critical commentary on the political concerns arising from Pope John Paul II’s leadership represented for Bell a concerning “lack of understanding and context on the part of news organizations.” Despite the growth of faith brands due to technological advancements and marketing practices, religious issues are often ignored or overlooked by the mainstream media since the topic remains highly contested in public discourse. While specialist correspondents often cover religious issues, such as Laurie Goodstein for The New York Times, a media event like the papal conclave often has more general journalists reporting in order to meet the heightened coverage demands.

Unlike previous conclaves, such as the one that elected Benedict XVI in 2005, the 2013 conclave was unique in that it was the first in the modern era to not follow a pontiff’s death. The College of Cardinals mandates that a conclave must be schedule between 15-20 days after the pope’s death, thereby providing a relatively short timetable for journalists and reporters to organize their reporting efforts. However, Benedict’s unprecedented announcement of his retirement on February 11, 2013 drastically altered existing schedule protocols. The foremost concern for the scheduling of the 2013 conclave was to ensure a pope for the Catholic Church.

---
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before the commencement of Holy Week (March 24-30, 2013). Pope Benedict’s retirement officially began on February 28, 2013 with the conclave arranged for March 12, 2013. His retirement provided a longer timeframe for media outlets to organize their reporting efforts. Over 5,000 journalists and correspondents travelled to Vatican City to report on the 2013 conclave, marking one of the few instances where a religious event received global attention through concentrated media coverage. The comparative irregularity and spectacle of papal conclaves are key features defining such assemblies as major media events, which Daniel Dayan and Elihu Katz argue function socially to unite fragmented communities by celebrating discourses of social resolution.\(^6^8\) The reporting of a media event, such as a papal conclave, interrupts the patterns and rhythm of everyday life; for instance, the Vatican installed 17 television cameras providing a continuous live feed of St. Peter’s Basilica and the chimney of the Sistine Chapel for networks to broadcast globally across their networks for the duration of the conclave.\(^6^9\)

The coverage of the 2013 conclave, the selection of Bergoglio as the new pontiff, and what he signified for the Catholic Church were primarily framed through the narrative of the reconciliation, especially in regard to media reports debating how Pope Francis can overcome the skepticism and distrust stemming from the institution’s numerous scandals. The shaping of the 2013 conclave as a media event was not a new phenomenon for the religious institution. Pope John Paul II’s 1979 trip to his native Poland is a frequent point of reference for Dayan and Katz in their theorizing of a media event. Following his death in April 2005, the funeral for Pope John Paul II is identified by P. David Marshall as a media event unifying transnational audiences since the ceremony was broadcasted internationally and attended by global leaders and dignitaries


along with over 300,000 mourners who made the pilgrimage to St. Peter’s Square.\textsuperscript{70} What distinguishes the media event of Pope Francis’s election as pontiff is that the occasion reveals insight into the logic behind how an iconic persona is instantly developed for a global congregation largely unaware of the existing identity behind the public figure.

Notwithstanding the news media’s general shock at the selection of Bergoglio for the papacy, his election was not exceptionally surprising, nor were the allegations published in the days following Bergoglio’s election of his cooperation with the military dictatorship during Argentina’s Dirty War. In the biographical book \textit{The Pope: Francis, Benedict, and the Decision that Shook the World}, McCarten documents Bergoglio’s quick ascent through the church’s organizational hierarchy following his ex-communication by Argentina’s Jesuit order. Bergoglio’s rising status was recognized in November 2002 by Sandro Magister, a respected Vatican reporter, who noted that if a hypothetical conclave were to be held, “it would have been difficult for him to refuse the election to the papacy, because he’s the one the cardinals would vote for resoundingly, if they were called together to choose immediately the successor to John Paul II.”\textsuperscript{71} When journalists reported their predictions prior to the vote, Bergoglio was not mentioned as a serious contender despite finishing second during the conclave that elected Pope Benedict XVI. \textit{The Washington Post} evoked the symbolism of a chess game by positioning Bergoglio as merely a piece within the politics behind the 2005 conclave.\textsuperscript{72} Paul Vallely further illuminates the politics of the 2005 conclave, contending that the timing of a lawsuit filed in Argentina by a human rights lawyer charging Bergoglio with complicity for his alleged


involvement in the abduction and torture of two Jesuit priests was part of a strategy to damage Bergoglio’s chances for election.\textsuperscript{73} Regardless, Bergoglio emerged as a serious contender for the papacy during the 2005 conclave when, despite swearing an oath of confidentiality, a cardinal anonymously leaked the results of each round of voting to an Italian magazine later that year.\textsuperscript{74}

Prior to the commencement of the 2013 conclave, few press reports referenced Bergoglio, and those that did portrayed the Argentinian cardinal within a dismissive and almost sarcastic tone. Recognizing the growth of evangelical Protestantism in the traditionally Catholic region, \textit{The Irish Times} – in an article with the now ironic headline, “Moment may have passed for Latin America to provide pope” – highlighted the institution’s complicated role during the Dirty War, but did not explicitly address Bergoglio’s alleged actions.\textsuperscript{75} \textit{The Guardian} merely pointed out that Bergoglio exceeded expectations in the 2005 conclave by receiving more votes than Milan’s Cardinal Carlo Mario Martini, a fellow liberal-leaning Jesuit.\textsuperscript{76} Also writing in \textit{The Guardian}, Sam Jones discredited Bergoglio’s chances for the papacy, but in doing so, illuminated some of the traits that became central to his papal persona: “Then there are those who find fame for other reasons: Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio, the Jesuit intellectual and archbishop of Buenos Aires who travels around town by bus and told his compatriots not to waste their money on plane tickets to Rome to see him become a cardinal but to give it instead to the poor.”\textsuperscript{77} Although his inconspicuous approach is central to Pope Francis’s brand identity as pontiff, the commentary
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from *The Guardian* reflects the facetious way that the former Argentinian cardinal was framed as improbable for the position.

The announcement of Bergoglio’s election to the papacy and his subsequent appearance on the balcony of St. Peter’s Basilica inevitably generated surprise from the press, and, by extension, the public. Writing in *The New York Times*, Ross Douthat confessed that “Bergoglio was no more on my radar screen over the last two weeks than he was on (almost) anyone else’s”; his comments reflect the general astonishment characterizing the media reaction.\(^78\) Justifying the media’s inability to foresee Bergoglio’s chances for the conclave, David Leonhardt in *The New York Times* drew upon a Vatican expert’s argument that “the chances of being elected pope decreases in proportion to the number of times he is described papabile in the press.”\(^79\)

Attempting to visualize Pope Francis’s papacy, Douthat writes:

> His age would suggest a kind of caretaker pope, but his name (evoking not only Francis of Assisi but the great Jesuit Francis Xavier as well) suggest a mix of humility and purifying zeal; his rich biography, meanwhile, offers enough material for multiple narratives, multiple hopes, and (of course) multiple lines of attack from the church’s many critics.\(^80\)

Douthat’s imagining of the new pontiff signifies the dominant narrative framework employed by the press upon the announcement of Bergoglio to the papacy. Since Pope Francis was mostly unknown to both the majority of those reporting on the conclave and to the larger public, the press occupied the powerful position of selecting the frames, themes, and symbolism used to introduce, familiarize, and brand the new pontiff to a global audience.

Pope Francis’s age was one of the first elements of his persona that gained initial reaction and surprise from the press, primarily due to the availability of only superficial biographical
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details. At age 76, Francis is reported to be the ninth oldest pope to be elected. His election follows the pattern set by the conclave that elected Benedict, who, at 78, remains the oldest pontiff since the reign of Pope Clement XII in 1730. At the time of Benedict’s election, commenters noted that despite being in relatively good health his age signified the College of Cardinal’s aspiration for a shorter papacy following Pope John Paul II. Pope Francis’s tenure as pontiff was also predicted to be short upon his announcement. The New York Times noted an average reign of five years for previous popes elected over the age of 75 and that a younger pontiff would help invigorate an institution facing an identity crisis following years of scandal. Numerous publications also referenced removal of a lung due to an infection during Pope Francis’s teenage years as evidence of worrisome health issues threatening the length of his papacy; however, The Wall Street Journal highlighted that actor John Wayne’s career was not jeopardized by a similar procedure conducted prior to the filming of his iconic film True Grit. Referencing a movie icon rather than a comparable political or social figure is an intriguing comparison, reinforcing Francis’s role as a “superstar” while validating his ability to lead through the lens of celebrity.

**Pope Francis as the “People’s Pope”**

In the annual issue declaring Pope Francis as “Person of the Year,” Time introduced the magazine’s piece on the pontiff with the striking headline “The People’s Pope” centered across a two-page photographic spread depicting a blue sky and the pontiff on the bottom right hand
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corner waving to an imaginary public. After Pope Francis visited migrants on the island of Lampedusa roughly four months into his papacy, the CNN Belief Blog reported on the pontiff’s trip with the headline, “Is Pope Francis the Catholic Princess Diana?” Reflecting on the selection of Pope Francis as Time’s “Person of the Year,” Jezebel also directly referenced the deceased former member of the British royal family, declaring that “Pope Francis Is the Princess Diana of Popes.” In a similar manner recognizing the historic nature of Pope Francis’s 2015 tour of the United States, the celebrity tabloid US Weekly published a special commemorative issue ahead of his visit, with the first article featuring photographs of Pope Francis interacting with members of the public under the bold headline, “The People’s Pope.” Branding Pope Francis within the discourse of the “people’s pope” by Time and US Weekly is a common theme in press reporting of his first few years as pontiff, evident in coverage of events and iconic moments as the conclave and inaugural mass, Pope Francis’s appearance on the cover of Rolling Stone, and his official visits to Brazil and North America.

One of the earliest examples of this symbolically powerful allusion is in The Washington Post’s exploration of Bergoglio’s selection of Francis for his papal name. For Catholic University of America theology professor Chad Pecknold – who is quoted extensively by The Washington Post – the choice of Saint Francis of Assisi by Bergoglio affirms that “he’s going to be the people’s pope. We often associate Saint Francis with incredible love for humanity.” Pope Francis’s inaugural mass reflected the theme of compassion associated with Saint Francis
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of Assisi by highlighting the struggles of the global poor, thereby symbolizing his iconic status as the “people’s pontiff” or “people’s pope.” More importantly, labelling Francis as the “people’s pope” signifies Pope Francis’s iconic status through the intertextual reference to Princess Diana, coined the “people’s princess” by British Prime Minister Tony Blair in his iconic speech following her 1997 death. The New York Times included commentary by an individual attending a “tailgate party” celebrating Pope Francis’s 2015 visit to Philadelphia, who directly made the association between the two iconic individuals noting that “he reminds me of Princess Diana.” The allusion to Princess Diana is mainly rhetorical, requiring readers to draw connections between the two public figures. Britain’s The Sunday Independent is one of the few publications to directly make the association, arguing: “They’re already calling Francis ‘the people’s Pope,’ which is fitting really, seeing as he seems to enjoy the same healthy disregard for protocol as Diana, the people’s Princess, and a sort of secular pope of her time.” Their mention of Princess Diana’s dismissive attitude towards the institutional customs and practices of the monarchy is meant to illuminate the similar awareness by Pope Francis of how his image challenges the expected protocols of the Catholic Church, particularly in regard to his rejection of the papal palace for his living quarters and deliberate decision not to dress in the elaborate vestments expected of a newly elected pontiff appearing on the balcony of St. Peter’s Basilica.

The intertextual reference to Princess Diana in Pope Francis’s media presentation gains further symbolic traction by the coverage of his first Holy Thursday as pontiff. Upon announcement of Pope Francis’s intentions for Holy Thursday, The Guardian reported: “He has

already made himself known as the pope who takes the bus, pays his bills and wears his old shoes. Now Pope Francis has taken another step towards solidifying his image as the people’s pontiff by announcing plans to celebrate a major pre-Easter ceremony in a youth detention centre. Emblematic of Jesus washing the feet of his 12 apostles, Pope Francis’s decision to conduct one of the most important and traditional ceremonies in Catholicism with members of Rome’s marginalized community was perceived as symbolic of his inclusive approach to the papacy, particularly in comparison to Pope Benedict who insisted such rituals be conducted within the Vatican. The most notable part of Pope Francis’s Holy Thursday ritual, however, was his inclusion of two women in the conventionally all-male practice, including a Serbian Muslim female. Embracing not only women but also non-Catholics in the feet-washing custom prompted intense reaction from the press, leaving Pope Francis’s critics “speechless,” but was also read as an attempt to restore relations with the Islamic faith following inflammatory comments previously made by Pope Benedict XVI.

Despite marking the first time a pontiff conducted Holy Thursday customs in a detention centre, Pope Francis’s tradition of performing the feet-washing ritual in marginalized communities was not widely reported. The Wall Street Journal, for instance, noted that Bergoglio as an archbishop regularly held Holy Thursday mass at different Buenos Aires’ hospices, shelters, and prisons, while the National Post and The Guardian argued that Francis’s inclusion of women in the ritual merely marked a continuation of inclusive practices first established in Argentina. Biographers of Pope Francis also highlighted his extensive history

involving vulnerable individuals in the rituals of Holy Thursday, particularly those suffering
from AIDS. McCarten documents Bergoglio holding mass at Buenos Aires’ Muñiz Hospital for
Infectious Diseases in April 1998 following his appointment as archbishop, quoting the hospital
chaplain’s recollection of the event: “When he arrived, I explained that while the Gospel speaks
of twelve male apostles, here in the hospital we had men, women, transvestites. He told me:
‘Whom you choose, I will wash their feet.’”97 During his first Holy Thursday mass as pontiff at
the juvenile detention centre, Francis justified his approach during his sermon, proclaiming, “It is
the example set by our Lord. The one who is highest up must be at the service of others.”98 The
discursive schemas employed to frame coverage of Pope Francis’s compassionately inclusive
Holy Thursday rituals – symbolic of his general approach to society’s most marginalized and
impoverished communities – draws parallels to Diana’s work on AIDS awareness, particularly in
regards to the influential images of her shaking the hands of those infected with the virus without
wearing gloves that subverted ill-informed ideas of transmission through touch. Although she
critically situates Diana’s emphasis on human contact in her humanitarian work within the
unequitable power dynamics of Western society, Raka Shome notes that “Diana is allegedly to
have said that the biggest disease the world suffers from is a lack of love and that touching heals
all barriers of race and culture.”99 Evoking similar imagery, The Washington Post quotes a New
York City pastor in their examination of Pope Francis as the “people’s pope,” who contends that,
“it seems as if Pope Francis has touched the nerve of what the church is really about. In spite of
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these scandals and everything that’s gone on we know that the core of the church is love and joy and service.”

The iconic legacy of Princess Diana as the “people’s princess” and the period of collective mourning after her death reflects for both Shome and Rosi Braidotti the power of such rhetoric to interpolate citizens into a collective public regardless of class, racial, or religious differences. The most notable aspect of Diana’s funeral for Braidotti is the number of minority communities, particularly women of colour, joining in the public mourning for a former member of such an hegemonic institution as the British monarchy. Her death performed a critical ideological function demonstrated through practices of shared grief, with Shome arguing that the framing of Diana as the “people’s princess” articulated different formations of “belonging in the nation and new ways of imagining the national body and one’s own self in relation to it.” Framing Francis as the “people’s pope” worked in a similar manner to transform the pontiff from an institutional figurehead into a global leader regardless of one’s faith or religious beliefs, a motif that has continued throughout his papacy, particularly in regard to his environmental advocacy.

Pope Francis’s Influence in Popular Culture

Pope Francis’s instant transformation into an iconic figure and the general positive reception by the press coincided with broader visibility towards Catholicism in popular culture. The most notable example remains Rolling Stone’s February 2014 edition featuring the pontiff on the cover of the revered cultural magazine. The coverage features a stock photograph of Pope Francis smiling and waving – key features of his persona now synonymous with his iconic
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identity – with the accompanying article by Mark Binelli extensively detailing the pontiff’s biography and doctrine while addressing the widespread excitement that accompanies his image as the “people’s pope” in popular culture.\textsuperscript{103} Although they compare his charismatic interactions with the public to that of Bill Clinton, \textit{Rolling Stone’s} affirmation of Pope Francis as the “people’s pope” gained significant media attention and strengthened the intertextual narratives critical to shaping his still-developing public persona.\textsuperscript{104} As the first pontiff to be featured on the cover of \textit{Rolling Stone}, the \textit{New York Post} noted that “the mag’s choice to put him on the cover – following stars including Eminem, Paul McCartney, Macklemore and Miley Cyrus – cements his place in pop culture.”\textsuperscript{105} The day \textit{Rolling Stone} announced Pope Francis as the cover for the February 2014 edition, a graffiti mural depicting the pontiff as a superhero appeared outside the Vatican. Designed by artist Mauro Pallotta, the graffiti art features Pope Francis flying into the air with his right fist clenched and holding a briefcase with his left hand labeled in Spanish “valores” (values).\textsuperscript{106} An image of Pallotta’s mural was featured by the Vatican on their Twitter feed, Vatican News, with the accompanying text: “We share with you a graffiti found in a Roman street near the #Vatican”; the tweet received over 2,400 retweets and more than 1,100 likes.\textsuperscript{107} Rome’s police removed the graffiti art merely days after it appeared.\textsuperscript{108}

The immense media attention directed towards Pope Francis since his election in March 2013 has led to a resurgence of film and television addressing Catholicism. Narratives, imagery,

and symbolism regarding expressions of spirituality and faith within media texts are not unique representations, but rather exemplify Stig Hjarvard’s argument of banal religion, in which “contemporary ideas about what religion is or may be used for are informed by a bricolage of representations and practices without any necessary or close connection to specific, organized forms of religion.”

The popularity of film, television, music videos, and novels like Dan Brown’s *The Da Vinci Code*, Baz Luhrmann’s film adaptation of *Romeo and Juliet*, the series *Lost*, and Lady Gaga’s song “Judas” are examples of cultural texts that symbolically work to normalize understandings of faith, spirituality, and the hereafter without any direct reference to religious institutions and everyday practice. The immense media attention reacting to Pope Francis’s public image, however, has subsequently contributed in creating a visual space within popular culture to critically address issues central to contemporary Catholic identity within daily life. In collaboration with the Vatican, the visual culture of Catholicism comprised the theme of the 2018 Costume Institute exhibit at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, *Heavenly Bodies: Fashion and the Catholic Imagination*. Displaying garments and accessories loaned by the Vatican archives in addition to pieces inspired by Catholic imagery from designers including Versace, Dolce & Gabbana, and Alexander McQueen, *Heavenly Bodies* became the institution’s best-attended exhibit with over 1.6 million visitors. Acknowledging the proliferation of film and television focusing on Catholic families, *The Washington Post* addressed the cinematic trend within the context of Pope Francis’s visit to the United States in September 2015, noting that while “it’s too early in Francis’s papacy for his popularity to have had much influence on the
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Hollywood production cycle, it’s fascinating to see an area of media that’s often excoriated for ignoring religion find new ways to tell stories about Catholic faith and Catholic culture."\(^{112}\)

Recognized with the Academy Award for Best Picture, the release of 2015’s *Spotlight*, which depicted the research behind *The Boston Globe*’s investigation of sexual abuse towards minors by parish priests, coincided with an increase in coverage of Pope Francis’s actions in regard to this issue ahead of his American visit.\(^{113}\) First broadcasted on April 1, 2018 to mark Easter Sunday, NBC’s concert performance of Andrew Llyod Webber’s *Jesus Christ Superstar* starring John Legend recorded almost 10 million viewers and the decision to stage the rock opera was viewed by critics as symbolic of Pope Francis’s success in rehabilitating the image of the Catholic Church in popular culture following the aftermath of the sexual abuse scandal.\(^{114}\) An adaptation of McCarten’s play of the same name, Netflix’s *The Two Popes* (2019) marks the first major cinematic portrayal of Pope Francis. The film documents an imagined meeting between the then-cardinal Bergoglio and Pope Benedict prior to announcing his resignation.

The persona of Pope Francis also had an impact on television. On the Fox/Hulu comedy *The Mindy Project* (2012-2017) one of the main characters, Danny Castellano, identifies as a practicing Catholic, declaring, “I’m so Catholic, I don’t even trust this new pope!,” and references to Pope Francis’s evolving image is made throughout the duration of the series.\(^{115}\)

When questioned by his brother, “Why are you so wound up? Pope Francis try surfing or


\(^{115}\) *The Mindy Project*, “French Me, You Idiot,” Fox, April 1, 2014, written by Paul Lieberstein, directed by Jack Burditt.
something?,” Danny replies, “Why’s that guy so chill?” Another episode incorporates a reference to the Church’s sexual abuse scandal, and Danny defends his religious leader, “Hey, hey. That is all over. It’s over. Pope Frank is on the case.” His mother later decorates Danny’s apartment with images of Pope Francis to impress a Catholic priest invited for dinner. While Pope Francis is a consistent source of reference for The Mindy Project – specifically to highlight the contradictions and ironies within Catholicism – direct mentions of and insinuations to the new pontiff can be found in a variety of television programs such as The Good Fight, Homeland, Grace & Frankie, The Young Pope, The New Pope, and One Day at a Time. Although the program does not directly reference the pontiff, contemporary Catholicism is a central theme portrayed in Jane the Virgin. Focusing on the multigenerational Villanueva household, Jane the Virgin underscores how the religion is deeply entrenched within the traditions, practices, and beliefs of the Venezuelan American family.

One of the most powerful examples of Pope Francis’s reception within popular culture is in Netflix’s One Day at a Time (2017-2019/2020), an adaptation of the comedy series of the same name that initially aired during the mid-1970s. The reworking of the program revolves around the Cuban American Alvarez family living in Los Angeles, in which Penelope, an army veteran newly separated from her husband and working towards becoming a nurse practitioner, is raising her teenage children Elena and Alex with the help of her mother, Lydia, a devoted Catholic. When Elena informs her family that she is a lesbian, Lydia initially struggles with the revelation, but in accepting her granddaughter’s sexual orientation she references Pope Francis’s alleged acceptance of the gay community:
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Lydia: Look, I know you are cool with this, but you have to understand I am a religious woman. I’m sorry, but I have a problem with Elena being gay. It goes against God. Although God did make us in his image. And God doesn’t make mistakes. Clearly [refers to herself]. And when it comes to the gays, the pope did say, “Who am I to judge?” And the pope represents God. So what, am I going to go against the pope and God? Who the hell do I think I am? Okay. Okay, I’m good.

Penelope: What? You just worked that out in 10 seconds?

Lydia: Sí. Because she is my granddaughter and I love her no matter what. Ya. So, tell me, when is the parade?¹¹⁸

Pope Francis’s iconic statement referenced by One Day at a Time occurred during an informal press conference on the flight back to Rome following Pope Francis’s visit to Brazil. Presiding over the festivities for World Youth Day held in Rio de Janeiro, the trip garnered significant press attention reporting on Pope Francis’s first international visit – perceived as a style of homecoming to Latin America. In response to questions concerning an alleged “gay lobby” within the Vatican, Pope Francis elaborated that “When I meet a gay person, I have to distinguish between their being gay and being part of a lobby. If they accept the Lord and have goodwill, who am I to judge them? They shouldn’t be marginalized. The tendency is not the problem. They’re our brothers.”¹¹⁹ His words represented a stark contrast to Pope Benedict XVI’s doctrinal approach, who publicly referred to same-sex marriage as an “intrinsic moral evil” comprising as “objective disorder.”¹²⁰

Lydia’s reference to Pope Francis’s words in the episode of One Day at a Time stresses the way in which his statement on sexual orientation became an important moment associated with the pontiff’s iconic identity, and how his public image sparked the imaginary of popular culture. More significantly, Pope Francis’s comments demonstrate Alpion’s argument that

religious figures “employ the press and every other medium of communication with dexterity, and at times, unscrupulously, to reach their intended audiences.”\textsuperscript{121} The Catholic Church’s position on issues like gay marriage has been subject to intense scrutiny by the media. Considering that this remark occurred just over a year after Barack Obama announced his support of gay marriage in a spontaneous May 2012 interview with Robin Roberts on \textit{Good Morning America}, Pope Francis conceivably would have been well aware over how his now-iconic phrase would be received by his critics and the public. The informal press conference is an important example illustrating his awareness over his image, and how to utilize the characteristics associated with his public persona to promote his brand through the press.

\textbf{Vivienne Westwood: Developing Her Persona}

The summer 2008 theatrical release of the film adaptation of HBO’s iconic television series \textit{Sex and the City} (1998-2004) marked a significant moment in popular culture. The comedy program maintained its immense popularity with audiences after its conclusion by continuing to develop its fanbase through other forms of distribution such as syndication, digital video, and online streaming. Carrie Bradshaw, the main character, become entrenched in the imaginary of popular culture, and the synonymous transformation of lead actress Sarah Jessica Parker into a fashion icon legitimized, and still maintains, her status as an elite celebrity. Frequently remembered for her conspicuous passion towards designer shoes, the character of Bradshaw brought mass attention to boutique labels such as Manolo Blahnik while transforming costume designer Patricia Field into a recognizable figure herself. Promotional coverage for \textit{Sex and the City: The Movie} subsequently revolved around the film’s fashion; \textit{Women’s Wear Daily} describes the 81 outlandish outfits worn by Carrie as the “most metaphorical wardrobe in

\textsuperscript{121} Alpion, “Media and Celebrity Culture,” 542.
cinematic history.”

Amongst the variety of designer clothing and accessories showcased in *Sex and the City: The Movie*, one piece of clothing in particular emerged as the film’s iconic fashion moment: a lavish silk and tulle multilayered Vivienne Westwood strapless couture gown that Bradshaw is gifted by the designer for her wedding after modelling the dress for a fictional *Vogue* cover.

The Vivienne Westwood wedding dress quickly entered into the iconography of the franchise and is often included in retrospectives of the series’ top fashion moments. *Women’s Wear Daily* in particular highlighted the couture dress as the “grand showpiece” of the film – rare praise that Westwood has not often received throughout her career. Described by *Harper’s Bazaar* as a “corset top created in gold-backed ivory silk-satin duchess [with] the skirt from metres of ivory silk Radzimir taffeta, creating an exaggerated silhouette, nipped-in waist and a pointed sculptural bust,” the iconographic success of the gown introduced Westwood to new audiences.

The *Globe and Mail*, for instance, argued that *Sex and the City: The Movie* helped revitalize Westwood’s career by generating “a new level of international fame.” The original couture gown featured in *Sex and the City: The Movie* was priced at over $15,000, however a considerably cheaper, yet still relatively inaccessible, version of the dress sold out within hours upon release roughly a year after the film’s premiere on the popular online retailer Net-a-Porter.

To commemorate the 10th anniversary of the iconic scene from *Sex and the City: The Movie* in May 2018, Westwood released a ready-to-wear collection inspired by the original
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gown’s corset bodice, and the dress worn by Parker herself was displayed for public viewing for two weeks in May at Westwood’s flagship London boutique. The couture gown featured in Sex and the City: The Movie is one of the most recognizable Vivienne Westwood designs.

While Obama and Pope Francis’s public image were constructed in a considerably short period of time, Westwood has maintained visible presence in popular culture since emerging as a recognizable identity during the British punk movement of the 1970s. Westwood’s extensive cultural influence is effectively summarized by Women’s Wear Daily: “few designers have explored fashion’s multiplicity of possibilities as the iconic yet iconoclastic Vivienne Westwood. Called both the ‘Mother of Punk’ and the ‘Mother of Fashion,’ Westwood has been pushing the boundaries and challenging the presumptions of fashion for 35 years.” Her political and environmental activism and iconic moments like accepting a Member of the British Empire from Queen Elizabeth at Buckingham Palace without wearing underwear are key moments commonly associated with Westwood’s public image. It can be challenging, however, to recall or identify other pieces or collections by the designer other than the Sex and the City wedding dress, with Westwood herself admitting, “most people have never seen my clothes, but they’ve heard of me.” Evocative of Westwood’s instance of self-awareness over her public image, Pamela Church Gibson argues that Westwood is more familiar to audiences for her eccentric personality than the clothes she designs, arguing:

She may have become part of the fashion establishment, but through her extraordinary attire, she nevertheless parodies the dress of the English lady and thus maintains her own self-consciously eccentric persona. She sets out, it seems, to look arresting, unusual and bizarre rather than conventionally stylish; she has famously used artist Tracey Emin and former Baywatch star Pamela Anderson, rather than conventional models or celebrities, in

---

her advertisements. Unlike Sonia Rykiel, Rei Kawakubo and even Victor and Rolf, Westwood has spurned financially profitable collaborations with the high street. She rides an old-fashioned bicycle and is obviously determined to retain her individuality.¹³⁰

Church Gibson’s commentary on Westwood illuminates how the designer has strategically utilized her eccentric public image to create an instantly recognizable persona that helps her maintain relevancy in a media culture despite the struggles she confronts from the fashion industry.

Despite her concentration on political and environmental activism during the later stages of her career as a celebrity figure, Westwood credits her Northern English childhood in Tintwistle, Derbyshire as a key influence in developing her counter-hegemonic awareness. Westwood is highly critical of consumerist ideology that promotes excessive waste, which Claire Wilcox attributes to the influence of post-war frugality on Westwood’s upbringing where her parents worked as textile workers.¹³¹ A subject referenced in the media interviews as well as the biographical overview of Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist, Westwood frequently discusses how, at four years old, she became aware of the false consciousness shaping society after learning about Jesus’s crucifixion, realizing “what the adult world is like – full of cruelty and hypocrisy.”¹³² Her family’s move to the outskirts of London to become shopkeepers was a meaningful moment for Westwood, reflecting that “it was culturally quite provincial where I came from. I didn’t know about classical music or art galleries. My parents and I moved to London when I was 17, and I tried to understand the world a bit more, thinking I was stupid.”¹³³ She elaborates extensively on the biographical details and personal reflections regarding her childhood in the autobiographical text Vivienne Westwood co-written with Ian Kelly, and her

¹³¹ Wilcox, Vivienne Westwood, 9-10.
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family’s move to London is also included in an edition of the popular children’s illustrated book series *Little People, Big Dreams*.

After leaving her first career as a primary school teacher, Westwood first met Malcolm McLaren in 1965, leading to an influential yet tumultuous relationship as business, design, and intimate partners. Although vocal after his death about the emotional abuse Westwood and her children were subjected to from McLaren, she credits him for introducing her to the cultural knowledge and experiences she did not receive during her Northern English childhood that played a fundamental role in developing Westwood’s design philosophy. Together in 1971 they opened their shop, Let It Rock, at 430 King’s Road in London. Although the property has experienced numerous name changes to reflect changes in their design aesthetic, such as Too Fast to Live, Too Young to Die, and, currently, Worlds End, the shop remains an iconic location open to customers. Their shop embraced the theme of rebellion with fashions reacting to larger cultural and political dynamics, best illustrated in Westwood and McLaren’s embrace of the Teddy-boy motif that satirized the styles of the Edwardian period and the sexual undertones characterizing their interpretation of the punk aesthetic.

The t-shirt remains the item of clothing most commonly associated with Westwood and McLaren’s punk aesthetic. Although subject to British obscenity legislations, their t-shirts, such as the “porn” collection displaying illustrations of nude cowboys, functioned as a signifier of protest and subversion against socially constructed notions of morality. Westwood characterized the porn t-shirt as an example of design activism, explaining to *The Face* that, “my job is always to confront the establishment to try and find out where freedom lies and what you can do.” Characterizing Dick Hebdige’s argument of style as communication, the punk aesthetic
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embraced by Westwood and McLaren relied upon appropriating symbols of British culture with references to fascism and sadomasochism. Westwood and McLaren’s aesthetic during the 1970s was inherently political, with Tricia Henry arguing that it provided an outlet for the primarily white working-class English youth disillusioned by the nation’s declining economic wellbeing to artistically express their frustrations. However, the clothes designed and sold by Westwood at Let It Rock were expensive and largely unattainable by the relegated youth who served as their prime demographic. Their motifs and trends consequently began to be reproduced by more accessible retailers contributing to the punk aesthetics’ recuperation into mass culture, contributing to the cynicism that informs Westwood’s later design philosophy: “I’m sure if there is such a thing as the ‘Anti-Establishment’ – it feeds the Establishment.” In addition to the emotional abuse from McLaren that contributed to their professional and personal separation, Westwood responded to her disillusionment by focusing on developing a counter-hegemonic design aesthetic from within the fashion industry.

Portraying Persona: Dynamics of Gender, Nationality, Class, & Age in Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist

The politics of the attention economy has transformed celebrity into a powerful platform that reshapes identities into personas easily marketable by consumer culture. Westwood’s image consequently is a complex and multifaceted entity layered with competing intentions, particularly since her identity is symbolically attached to both her fashion brand and her public image as a celebrated icon. Joseph H. Hanock, II defines fashion branding as an evolving process where “designers, manufacturers, merchandise, buyers, strategists, creative directors, retailers and those responsible for selling fashion create campaigns and give fashion garments a unique
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identity.” The creation of a fashion brand like Vivienne Westwood is an intricate process dependent upon the symbiotic relationship between the immaterial labour of self-promotion by Westwood herself and the judgement of cultural intermediaries in determining the narrative that mediates her image throughout popular culture. Her working-class background, unique career path, and lack of any formal design training are parts of her identity that are exploited by critics to undermine Westwood’s legitimacy as an elite fashion designer comparable to other ‘icons’ like Alexander McQueen or John Galliano. Reviewing Jane Mulvagh’s biography of Westwood, the provocative fashion critic for The New York Times and The Cut, Cathy Horyn is one journalist who has been very dismissive of Westwood reinforced through her assertion that she “often strikes people as rude and oblivious to social graces,” due to not having the “benefit of a literary upbringing” thereby having to rely upon “other people’s knowledge to gain her own.”

In another review of Westwood’s work, Horyn flippantly contextualized the designer’s public image, writing “England has a place for messy lives, lives that in spite of talent never seem to come together. This was Westwood’s story through and through. She was the rebel who had become a middle-aged, grating woman surviving on her threadbare principles.”

Westwood commonly intervenes in the construction of her identity, and the disconnect between brand and persona, two core components to Westwood’s public image, are highlighted by Lorna Tucker’s 2018 documentary Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist. After shadowing the designer and documenting her personal, professional, and political endeavours for numerous years, Tucker’s Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist debuted at the 2018 Sundance Film Festival. Receiving somewhat positive reviews, Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist chronicles in an
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overwhelmingly celebratory manner the trajectory of the designer’s career from her northern English working class background and prior career as a primary school teacher to her relationship with Malcolm McLaren and the struggles she has faced gaining recognition from the fashion industry. Tucker’s documentary highlights the multiple contradictory elements composing Westwood’s persona – such as gender, age, class, and nationality, but also the variety of roles she performs, including businesswoman, entrepreneur, designer, and activist – that are the substance behind the public persona that forms her iconic identity. The personal and professional relationship between Westwood and her husband and design partner, Andreas Kronthaler, emerged as one of more compelling storylines of the documentary *Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist*. The documentary includes intimate footage of the couple wearing coordinating outfits partaking in photoshoots accompanied by a voiceover from Kronthaler: “There’s Vivienne the fashion designer. There’s Vivienne the campaigner. And then there’s Vivienne the person.” His comments illuminate the complex and contradictory layers embedded within the persona that make up the core element of Westwood’s brand identity in public discourse.

Fashion labels, particularly couture houses that do not record the same revenue as more mainstream labels, have survived in a changing economic environment due to successful partnerships with mass retailers, extensive licensing for beauty, fragrance, and accessories, and diffusion and ready-to-wear lines. Designers are also embracing branding techniques to further their identities into celebrity personas in accordance with the dynamics of contemporary culture that prioritize self-promotion and presentation. Matt Tyrhauer’s *Valentino: The Last Emperor*, for example, showcases the Italian designer’s lavish lifestyle complete with his pugs enjoying air travel on a private jet. More significantly, the documentary also highlights Valentino’s ability to
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adapt to a fluctuating marketplace by expanding his clientele to less esteemed celebrities not commonly associated with his couture label. Tom Ford leveraged his respected status that he built as creative director for Gucci and Yves Saint Laurent to legitimize his cinematic career when he made his directorial debut with the film adaptation of Christopher Isherwood’s novel *A Single Man* (2009). The promotion and branding techniques of designers like Valentino and Ford represent for Pamela Church Gibson their ability to “exploit the new economic power of celebrity” by ensuring “maximum publicity for their business through the careful cultivation of their own personal image and a trademark mode of self-presentation.”  


The beginning of *Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist* briefly mentions Westwood’s past as a schoolteacher and her previous marriage before focusing more specifically on the designer’s creative and personal relationship with Malcolm McLaren. Westwood’s narration of biographical details like her childhood and artistic and intellectual development is accompanied by stock video and photographs from the 1960s through to the 1980s. Interspersed within Tucker’s historical overview of Westwood are segments in the archives of the Victoria & Albert Museum, in which curator Claire Wilcox warrants the cultural significance of Westwood’s more iconic collection, such as the “Destroy” t-shirt and a unisex outfit from her “Pirates” collection. A short clip of a significantly younger Westwood wearing the iconic “God Save the Queen” t-shirt is
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also featured and is complemented by a voice-over from the designer describing the references to ancient Greece and the Scottish Highlands in her earlier work. The personal history covered by Tucker towards the beginning of her documentary repeat details already addressed by other biographical texts on Westwood, such as Jane Mulvagh’s *Vivienne Westwood: An Unfashionable Life* and Wilcox’s *Vivienne Westwood* which accompanied an exhibit of the designer that debuted at London’s Victoria and Albert Museum before viewings in Sydney, Shanghai, and Hong Kong.\(^\text{144}\)

A common area of discussion regarding Westwood’s legacy is that her eccentric personality and the spectacle showcased by her runway collections has overshadowed the quality of her work. In a 1992 biographical feature on Westwood, *Women’s Wear Daily* highlighted the creativity and innovation evident in her collections but also the designer’s continuous struggle to develop a reputable status and financial backing:

> Imagination is something Viv has never lacked. She had gold-capped teeth in her collections before the idea was even a gleam in Madonna’s mouth. She removed and repositioned eyebrows in her ‘Always on Camera’ Hollywood tribute before jet-setting mannequins began erasing their own. She was asymmetrical before the Japanese, ‘destroy’ before Martin Margiela, had unfinished seams long before Jean Colonna and spoofed Hollywood glamour before the trendiest transvestites. So why isn’t she rich? One reason may be that while other designers in her generation were building careers by exploring color, hem, length, and fit, Westwood was ‘exploring anarchy.’\(^\text{145}\)

Her lack of recognition by the industry is a prominent theme apparent in *Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist*, with Westwood commenting, “the way it works is when you’re new and you do something new, then everybody is on to the new discovery, they all want to discover you at the same time. Then you get left, and they want to know what’s the next latest thing. That’s how the English press treated me.”\(^\text{146}\)

The documentary includes scenes strategically edited together to
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showcase contempt and surprise by critics regarding Westwood’s recognition as British Fashion Designer of the Year. Also credited as a British cultural icon, Alexander McQueen had been a vocal critic of Westwood. His views on Westwood were reported in *Women’s Wear Daily* and addressed her complaints about not receiving proper credit for her aesthetic contributions: “In answer to Vivienne Westwood’s moan that everyone copies her, McQueen cheekily suggested a visit to London’s Tate Gallery to see ‘where her inspiration’ really comes from.” However, in the May 2006 issue of *Harper’s Bazaar*, McQueen was cited as equating Westwood to the “Coco Chanel of our day” in terms of her influence on revitalizing the British fashion industry.

At other times throughout her career, however, Westwood has received praise for her artistic vision. A 1989 review of the “Voyage to Cythera” collection in *Women’s Wear Daily* labelled Westwood as “London’s most influential designer,” while the significant publication later referred to the designer as a “slyly subversive genius” who “possesses the type of vision that really becomes an inspiration to others.” Other fashion designers have also bestowed their praise upon Westwood. Jasper Conran emphasized her influence on the industry, noting that “Vivienne does, and others follow,” and in declaring her “Queen Vivienne Westwood,” Christian Lacroix admitted, “the fashion world is unfair to her, forgetting that so many stars nowadays have stolen her work since ‘World’s End.’” Founding editor in chief John Fairchild listed Westwood as one of his six greatest fashion designers in his book *Chic Savages* alongside Emanuel Ungaro, Karl Lagerfeld, Giorgio Armani, Christian Lacroix, and Yves Saint Laurent.

The continued association between Westwood and the anti-establishment motifs of the punk aesthetic sustain the popular idea of the designer as an antimonarchist. This connection manifests within Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist. Images of red, white, and blue smoke left in the sky by a Royal Air Force fly past (presumably the Red Arrows) that bring to mind the Union Jack and Queen Elizabeth waving to public crowds are juxtaposed against a voiceover from Westwood proclaiming, “people didn’t like you being a punk. We wanted to undermine the establishment.”\(^{151}\) However, her relationship to the monarchy is significantly more complex than the anti-establishment discourse of punk, with the aristocracy a highly influential aspect of her design philosophy. Westwood received her Order of the British Empire in 1992 from Queen Elizabeth and was elevated to a Dame in 2006. The former honour not only bestowed Westwood with greater credibility relatively early in her fashion career, but also became the moment that established her eccentric personality as a core component of her iconic identity that was described by The Times as “brilliant and bonkers in equal measure.”\(^{152}\) Prior to the ceremony, photographers captured Westwood outside Buckingham Palace twirling in her coat dress, revealing that she was not wearing underwear underneath her nude nylons, a widely circulated image that can be seen on the cover of Fred Vermorel’s Fashion & Perversity: A Life of Vivienne Westwood and the Sixties Laid Bare.

For Caroline Evans, the image of Westwood twirling outside Buckingham Palace draws parallels to another iconic and extensively distributed print, the scene of Marilyn Monroe standing on a subway grate with her skirt blowing up from the breeze in The Seven Year Itch. Despite the apparent differences between the two women, Westwood and Monroe both serve as discursive frameworks mediating socially constructed ideas regarding femininity, identity, and
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power dynamics within male-dominated industries. The iconic image of Monroe (a product of Hollywood’s star system) in *The Seven Year Itch* occurred after 14 takes after over three hours of filming in both New York and Los Angeles. With over 100 male photographers and thousands of fans witnessing the film shoot in New York, Monroe purportedly wore multiple pairs of undergarments to create a sense of privacy within the publicized space. In comparison, Evans argues that Westwood’s decision about her underwear and actions outside of Buckingham Palace, regardless of the initial intent, signifies her agency and control over the portrayal of her public image. Tucker also refers to this instance towards the end of *Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist* by incorporating the still image of the honoree outside the royal residence with Westwood narrating the scene, admitting, “people were very impressed by it, all the people who work for me were very pleased because they feel like they share in it really.” Her comments convey the pride in being recognized with an esteemed title – particularly since Tucker’s documentary chronicles Westwood’s frustrations in not receiving proper recognition – but also denote the awareness Westwood exhibits over how this moment has become representative of her iconic persona in popular culture. More significantly, the moment reflects her skill in utilizing this knowledge to maintain a presence in a media culture in which visibility is not widely available.

Included in the digital video release of *Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist* is the short film “In Bed With Vivienne.” Although Westwood claims the purpose of the short film is to showcase her bedroom as the source of her infamous energy, the three-minute clip primarily
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functions as a promotional advertisement for the environmental charity Cool Earth and its work on rainforest preservation. Tucker enters the private space of Westwood’s bedroom at the beginning of the film. By inviting Tucker – who does not say anything aside from wishing the designer “good morning” – into the private realm of the bedroom, Westwood is granting the viewer access to the setting commonly understood to be one of the more intimate spaces of domestic life. The clip then opens to a long shot of Westwood’s very cramped and unassuming bedroom, a stark contrast to the glamour associated with iconic and celebrity figures but in line with the designer’s philosophical beliefs concerning consumer waste and materialism. A window imparting natural sunlight into the cluttered room showcases the double mattress centered between bedside tables displaying numerous books showing signs of wear from being frequently consulted or reread. Further shots reveal her bedside table in greater focus, yet the only title clearly visible is presumably a French-English dictionary. Westwood’s head is barely visible with her body covered by a quilted duvet cover. Without careful observation it would be easy for the viewer to overlook Westwood’s presence in the opening frames. The next frames provide close-ups of Westwood’s face asleep, intentionally drawing attention to the colour of Westwood’s hair. Instead of the vivid orange that has become symbolic of the designer’s iconic identity, her silver hair signifies her age and social status as a senior citizen in her late 70s at the time Tucker’s film was shot. Westwood is almost unrecognizable and could easily be misidentified, particularly since there are very few images of aging women portrayed in such an intimate realm in popular culture.

Stereotypical signifiers of ‘Englishness’ are apparent in Westwood’s bedroom. The floral-patterned fabric outfitting Westwood’s bedframe and headboard evoke similarities to the motifs of British textile design company Laura Ashley. The parallels between the company’s
Welsh namesake founder and Westwood are noteworthy. Both designers worked in previous occupations while raising children before inadvertently pursuing fashion careers; Westwood taught primary school, while Ashley was employed as a secretary before establishing her business during the 1950s. Their respective companies shared humble beginnings, first functioning out of their flats and then independently owned storefronts before expanding into larger enterprises. Similar to Westwood’s initial aesthetic influences and inspirations, a patchwork exhibit at the Victoria & Albert Museum served as Ashley’s initial vision behind designing headscarves, tea towels, and other handicrafts.156

The shorter clip of Westwood sleeping in her bedroom is also featured as one of the opening scenes in *Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist*. Expanding upon the realm of the bedroom, Tucker depicts Westwood partaking in her daily morning activities, which further reveals the aesthetic of her home since various rooms are made accessible to the viewer. She is pictured in a small but cozy room with a large window that provides glimpses of the lush trees and buses that compose her personal garden. Vision boards with photographs and newspaper clippings decorate the dark teal-coloured walls. Westwood works on design samples for a coat pocket on a large craft table cluttered with an assortment of scrap paper, sculptures, photographs of her children, pottery, figurines, art supplies, and books. Two copies of *Get A Life!* are subtly placed on the desk, with the bright orange binding of Westwood’s diary – the same colouring typically associated with her iconic hair – capturing the viewer’s attention. Tucker then follows Westwood into her private library and reading area, where a built-in mahogany wood bookcase complements the fireplace displaying more personal photographs, figurines, and another
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collection of books. The space is decorated with antique furniture and floral-patterned cushions and curtain drapes that evoke traditional signifiers of aesthetic Britishness.¹⁵⁷

One of the characteristics of Westwood’s public image that distinguishes her from other comparative figures is her ability to maintain visibility despite her social categorization as a senior approaching her 80s. For instance, The Sunday Times termed Westwood as the “ageing enfant terrible of British fashion,” referencing the French expression for an embarrassing child that has been appropriated to refer to unconventional artists.¹⁵⁸ Representations of aging in popular culture have predominantly framed older women as ‘others.’ In a mid-1990s feature on Westwood for Women’s Wear Daily, Janet Ozzard’s description of the designer exemplified such discourse of differentiation: “With her soft voice, white hair and porcelain skin, the 53-year-old designer seems more like a grandmother than a radical designer – if one ignores the bright red hose and the plaid stiletto platform ankle-wrap shoes.”¹⁵⁹ Although written over 20 years ago, Ozzard’s commentary reflects a strong theme persistent in contemporary coverage of Westwood that frames her idiosyncrasy – apparently evident through shoes and nylons – as evidence of an immaturity by refusing to abide by social normalities around aging and femininity. The topic of prominent public figures and ageing has been overlooked by celebrity studies despite the fact that for Deborah Jermyn and Su Holmes the realm of celebrity “has become the central lens in popular culture through which to interrogate questions of aging and gender.”¹⁶⁰ It is important to address the cultural significance of ageing since it is a process negotiated by all women, whether

¹⁵⁷ Tucker, Westwood.
through personal experience or through interacting with popular texts and images like Westwood.

Popular and scholarly work on persona also assume a sense of youthfulness, primarily due to the contemporary association between identity construction and social media. Melanie Williams’ analysis of Judy Dench’s public image addresses how the actor’s celebrity persona, based upon her status as a cinematic icon, attempts to challenge social normalities associated with senior citizens by conveying a sense of rebelliousness. Although the last decade contemporary films like *Something’s Gotta Give* (2003) and *Book Club* (2018) have featured storylines showcasing older women in lead roles, Jermyn argues that “Hollywood has long stood as a kind of exemplary instance of popular culture’s erasure of older women.”\(^\text{161}\) Dench has consistently maintained a cinematic presence throughout her 70s and 80s due to a combination of acclaimed films such as *Notes on a Scandal* (2006) and *Philomena* (2013) and her involvement with the James Bond franchise. While Dench has been outspoken about Britain’s health care and the lack of services directed towards senior citizens from her personal experience with vision loss, Williams notes that the actress continues to challenge social normalities associated with her age through her publicity efforts. Dench’s 2015 interview with *Good Housekeeping* addressed her use of popular acronyms like “YOLO” in text messages with friends, and in an article celebrating her 80\(^\text{th}\) birthday, *The Huffington Post* reported on the actor’s hobby of needlework embroidering crude messages onto cushions and patches that she gifts to her colleagues.\(^\text{162}\) For Williams, such activities demonstrate Dench’s subversive persona:

> Privileged position in terms of seniority, class identity and professional status enables her to use culturally loaded signifiers like tattoos and swearing to complicate the stuffy
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reputation commonly bestowed upon theatrical dames and so-called ‘national treasures.’ Instead of compromising her damely dignity, they arguably give a fuller sense of a well-rounded individual which runs counter to the usual (rather restrictive) cultural logic of what is appropriate for women over 60, and perhaps women of her particular class milieu.\textsuperscript{163}

The analysis of Dench’s persona by Williams offers an intriguing comparison to Westwood’s efforts at constructing her public identity as an older woman working in an industry that privileges youth. There are apparent differences between the two women, most notably between artistic professions and the greater prestige associated with Dench’s iconic persona, but Westwood attempts to project a sense of youthfulness in her public activities that challenges the predetermined characteristics associated with her senior status that is often condemned in public discourse as too forced and insincere.

The opening scenes of Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist depicts the final fitting before Westwood’s showing at London Fashion Week. Westwood is wearing a pink, green, and purple plaid kilt with a matching argyle sweater visible beneath a thick oversized orange jumper, attire that evokes the eccentricity that is often associated with her public persona. When previously asked about her wardrobe choices in an April 2004 interview with The Times before her 63\textsuperscript{rd} birthday – where she is described as “looking her age” – Westwood defends her youthful clothing, proclaiming, “You don’t have to wear a woolly cardigan and flat shoes.”\textsuperscript{164} Westwood expresses displeasure at her assistant with concerns over the details of the collection, referring to the hems as “crap” and the clothing as “shit.”\textsuperscript{165} The scene works to reinforce popular ideas regarding Westwood’s personality, anchored through her dismissive ramblings about the clothing and eccentric appearance. Despite the scene’s assertion that she is removed from the
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\textsuperscript{165} Tucker, Westwood.
creative and aesthetic decisions behind her label, Westwood’s forcefulness in managing the final rehearsals before the runway performance is a characteristic that is not commonly depicted by women working in their mid-to-late 70s and especially those within the fashion industry.

The highly active portrayal of Westwood in Tucker’s documentary complements press coverage applauding the designer for creating new forms of visibility for aging women. In Britain’s *Daily Mail*, for example, Liz Jones commends Westwood as:

> An example to all of us, too, in that she is still working hard at the age of 71, when all most women her age expect to look forward to is being plonked in a care home. The sight of her on Sunday at her London Fashion Week show, in piratical make-up and trademark orange hair, wearing hot pants, chunky socks, clumpy platforms, all topped off with a spangled helmet, surely inspires women not to hide away apologetically.

She later decided in 2014 to grow out her bright orange hair colour, one of the elements of Westwood’s identity frequently referenced or identified with her public image, and embraced a more natural white hue to signify her senior social status. Despite being in her early to mid 70s during the filming of *Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist*, scenes from the documentary capture her commuting across London on her bicycle, which is also a popular topic of reference in press coverage regarding her age and vigour. *Women’s Wear Daily* credited Westwood’s vitality to a combination of a new raw-food diet and cycling as her preferred method of transportation. The 25-year age difference between Westwood and her partner Kronthaler is also a common line of questioning in interviews with the couple, especially since appointed as creative lead for the Gold label. In a feature on their relationship in *The Times*, Kronthaler reflects on the realities of Westwood’s age: “She has incredible stamina. When we ride the bike I get to the top of the hill and then I look beside me and she has come to the top of the hill. But I know one day this will
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change.”\textsuperscript{169} The portrayal of Westwood as highly active offers the potential to create new imaginaries for older women in popular culture. Especially within the realm of fashion that performs a hegemonic role in enforcing social conventions regarding age and gender, her unapologetic image challenges pre-existing expectations in regard to appearance and activity.

The Politics of Agency and Contesting Persona

In a director question-and-answer segment included in the digital video release of \textit{Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist}, Tucker elaborates on why she wanted to pursue a documentary on the designer. Addressing the inspirations behind her process, Tucker described what she found important about Westwood:

I was really inspired by her story, and it’s a story that she doesn’t normally talk about because she is not one…to live in the past. She’s all about what goes on now, what her message is now. It’s a story about a woman who is in the later years of her life, still as forceful, still as strong and still as creative as she’s ever been […] And what really inspired me was just how long as it took for her to become the woman she is now. She’s always been this punk…she’s always been this incredible force of nature […] I really felt it was a story that a new generation needed to know. And also a generation – all generations really – people that don’t have any understanding about her place in culture, her place in England as an icon, as someone who has constantly been breaking boundaries – whether that’s being a woman in a time that the industry was run by men designing for women. Women having no financial backing and having nearly gone into bankruptcy several times. Just never stopped. And never put in a box.\textsuperscript{170}

Tucker’s statement speaks to some of the characteristics associated with Westwood’s persona, such as her status as a cultural icon. Her description also highlights elements that make her public identity especially captivating, mainly beginning her fashion career later in life and Westwood’s inability to gain the large-scale recognition she rarely publicly admits that she feels is deserved.

\textsuperscript{169} Deborah Ross, “The Odd Couple,” \textit{The Times}, June 7, 2014.
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Westwood was especially vocal in expressing her disappointment over Tucker’s cinematic depiction of her life following the release of *Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist*. Prior to the documentary’s premiere at the 2018 Sundance Film Festival, a statement was posted on the Vivienne Westwood Twitter account condemning the film:

> The Vivienne Westwood documentary set for release this year ‘Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist’ has been made and produced by a third party and as it stands isn’t endorsed by Vivienne Westwood. Lorna Tucker asked to film Vivienne’s activism and followed her around for a couple years, but there’s not even 5 minutes activism in the film, instead there’s lots of old fashion footage which is free and available to view online. It’s a shame because the film is mediocre, and Vivienne and Andreas are not.¹⁷¹

Westwood’s eldest son Ben (who is interviewed for the documentary) also expressed his disappointment, insisting the true film was discarded during the editing process. Westwood reportedly asked Tucker to make substantial changes to the film prior to its March 2018 release in the United Kingdom, contributing to what *The Sunday Times* describes as a “bitter dispute” between the former friends.¹⁷² Tucker elaborates about the process of convincing Westwood to partake in the project and the struggles involved in creating a documentary, noting that “when you’re filming someone, you have an idea of what the film is in your head and that is constantly evolving. And the person you’re filming has a whole different idea of what the film is in their head […] We all see something differently. It was always going to be difficult.”¹⁷³ Her statement alludes to the discrepancy that can exist between director and subject, but, more importantly, alludes to the tensions that exist in the practices of creating and maintaining persona. As someone who has tried to exert control over how their public identity is shaped, Westwood’s
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criticism speaks to the anger in having that power taken away. It also reveals how strongly activism is rooted in her identity; when Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist downplayed this aspect of her persona, it minimized the complexities that compose Westwood’s public image.

Although active participants in the creation and construction of their public image, Barack Obama, Pope Francis, and Vivienne Westwood’s iconic identities also resulted from the contributions of journalists and cultural texts like film and television, which bestowed these figures with varying degrees of status within a media culture highly influenced by discourses of celebrity and self-promotion. Obama gained prominence following the Democratic National Convention and controlled his public persona by strategically publishing his memoirs to coincide with political momentum, yet examples like The West Wing and Men’s Vogue demonstrate the role cultural intermediaries played in helping construct his identity within the context of the imagined presidential image. In contrast to a presidential election, the spectacle surrounding a papal conclave mediates a different sense of unpredictability. The media event corresponding with Pope Francis’s election to the papacy, along with the unique characteristics of his biography and background, transformed the pontiff into an instant icon assisted by the contribution of the press through figurative designations like the “people’s pontiff.” What distinguishes Pope Francis from previous pontiffs is his ability to understand how to manipulate his media representation to register with shifts in social and political discourse, particularly in regard to human rights and social justice issues. It is this aspect of his persona that Pope Francis shares with Westwood, who despite resentments concerning the lack of respect and neglect she experiences from an industry and culture she is vocally critical of, continues to attract attention and headlines primarily due to her eccentric personality and awareness over how her image circulates.
According to these dynamics, Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis each personify what Casey Schmitt refers to as an iconographic persona, a designation bestowed upon a celebrity or public figure grounded by the cultural standing they have developed from their media representation built gradually through reception and select participation in film and television, events, campaigns, and public appearances. Schmitt argues that iconographic personas are powerful entities that enable figures such as Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis to “achieve a symbolic potency in public discourse, and the mere image of the individual or mention of that individual’s name can serve as symbolic allusion to concepts, populations, and values.”

Focusing her analysis on Clint Eastwood’s infamous public appearances in 2012, Schmitt credits the success of his “Halftime in America” Superbowl commercial for Chrysler to the advertisement’s ability to not only reference but also economically exploit the actor and director’s image built from films like *Dirty Harry* and *Million Dollar Baby*. However, his address at the 2012 Republican National Convention sparked a moment of embarrassment for Eastwood, who was largely mocked and ridiculed by viewers and political commentators because his speech was completely disconnected from his public image. When a celebrity fails to perform in accordance to their iconographic persona, the dissonance that develops leads to what Schmitt terms “communicative failure.” While Schmitt’s focus is on Eastwood’s oratory capabilities, her argument of iconographic persona functions as a framework to understand how, once generated and recognized as culturally significant, the image of Pope Francis, Obama, and Westwood are subject to continuous maintenance and negotiation that creates meaning behind their symbolic power. The success of Westwood, Pope Francis, and Obama’s public appearances
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are thereby contingent upon the acknowledgement and recognition of their pre-existing public identity, particularly since they cannot easily recreate their persona for different events. Obama, Pope Francis, and in particular, Westwood have been able to successfully preserve their iconographic personas with very little scandal or controversy despite the contradictions underlying their public identities, which is reflective of the larger shift towards self-promotion and persona that is now one of the more dominant expressions of celebrity in an attention-obsessed media culture.

What thereby connects the seemingly unrelated personas of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis is their similar status as outsiders who are brought into the mainstream of their respective institutions through the creation of their image. Instantly declared as a future presidential candidate by the press after being thrust into the national spotlight following his keynote speech for the 2004 Democratic National Convention, Obama’s outsider identity was a dominant motif framing his developing identity as a Black politician with little experience in governance who did not grow up on the mainland. Pope Francis’s South American roots and his shunning of high living and the trappings of power that separated him from his European colleagues at the Vatican became a key signifier of his identity that was embraced by press coverage to distinguish his persona from that of his predecessors that quickly defined his public image. For Westwood, her anti-establishmentarianism and punk aesthetic that battled against recognition by contemporary designers and the British star system are elements central to understanding her persona and how she attempts to exert control over she is represented in popular media, evident by her anger towards Tucker’s cinematic portrayal in *Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activists*. The creation of Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood as iconic figures demonstrates the ways in which those identities deemed as outcasts progress into personas possessing the symbolic power that is
especially valuable to the institutions in which they are claimed to represent. The intricate process of creating an iconic identity to function as a signifier for the establishment is similar across different spheres and dependent upon the labour of both the person and the cultural intermediaries responsible for bestowing legitimacy upon their image, whether that institution be the British fashion industry, a religion in desperate need of a revive to maintain its global authority in regions facing decline, or a nation whose culture (and global power) is highly influenced by the individual elected to the presidency.
Chapter Five: Discourses of Consumption in Branding Public Good

“Our failure to care for creation is the result of a world-view that defines everything in consumerist terms and looks for solutions solely in things that can be bought and sold. The market economy and the culture of consumption are locked in a dance of death, leading to spiritual impoverishment for those who control it, material impoverishment for those who don’t, and environmental impoverishment across the globe.”

--- Naomi Oreskes

Barack Obama’s election to the presidency in November 2008 was celebrated as an iconic moment signifying a drastic shift towards improving the socioeconomic well-being of the nation after the tumultuous final years of the Bush presidency, which were marked by the devastation of Hurricane Katrina, the ongoing wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, and the collapse of the financial and housing markets. The rhetoric of rejuvenation is well illustrated by the New Yorker’s George Packer, who commented on the cultural significance of the presidential election, writing:

November 4, 2008, is one of those frequent dates when one historical age and one generation, with a distinct political and economic and cultural character, gave way to another age, another generation. The new era that is about to begin under President Obama will be more about public good than about private goods. The mean will be smaller, and have less interesting flavours, but it will be shared more fairly. The great American improvisation called democracy still bends along the curve of history. It has not yet finished astounding the world.

Evoking longstanding narratives of American exceptionalism, Packer’s commentary reflects the larger social anxiety deriving from the economic crisis that is commonly cited as providing the circumstances that helped naturalize the feasibility of Obama’s presidential candidacy. More significantly, Packer’s reference to an idealized notion of public reflects a common theme uniting the public image of Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis as iconic figures. Due to their iconic status and the regular media attention their actions and work receive, Westwood, Obama,
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and Pope Francis contribute to the creation of a public culture elevating issues of healthcare and
the environment to more visible and prominent positions in public discourse. Packer’s
commentary also mirrors the ways in which the mainstream media idealized Obama as a selfless
leader who prioritized marginalized concerns over corporate interests, a branding of identity,
which may not correlate into practice, that can also be extended to Pope Francis and Vivienne
Westwood in their advocacy against social inequalities. How expressions and understandings of
public welfare manifest in is unique to the realm of celebrity an individual is situated within; for
Obama, health care is the dominant narrative orientating his identity to ideals of public good and
social reform, while Westwood and Pope Francis focus their efforts on revealing the connections
between environmentalism, consumption, and global poverty. Obama, Pope Francis, and
Westwood ultimately became pseudo-heroes within larger discourses of social reform,
particularly in regard to health care and environmentalism, subsequently extending the reach and
power of their iconic identities in public culture. The health and environmental crises addressed
by the iconic ideals of Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis’s brand identities are rooted in an
existential questioning of consumer capitalism and the reproduction of social inequalities that
were aggravated by the 2008 collapse of the global economy.

The word public possesses an extensive history and, similar to icon, is frequently
employed with various usages in everyday discourse. The idea of a public sphere conceptualized
by Juergen Habermas that privileges consensus achieved through rational debate and discussion
is a utopic concept with no practicality or feasibility. Addressing the different ways in which the
term has been conceptualized, P. David Marshall highlights the connection between public
government resources and the citizenry. Evident in references to public libraries, public welfare,
and public good, the notion of ‘public’ represents for Marshall “the embedded notion of the state
and its responsibility for its people.”

Other scholarly notions of the public, however, has focused on community-orientated notions of social harmony, such as Benedict Anderson’s “imagined community.” The rationality of the public sphere is in contrast to other competing conceptualizations of mass society, evident in the work of Matthew Arnold, that emphasized the uncontrolled feelings and reactions associated with a mob mentality. Other uses of “public” range from Habermas’s notion of “representative publicness” and the idea of public life commonly associated with members of royal families to the vernacular convention of “going public” in reference to both the stock market and the intimate revelation of one’s private life to wider audiences. The growth of the corporate marketing industry during the 21st century further shaped general usages of the term, enabling the concept of publicity to emerge that witnessed a discursive shift from the public to publics. Originating with Edward Bernays’s work on public relations, the emphasis on publics accounted for a newer understanding of audience plurality that ultimately helped shape cultural politics. The contemporary emphasis on difference within consumer capitalism permits publics to develop into what Marshall describes as “new generations of political and cultural visibility” in which “the contentious world of publics has become a performative space with varied and nuanced codes of communication within publics and between publics.”

Public figures like Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis function as platforms in which the boundaries governing notions of private and public are continuously reproduced, negotiated, and challenged. Marshall contextualizes this practice as an example of what he refers to as privatized-public politics, where the “individual as consumer, the private
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corporation, and the realm of consumption have become a major form of contemporary political
ingagement and activity.”

His overview of the sociohistorical theoretical development behind
the cultural politics shaping contemporary society provides the necessary context to interrogate
how motifs of public good are central forces shaping the iconic identities of Westwood, Pope
Francis, and Obama, especially in regard to how their work is situated within a larger discussion
of how discourses of consumption structure central issues like crises regarding healthcare and the
environment.

Discourses of public good play a central role in how Westwood, Obama, and Pope
Francis’s iconic identities are legitimized within popular culture. Obama entered the White
House during a period defined by economic crisis and his two terms as president oversaw
momentous events such as the death of Osama bin Laden in 2011 and Obama’s announcement of
his support of gay marriage a year later. The passage of the Affordable Care Act represents his
most significant political achievement while in office. The plan provided cost-sharing and tax
credits that also enabled young adults under the age of 26 to stay on a parent’s insurance plans
and prohibited insurance companies from denying coverage to those with pre-existing medical
conditions. After he signed the plan into law in March 2010, the Affordable Care Act faced
significant opposition and numerous appeals from both political parties and individual states
before being upheld by the Supreme Court in 2012. These obstacles, however, required extensive
promotional campaigning that ultimately shaped how health care was conceptualized as an
expendable product for the public in accordance with consumer capitalism, best illustrated by the
administration’s dependence upon celebrity culture in advertising the complex policy.
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For Westwood and Pope Francis, it is through environmental activism that their iconic identities are associated with discourses of public concern. Westwood’s advocacy is situated within motifs of spectacular environmentalism expressed through fashion and acts of protest that has become a popular means of visualizing issues like climate change. Conversely, Pope Francis’s environmental activism is enforced by his papal encyclical *Laudato Si*’, and while his argument draws parallels to Westwood’s critique of wasteful consumerism, his message is granted greater authority due to the higher legitimacy of his institutional position than that permitted to a fashion designer. Despite the apparent differences between health care and environmental politics and how these topics are communicated and visualized in public culture, what connects Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis is how their orientations to issues of public good and social reform are influenced by the discourses of consumer capitalism.

**Obama and Discourses of Economic Crisis**

The way in which capitalism flows and circulates within the cultural realms of public discourse is intricately multilayered and complex. Focusing her analysis on what she refers to as revolutionary icons, Emily Truman argues that the textual circulation of public figures such as Obama and Marie Antoinette gain potency during periods of crisis and intense social anxiety by their ability to help negotiate larger political and economic shifts.\(^8\) Obama’s emergence as a global icon during this period demonstrates for Truman the power of revolutionary public culture, which she argues constitutes a “symbolic space in which the presence and status of cultural anxieties can be measured in relation to conjunctural moments of crisis.”\(^9\) The financial collapse of 2008 was also the catalyst for a variety of cultural responses to the Obama
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administration’s handling of the economic crisis that formed a persistent theme prevalent throughout the 2010s, with Sarah Banet-Weiser arguing that:

The culture of the economy, and the economy of culture, has generated a variety of impulses and reactions to the Great Recession of the early twenty-first century: there have been financial responses in the form of government bailouts; subversive challenges to capitalism in terms of alternative lifestyles including the global Occupy movements ideological proclamations about what capitalism is and should be; recuperative answers that privilege a new, ‘leaner’ global market.¹⁰

The consequences from the economic recession resulted in deep mistrust between the public and financial institutions – further inflamed by Obama’s decision to bail out the automobile industry and Wall Street – that required extensive re-branding efforts to rebuild the strength and public trust with consumer culture by visualizing optimistic narratives of individuals overcoming hardship.¹¹ Marked by events such as the implosion of the global stock market and the collapse of the American mortgage market that sparked record numbers of foreclosures, the financial recession initiated a larger discussion within cultural politics on the role of consumption as a governing social structure – a theme which also encompasses Pope Francis and Westwood’s advocacy.

It is within this socioeconomic climate that Obama’s image as a politician seemingly willing to destabilize the institutional structures gains the traction necessary for his brand of ‘hope’ and ‘change’ to register with the public. Commenting on the motifs that contributed to elevating his profile within public discourse, Rajagopalan Radhakrishnan contends that the multiple crises plaguing American society during the late 2000s were central to Obama’s popular and political visibility. He does not isolate the collapse of the market as the sole calamity

underlying the 2008 presidential election, but also includes “local, global, national, transnational, moral, economic, financial, governmental, political, institutional, infrastructural” factors among the concerns generating a “reality of unprecedented crisis.”[12] The wide-ranging predicament of American society due to the numerous identity crises plaguing the nation ultimately shapes the reciprocal relationship between how Obama communicates with the public and how they read him as an extremely visible political entity, with Radhakrishnan arguing that “the figure of Obama is both the visual image of the crisis as well as an attempt to understand, represent and find a way beyond the crisis.”[13] His argument underscores the way in which Obama’s image gained symbolic power by capturing the discursive shift towards larger narratives of social welfare and public good.

Recognizing that Obama might not have been elected if the collapse of the economy occurred months after November 2008, W.J.T. Mitchell shifts focus to another momentous crisis by highlighting the influential role of George W. Bush’s political decisions that directly shaped Obama’s public image as an “icon of anti- or non-Bushiness.”[14] After capturing mainstream attention with the rise of his celebrated profile, Obama’s opposition to the Iraq war was frequently cited by the press – in particular his words from a 2002 anti-war rally in Chicago prior to the invasion of Iraq, “I am not opposed to all wars. I am opposed to dumb wars” – as a favourable aspect of his political persona that not only distinguished him from the politics of the Bush administration, but also from other established Democratic candidates like Hillary Clinton.[15] Refamiliarizing audiences with the timeline of Obama’s swift political rise, the HBO

documentary *The Final Year* (2018) contains footage of Obama’s iconic speech from the 2004 Democratic National Convention, and embraces a select passage that reestablishes his opposition regarding the invasion of Iraq: “When we send our young men and women into harm’s way, we have a solemn obligation not to fudge the numbers, or shade the truth about why they’re going, and to never, ever go to war without enough troops, to win the war, secure the peace, and earn the respect of the world.”

Although *The Final Year* is focused on the Obama administration’s foreign policy, by including the portion of Obama’s speech that indirectly refers to the war in Iraq, the documentary alludes to how Obama’s early image was situated within the context of national crisis facing the public.

One of the more powerful cultural depictions of the correlation between Obama’s image and the social context of crisis is expressed by a parody of *The New York Times* that was distributed a week after Obama’s November 2008 election. A joint collaboration between journalists and different activist groups with the culture jammers The Yes Men assisting with distribution of over 1.2 million copies across major cities including New York City, Washington, D.C., Chicago, and Los Angeles, the 14-page spoof edition of the newspaper, which was dated the next Independence Day (July 4, 2009), declared in a bold typeface, “Iraq War Ends.” Other war-related headlines complementing the main storyline included “Troops to Return Immediately,” “Streets Come Alive as Relief and Exuberance Greet End of Conflicts,” “Ex-Secretary Apologizes for W.M.D. Scare,” and “Court Indicts Bush on High Treason Charge.”

The front page of the hoax print edition also included the headline, “Nation Sets Its Sights on Building Sane Economy,” with corresponding stories imagining maximum wage legislation that
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creates a limit for excessive corporate salaries, echoing the larger social climate defined by the financial crisis that shaped the final month of the presidential election. While the end of war and the withdrawal of troops from Iraq is the predominant theme, a website edition of the mock issue also included the headline, “National Health Insurance Act Passes.” The special issue is a parody that symbolically works to create a sense of accountability for Obama by visualizing public expectations – denoted by the print version displaying the twist on The New York Times’ well-known slogan, “All the news we hope to print” – while simultaneously critiquing Obama’s ability to instigate “change” due to the significant institutional constraints that prevent such a utopic idea of governance for the advancement of public good. The wide focus on the hypothetical end of the Iraq war is in stark contrast, however, to the limited coverage given to health care. Although a caricature, this example of design activism is a visualization of the larger discourses that helped to shape Obama’s image, discourses that also work to signify and reproduce the hierarchies of visibility that determine what issues constitute a major crisis to the public.  

**Obamacare and Negotiating Healthcare through Discourses of Consumption**

Obama’s signing into law of the Affordable Care Act on March 23, 2010 is largely considered one of the more iconic moments of his presidency, commonly described as his “flagship” and “defining” domestic policy achievement that bestowed his administration with “swagger.” The significance of the event was underscored by the viral coverage resulting from
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Vice President Joe Biden’s offhand remark, “This is a big fucking deal,” that was picked up by the ceremony’s microphones and broadcast across television and radio networks19 The inability of Americans to afford and receive healthcare was a prominent point of reference within popular culture in the years prior to Obama’s presidential election, primarily in response to the Clinton administration’s tumultuous experience attempting to legislate a universal health care plan and the ensuing existential crisis concerning the failures of government and the insurance industry to provide affordable health care. Although serialized medical television programs like ER (1994-2009), Private Practice (2007-2013), and Grey’s Anatomy (2005-) depicting the occupational demands and romantic lives of medical professionals are examples of the genre’s continuing popularity, Joseph Turow argues that such cultural texts rarely offer a political economic critique of the system.20 The release of Michael Moore’s 2007 documentary Sicko (2007) gained notable popular attention for the dangers of a profit-based health care system by capturing the stories of middle-class and impoverished American citizens denied insurance coverage. Moore’s documentary is an example of the medical sub-genre focusing more specifically on systematic inequality by featuring plotlines in which central characters turned to illegal activities to help cover medical expenses, such as the film and television programs John Q (2002), Last Holiday (2006), and Breaking Bad (2008-2013).

The inadequacies of the American healthcare system were evidently prominent motifs within public discourse during the mid-to-late 2000s. Obama had occasionally referenced healthcare in various speeches, such as in his keynote speech at the 2004 Democratic National

Convention where he vocalized his dismay at the hypothetical situation in which “a senior citizen somewhere who can’t pay for their prescription drugs and having to choose between medicine and the rent.” He directly equates health care as a crisis in the February 2007 speech announcing his presidential campaign, adamantly declaring “we will have universal health care in America by the end of the next President’s first term.” However, as Rupert Cornwell noted in his overview of Obama’s two presidential terms, the subject was not a major element of his political platform during the 2008 election campaign. In an interview with *The Wall Street Journal* after the election, Obama’s chief of staff Rahm Emanuel argued that what distinguished Obama from John McCain was that he “made it about health care.” Yet reports debating Obama’s possible presidential campaign sporadically referenced health care reform as a core component of his political platform, although his plans to salvage the economy, automobile industry, and housing market and for the withdrawal of American troops from Iraq were the major talking points of his election platform that garnered far more consistent attention by the media. Obama’s ambitions to overhaul the health care system were primarily addressed in reporting after his election on November 4 as one of the reasons why he appealed to younger voters. Media commentaries focusing on health insurance in relation to this specific demographic was one of the few instances in which healthcare was referred to as a “crisis” in the same manner applied to the economy, ongoing wars, and occasionally, the environment.
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Just days after his 2008 election, economist Dean Baker argued in *The Guardian* for the necessity of Obama implementing a plan for equitable health care insurance in order to help salvage the economy, writing that the American financial crisis “poses substantial dangers but also enormous opportunities. If Barack Obama is prepared to seize them, he will establish himself as one of the truly great presidents. He can take advantage of the crisis to jump-start national health insurance, which will give an immediate boost to the economy.”

*The Washington Post* further enforced the connections between the economy and healthcare, but framed this relationship within the context of neoliberal individualism and consumer society:

> Obama will also need to deal with some vast inefficiencies in our economy if we are to prevent further erosions in our standard of living. Some U.S. sectors are global leaders … others are embarrassing, such as health care, where Americans spend far more than citizens in many other industrialized countries and get underwhelming results. We need a bold approach here, reforming not just the way we provide medicine but also thinking more broadly about health. That means doing more about diseases associated with alcoholism, drugs, tobacco and obesity, which have increasingly come to symbolize American over-consumption.

The rhetoric by *The Washington Post* naturalizes the connections between social citizenship, consumption, and health care. Echoing a similar discursive schema following Donald Trump’s inauguration in January 2017, *The Washington Post* compared the incoming administration’s economic promises against the advancements achieved during Obama’s two terms in office, and in regard to health care, argued that “health-insurance is also an economic issue; those without it risk being overwhelmed by medical bills that eat up savings and drive people into bankruptcy.”

The influence of consumption in rhetorical approach to core public issues demonstrates Whitney
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Despite framing healthcare as solely an economic issue, *The Guardian* and *The Washington Post* are examples of the few commentaries mapping the connections between universal health care coverage and consumption. However, health care is equated with the well-being of the economy, and this framing of the issue by *The Guardian* and *The Washington Post* represents a more wide-ranging reluctance to critique health care access within context of consumer capitalism and the reproduction of poverty.

Reorienting community welfare into individualized practices, language plays a critical function in reproducing the hegemonic practice of neoliberal discourses, evident in how politicians like Obama communicate policy decisions to the public. One of the challenges plaguing the popular acceptance of the administration’s attempts to legislate health care reform was Obama’s dependence upon his former intellectual persona as a constitutional law professor, a communicative approach which failed to register with the public in the same way as other government reactions to crises. In his rhetorical analysis of Obama’s speech to Congress on his Affordable Care Act, Robert C. Rowland focuses on how the text fails to effectively inform or persuade the American public on health care reform. Obama’s emphasis on appealing to the reasonableness and rationality of the American public ultimately contributed to mass confusion over the intricacies of the health coverage overhaul. Rowland acknowledges the key themes central to Obama’s political persona, arguing that: “Obama’s preference for rational argument and his professorial persona also have drawn much attention, and much of it unfavorable. In the health care debate, as noted, he was often attacked for making complex arguments rather than
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Policies that are promoted as enhancing the social welfare of the nation are those that best suit the economic interests of those involved. Jeffrey St. Onge analyzes the rhetoric utilized by Obama in his addresses to Congress concerning the Affordable Care Act, arguing that the president’s promotion of his health care policy exposes the “tensions between individualism and community that reflect neoliberalism’s deep presence in political language.”

Obama’s rhetoric attempted to appeal to the American public as a collective, emphasizing that the need to ensure the well-being of the citizenry is not an individual issue but one that affects the entire country. By referencing powerful concepts like “freeloading” and “American solutions,” Obama’s promotion of the Affordable Care Act framed health coverage not as a public issue but one with significant economic implications to a country still recovering from the financial crisis, which St. Onge argues discloses a “conception of America that monetizes, individualizes, and privatizes complex issues like public welfare and the social safety net, treating them only as units in the larger economy.”

Since neoliberal language is so heavily ingrained into the imaginary of the American public, Obama needed to draw upon individualized rhetoric to effectively communicate the details of his health plan, which contradicted the themes of social welfare that defined his political persona.

Health care was also a consistent, although not significant, subject discussed by Obama in his 2004 political memoir The Audacity of Hope. The topic of health care was primarily examined by Obama in relation to vague references to the nation’s “broken” and “terribly inefficient” system due to policies such as George H. Bush’s Health Savings Account initiative.
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Obama does outline a rough framework in *The Audacity of Hope* for a potential overhaul of the health care system, including the possibility of citizens paying into insurance pools and restructuring tax breaks for employers who provide plans to finance subsidies directed to children and lower-income households. His hypothetical plan prioritizes preventative care and managing chronic medical conditions, such as diabetes, cardiovascular issues, and kidney and liver diseases, to help reduce financial burdens on health care providers. Obama supported his argument with the individualistic statistic that since “20 percent of all patients account for 80 percent of care, if we can prevent diseases from occurring or manage their effects through simple interventions like making sure patients control their diets or take their medicines regularly, we can […] save the system a great deal of money.” His reasoning taps into neoliberal logics determining who is worthy of social assistance, a judgement that for Anne MacLennan is rooted in historical classifications of poverty and the “deserving poor.” Those individuals who exhibit ownership over their well-being – by managing their wellbeing through nutrition, diet, and exercise – are framed in public discourse as meriting access to health care and insurance. The individualistic framing exhibited by Obama is a testament to the power of consumer capitalism in shaping how important issues are approached within public discourse, thereby reflecting Zygmunt Bauman’s notion of failed consumers where those who do not consume in a manner deemed acceptable are stripped of their social citizenship and excluded from participating in a public governed by discourses of consumption.
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Obama’s reference in *The Audacity of Hope* to the importance of diet as a preventative measure for overall health and patient care foretells Michelle Obama’s advocacy efforts as First Lady towards nutrition, exercise, and lowering childhood obesity. The March 2009 debut of Michelle Obama’s vegetable garden on the White House lawn and her “Let’s Move” campaign, which she positions in her memoir *Becoming* (2018) as “complementing Barack’s success in establishing the 2010 Affordable Care Act,” worked to further associate individualized notions of healthiness with neoliberal ideas of social citizenship. Commonly cited as Michelle Obama’s most influential campaign as First Lady, particularly due to iconic moments in popular culture such as collaborating with Big Bird for a *Funny or Die* skit and her push-up challenge on *The Ellen DeGeneres Show*, “Let’s Move” prioritized diet and movement as important yet individualized elements critical to the overall health of the nation, and the messaging of her activism and promotional efforts symbolically coincided with attempts by the Obama administration to pass health care reform policy. Michelle Obama also collaborated with *Funny or Die* to create the skit “Snackpocalypse,” which showed the First Lady watching a mock trailer for a film about defeating an army of teenage zombies who solely eat junk food from vending machines in promotion of her lobbying efforts to improve the nutrition in school cafeterias.

Obama’s earlier remarks in *The Audacity of Hope* and the motifs of the “Let’s Move” campaign and the “Snackpocalypse” skit are examples of how the administration’s promotional efforts concerning the Affordable Care Act were dependent upon the neoliberal connections between citizenship, consumption, and physical activity that shaped how health care was visualized in public culture.

---

Communicating Obamacare to the Public: Social Media & *Funny or Die*

Presidents have an interest in attempting to determine how their policies are framed and communicated to the public. The widespread nickname ‘Obamacare’ was primarily first used by Republicans, in particular Mitt Romney, in speeches criticizing the Affordable Care Act. The Obama administration’s efforts to reshape the moniker into a more positive context is a prime example of a president’s efforts to frame popular discussions of key policy for the public in a manner deemed more accessible. Despite initially employed by Republicans as a critique of government and to frame Obama as a socialist, the administration’s communication staff created messaging to reconcile the ‘care’ in Obamacare with the president’s responsibility to the nation’s well-being. Jennifer Hopper argues through her frame analysis of coverage containing the word Obamacare in mainstream print newspapers that “even given the challenge of recasting a high-profile derogatory term as a positive, the president and his surrogates and supporters were able to gain media attention and help shift sentiments about the policy in a less negative direction when Obamacare appeared in the news.”

Following the passage of the Affordable Care Act in March 2010, Obama first incorporated this rhetoric regarding the moniker for his health care policy during an August 2011 town hall meeting in Cannon Falls, Minnesota in a response to a question about medical marijuana: “Let me tell you, I have no problem with folks saying Obamacares. I do care. If the other side want to be the folks who don’t care, that’s fine with me. But yeah, I do care about families who’ve been struggling because of crushing health care costs.”

Evoking the contemporary fascination with care and well-being, this messaging crafted by the Obama
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administration was visualized through the “I love Obamacare” campaign, complete with the sale of t-shirts, buttons, and bumper stickers displaying the slogan, a parallel to the consumer merchandise first created for his campaign which encourages the public to consume the persona of Obama as a brand that further extends his power as a cultural icon.

Roughly two years after the passage of the Affordable Care Act, the Obama administration began their larger social media campaign to reclaim the nickname Obamacare that had already been circulating in the news media and public culture. Characteristic of the communication tactics utilized to great effect during his 2008 presidential campaign, an email was sent to subscribers to commemorate the health care act’s signing, noting in particular that “the law that almost everyone called Obamacare has been doing exactly what the other side has hoped it wouldn’t do: It’s been working. It’s about time we give it the love it deserves. Let everyone know: ‘I like Obamacare.’”43 Wishing the Affordable Care Act a “happy birthday” on Twitter, Obama urged his followers to post on Twitter with the hashtag #ilikeobamacare what they liked best about his health care plan, tweeting: “If you’re proud of Obamacare and tired of the other side using it as a dirty word, complete this sentence: #ILikeObamacare because…”44 The rhetoric of care continued to be a constant reference point throughout his social media channels, well-illustrated through a post on his @barackobama Twitter profile – which, at the time, was his official presidential account primarily used for campaign purposes prior to the 2015 launch of the @POTUS handle – with (presumably) a staff member tweeting, “Barack Obama – ‘I kind of like the term ‘Obamacare.’” Because I do care. That’s why I passed the

The achievement of the social media campaign in both promoting the Affordable Care Act and rearticulating the rhetorical positioning of Obama with consumer-orientated discourses of care is a reflection of how easily his persona can shift between political and popular culture.

In order to ensure the accessibility of the Affordable Care Act, Obama needed young adults within the 18-to-35 age demographic to purchase health insurance in order to prevent drastic increases in other premiums within the marketplace. Although his 2008 presidential campaign witnessed high turnout from young voters, the success of his policy was partially dependent upon those citizens to express their support through purchasing power, a challenging task as many believed they did not require health insurance due to the good health of youth and others were unable to afford such a rather large expenditure. Although already working with numerous grassroot groups such as Young Invincibles, Generation Opportunity, and Enroll America to overcome the larger imagery challenges facing health care reform, the Obama administration collaborated with Hollywood executives and agencies to promote the Affordable Care Act and encourage the public, and in particular younger voters, to sign up for insurance when Obama’s coverage plan started on October 1, 2013. The Obama administration also drew upon the support of the Hollywood Health & Society program based within the University of Southern California’s Annenberg Lear Center by awarding a $500,000 grant to help television writers and producers generate content that accurately reflected key policy elements. Supported by financial backing from public institutions and philanthropic organizations like the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, Hollywood Health & Society was first conceptualized in 1994 as a partnership with the Center for Disease Control to assist
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entertainment creators communicating information about HIV. The Obama administration’s decision to financially partner with Hollywood Health & Society reflects the integral importance of popular culture to Obama’s image, since, as the program’s head Martin Kaplan noted in the press release announcing the collaboration, “the public gets just as much, if not more, information about current events and important issues from their favorite television shows and characters as they do from the news media.”

The announcement of the grant awarded to the Hollywood Health & Society program by his administration is just one example of Obama utilizing popular culture to help promote the Affordable Care Act. Obama’s appearance on the program Between Two Ferns with Zach Galifianakis – in which comedian Galifianakis mockingly interviews celebrities such as Natalie Portman, Bradley Cooper, and Charlize Theron – streamed on the comedy webpage Funny or Die is often cited as an iconic moment of his presidency, symbolizing his ability to create viral moments that register with popular culture. Filmed in the White House’s Diplomatic Room and released on March 13, 2014 ahead of that month’s deadline to enroll for health care coverage, the 6-minute clip – which has surpassed 32 million views on YouTube – showcases Galifianakis interviewing Obama on healthcare and the racism faced by his administration, such as his birth certificate and the possible location of his presidential library in Kenya. Obama addresses the tumultuous rollout of the healthcare.gov website, noting that despite extensive technical difficulties when first launched, the website “works great now,” and further appeals to Funny or Die’s demographic of young adults by comparing the cost of insurance under the Affordable
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Care Act to a monthly cell phone bill. The segment was well-received by both the public and the press, and was recognized with a 2014 Emmy Award in the category Outstanding Short-Format Live-Action Entertainment Program.

Obama’s appearance on Galifianakis’s program is part of a larger collaboration between his administration and Funny or Die to help promote the Affordable Care Act to younger audiences. Funny or Die chief executive officer Mike Farah was involved in a series of consultations at the White House to explore the possibilities for policy promotion within the entertainment industry, which led to the mutually beneficial relationship between the Obama administration and the comedy website. One of the more prominent promotional videos resulting from Farah’s relationship with the White House that gained significant public reaction was the Funny or Die skit featuring actress Jennifer Hudson parodying political fixer Olivia Pope, the main character from the television series Scandal (2012-2018). Released in September 2013 prior to the October launch of the enrollment webpage healthcare.gov, Hudson’s spoof of Scandal’s Olivia Pope coincided with the political thriller gaining influence and entering into the vernacular of popular culture. Wearing a white trench coat (Olivia Pope became iconic for her white-coloured wardrobe), Hudson is stealthily approached by scared individuals needing medical assistance. She becomes increasingly exasperated when their issues can be fixed by the Affordable Care Act, begging a covert agent at the end of the clip to exclaim, “can you find me a real scandal? All these people’s issues can be fixed by the ACA!” The coverage issues addressed by the parody – including a college graduate with no insurance, a politician concerned
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about his mistress who is pregnant and uninsured, a woman concerned that her employer does
not insure mammograms, and a young adult hesitant to seek coverage due to his asthma
stemming from childhood as a pre-existing condition – articulate the key policy reforms
promoted by Obama to capture the attention of the important young adult demographic. *Funny
or Die*’s Scandal skit is dependent upon neoliberal discourses that create exclusionary categories
of social citizenship. The majority of the hypothetical scenarios visualized by the skit are due to
circumstances beyond their control and not the result of bad personal decisions, such as over-
consuming processed food or failing to achieve a ‘healthy’ lifestyle, further reinforcing the
power of neoliberal logics of proper consumerism that regulate who is deemed worthy of social
assistance in public culture.

At a more symbolic level, utilizing the narrative conventions of *Scandal* to endorse the
key elements of the Affordable Care Act reference larger themes of outrageousness
characterizing coverage of the systematic injustices that constitute a crisis within the American
health care system that have long circulated within both popular culture and public discourse.
However, public discussions of accessible health care mimicked language and rhetoric used to
condemn consumers for the financial crisis by placing blame at an individual rather than
systematic level. The Obama administration’s partnership with *Funny or Die* to promote the
Affordable Care Act along with Michelle Obama’s “Let’s Move” campaign exemplify Sarah
Banet-Weiser’s argument that “advertising has held a crucial role in nation-building, through its
reassuring messages to citizens that consumption not only should be a habit, but is more
profoundly a national duty.”51 The Obama administration’s promotional campaign naturalized
the neoliberal connections between citizenship, consumption, and socially constructed notions of

health that ultimately worked to shape how the Affordable Care Act was debated within public discourse.

Visualizing Crises Through Spectacular Environmentalism

Discourses of consumerism evidently played a key role in framing how the Obama administration promoted the Affordable Care Act. The connections between capitalism, poverty, and health care access were predominantly unaddressed by the press, particularly since recovery from the economic collapse continued to be the dominant crisis facing the nation. Just over a month after the official signing of the Affordable Care Act into law, the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig owned and operated by BP exploded in the Gulf of Mexico on April 20, 2010, resulting in one of the largest oil spills in history. Although oil spills occur frequently across the world with very little media attention, the Deepwater Horizon oil spill became an iconic event that captured the global imaginary. Documentaries and films like Spike Lee’s *If God Is Willing and da Creek Don’t Rise* (2010) and *Deepwater Horizon* (2016) staring Mark Wahlberg are texts representative of the crisis’s cinematic influence, the initial reporting of the explosion and attempts at crisis management by the Obama administration and BP also created new practices for visualizing and communicating environmental destruction.\(^52\) The oil spill symbolized the reiterating system of environmental destruction and capitalist exploitation required to maintain consumer society, and, consequently, reproduce the social inequalities that Obama was elected to help reform.

The media coverage of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill helped initiate a more intense cultural interrogation of the environmental crisis, along with vocal criticism of the lack of public
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policy directed towards mitigating climate change and global warming. In a similar framework to the public emotion and anxiety regarding the fallout from the 2008 economic recession, Phaedra C. Pezzullo argues that environmentalism is also applicable to scholarly discussions of cultural crisis.\(^5\) Pezzullo references Naomi Klein’s statement from *This Changes Everything* – in which she writes “What if global warming isn’t only a crisis? What if it’s the best chance we’re ever going to get to build a better world?” – to argue that the framing of environmental topics like global warming and rainforest destruction as representative of a larger cultural crisis creates an imagined space to envision the possibility for social change.\(^5\) Evident in the visual communication of the Deepwater Horizon explosion and oil spill, the discursive conventions of the spectacle is an important contributor to the ways in which environmental politics circulate throughout popular culture. Michael Goodman, Jo Littler, Dan Brockington, and Maxwell Boykoff contend that it is because of the power of the spectacle that environmental issues enter into public discourse. Defined as “large-scale mediated spectacles about environmental problems,” they argue that spectacular environmentalisms are critical to maintaining public attention on key topics due to the politics of mediation and the selective framing involved in communicating science and policy to the public.\(^5\) Spectacular environmentalisms functions symbolically as a critique of Debord’s theorization of the spectacle, which they argue is limited in its ability to account for the complexity composing the relationship between the media and the public. Debord’s spectacle operates under the presumption that the media is a falsified construction bestowing authenticity on connections developed between people on a micro level.
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\(^5\) Pezzullo, “Hello From the Other Side,” 803-804.

Goodman, Littler, Brockington, and Boykoff argue that spectacular environmentalisms challenge the Debord approach, since ecological imagery “influence a range of equally politicized ways of seeing, being with and relating to diverse environments through the tethering of the spectacular to the discourses and practices of the everyday.” In her analysis of the potential for spectacular imagery to impact policy decisions concerning environmental issues, Libby Lester draws upon Nancy Frasier’s discussion of the global economic, political, and communication networks and how these interconnected systems impact theorizations of the public sphere. The visual plays an important role in communicating scientific information and raising awareness over political decisions with significant environmental impact while also transforming specific locations into major points of reference within public discourse.

Celebrity Environmental Activism

The dependence upon celebrity figures by the Obama administration to help promote the Affordable Care Act is just one example of the influential trend of employing celebrities to communicate complex policies like health care and environmental legislation within the public sphere. There is a significant history of celebrity intervention on issues prevalent in public discourse, ranging from Mark Twain’s criticism of diplomacy efforts during the Spanish-American war to Marlon Brando and his work with the United Nations Children’s Fund and the American Indian Movement. Liza Tsaliki, Christos Fragonikolopoulos, and Asteri Huliaras argue that the emphasis currently placed upon celebrity activism – promoting what they term as “philanthropic capitalism” – is the contemporary equivalent of how 1930s film stars glamourized
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the ideals of consumer society. For Annika Bergman Rosamon, celebrity activism exemplifies the cosmopolitan argument in international relations in which the rights of the individual are prioritized over those pertaining to the state. The measures taken by celebrities on behalf of political campaigns or environmental issues are often legitimized by the public as an appropriate method of action despite not being subjected to review. Within this landscape of commodity activism, figures like Westwood and Pope Francis are legitimized as highly persuasive voices in the context of environmental politics, a trend that Alison Anderson argues is representative of the “growing synergy between the entertainment industry and politics in many liberal democracies.” Celebrity activism, however, possesses the ability for notable individuals to connect with a public often generalized as apathetic, thereby functioning as an example of publicity on behalf of political institutions and organizations, such as in the rhetoric of Funny or Die’s videos promoting the Affordable Care Act and, most notably, in the realm of environmental communication.

The relationship between celebrity culture and other public figures, social and political advocacy, and the environment is not unique to the contemporary power of commodity activism. Dan Brockington notes that the current excess of these symbiotic associations is due to the intensification of neoliberalism, the power of celebrity as an influential platform, and most significantly, the changes that have occurred in the organization and funding of conservation

efforts and how these critical resources are distributed. Since the late 1980s, environmentalism and resource conservation have become popular issues for celebrities to connect to their public personas; Sigourney Weaver advocated for gorilla welfare after portraying murdered zoologist Dian Fossey in the 1988 film *Gorillas in the Mist*, Woody Harrelson previously owned an O2 oxygen bar, and Barbara Streisand, amongst numerous other actors and musicians, has donated over $20 million to various environmental organizations throughout her career. Members of the British Royal Family have also built their charitable portfolios around environmental and conservation issues, such as the Duchess of Sussex Meghan Markle’s narration of the documentary *Elephant* (2020). While he was previously ridiculed for his environmental focus, many of Prince Charles’ sustainability initiatives have been generally well-received by contemporary critics. Officially launched in 2015 as a means to recognize Queen Elizabeth II’s legacy, the Queen’s Commonwealth Canopy raises awareness towards rainforests by providing support to local indigenous communities to maintain the natural environments for future generations, while also functioning as a platform for knowledge and resource exchange on conservation issues.

Such activities however must be situated within a continuously evolving celebrity ecology. Michael K. Goodman and Jo Littler contextualize a celebrity ecology as a phenomenon that is “co-produced through a nexus of power relations and uneven power geometrics,” while
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Marshall notes that this unique ecosystem functions by creating hierarchies that privilege “not only the power of individuals, but just as equally, the issues that are explored through these individuals.” Celebrity ecologies function by creating space for celebrities with a high visibility to participate in other fields like social welfare and environmentalism, however intervention in such political issues is consequently explored through these public personas. Addressing environmental activism within the concept of celebrity ecologies provides a framework to question not only the feasibility but also the inherent contradictions of such interventions, since Goodman and Littler argue that “celebrity – with its individualized mode of power, its concentration of wealth, its imbrication in systematic profit-making – [is] the exact opposite of what biodiversity and the environmental crisis needs: participation, co-operation, regulation against exploitation and systematic political change.” Environmental politics evidently have become a popular topic for figures like Westwood and Pope Francis to legitimize their social status and brand identity, and the power of their personas to determine how issues circulate in the public realm represents for Marshall the ability to “normalise debates beyond fact.” Conservation issues and climate change are also very complex and often scientifically technical topics, therefore requiring environmental groups to become dependent upon celebrity engagements and marketable public relations campaigns to generate the publicity required to gain traction within the public sphere. Celebrity intervention within environmental politics elevates certain issues and places to occupy a more favoured position within the social hierarchy of visibility in public discourse.
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The power of environmental activism to rebrand a celebrity or public figure’s career is well illustrated by the example of Al Gore and the popularity of his Academy Award-winning documentary *An Inconvenient Truth* (2006). Gore’s public persona constitutes Goodman and Littler’s argument of “enviro-tainment” and the “celebrification of nature,” in which the interventions of public figures into politics shape how such topics like climate change and ecological preservation are presented to the public.\(^{68}\) Following the conclusion of his terms as Vice President of the United States and after the controversial loss to George H.W. Bush in the 2000 presidential election, Gore’s privileged status in public discourse might have suffered if not for the widespread recognition associated with his environmental activism. Gore’s environmental activism is legitimized by his political background, yet he is dependent upon the conventions of celebrity to promote his work. The success of Gore’s activism is in how his advocacy is situated within popular conversations on environmentalism, which Marshall, D’Cruz, and McDonald define as a “complex scientific discourse that substantiates the reality of global warming, but it is also a gestural narrative that enables individuals to express with an belief system that confers on them an identity that is indivisibly connected to the meta-narrative of climate crisis.”\(^{69}\) Individual acts attached to consumption, such as switching off household appliances, are inextricably linked to larger scientific and policy issues. It is debatable, however, if the individual actions promoted by Gore in *An Inconvenient Truth* can expedite concrete change, leading to questions regarding whether they are more effective in formulating a sense of an ethical identity.

While the commercial success of *An Inconvenient Truth* is frequently credited with creating a space in mainstream public discourse to discuss ecological issues, Gore’s
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environmental activism is greatly informed by the logic of consumer capitalism by positioning individuals as ethical consumers within a public structured by consumption. Questioning the activities of celebrated public figures like Gore who approach ecological politics through the framework of commodity activism, Marshall, D’Cruz, and McDonald argue this approach often undertaken by celebrities, including Vivienne Westwood, reinforces that “environmental activism is imbricated within the economic flows of consumer capitalism, which means that activism is mediated through our consumption of commodities.”

The prominence of ethical consumption practices is attributed to the growth of niche-marketing and lifestyle branding since the 1970s alongside the continuously growing socioeconomic inequalities facilitated by neoliberal policies. Technological advancements expediated the production and distribution of consumer goods, which Litter acknowledges has consequentially brought greater attention to the depletion of natural resources, pollution, climate change, and other environmental issues.

Acknowledging the inexistence of a “golden-age of non-commodified social relations,” ethical consumption practices represent for Littler consumer capitalism’s “crisis of moralism.” This crisis plaguing the public is well illustrated by the Victoria & Albert Museum’s 2018-2019 exhibit “Fashioned from Nature,” which acknowledged the environmental devastation generated by the fashion industry while also highlighting the cultural shift towards sustainability. Writing in the foreword to the exhibit, actress Emma Watson reflects on her personal journey into an ethical consumer after being introduced to the inequalities of the industry when studying for her A-Levels. Discussing the impact of touring Bangladesh garment factories, Watson reveals:
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Utilizing the red carpet, I pledged to wear sustainable designs by creatives embracing concepts and materials that could reshape the future of fashion. This challenge spread into my daily wardrobe. I find peace of mind knowing what I’m wearing is either vintage and reused, or carefully sourced and produced in a way that strives to improve the working lives of the makers. I don’t get it right all the time, but if I start by asking the right questions then I’m conscious of making a better choice.73

Reflective of the individualized focus of celebrity environmental activism, Watson’s rhetoric reinforces the neoliberal argument that an ethical wardrobe is a skill developed through economic and cultural capital. Evocative of the way the Obama administration connects physical activity and proper nutrition as singular actions that determine one’s health that ultimately influences the larger economy, Watson’s commentary reflects the overarching neoliberal correlation between consumption and individual choice in facilitating a sense of public good. More significantly, the associations made by Watson between environmentalism, consumer capitalism, and global poverty reflect the larger social dynamics creating the space in public culture for Westwood’s activism and the political messaging that forms Pope Francis’s advocacy.

**Westwood’s Development into an Environmental Activist**

Although Westwood has always been known for expressing her political opinions, the May 2007 publication in *The Guardian* of her manifesto, “An Active Resistance to Propaganda,” signified the shift to focusing more explicitly on environmental activism. Told through the journeys of the philosophers Aristotle and Diogenes and iconic functional characters like Alice, the White Rabbit, the Mad Hatter, and Pinocchio, Westwood argues that the discourse of commercialism has diminished the value of art since the practice is appropriated as propaganda by the political elites, and that the wasteful consumerism evocative of the 21st century has
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directly contributed to climate change and the annihilation of natural resources. To attempt to transform the current capitalistic system that values consumerism over the protection of the environment, Westwood, drawing upon Matthew Arnold’s argument of mass socialization in *Culture and Anarchy*, encourages citizens to reconsider hegemonic ideas of ‘high’ culture in order to develop a more refined artistic and social consciousness, claiming that “art gives culture and [culture] is the antidote to propaganda.” Westwood often cites Arnold as an important reference in developing her socio-political themed manifesto, admitting in *Get A Life!* that she frequently rereads *Culture and Anarchy* and declares that his concept of the “best self” is the “wisest thing I have ever heard and the greatest advice this diary can pass on.” Coinciding with the launch of her activist webpage, Active Resistance, Westwood held public readings of her manifesto across the United Kingdom in the fall of 2007, including a special event held at London’s Wallace Connection in which model and socialite Georgia May Jagger voiced the character of Alice.

Westwood’s manifesto and the subsequent articles posted on her Active Resistance website primarily focused on critiquing government action, the role of consumption, and the potential of high art to restore civic values with only a small consideration towards the environment. It was not until Westwood read a March 2008 article in *The Guardian* by scientist James Lovelock – who believes that the effects of climate change will result in the earth’s population decreasing by one billion by the end of the 21st century – that environmental politics became the major focus of her activism. His piece was a major prompt for Westwood, who describes in her diary her reaction to Lovelock’s arguments: “We must tell everyone! What can

we do? We must get people talking!” Westwood responded by meeting with various nongovernmental organizations working in rainforest preservation, eventually deciding to work with Cool Earth, an organization that supports indigenous populations and conservation efforts in the Congo, Brazil, and Papua New Guinea.

Founded in 2007 by British politician Frank Fields and Swedish billionaire Johan Eliasch, Cool Earth is financed through personal donations, trusts, and business partnerships with companies like Starflight Aviation and Sushisamba. Based in the United Kingdom, Cool Earth’s mandate is to prevent further destruction of rainforests by working “alongside local people to help build better health, better education and better livelihoods to create resilient and empowered villages.” Cool Earth invited Westwood and Kronthaler to be the organization’s inaugural patrons in September 2015, with the organization citing her personal donation and funding of a trip to the Asháninka rainforest in Peru as evidence of Westwood’s commitment to Cool Earth’s core values and principals. A variety of projects undertaken by Westwood and Kronthaler are showcased on the organization’s webpage including “Vivienne Westwood’s Rainforest Manifesto” (a public call for “friends, celebrities and everyone interested in saving our beautiful world”) which highlights the protective work Cool Earth has undertaken in the Western Amazon to prevent illegal timber harvesting. Her autumn/winter 2014-2015 Gold Collection inspired by her trip to Peru is also highlighted with a gallery of runway images accompanied by show notes from Westwood and Kronthaler along with praise from Cool Earth for her contributions in
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raising the organization’s public profile by generating additional celebrity involvement from Kate Moss.  

Although she has frequently utilized the runway to visualize her support for a variety of causes, including her ongoing support of imprisoned Native American activist Leonard Peltier and Wikileaks founder Julian Assange, Westwood’s current focus on the environment has been a major recurring theme prevalent in her collections: “Chaos” (autumn/winter 2008-2009), “Climate Revolution” (spring/summer 2013), “Mirror of the World” (spring/summer 2016), and “Intellectual Unite” (autumn/winter 2016-2017). The spectacle of the designer’s construction of her contemporary persona as an environmental activist is well captured by The Guardian’s accurate characterization that “the last six years in the life of inimitable fashion designer and mother of punk, Vivienne Westwood, have been characterised by climate change activism, vehement political criticism, and of course, fashion shows – all in typical Westwood style.”

Reinforcing The Guardian’s description, Westwood’s Gold Label spring/summer 2010 collection, “Get A Life,” featured models with blazing red hair styled to signify the environmental destruction perpetuated by consumer capitalism. At her September 2015 runway performance at London Fashion Week, models carried placards displaying the catchphrases “Climate Revolution,” “Politicians R Criminals,” and “Fracking is a Crime” while walking to a soundtrack of blaring police sirens.

---


Westwood’s introduction of environmentalism into her design activism has at times not been well-received by her critics. Following the 2007 release of her manifesto, *The Guardian* described her “attempt to persuade everyone to stop watching television and look at paintings” as “embarrassing.” The *Independent* dismissed her more recent collections as evidence of Westwood wearing her “environmentalist hat,” and Sylvia Hui of the Associated Press noted in reviewing Westwood’s work that “the grand dame of fashion, as she is known, has been making headlines in recent years more for her activism than her runway collections.” Such commentary works to undermine Westwood’s commitment to her political advocacy, while also denoting her environmental efforts are more of a passing trend than a philosophical commitment. While not immune to criticism, however, Westwood’s environmental activism is legitimized through her extensive participation in anti-fracking protests throughout the United Kingdom and long-time backing of Greenpeace conservation efforts, in addition to her £1 million personal donation to Cool Earth funding their exposure of the inadequate dispersal of financial resources and supplies by the World Bank’s Climate Investment Funds. The designer’s incorporation of environmental themes into her runway collections has been criticized by some commentators, but others have applauded her activism as a now integral aspect of Westwood’s iconic identity. In a retrospective of her blending of politics and fashion that “steal the spotlight,” *Vogue* ranks her work advocating for climate change awareness as prime examples of why “she’s fashion’s
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top activist.” In a similar overview of her political approach to fashion in honour of her 74th birthday, British bi-monthly cultural publication Dazed highlighted the numerous moments that established Westwood’s identity as “the iconoclast” and “doyenne of British fashion.” Events highlighted by Dazed include Westwood’s collaboration with the print magazine Dazed & Confused to edit their July 2008 issue themed to promote her Active Resistance website, the launch of her environmental campaign Climate Revolution during the closing ceremonies for the London 2012 Paralympic Games, delivering a box of asbestos to then-prime minister David Cameron at 10 Downing Street, and turning her Red Label autumn/winter 2015-2016 runway show into a promotional advertisement for green political parties.

Westwood’s guest collaboration with Dazed & Confused for the July 2008 issue revolved around the designer’s newfound focus on environmental politics after being introduced to the issues highlighted by Lovelock’s article in The Guardian. The cover photograph featured a male child wearing Active Resistance buttons; other images in the issue portray children wearing makeshift dresses created out of copies of Westwood’s manifesto. “Emergency on Planet Earth,” a feature on Lovelock’s predictions for Earth accompanied with imagined satellite maps of the planet for the year 2050, visualizes the dreary actuality that comprises the rhetoric central to Westwood’s activism, illuminating that “between melting snow and ice caps, disappearing forests and warming oceans, we’re seriously messing with how conditions necessary for life are regulated…the forecast for the immediate future is grim – think The Day After Tomorrow meets Waterworld meets Mad Max and you are getting the picture.” Other content in the Dazed & Confused issue reinforces the rhetoric and narrative associated with the designer’s developing
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persona as an environmental activist, such as a photo-editorial portraying the type of apocalyptic environment she envisions will occur due to global warming and an interview with James Martin, the Pulitzer Prize nominated author of The Wired Society and The Meaning of the 21st Century, regarding the social, economic, and technological changes that need to occur in order to counteract the challenges that will plague future generations.

Emphasized by Dazed as a critical moment in the construction of her iconic identity, Westwood’s participation in the closing ceremonies of the 2012 London Paralympic Games signified the debut of Climate Revolution, the designer’s environmental campaign that has become a core component of her brand and public persona. Influenced by the aesthetics of the Mad Max franchise and Boudicca, the British folk hero and Celtic Queen of the Iceni Tribe, Westwood rode into the ceremony on a flaming chariot designed in the form of a horde and galleon composed out of recycled scrap materials. Wearing a veil designed to conceal her identity until she was the focus of television cameras, Westwood’s dress unraveled to expose a Climate Revolution banner. Westwood discussed the planning and implementation of her presentation in her diary Get A Life!, which was designed in collaboration with artist Joe Rush, founder of the British performing arts group Mutoid Waste Company. She highlights her make-up as an important aesthetic element of her performance, designed specifically to embody an eco-warrior heading into battle:

My Make-up was crucial […] I was supposed to be Boudicca, the Queen of the ancient Britons, who fought the Romans and used a blue dye called woad for warpaint. And because I am dead serious about the Climate Revolution, I wanted the face of war […] I just drew a face that was the opposite of a smiley face (Wipe that smile off your face!). I painted my face like that and painted arrows on my arms. 88

---
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Coinciding with her appearance at the closing ceremonies, Rush also designed specially themed Climate Revolution windows for the Vivienne Westwood boutique in London’s Conduit Street, utilizing scrap metals to create sculptures that visualized an apocalyptic worldview, such as a man trapped inside an iron cage.

Spelled out in a bold black typeface against a white backdrop, Climate Revolution operates as an outlet articulating Westwood’s identity as an environmental activist. The slogan first featured during the Paralympic Games closing ceremonies has overtaken Active Resistance as the dominant theme of her political webpage (distinct from corporate pages promoting the Westwood fashion labels), where she writes blog entries and posts articles promoting a variety of environmentally focused activities and causes. Following the launch of Climate Revolution, white box-cut t-shirts displaying the Climate Revolution logo across the chest were available for purchase for £36 with profits benefiting Cool Earth. Lady Gaga was photographed by tabloids wearing a Climate Revolution t-shirt in Los Angeles while Pamela Anderson wore the same design when appearing on The Ellen DeGeneres Show to promote her fundraising efforts for the New York City Marathon and to a Vanity Fair party hosted by Giorgio Armani during the Cannes Film Festival. Westwood’s Climate Revolution campaign has also been worked into the advertising campaign for her Gold Label spring/summer 2013 collection. Photographed by Juergen Teller and featuring Westwood and Kate Moss modelling pieces from the collection (including Climate Revolution t-shirts) in front of paintings displayed in Vienna’s Kunsthistorisches Museum, the aesthetics reflected a tribal theme articulated through frayed hems and the use of lively colours and prints. The campaign connects the priorities of Westwood’s political philosophy to her design aesthetic – high culture, fine art, and
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environmental preservation – yet the success of the images is dependent upon the reader’s awareness to understand how the advertisements articulate such messaging. The labelling of Climate Revolution is now a core component of Westwood’s visual communication, and the knowledge required to appreciate Westwood’s examples of design activism is not nearly as intricate as was previously needed to decode the historical references included in her earlier collections. Westwood’s prominence and status as a cultural icon influenced celebrities like Lady Gaga to follow suit, thereby making the Climate Revolution t-shirt a trend to consume in accordance with the dynamic of commodity activism. Westwood manipulates her influence within popular culture as she knows that consumption will occur within the fashion industry but is able to utilize the act of purchasing to her advantage. Her political activity and fashion legacy legitimize her environmental campaign, and advertising Climate Revolution through other prominent celebrities introduces her agenda to other demographics and publics.

The concentration on environmental politics articulated by Westwood’s Climate Revolution campaign also encompasses her work with Greenpeace. The debut of Westwood’s Gold Label autumn/winter 2013-2014 “Save the Arctic” collection during Paris Fashion Week coincided with Greenpeace’s campaign launch of the same name to help mitigate the elements contributing to the gradual ruin of the arctic regions. Westwood designed a Save the Arctic campaign graphic portraying the globe twisted into the outline of a heart, which was subsequently printed on t-shirts that circulated through popular culture. As part of the promotional campaign for the theatrical release of the film *Muppets Most Wanted* (2014), Westwood and Kronthaler appeared in a short video in which they had tea with Miss Piggy. The iconic Muppets character wore a Save the Arctic t-shirt with a plaid skirt and was gifted a Climate Revolution t-shirt by Westwood and Kronthaler. In *Muppets Most Wanted*, Westwood
designed the wardrobe for Miss Piggy using environmentally friendly materials, including a replica of the designer’s iconic Harris Tweed suit and a sustainable Vivienne Westwood couture bridal gown crafted out of plastic recycled bottles.\textsuperscript{90}

Westwood’s Save the Arctic t-shirt became the focus of a specific 2015 campaign for Greenpeace in which photographer Andy Gotts captured over 60 celebrities and prominent figures donning the t-shirt, including George Clooney, Julian Assange, Sharon Osborne, and Chris Martin. The photographs were staged as an exhibit displayed alongside the escalators at London’s Waterloo station, the location most frequently accessed by Shell employees due to the close proximity of the oil company’s South Bank headquarters.\textsuperscript{91} Westwood’s support of the organization extends to her advocacy on behalf of the Arctic 30, the Greenpeace activists and freelance journalists who were detained and charged with piracy and hooliganism by Russia – and eventually released – after protesting the country’s drilling practices in the Prirazlomnoye oil field located in the Pechora Sea. The designer was a constant presence at the Arctic 30 protests outside of Shell’s London office, partaking in the staging of 10-foot-high boxes displaying the portraits of those detained and participating in an i-D magazine documentary detailing the Arctic 30 campaign against the company’s involvement in Russia’s controversial arctic drilling practices.\textsuperscript{92}

Aside from her work with Greenpeace, Westwood has embarked upon numerous commercial partnerships to promote her Climate Revolution brand. Westwood collaborated with cosmetics retailer Lush in January 2013 for their New Year’s themed campaign to encourage

\textsuperscript{92} Westwood, Get A Life!, 260-261 and 268.
ethical consumer habits amongst their clientele. With their shop windows across 104 locations in the United Kingdom promoting Westwood’s Climate Revolution label, Westwood addressed the reasoning behind her decision to partner with the brand: “I was impressed by Lush – it’s run like a family business with the earth and its people as a priority. I like the attention they give to the amount of packaging they use and the communities from which they source their products.”93 Westwood continued working with Lush to design a knot-wrap for that year’s holiday campaign, with Lush co-founder and chief executive officer Mo Constantine describing the “exciting collaboration” as an example of “two iconic British brands coming together, at Christmas, and asking the high street to consider their waste.”94 Encouraging consumers to purchase a Climate Revolution knot-wrap – within the style of the Japanese textile ‘furoshiki’ reusable for gift wrapping – the collaboration aimed to both diminish and raise awareness towards the approximately 227,000 miles of decorative wrapping paper that is deposited into landfills across Britain at the conclusion of the holiday season. Westwood inserts the potential consumer directly into her activist rhetoric, proclaiming that:

Everyone who saves a plastic bag is a freedom fighter for climate change […] These Climate Revolution knot-wraps can replace wrapping paper and will last a lifetime. More importantly, when you buy them you join an uprising: the Climate Revolution that we need if we are to have a future that we can survive and thrive on.95

The £15 knot-wrap, which Lush has sold since 2005, can be used either as gift packaging or worn as an accessory. Displaying Westwood’s Climate Revolution logo alongside Westwood’s signature and other subversive-styled graphics, proceeds of the Lush knot-wrap collaboration
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were directed towards charities and nongovernmental organizations preferred by Westwood. Her collaboration with Lush is an example that highlights Westwood’s ability to promote a product symbolizing a complex concern – the environmental effects of discarded holiday decorations and wrapping paper – and transform it into an opportunity for individuals to participate in practices of commodity activism that registers with the public. Lush’s main demographic is adolescents and young women under the age of 30 who are often not the direct appeal of ethical consumer campaigns, which in turn works to introduce Westwood’s image to a considerably more youthful market than her traditional clientele. She again turns to consumption to promote her environmental agenda and is able to mediate her message in a familiar way that supports change without threatening the capitalist framework at the heart of not only consumer culture but also her livelihood as a fashion designer. This fragile balance is integral to how her otherwise challenging, and sometimes farfetched, viewpoints are so widely disseminated and acceptable in conversations about environmental politics, sustainability, and public good.

Mediating counter-hegemonic discourses through visual means such as Westwood’s Climate Revolution clothing is not a unique form of expression. When viewed as instances of commodity activism, the Climate Revolution clothing and accessories, alongside other cause-related marketing campaigns, represent the popular approach undertaken by global brands aiming to enhance their public image with the impression of political awareness. The French clothing and accessories company Lacoste, for example, reworked their iconic green crocodile logo into the shape of endangered species for their autumn/winter 2018-2019 collection in partnership with the International Union for Conservation of Nature, despite previous accusations by Greenpeace of worsening water pollution through the toxicity of Lacoste’s
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Chinese manufacturing practices.\textsuperscript{97} Westwood’s Climate Revolution employs the same marketing techniques reminiscent of other examples of commodity activism, such as the Lacoste campaign, and is one of numerous instances in which Westwood has created collections of resistance clothing and accessories for purchase. Prior to focusing more specifically on environmental politics, Westwood released a collection of accessories including belts, pins, and t-shirts to advocate for Leonard Peltier’s release from jail. While certain artefacts are participatory in their ideals, such as the print publication of the designer’s online installation \textit{100 Days of Active Resistance} highlighting submissions from global youth detailing their opposition efforts, other work, including Climate Revolution, function more as brand-strengthening opportunities for Westwood that develop legitimacy through the association with her public image.

Regardless of the intentions of her work, Westwood’s environmental activism and the way in which she has employed the narratives of capitalist critique to build her public identity are not free from contradiction and criticism. This resulting dissonance is an inherent aspect of public figures like Westwood – and to a similar extent Pope Francis – since as Graeme Turner argues, “the celebrity-commodity, no matter how worthy the cause, will always have to overcome the already embedded sense of their inauthenticity or ‘constructedness’ in order to serve an environmental politics.”\textsuperscript{98} Her 2013 collaboration with Richard Branson’s airline Virgin Atlantic garnered tepid reaction from her critics. Redesigning the uniforms for over 7,500 Virgin Atlantic employees, Westwood utilized sustainable fabrics, such as polyester yarn recycled from


plastic bottles, while also sourcing luggage created by the Ethical Fashion Initiative, her collaboration with the United Nations to support the economic development of Nairobi’s textile industry. Although Branson has announced the withdrawal of his charitable and corporate investments from fossil fuel holdings in a manner similar to other institutions and public figures like the Sainsbury family, Prince Charles, and the Church of England, critics denounced Westwood’s collaboration with a mode of transportation associated with burning excessive amounts of non-renewable resources for failing to validate the image of the designer as an environmental activist that has become entrenched into the public imaginary. Satirically comparing Westwood’s collection for Virgin Atlantic to Naomi Campbell’s concession that she does not object to wearing unethically-sourced diamonds, The Guardian’s Rhiannon Lucy Cosslett deemed the designer’s decision an “infinite disappointment,” arguing that Westwood “is now designing uniforms for a company whose fossil fuel consumption could very well outstrip that of a small principality, possibly Wales.” While Cosslett’s commentary makes extreme use of hyperbolic comparisons and reinforces the point that Westwood does not completely challenge consumer capitalism, she addresses the discord that develops when public figures adopt practices of commodity activism to reshape their public identities, writing “that small spark of belief in the fundamental goodness of people has been bluntly sniffed out, only to be replaced with the pervading belief that no one in the public eye is capable of doing anything remotely philanthropic without there being a smidgeon of self-promotion among their motives.

100 For popular discussions of fossil fuel disinvestments, refer to Pilita Clark, “Prince Charles Shuns Fossil Fuel Investments,” Financial Times, April 27, 2015 and Josh Gabbatiss, “Church of England Votes to Withdraw Funds from Companies that Contribute to Climate Change,” The Independent, July 9, 2008.
Yes, even Kim Kardashian. Even Angelina Jolie.” While Westwood herself proclaims she does not frequently travel unless to Paris and Milan for the work required for her label, the frequent mentions of air travel in her diary was the subject of criticism in reviews of *Get A Life!* For instance, the *Daily Mail*’s review of Westwood’s book commented that “like so many right-on celebrities, she seems to see no contradiction with her self-image as an eco-warrior and damaging the planet by travelling so many air miles.” Although it does make the designer vulnerable to criticism when she discloses flying to India to attend Naomi Campbell’s James Bond themed birthday party without recognizing the pretentiousness, airline travel does not completely discredit Westwood’s work. While Vivienne Westwood’s actions invite criticism, her iconic identity in popular culture focuses media attention on important environmental issues central to the public.

**Visualizing Zombies and the Apocalypse in Westwood’s Design Activism**

Apocalyptic terror and horror imagery were prevalent themes to negotiate the power dynamics of the 2008 financial crisis and consequential post-recession culture. The housing and mortgage crisis within the United States acted as a morbid platform to examine the gendered dynamics of white suburban middle-class households. For Tim Snelson, the popularity of horror films and televised anthologies during the mid 2000s and early 2010s, such as *Paranormal Activity* and *American Horror Story* coincides with the implosion of the housing market and the collapse of homeownership as a fundamental characteristic of the American Dream. In addition to informational websites on fraudulent mortgages and lending schemes utilizing the generic conventions of horror and the supernatural, Snelson argues that these cultural texts repurpose the domestic setting of the home into a “site of threat, instability, and disruption” by symbolically
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locating “white, middle-class families as the main victims” of the “structural violence and gendered inequalities underlying capitalist cycles of boom and recession.”

Vogue attributes the popularity of horror motifs during the 2015-2017 runway performances to discourses of austerity characterizing post-recession culture, believing designers were weary of showcasing immaculate conceptions of beauty and glamour. In media interviews, fashion collections, and personal reflections from her diary and blog, Westwood consistently frames environmental issues as ecological disasters accelerated by the global capitalist system that will ultimately result in an apocalyptic society. First adopting the rhetoric of catastrophe in her guest-edited issue of Dazed, Westwood described environmental politics as a “war for the very existence of the human race [and] that of the planet.”

Westwood frames environmental destruction as an ecological horror brought on by the capitalist system by incorporating narratives, motifs, and imagery predominant in the still-emerging genre of eco-horror. For Stephen Rust, the “locus of horror” in such films is placed upon the individual, thereby marking the genre of eco-horror as “an important signifier of the looming presence of humanity as an agent of global ecological change during the rise of neoliberalism.” Due to the prominence of natural catastrophic imagery in popular culture, ranging from news reports on hurricanes and wild fires to disaster films, humanity has become numb to ecological tragedies, and, paralleling the hegemony of capitalism as the governing social structure, cannot visualize a society radically transformed by changes designed for environmental preservation that will radically shift the practices of everyday life. The cinematic horrific body is a predominant construct in Westwood’s design activism to communicate issues

related to environmental politics, relying upon the highly mobile and intertextual image of the zombie to engage her public with the catastrophic realities of contemporary political and consumer culture.

The zombie is a central motif in Westwood’s design activism. With an extensive textual history since its cinematic emergence in American popular culture during the 1930s, the aftermath of the events of September 11 and the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq alongside the economic recession of 2008 provided the socioeconomic context for a resurgence of the zombie motif as a thematic construct to interrogate larger social anxieties. Integrating zombies – alongside other apocalyptic horror imagery – into her runway collections during the height of the motif’s resurgence after the success of AMC’s televised adaptation of the graphic novel *The Walking Dead* (2010-2020), Westwood’s reliance upon the imagery acts as a frame of reference that easily captures popular attention. The Red Label autumn/winter 2013-2014 performance during Paris Fashion Week signified one of the first instances of Westwood’s incorporation of the zombie motif into her aesthetic through the model’s styling, as described by the lifestyle website *PopSugar*:

Those who are fans of designer Vivienne Westwood know that she has a flair for the dramatic, and she proved that yet again at her fall 2013 Paris Fashion Week Show. Models’ faces were powdered pale and white and then accented with fluorescent eye shadows, purple contouring and cloth braids. The result was a strange hybrid – part Marie Antoinette, part zombie – that was so colourful, it was impossible not to stare.¹⁰⁹
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With their heavily powdered faces and excessively long nails, the models’ visual appearance was not connected to Westwood’s developing design activism but rather credited as a further example of her peculiar personality. *PopSugar*’s comparison of the cosmetic styling to Marie Antoinette is intriguing especially since the iconic figure is a common representation to signify metaphorical critiques of conspicuous consumption, particularly during periods of economic recession and political hypocrisy.\(^{110}\)

In addition to her design aesthetic, apocalyptic imagery is the dominant visual motif employed by Westwood’s environmental activism. Speaking at a press conference supporting The End Ecocide campaign in January 2014 – which aimed to gather one million signatures to establish the European Union as criminally responsible for their ecological destruction – Westwood employed the common metaphor associating consumers as zombies, proclaiming, “Napoleon said the English were a nation of shopkeepers. By that I take it to mean they’d sell their grandmother for money, and that’s what’s going on.”\(^{111}\) The press conference featured a mock trial that was live streamed by Sky News, in which executives from Canadian oil companies occupying the tar sands were found guilty of ecocide; although actors were hired to play the roles of the accused, the evidence discussed in the lawyers’ arguments was based on scientific evidence.\(^{112}\) Held on a boat chained to Blackfriars Bridge on the River Thames, The End Ecocide event functioned as an opportunity for Westwood to critique David Cameron’s initiative to raise public support for fracking by distributing portions of potential profits to local business. Westwood illuminated the connections between the hegemony of the political system, the economy, and environmental destruction, arguing that:
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Politicians are locked into this age-old thing where they’re destroying the Earth and they think it’s the best thing because they’re not thinking. Once governments stop giving assets to companies and corporations then the world will really, really change. As soon as you start to implement actions and policy that what is good for the planet is good for the economy…you get difference values, a fairer system of politics, everything.\(^{113}\)

Westwood later performed a rap for The End Ecocide campaign that was featured in a promotional video for the cause, with lyrics highlighting the connectivity of the planet and society: “The crime of ecocide is the greatest crime of all/everything is connected/if the grass dies we die/if the worms die we die/if the insects die we die/without birds we die/without fish we die/without plankton we die/everything is connected, we all die together.”\(^{114}\) The End Ecocide campaign later became the theme showcased by Westwood’s Gold Label spring/summer 2014 collection.

Westwood’s Climate Revolution organized an anti-fracking protest in London, referred to as the Fracked Future Carnival, held on March 19, 2014, in which the designer led a march throughout London in conjunction with different nongovernmental organizations and community groups, including Friends of the Earth, Fuel Poverty Action, Ecocide, Frack Off London, and Reclaim the Power. Giving her employees the day off to attend the march, the Fracked Future Carnival began at Westwood’s Battersea offices, travelling through Knightsbridge and finishing at the Jumeirah Hotel to coincide with the Shale Gas Forum, a conference discussing the business of fracking. The aim of the Fracked Future Carnival was to garner more public awareness towards the controversial practice, with Westwood utilizing militarized rhetoric to describe the march’s intentions, arguing that “we’ve got a war to stop climate change, and the

\(^{113}\) “Vivienne Westwood Attacks Fracking ‘Bribes,’” and Blackall, “Westwood Warns Off Fracking.”
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first battle is to stop the government from forced fracking on people.”

Drawing parallels to the design aesthetic of her runway shows, protestors attending the Fracked Future Carnival were styled as zombies, an intentional move explained by one participant to *Dazed*: “the zombie is the shell where inside it’s decaying. It represents the system where the lobbyists have power on the government.” Westwood elaborated on the creative decisions required to achieve a protest that would capture the imaginary of popular culture:

> Others who joined us were in carnival mood, dressed as zombies and ghouls. I hadn’t wanted a carnival. It’s a matter of life and death and I didn’t wear my war paint. We want to attract ‘ordinary people’ and by that we mean people who aren’t normally political. But our activist colleagues were right – we needed the carnival. We looked great. There were lots of press. I was asked to lead the procession. I bowed and put my hands together in prayer, as you would before a battle. Then off we went!

Westwood’s reflections on the planning of her Fracked Future Carnival illuminate the ways in which she is often detached from the choices that becomes synonymous with her public persona. Such activities like the march result from the input of her creative team, and in the case of her organized protests, by individuals who have no direct relationship with Westwood.

Westwood later offered her support to the Talk Fracking campaign at an April 2015 protest at Westminster Bridge in London. Talk Fracking, an anti-fracking organization created by Westwood’s son and Agent Provocateur founder Joe Corrê, aims to raise awareness concerning the environmental consequences of the oil extraction practice. Protestors carried signs reading “Let’s stay on the road to a fracked future,” mocking the slogan of the United Kingdom’s Conservative Party (“Let’s stay on the road to a stronger economy”). Similar to the Fracked Future Carnival, Westwood drew upon apocalyptic zombie imagery to communicate the primary
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messaging of the dangers caused by the extraction practice. Describing the visuality of the Talk Fracking protest, *The Hollywood Reporter*’s Sam Red highlighted Westwood’s reference to the Mad Max franchise, noting that “Westwood surrounded herself by zombie-like creatures on stilts who were dressed in metal waste and covered in copper coloured paint. In her arms the designer carried a terrifying, amputee baby doll smeared in ‘blood’ which she called a ‘fracked baby of the future.’”118 By drawing upon the visual references of Mad Max, such as with protestors on stilts in a similar manner to the crow fishers who roam the unhabitable Green Place, Westwood’s design activism reflects her main argument that the mass extinction of humanity due to the destruction of natural resources will occur without converting to an entirely green economy.

Westwood is also ensuring that her visual tactics garner media attention by aligning her design aesthetic with an apocalyptic motif promoted by films like *Mad Max Fury Road* (2015) that have brought catastrophic environmental imagery into the forefront of popular culture.119

**Westwood, Cole, and *The Red Shoes* as a Form of Design Activism**

One of the most recognizable moments of Westwood’s incorporation of horror and apocalyptic imagery occurred during her September 2013 runway performance at London Fashion Week. Epitomizing *The Guardian*’s review that “a typical Vivienne Westwood show is reactive and often at odds with the rest of the fashion week,” the show garnered headlines for featuring a performative dance by British model Lily Cole that was inspired by Hans Christian Anderson’s fairy tale, “The Red Shoes.”120 With Cole wearing a ghostly grey gown and dancing to the backdrop of a red spotlight, the inclusion of the dance symbolized for Westwood how
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“humans are trapped in a destructive path towards disaster, like the dancer trapped by her shoes in the macabre Hans Christian Anderson fable.”

In addition to Cole’s performative dance, models wore Westwood’s Climate Revolution t-shirts under brocade dresses, suits, and coats as well as floral pieces reflecting the designer’s ecological aesthetic. Continuing the aesthetic styling first shown during Paris Fashion Week, the models wore what the Associated Press described as “exaggerated, frightening zombie-like makeup”; Westwood admitted that the cosmetic decision was intentional to transform the models to resemble “animals caught in car headlights,” denoting the destruction of natural habitats caused by both ecological disasters and the destruction of natural habitats due to property development. The selection of Cole to perform the dance at the beginning of Westwood’s runway spectacle was apparently a last-minute decision made by Kronthaler due to rehearsals of the show running under the allotted time. Regardless of the initial intent behind the planning, Cole is a highly strategic choice to associate with Westwood due to the model’s public persona. Although she first appeared on the cover of British Vogue at the age of 16, Cole earned a double-first class art history degree from the University of Cambridge, and, similar to Westwood, presents herself as a committed environmental activist as a supporter of the Environmental Justice Foundation and organizer of frequent talks on climate change at Selfridges.

First published in 1845, “The Red Shoes” illustrates the plight of Karen, a poor girl who develops irritated feet after surviving the winter without a pair of shoes. Karen is gifted a pair of luxurious red shoes that she becomes enamoured with, but the infatuation causes her to neglect her responsibilities. Instead of caring for her ill guardian, Karen attends a ball wearing her red shoes.
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shoes and her legs begin to dance uncontrollably. Her dancing legs lead her out of the town, where she passes an angel condemning Karen for her selfish action before arriving at the house of executioner, who agrees to amputate her feet to replace the red shoes with crutches. Karen returns to town where she learns the value of hard work while discouraging children from becoming preoccupied with the conspicuousness of material artefacts: “all the little ones were very fond of her, but when they spoke of dress and splendour and beauty she would shake her head.”

Haunted by the image of her amputated feet dancing while wearing the red shoes, Karen prays for God’s help. The angel reappears and leads Karen’s soul to Heaven, where she is finally freed from the red shoes. Drawing upon her dance background, Cole worked with Lorna Tucker to choreograph a narrative based upon “The Red Shoes” to convey the horrific struggles of climate refugees, as Westwood elaborates in *Get A Life!*: “the girl cannot stop dancing unless she can rid herself of the shoes. This would be a metaphor for climate refugees who must escape their hostile environment. The dance of death must end. Trapped in its hostile environment an animal will die. It will try to leave. It will leave but there is nowhere to go.”

The fairy tale can be interpreted as signifying contemporary society’s addiction to the enchantments and excessiveness of consumer culture, particularly since Karen’s predicament in “The Red Shoes” thematically address the deadly sins of greed, lust, and gluttony. Karen’s powerlessness to control her dancing legs while wearing the red shoes represents contemporary society’s inability to reduce their shopping, which, in the context of Cole’s performance, denotes the addictiveness of consumption that ultimately contributes to environmental destruction.
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Westwood details the planning of Cole’s performative dance rearticulating the thematic meaning of “The Red Shoes” into a form of activism addressing the connections between consumption and climate change. Westwood planned for the runway show to support the Environmental Justice Foundation; she focused her collection on the theme of climate refugees, who at approximately 30 million outnumber the estimated 10 million war refugees despite little attention directed to their plight by mainstream media. Following the conclusion of the runway performance, Westwood made her entrance alongside Cole and the pair distributed postcards marked to United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, urging attendees to write messages in support of climate refugees. Cole designed a postcard proclaiming, “Planet earth is our home. Yet climate change now makes someone homeless every second.” According to Westwood, 38 million people in 2010 were displaced by natural disasters related to climate change with economic damage projected at $125 billion, with the effects of environmental disasters most suffered in developing countries:

1.5 million homes were destroyed in Bangladesh by Cyclone Sidr in 2007; floods in Pakistan displaced around 1.8 million people, and damaged or destroyed up to 1.6 million homes and 6.8 million acres of crops in 2010; more than 950,000 Somali refugees were displaced to neighbouring countries between January 2011 and January 2012 as a result of the complex Africa crisis.

Since climate refugees are not recognized under the United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, the Environmental Justice Foundation launched their “No Place Like Home” campaign alongside Westwood’s design activism at London Fashion Week to advocate for greater legal protections. Westwood designed organic t-shirts modelled by Naomi Campbell that were both manufactured and distributed using renewable green energy practices, with each piece resulting in a significantly smaller carbon footprint than the average item of clothing. The t-shirts
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were also featured in a window display at Selfridges to promote a talk Westwood gave to the department store’s clientele, which also functioned as a fundraising event for Cool Earth, an intriguing location choice considering the luxury British department store is emblematic of the conspicuous consumer culture Westwood frequently cites as a cause of climate change and environmental destruction. Although the dance that Cole performed during the initial runway show was only about three minutes in length, Tucker also created a short film based upon the model’s environmental interpretation of “The Red Shoes” which debuted at Selfridges during an event in support of the Environmental Justice Foundation.

Westwood’s Critique of Consumer Culture

A prominent theme underlying Westwood’s activism is the role of wasteful consumerism, urging consumers to alter their spending habits to prevent further ecological destruction. In a 2011 interview with The Guardian, Westwood highlighted the relationship between climate change and the economy:

I’m going to start by talking about how I see the world […] The capitalist system is about taking from the Earth and from the other great commodity, labour. What’s happening with this system is that the rich are getting richer and the poor are getting poorer, and the only way out of it is supposed to be growth. But growth is debt. It’s going to make the situation worse. We have got to change our ethics and our financial system and our whole way of understanding the world. It has to be a world in which people live rather than die; a sustainable world. It could be great.

Her argument, which Westwood continuously repeats in media interviews, asserts that the landscape of politicians like Obama disagreeing on environmental policies constitutes a metaphorical battle that will ultimately dictate the future of humanity. Sponsored by The Observer, Westwood’s 2011 TED Talk also concentrated on her opinions concerning the
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hypocrisies of the political system and how drastic class discrepancies exacerbate the correlation between capitalism and climate change. She theorizes a critique on the influence of consumer capitalism on the condition of public culture. According to Westwood, it is necessary for citizens to alter their consumption habits to prevent the continued destruction of the environment and limited natural resources, and, in order to develop a greater social awareness, citizens must engage on an educational level with cultural texts and artefacts. While a fashion designer advocating for restrained consumption habits seems disingenuous, Westwood’s promotes the need to buy more high-end, longer lasting clothes (such as her designs) to reduce impact on the environment.

Westwood has been extremely vocal in condemning the spending habits of those consumers who compose her primary audience and fan following, yet in doing so, reproduces the neoliberal rhetoric and ideology that she criticizes in her advocacy efforts. During interviews after showing her recent collection during September 2013 London Fashion Week, Westwood criticized what she believes is the reckless spending on trivial purchases by the underprivileged classes, attributing their actions as examples of wasteful consumerism that reproduce the materialistic values perpetuating largescale consumer debt. Westwood’s solution to resist the ideology of consumerism – which she views as a form of propaganda – that has degraded civic life is through the consumption of traditional art. She frequently calls upon her public to resist the urge to shop and instead visit institutional art galleries, since “if you go to an art gallery you’re putting in, not just sucking up. Propaganda can be resisted by loving art.” After joining protestors during November 2011’s Occupy demonstrations, Westwood emphasized the ability
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of an artistic education achieved through visiting galleries in order to “become freedom fighters against capitalism, consumerism and philistinism.” A major theme of her 2011 television documentary *Vivienne Westwood’s London* is condemning those who visit the city’s tourist location like Big Ben. Described by *The Globe and Mail*’s John Doyle as an “odd little program” where Westwood “takes us to look at paintings and talk about them,” the designer showcases prominent cultural institutions like the Wallace Collection, the National Gallery, and Barbican Concert Hall. Westwood’s criticism of contemporary commercialism and the harmful influence of consumer culture on what is a romanticized ideal of the public complicates the potential of aesthetic in functioning as a form of design activism. In assessing how Westwood’s “catwalk spectacle” articulates the social criticism that forms a core element of the designer’s visual ideas, Juliet Ash identifies the apparent hopefulness in Westwood’s earlier aesthetic, arguing that “what also connects her to a vision of a better future is her acceptance of ‘pluralities’ as fundamental to her work, as a form of primitive dialectics: ‘I would prefer to see the world a better place. I do care.’” Westwood’s reliance upon the visual technique of ironic historicism, best illustrated in her pattern of referencing ancient Roman and Greek symbolism – works to subvert the hegemonic power of emblems articulating status in liberal democratic societies, an expression of resistance that can also be found in the punk aesthetic that first defined her design philosophy.

---
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Consumption, the Environment, and Pope Francis

The rhetoric, narrative, and metaphors Westwood employ in communicating her political ideals, particularly in regard to consumption, evokes parallels to that of Pope Francis. Since his 2013 election to the papacy, Pope Francis has been extremely vocal in regard to his environmental agenda, utilizing his position as the leader of a global institution to highlight the dangerous relationship between capitalism, consumption, and multinational oil companies in reproducing systematic inequality. His sociopolitical analysis on “throwaway culture” consequently frames consumer culture as the main activity that should be the focus of criticism when approaching discussions on environmental politics.\(^\text{137}\) Critiques of consumerism, however, can also be found in previous papal writings, such as Pope Benedict XVI’s *Caritas in Veritate*, in which he argues that “the way humanity treats the environment influences the way it treats itself, and vice versa. This invites contemporary society to a serious review of its life-style, which, in many parts of the world, is prone to hedonism and consumerism.”\(^\text{138}\) Pope Francis expands upon this connection between ecological destruction, poverty, and consumerism, which has been a recurring theme prevalent in his public remarks throughout his papacy. His discussion in *Laudato Si’* on the destructive environmental impact of air conditioners best illustrates the connections between “throwaway culture,” individual choices, and environmental destruction:

People may well have a growing ecological sensitivity but it has not succeeded in changing their harmful habits of consumption which, rather than decreasing, appear to be growing all the more. A simple example is the increasing use and power of air-conditioning. The markets, which immediately benefit from sales, stimulate ever greater


demand. An outsider looking at our world would be amazed at such behaviour, which at times appears self-destructive.\textsuperscript{139}

The theme of throwaway culture and contemporary capitalism’s dependence upon wasteful consumerism further strengthens Pope Francis’s overarching argument in his encyclical that environmental issues are primarily an individual issue.

During his first Easter mass held less than three weeks after his election, Pope Francis cited the exploitation of natural resources to fulfill capitalistic “greed” and “selfishness” as examples potentially leading to the destruction of humanity, however his remarks in regard to the environment were overlooked by the press in favour of emphasizing his condemnation of the ongoing conflict in Syria.\textsuperscript{140} In a guest editorial published in \textit{The Washington Post}, Fordham University theology professor Christiana Z. Peppard contemplated how Pope Francis’s emphasis on the environment in his initial appearances as pontiff can potentially reshape approaches to conceptualizing life and creation, writing:

Pope Francis is guiding the global church towards two major right-to-life issues: poverty and the environment… (or, in theological terms, “creation”). During his installation homily, Pope Francis invoked those words ten times. Granted, his namesake, St. Francis of Assisi, was – in the parlance of our times – something of a tree-hugger who chatted with birds and wolves…Furthermore, in 1979 St. Francis was named the patron saint of ecologists. So it’s not enormously surprising that at his first press conference, Pope Francis mused, “These days we do not have a very good relationship with creation, do we?”\textsuperscript{141}

Her commentary illuminates how Pope Francis’s papal image was intentionally branded by discourses of environmentalism, reflected by the branding of his persona with the ecological motifs and themes associated with St. Francis of Assisi. Although it is unconvincing that he did not have a papal name pre-selected (especially considering how close Bergoglio came to the papacy during the 2005 conclave that elected Pope Benedict XVI), in his first press conference
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with the media Pope Francis was specifically asked about his papal name and the reasoning behind the choice. His reply credited a fellow cardinal for reminding him not to forget the poor as the inspiration behind his choice when introduced as the new pontiff.\textsuperscript{142} Pope Francis’s emphasis that his papal name is a reflection of how he will prioritize the poor as the metaphorical heart of the church is significant because it illuminates the role of the press in branding Pope Francis as an environmental pontiff through the association with Saint Francis of Assisi, an allegorical frame illustrated by Peppard’s analysis in \textit{The Washington Post}.

While the resurgence of popular and political discussions on climate change can be attributed to the impact of Francis’s encyclical, the text also resulted in shifting attention away from the scientific and economic complexities of topics like global warming and greenhouse gas emissions by creating a space in public discourse to address the ethics of mutual care and responsibility in regard to environmental issues.\textsuperscript{143} \textit{The Toronto Star}, for instance, evoked language often used by popular media reporting on gossip or a political scandal, describing Pope Francis’s encyclical as a “bombshell” that “was more than a bit explosive” with the potential impact to “wake up a sleeping world on one of the most controversial challenges of our age.”\textsuperscript{144} His institutional identity as a religious leader, however, distinguishes Pope Francis from other figures, such as Westwood, who also advocate towards environmental issues, and along with the celebrity associated with his persona, is part of the reason coverage of his encyclical captured public attention in a way not generally expected from papal writings. Pope Francis’s environmental advocacy transcends the boundaries of the institution he represents, thereby supporting the argument of Jeremy Stolow and Alexandra Boutros that the pontiff signals “the
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need not only to document and understand the ways religion has become (newly) visible in public life, but also to identify the specific terms on which that visibility is imagined, negotiated, processed, and circulated.\(^{145}\) The media coverage concerning Pope Francis’s encyclical *Laudato Si’* and the positive press reaction to his environmental activism rejects modernity’s theory of a secular society by showcasing how religion continues to be a visible force in topics central to the public. It is the legitimacy of the institution Pope Francis embodies that has helped elevate his environmental message across a media culture that has not granted the same respect to Westwood as fashion designer from a working-class background.

The fact that *Laudato Si’* was the first encyclical entirely written by Pope Francis (an earlier encyclical, 2013’s *Lumen fidei*, was partially written by Pope Benedict XVI prior to his retirement), along with the leak of a draft by a journalist from the Italian magazine *L’Espresso* despite a strict publication embargo, created demand for translators and environmentalists to comment on the text for major news outlets and generated significant media attention upon the document’s official release in June 2015.\(^{146}\) To mark the authorized issue of *Laudato Si’*, Pope Francis published 63 posts comprised of shortened sentences from the encyclical on his @pontifex Twitter account. The pontiff’s English-language Twitter account lists over 18.7 million followers (with an additional 32.5 million followers using eight other @pontifex accounts in different languages), and the reach of the pontiff’s posts distributed through social media is far greater than the number of people who will engage directly with the actual encyclical. The tweet, “The earth, our home, is beginning to look more and more like an


immense pile of filth,” has been retweeted more than 63,000 times with over 70,000 likes, making the post one of the most popular texts on Pope Francis’s Twitter feed.\textsuperscript{147} It was the line most commonly cited by media coverage on the encyclical, with \textit{USA Today} describing Pope Francis’s declaration as a “brutal observation.”\textsuperscript{148}

During interviews and addresses in which he publicly discusses his encyclical, Pope Francis maintains his position that \textit{Laudato Si’} is not strictly a religious text but speaks to a universal public. Following a climate demonstration at the Vatican attended by Hindus, Buddhists, and Jews alongside Catholic priests and women religious, Pope Francis acknowledged the multifaith assembly in Saint Peter’s Square by encouraging “the collaboration between people and associations of different religions for the promotion of an integral ecology.”\textsuperscript{149} Of the 63 tweets referring to \textit{Laudato Si’} posted between June 18 and 19, 2015, only 11 posts referenced any notion of God or Christian faith. The majority of posts published by @pontifex focusing on the encyclical addressed the socioeconomic implications of climate change, reinforcing Juan Narbona’s argument that Twitter has become the primary means for Pope Francis to mediate his institutional identity as a global leader.\textsuperscript{150} Identifying the intended audience of his encyclical within the opening paragraphs of \textit{Laudato Si’}, Pope Francis directs his argument towards “every person living on this planet” regardless of faith, in order to “enter into
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dialogue with all people about our common home.”  

Despite drawing upon previous Catholic teachings throughout the text, Francis distinguishes the readership of *Laudato Si’* from his earlier apostolic exhortation, which was directed towards “all members of the Church with the aim of encouraging ongoing missionary renewal” – an approach similar to the texts of Pope Saint John XXIII who addressed his writings on nuclear weapons to the “Catholic World.” Pope Francis presents *Laudato Si’* as a revolutionary text transcending the religious boundaries generally expected of a papal encyclical (yet still presuming at least a Christian audience), a symbolic move that correlates with his inclusive and representative public image.

Pope Francis’s encyclical is one example of how he has utilized environmental politics, in addition to other topics pertaining to social justice issues, to brand himself as a political figure in a way that distinguishes him from other pontiffs. In her analysis on how the Spanish press received the messaging of *Laudato Si’*, Maria-José Pou-Amérigo argues that certain media outlets viewed the encyclical as a self-serving “media bit on the part of Pope Francis who, with the help of his communication skills, managed to transmit something his forerunners did not, taking on a new political role in the public arena.” Her argument is well illustrated through commentary collected by *The New York Times* from selected members of the public gathered to welcome Pope Francis during his September 2015 visit to New York City, Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C.; Sasha, who identifies as a practicing Hindu, characterizes Pope Francis as a “world leader more than a religious leader” due to his “ability not to shy away from real issues,” and a Jewish woman defended her decision to volunteer at the World Meeting of Families conference attended by the pope, arguing, “It transcends Catholicism. It transcends religion. This
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pope is speaking for the poor and the powerless. That is beyond religion.”154 Pope Francis has worked to maintain his brand identity as a global leader through the simple act of direct appeals. For instance, in his October 2020 TED Talk highlighting the reciprocal connections between the Covid-19 pandemic, global poverty, and the environmental crisis, Pope Francis deliberately directs his plea about consciously making better moral choices in everyday life to a diverse public: “I would like to invite all people of faith, Christian or not, and all people of goodwill to embark on this journey, starting from your own faith, from your own intention, from your own goodwill.”155 Pope Francis breaks from reading his printed script during his TED Talk to specifically address agnostics, atheists, and those of other faiths – which itself is a radical act – further reinforcing how he positions his image as a public leader transcending institutional boundaries. The focus on environmentalism that has defined his papacy exposes Pope Francis to wider audiences at a time when influence and controversies surrounding the Catholic Church have diminished its role in the lives of some Catholics, while also extending his prominence in scientific circles which largely have been in conflict with religious figures.

The reference to possible motives behind the symbolic purpose of his encyclical to help form his public image as a global leader subtly speaks to the common misconception of Pope Francis as the first pontiff to address environmentalism. While *Laudato Si* is the first encyclical written by a pontiff to concentrate exclusively on the environment, Pou-Amérigo argues that “references to the necessary respect for Creation and criticism against overuse of natural resources are consistent with what the Church has said repeatedly, in particular, in the Second

---

Vatican Council and through the popes of that period and subsequent to it, from Paul VI to Benedict XVI.\textsuperscript{156} The opening paragraph of the \textit{Laudato Si’} references the words of other pontiffs along with the head of the Eastern Orthodox Church Patriarch Bartholomew, who address the symbiotic relationship between environmental concerns and creation. Pope Paul VI termed the destruction of natural recourses a “tragic consequence” and warned about the possibility of “ecological catastrophe” to the United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization while Saint John Paul II argued in his first encyclical that humanity views the earth merely as a disposable resource for consumption.\textsuperscript{157} Pope Benedict XVI addressed the environment as part of a larger discussion on globalization and capital development in his third encyclical \textit{Caritas in Veritate} published in 2009. In addition to warning against the ecological destruction caused by unregulated economic growth, Pope Benedict XVI was first nicknamed the “green pope” by the press for his decision to incorporate renewable energy practices such as solar panels within the Vatican, commissioning the use of a hybrid Popemobile, and arguing that access to fresh water for impoverished and marginalized communities is a fundamental human rights issue.\textsuperscript{158}

What distinguishes \textit{Laudato Si’} from the words and actions of previous pontiffs – and other religious leaders like the Dalai Lama and the Archbishop of Canterbury – is how Pope Francis connects environmental issues with global poverty and the escalation of social inequality. Despite popularly promoted as focusing explicitly on the environment, Pope Francis’s \textit{Laudato Si’} addresses global poverty and the role of consumption, technology, and a general disregard for creation as key factors facilitating climate change and other ecological issues that
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hegemonically maintain the increasing divide between the poor and middle-to-upper classes. Previous popes have directed attention towards the poor in their writings, however, the word “poor” appears 61 times in *Laudato Si’*. In comparison, references to the poor occur sporadically in Benedict’s encyclicals; although 2009’s *Caritas in Veritate* contains 31 mentions of poverty, his first two encyclicals cited the poor and their struggles a combined 13 times. Pope Francis is extremely critical of capitalism and how blind trust in the market has contributed to the contemporary sociopolitical state, with Naomi Oreskes noting in the introduction to the published version of the encyclical that “while the word ‘capitalism’ does not appear in the letter, the word ‘market’ (or its variant) appears nineteen times, usually in a critical context.”\(^\text{159}\) For Bruno Latour, the power of the encyclical resides in how the text connects the environment to systemic inequality and how Pope Francis contextualizes both the Earth and the poor as active agents with an intertwined destiny. Pope Francis addresses a significant correlation that has been overlooked by ecologists, who are primarily concerned about nature preservation over addressing the relationship between the environment and the global capitalist system. Latour credits the pontiff’s Latin American identity as a major influence in shaping his philosophical view, arguing that “the continent that suffered the most violent occupation on earth hears the cry of the Earth and the poor quite differently from Europe.”\(^\text{160}\) The power in the encyclical is in how it functions as a “combative text,” reshaping public attention away from debating political decisions that ultimately result in little change to placing the poor along with planet Earth at the center of environmental focus.\(^\text{161}\) The combative nature of *Laudato Si’* resides for Anne MacLennan in Pope Francis’s request for the public to empathize with the poor, especially in how those marginalized
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groups and communities relegated to the outer margins of the Earth are particularly vulnerable to the destruction caused by the wasteful consumerism promoted by modern technologies like air conditioning.\textsuperscript{162}

The Limitations of Pope Francis’s Advocacy Campaign

Pope Francis recognizes and condemns the power of transnational corporations and political and financial leaders as disparaging figures that facilitate the role of global warming and the economics of production and manufacturing resulting in the destruction of the Earth’s natural resources. Contending that society needs to embrace the theological doctrine of common good in order to protect vulnerable and marginalized communities, Pope Francis notes that:

A politics concerned with immediate results, supported by consumerist sectors of the population, is driven to produce short-term growth. In response to electoral interests, governments are reluctant to upset the public with measures which could affect the level of consumption or create risks for foreign government. The myopia of power politics delays the inclusion of a far-sighted environmental agenda within the overall agenda of governments.\textsuperscript{163}

In accordance with the symbolism and branding of his papal name that have defined his papacy, Pope Francis’s focus on the constructive power of care reflects the influence of Saint Francis of Assisi that manifests throughout the encyclical. This rhetorical shift locates the individual at the centre of environmental practices, circumventing the hegemonic framing of these topics as primarily political.

He has devoted his papacy to fostering dialogue regarding the systemic inequality reproduced by capitalism’s destruction of the earth, and his criticisms towards the disposable mentality of contemporary consumerism is a significant theme throughout \textit{Laudato Si’}. Although he briefly acknowledges the role of population growth along with affiliated issues such as air
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pollution that contribute to global inequality and poverty, more pointed criticism is directed towards consumer culture, an argument succinctly illustrated in the following passage from *Laudato Si*:

> Instead of resolving the problems of the poor and thinking of how the world can be different, some can only propose a reduction in the birth rate. At times, developing countries face forms of international pressure which make economic assistance on certain policies of ‘reproductive health’ […] To blame population growth instead of extreme and selective consumerism on the part of some, is one way of refusing to face the issues. It is an attempt to legitimize the present model of distribution, where a minority believes that it has the right to consume in a way which can never be universalized, since the planet could not even contain the waste products of such consumption.\(^\text{164}\)

His reference to population growth is representative of the encyclical’s strategic approach to sensitive topics within Catholic doctrine. Only one sentence from this lengthier passage was posted on Pope Francis’s Twitter feed as part of the 63 tweets marking the publication of *Laudato Si* (“To blame population growth, and not an extreme consumerism on the part of some, is one way of refusing to face the issues”); “population growth” is generally understood as a subtle but still effective reference to birth control and abortion.\(^\text{165}\) Despite his public persona as a progressive pontiff – which is primarily reinforced not by his theology but in his rejection of the opulent lifestyle commonly associated with his predecessors and his awareness over how that image is presented and received by the media – Pope Francis’s encyclical received little public criticism for reinforcing traditionally conservative ideas particularly in regard to women’s rights, such as in his equating that “concern for the protection of nature is also incompatible with the justification of abortion.”\(^\text{166}\) Theologian Charles C. Camosy noted in a guest commentary in *The Washington Post* that “it isn’t getting much press, but there is plenty in Francis’s encyclical
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which also spells trouble for liberal orthodoxies.” Although he acknowledges the effect of humanity on the planet by placing the blame primarily on consumption, Pope Francis does not have to publicly engage in topics he vehemently opposes as the leader of the Catholic church, such as abortion and the role of contraceptives in combatting the symbiotic relationships between the density of cities, global poverty, and environmental devastation.

Almost a year after the publication of *Laudato Si’*, Pope Francis spoke about the Zika virus epidemic in Brazil during a February 2016 informal press conference on the return flight to Rome after visiting Mexico. Despite referring to abortion as an “absolute evil,” Pope Francis approved the use of contraceptives in counteracting further spread of the virus. Similar to his iconic line, “Who am I to judge?” – which was also delivered in a similar impromptu discussion with the press on the return flight of a papal visit – Pope Francis’s comments on contraceptives were widely circulated within public discourse, viewed as a further example of his willingness to slowly open the institutional towards possible transformation on crucial topics, particularly those related to women’s issues. The continued branding of Pope Francis as a progressive leader supported by his comments on contraceptives and the Zika virus was later reproduced by Westwood in her social justice activism. Illustrating social injustices through a series of playing cards, Westwood has incorporated Pope Francis’s remarks on contraceptives in her design activism. One particular card applauds his evolving position on birth control, and, merged into the shape of an orb similar to the official Vivienne Westwood logo, reads, “He’s already begun!

Bravo Pope Francis. When the pope agrees to birth control, we end the world’s problems.”\textsuperscript{171} To commemorate the 100\textsuperscript{th} anniversary of women’s right to vote in Britain in 2018, the art organization 14-18 NOW organized a march, PROCESSIONS, held on June 10\textsuperscript{th} in major cities across the United Kingdom.\textsuperscript{172} Westwood participated in the London PROCESSIONS march, and used the occasion to advocate towards access to contraceptives, creating a banner proclaiming “Pope Recommends B’ Control.” Westwood later posted an image of herself to her social media profiles posing with the banner and alongside the accompanying description “Birth Control = Control over your own life – Raises the status of women.”\textsuperscript{173} Although not cited directly, it is assumed that Westwood’s reference to the pope and birth control is in regard to Pope Francis’s remarks concerning the Zika virus, which remain his most prominent public opinion on the matter. However, Pope Francis’s acceptance of contraceptives in this particular instance did not signify a radical reworking of doctrine as supported by the media and Westwood’s activism. The incorporation of Pope Francis into Westwood’s activism signifies the strength of his progressive brand identity in popular imaginaries.

In addition to Westwood promoting Pope Francis as a champion of women’s rights in her activism, the references to abortion and population growth in 	extit{Laudato Si’} are also notable because they reference the most apparent weakness of Pope Francis’s reformist persona – his treatment of women, and in particular, those involved directly with the Church. Prior to his visit to the United States, Pope Francis announced a period of forgiveness to women who have had abortions in addition to alterations to help simplify the annulment process. Indicative of his
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awareness over how his image circulates in public discourse, Pope Francis’s primarily symbolic announcement gained noteworthy traction especially within the American press prior to his visit, illustrated by *The Washington Post* including his statements on abortion and annulment as two of “Pope Francis’s most liberal statements.” Pope Francis’s announcement is part of a larger rhetorical pattern in which he condemns the “obsession” placed on abortion for diverting attention away from social justice issues; such framing, however, is commonly cited by the press as evidence of his inclusive papacy, which ultimately masks the devastating effect of his actions within the very system he is attempting to reform.

The complicated politics of Pope Francis as a progressive global leader on female issues also reveals contradictory messaging in regard to the treatment and visibility of women within the institution. Nuns on the Bus, a social justice group composed of sisters whose bus tours of the United States advocating on topics like the economy and health care have been featured on *The Daily Show, The Colbert Report, and Rolling Stone*, were first ostracized by Pope Benedict XVI primarily for their “radical feminism” and support of the Affordable Care Act. Although Pope Francis ended the Vatican’s investigation into Nuns on the Bus in 2015 and professed his “love” for women religious at his first New York City event, he made a point of meeting with Little Sisters of the Poor during his visit to Washington, D.C., an institute which at the time was involved in a lawsuit with the government in opposition to the Affordable Care Act’s contraception mandate. His decision to meet with Little Sisters of the Poor was read by critics as a sign of approval by Pope Francis, yet the contradictions of this event were overshadowed by

---


Despite the motifs of spectacular environmentalism that provide the context within visual culture and larger public discourse for Westwood and Pope Francis to emerge as especially visible figures in dialogues about climate change and global warming, Obama’s image was primarily defined by other issues like the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, largescale social anxiety regarding the collapse of the global economy and American mortgage market, and the tumultuous process of enacting the Affordable Care Act. The parody edition of \textit{The New York Times} designed by journalists and activists and posted online on November 12, 2008, just over a week following Obama’s presidential election, remains one of the more intriguing examples of the continuing discussions over environmental politics and public good. Accompanying the
headline, “Crumbling infrastructure brings opportunities: advocates seek to focus investment on proven, sustainable technologies to help move the country away from its dependency on fossil fuels,” is an advertisement for Exxon Mobil celebrating the then-fictional end of the Iraq war and the removal of American troops. Critiquing the destructive relationship between oil, transnational corporations, and foreign policy interests, the advertisement directs the reader’s attention to the main tagline, “Exxon is committed to meeting the new Congressional guidelines for socially, economically, and environmentally responsible energy.”

Although originally created in 2008, both the headline and the advertisement would not be out of place in discussions of Westwood and Pope Francis’s environmental activism. Since the publication of his encyclical Laudato Si’, Pope Francis has directed his focus to the influence of capitalism, consumption, and oil in reproducing the global inequality that continues to marginalize communities susceptible to environmental ruin, inviting Naomi Klein to speak at promotional events for the encyclical and organizing numerous conferences and summits at the Vatican attended by executives from transnational corporations including Eni, Shell, BP, and ExxonMobil to discuss plans to implement clean energy solutions. The spoof edition of The New York Times’ imaginary coverage on sustainability, fossil fuel dependency, and clean energy solutions demonstrate that little progress has been made on these matters despite a social climate marked by interconnected crises in which iconic figures like Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood have based their brand identities on issues central to conceptualizations of public good.

One of the reasons Pope Francis and Westwood’s environmental advocacy gain such considerable traction is due to how they are presented as public intellectuals within popular
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culture. Recognizing the instability of the concept, P. David Marshall and Cassandra Atherton argue that previous attempts to define the public intellectual have broadly ranged from those who have spoken publicly on any topic to an extremely limited group that excludes individuals who possess the necessary traits but are either marginalized due to race, sexuality, or gender, or due to their areas of expertise, such as sports or fashion, that are depreciated as trivial or insignificant to public culture or civil society. They highlight Michael Keren’s definition of the public intellectual, who argues that the identity includes “those writers, scholars, and artists who make public statements which involve an element of political protests…and whose intervention in the public sphere is legitimized, directly or indirectly, by their intellectual endeavours or status.”

Social media along with the intensification of self-promotion practices have inevitably helped transform the boundaries of the public intellectual into prominent celebrities. Referencing Marshall’s argument that celebrity is the product of the symbiotic relationship between concepts of the public, democracy, and capitalism, Tania Lewis argues that the “process of populist ‘democratization’ and mediatization that have accompanied its growing commercialization have seen the authority of traditional experts become relatively weakened as more fashionable figures of authority such as the celebrity take stage.” Discussions concerning topics like environmental politics and health care, for example, now occur within the commercial spaces of popular culture, further engraining the expertise and authority of the celebrated public intellectual into everyday media activities. The popularity of TED Talks and other information-sharing platforms is evocative of the argument that online culture has reshaped the classifications governing who embodies the concept by placing greater emphasis on visibility. In a blatant
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departure from its original concept, TED Talks has adapted an entertainment-friendly structure, yet the prestige and elitism of the organization is bestowed upon the participants, and consequently that credibility translates to other spheres like politics, economics, and, in the examples of Pope Francis and Westwood, environmental activism.  

Obama was frequently described and labelled as an intellectual by the media when he was building his image as a federal politician and potential presidential candidate. However, his ability to achieve an equivalent status as a public intellectual comparable to Westwood and Pope Francis is limited due to the rhetorical and symbolic conventions of the presidency that will continue to shape his image and brand identity. These institutional limitations, which were especially apparent during his presidential terms, restrict the ability of Obama’s iconic identity to function in a similar manner as Westwood and Pope Francis. Environmentalism is an easily communicated visual frame of reference for Westwood and Pope Francis to build an iconic brand identity since these ideals register with trends circulating in public discourse, particularly in regard to sustainability and ethical consumption emerging as a lucrative market. It is significantly easier for figures like a fashion designer and a religious leader to pursue matters like climate change as part of their political platform because they are not an elected representative of competing communities and interests that form the ‘public’ in the same way as a presidential figure like Obama.

The devastating consequences of excessive consumption is a dominant motif uniting the platforms and advocacy defining Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood’s iconic brand identities. Although films like Michael Moore’s documentary *Sicko* gained promotional notoriety by transforming stories of financial and personal ruin resulting from the exploitation of health
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insurance companies into sensationalized entertainment, the discourse of crisis framing public
discussions of the economic collapse and the war in Iraq was rarely applied to health care during
Obama’s 2008 presidential election. Evident through the promotional efforts undertaken by the
Obama campaign following the signing of the Affordable Care Act into law, the topic of health
care continued to be approached through the discourse of consumption. The connections between
health care access and poverty were minimized in favour of iconic moments like Obama’s
appearance on *Between Two Ferns*, an example of how his approach to issues of public good are
frequently overpowered by the symbolism central to his brand identity. The symbolic and
economic power of consumer capitalism as the central framework governing society leads to a
rhetorical questioning as to how a public figure can gain traction without consumption,
especially since disregarding the logic of consumer society creates the risk of messaging being
ignored. Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis offer critiques of this system, yet their
incorporation of discourses pertaining to public good into their brand identities exemplifies their
understanding of how practices of consumption is integral to transforming their message in a
way that can be easily communicated and implemented to promote a vision of social reform.
Chapter Six: Brand, Identity, and the Conflict Between Individual and Institution

“Brands are not activist. A brand cannot empathize, a brand does not yearn, a brand does not hurt. Brands and people are not the same.”
--- Katherine Bernard, The New York Times

Halloween was one of the numerous holidays celebrated annually during the Obama administration, marked by Barack and Michelle distributing candy to neighbourhood children on the White House lawn. The festivities on October 30, 2015 gained significant media attention after a toddler dressed as the pope – wearing a miter and seated in a child push car ‘popemobile’ – captured the attention and laughter of Obama. The official White House Twitter account posted a short video of Obama’s enamored interaction with the toddler alongside the tweet, “Top prize goes to Lil’ Pope.”

The amusement and delight expressed by Obama over the baby pope became an iconic moment in popular culture widely reported by media, with headlines ranging from Buzzfeed’s “President Obama Couldn’t Handle This Kid’s Adorable Pope Halloween Costume” and US Weekly’s “President Obama Is Totally Smitten By Toddler’s Adorable Baby Pope Costume.”

The legacy of Obama’s embrace of the baby pope continues to be celebrated, with various news outlets, entertainment publications, and Twitter users honouring the anniversary of the event (“It’s the most wonderful time of the year: the anniversary of Obama reacting to Pope Baby”) along with framing the

---

2 White House Archived, Twitter post, October 30, 2015, 6:05 p.m., https://twitter.com/ObamaWhiteHouse/status/660215950692716544.
photograph of the pair as a pick-me-up (“having a bad day? just remember that time Obama lost it when he saw a baby dressed as the pope”). After Pete Souza, the official White House photographer for the Obama administration, recognized the three-year anniversary with a throwback post on his Instagram account, *People* highlighted the moment’s appeal, noting that “the famous Baby Pope is still capturing hearts on social media, three years after winning first prize in a White House costume contest during Halloween 2015.” In commemoration of the final days of his second term, the image of Obama laughing with the baby pope was included in many photographic retrospectives of his presidency as symbolic of Obama’s unique ability to connect with children and maintain the lightheartedness and nonchalance that first characterized his public persona despite the stress and demands of his institutional role.

The substantial media coverage that perpetuates this interaction as an iconic moment defining the Obama presidency materializes as sensationalized or irrelevant, however it alludes to the power of both Obama and Pope Francis’s brand identities in popular culture. The toddler costumed as a generic pope may not have been a direct reference to Pope Francis but gained traction since the Halloween festivities at the White

---


House occurred just over a month after the pontiff’s first visit to the United States, which was a major media event. *The Boston Globe* provided an adept summary of the president of the United States as a job description, arguing it is “not so much a job as it is an unspeakably daunting combination of roles: diplomat, lawyer, motivational speaker, military commander, and times everything in between.”

In outlining the numerous roles and obligation defining the office of president, *The Boston Globe* inadvertently illuminates the subtle distinctions embedded within Obama’s brand identity that despite the apparent differences draws parallels with Pope Francis and Vivienne Westwood.

Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood represent a complex public image that negotiates, and at times runs counter to the institutions they represent. Obama’s brand identity faced criticism during his presidency, evident in the media’s reaction to his recognition with the Nobel Peace Prize in 2009. His brand identity however was legitimized by the news media, who frequently placed Obama among the pantheon of American mythological figures like Abraham Lincoln and John F. Kennedy – an allegory that Obama himself worked to promote. Pope Francis’s election in 2013 symbolized an opportunity for the Catholic Church to rebrand itself, a process assisted by the overwhelming ecstatic media treatment Pope Francis received by both cultural commentators and the public in addition to his visibility on social media. The portrayal of Pope Francis in the 2019 film *The Two Popes*, along with subtle and indirect references to his persona in the HBO/Sky Atlantic limited television series *The Young Pope* (2016) and *The New Pope* (2020) offer opportunities to interrogate Pope Francis’s progressive brand identity. Westwood is commonly regarded as an influential fashion designer who shapes public opinion, but her

---

corporate brand identity is exploited by her critics to undermine her activism. Her status as a cultural icon functions in a manner similar to Obama and Pope Francis in that her brand is appropriated to serve an institutional role in promoting a consumable version of Britishness that can be easily marketed to global publics. The process of transforming Westwood into an icon of Britishness, however, masks the complex politics of identification that her work aims to subvert and negotiate.

The Obama Brand & The Nobel Prize: Negotiating a Global Identity

One of the challenges unique to Obama’s brand identity while president is that the traits and characteristics composing his image became entrenched into the popular imaginary prior to his election. Obama’s celebrity quickly developed after the 2004 Democratic National Convention keynote address and was assisted afterwards by magazine profiles in *O, The Oprah Magazine* and *Men’s Vogue*, multiple appearances on *The Oprah Winfrey Show*, and direct and indirect references to his rising status in television programs like *Gilmore Girls* and *The West Wing*. While there are presidents who were well-known prior to their election, such as John F. Kennedy and Ronald Regan, Obama’s celebrity prior to becoming president was unique because his image was influenced by dynamics of race and class, grounded within public discourses of accessibility and social reform, and circulated by digital technology and his campaign’s social media presence. The Black Eyes Peas’ will.i.am’s “Yes We Can” music video originally posted on YouTube – which remixed Obama’s concession speech from the New Hampshire primary that he lost to Hillary Clinton against a white and black backdrop juxtaposing images of Obama against celebrities like Scarlett Johansson, Tracee Ellis Ross, and John Legend – represented the campaign’s ability to create viral
promotional moments that instantly transformed Obama’s identity into an iconic brand.⁸

While Obama’s presidential campaign is often praised as revolutionary, Darren G. Lilleker admits that “Obama was simply engaging in an activity that has preoccupied probably all candidates for the US presidency: winning voters.”⁹ The success of Obama’s brand identity, particularly how it manifested during his presidential campaign, became itself a symbolic moment transcending the boundaries of an election campaign, illustrated by how slogans of “hope,” “change,” and “yes we can” became integrated into marketing rhetoric. Ad Age and the Association of National Advertisers awarded the Obama 2008 presidential campaign with “marketer of the year” designation, corresponding with the magnitude of commentaries in the print press and industry-specific marketing trade journals analyzing the symbolism of the “Obama brand.”¹⁰

---

⁸ Donald Trump is not the focus of this dissertation, but it is important to acknowledge that Trump’s brand identity personifies the escalating discourses of spectacle, celebrity, self-promotion, and branding in media and political culture. Douglas Kellner (2010) was optimistic about the diplomatic potentials of Obama’s identity as a celebrity politician. He credited Obama’s success to his campaign’s ability mobilizing digital technologies and social media platforms to connect with voters, which, at the time of the 2008 campaign, were relatively new and possessing unexplored cultural power and authority. Alison Hearn (2017) and Annelot Prins (2020), however, have both highlighted how platforms like Twitter, YouTube, and Facebook – integral to circulating Obama’s rising celebrity image and persona – created a media culture privileging practices of branding and promotion that enabled Trump to emerge as a celebrity politician. Drawing upon critiques by Sean Redmond (2010) and Lawrence Grossberg (2018) on the Obama campaign’s commodification of largescale hopelessness into an easily consumable idealistic vision and the political left’s embrace of the spectacle to advance their interests, Prins argues that Obama’s empty neoliberal rhetoric consequently produced an affective space for Trump’s campaign slogan and rhetoric to register with voters. In addition to Obama and Trump both framing themselves as “outsiders” to the inner workings of Washington, D.C.’s political environment, their campaigns relied upon the spectacle of iconic slogans that entered into the vernacular of popular culture. While they articulated widely different idealisms, “Yes We Can” and “Make America Great Again” were both conceptual slogans with messaging, symbolism, and imagery drawing upon socioeconomic anxieties about the economy. Despite their obvious differences, Trump’s dependence on branding to promote his persona and image during his pre-political endeavours, and his ability to leverage that capital to win the presidential election, is a testament to the intensifying relationship between celebrity, politics, and the media, an association effectively established by Obama and the construction of his brand identity. The success of Trump’s presidential campaign reinforces the spectacular power of the image in shaping brand identities in promotional culture, a process which subsequently minimizes the threat posed by negating biographical details or personal histories.


Obama’s brand identity is also inherently correlated with the larger cultural anxieties and apprehensions concerning domestic politics and the nation’s image in international relations. Analyzing the intertextuality of Shepard Fairey’s design art of Obama for the cover of Time’s 2008 “Person of the Year,” The Washington Post’s Philip Kennicott argues that “at a time when capitalism seems to be foundering on the rocks of risks, greed and general grumpiness, the image of Barack Obama has become a sterling brand, a reliable, iterable, trust-inspiring label slapped on our big box of collective anxiety.”¹¹ Kennicott’s analysis of the symbolic power of Obama’s image articulates Douglas Holt’s argument that iconic brands, like Obama, gain their potency by appeasing the anxieties that form “damaging tears in the cultural fabric of the nation.”¹² While his campaign’s incorporation of digital technology and celebrity worked to distinguish the candidate as youthful and energetic in comparison to Bush and McCain, Obama’s brand at the time of his election and inauguration was situated within the socioeconomic context of the larger identity crises facing the nation facilitated by the economic collapse as well as the nation’s deteriorating international image due to the ongoing wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and the ongoing protest over state-sanctioned torture at Guantanamo Bay.


¹² Douglas Holt, How Brands Become Icons, 8.
While Obama’s presidential campaign was largely based upon the illusion that he represented a new form of politics and governance by presenting himself as open and accessible, his decision to ban press photographers from official events signifies for Timothy R. Gleason and Sara S. Hansen Obama’s attempts to control how his image is communicated to the general public.  

Obama is not the first presidential candidate to attempt to offer a new vision for the nation; every politician regardless of party affiliation frames their campaign as a national rebranding effort. The brand identity of Obama’s 2008 campaign, for instance, largely signified a move away from the American exceptionalism that was characterized by the rhetoric of the “war on terror,” a theme that was central to the cultural politics of the previous Bush administration. By highlighting his childhood experiences in Indonesia and Hawaii and the global publicity garnered by his speech in Berlin during the 2008 campaign, Anna Hartnell argues that Obama’s efforts concerning a national rebranding attempted to reconcile “the relationships between race, nation, and religion in the United States in order to insinuate a certain kind of social justice narrative.”  

However, by promoting his presidential identity as a brand Obama elicits critical critique over the degree “to which style is elevated above substance.”  

While the branding of Obama as a global citizen helped promote his identity as a president who could unite racial and ethnic divisions within the context of both domestic politics and foreign policy, such optimism rarely translates into practice and ultimately illuminates the vulnerability of Obama’s brand identity.


15 Hartnell, “Rebranding America,” 143.
The idealism that positioned Obama as embodying the institutional identity as president to activate change – and the inevitable disenchantment such optimism elicits – was a prominent narrative reflected in media coverage of the October 2009 announcement of the decision to award him the Nobel Peace Prize. In the weeks prior to the announcement on October 9, late night comedy – a medium central to Obama’s brand – began interrogating the lack of progress on the key issues of Obama’s campaign; both *Saturday Night Live* and *The Daily Show* mocked Obama’s frequent use of the “full plate” metaphor in response to liberal critics who accused him of inaction toward repealing the Clinton Administration’s Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell policy and introducing healthcare reform, while Jay Leno sarcastically defended the president as a hesitater, noting, “it took five months to decide on a puppy.”16 It is within this context that Obama’s Nobel Peace Prize announcement was dismissed by critics as empty and meaningless, consequently conferring support to his Republican opposition as evidence of high expectations despite political inexperience.17 The comments made by England’s national football team manager in a post-game interview after a television commentor awarded David Beckham player-of-the-game honours despite entering the match at the 59-minute mark – “Yes, I was a bit surprised. I just thought it was like Obama getting the Nobel Peace Prize after eight months as President” – were widely reported by the British press and articulated the occasional comedic framing of the Nobel committee’s selection of Obama.18

---

In a guest editorial for *The New York Times* praising the recognition, U2’s Bono argued that the competing perceptions of Obama’s image—the “fantasy version of the president” juxtaposed against the “virtual Obama” and the “real Obama”—are essentially projections imagining his potential to rebrand America amidst the national identity crisis he inherited upon taking office. Obama’s self-awareness over how his recognition was viewed by the public was reflected by his tweet, “Humbled,” and expanded upon in his official statement in which he concedes that the award should be viewed as “an affirmation of American leadership on behalf of aspirations held by people in all nations.” His statement alludes to the idealistic imagery shaping his multiple personas discussed by Bono, and more significantly, indirectly acknowledges the function of his brand identity at both the domestic and international level. The October 2009 Nobel Peace Prize announcement corresponded with the annual release of the Anholt-GfK Roper Nation Brands Index, where the United States moved into the top ranking from seventh place the previous year. Notwithstanding the dire state of the economy, “the American electorate’s decision to vote in President Obama has given the United States the status of the world’s most-admired country.” Such examples of reactions to the Nobel Peace Prize announcement present Obama’s image—his personal brand identity—as a platform to recontextualize the narratives defining America’s global reputation. In the examples of the Nobel Peace Prize and Nations Brand Index, the personal brand of

Obama overpowers that of the nation to the point where both levels of branding become synonymous with each other and work to mask the realities of how such imagery translates into practice.

**Branding Obama’s Presidential Image Within Institutional Identities of Kennedy & Lincoln**

As the president of the United States, Obama embodies an institutional identity representative of a multifaceted symbolic history in visual culture that directly informs the imagery shaping his brand in public discourse. Despite the immense power exerted by the position, it is not given that a president will become an iconic figure. Rather it is due to shifts in the social, political, and economic climate that helps elevate and bestow presidents like Lincoln, Kennedy, and Obama with their iconic status. Comparing Obama’s charisma, rhetoric, policies, and political persona to previous presidents, especially Lincoln and Kennedy, helps create an intertextual narrative that brands Obama’s iconicity within the imagery and discourses that shape mythologies central to national identity. Technological advancements in communicative media have worked to strengthen the symbolic authority of the visual power of the American president in public discourse, with Gregory Frame arguing that from “John F. Kennedy’s televised press conferences to the present saturation of our television and computer screens with images of the president… the image of the American presidency is at the forefront of our consciousness.” He emphasizes Obama’s dependence upon the mythological legacy of

---


Kennedy in the formation of his brand identity. Contending that the Kennedy iconography has maintained its iconic power despite criticisms that continue to emerge regarding his questionable politics and tumultuous personal life in the decades following his assassination, Frame argues that Obama’s 2008 campaign purposely incorporated the idealistic imagery and motifs associated with the deceased president to signify his presidential authority to a citizenry unfamiliar with his political identity. Obama’s decision to visit Europe as a presidential candidate in 2008, and in particular his “iconic” and “historic” speech in Berlin delivered to a crowd of over 200,000 people, worked to legitimize his brand identity at the institutional level. In an attempt to trademark himself as the figure best equipped to rebrand the international image of the United States, Obama’s speech was dependent upon the cultural and political memory of Kennedy’s 1963 speech in West Berlin, “Ich bin ein Berliner.”

While the association between Kennedy and Obama within the frame of Berlin and American exceptionalism assisted in authenticating Obama’s institutional identity as president, the branding of Obama within the legacy of his predecessor was dependent upon discourses of domesticity. During NBC’s 2008 election night broadcast, Brian Williams stated, “There will be young children in the White House for the first time since the Kennedy generation”; the fact that his statement overlooks other White House children in the post-Kennedy generation, like Amy Carter and Chelsea Clinton, is evocative of the ways in which the iconicity of certain presidents reproduces their legacy.

---

and image within the popular imaginary.\textsuperscript{26} Obama’s admission during his victory speech of a promise made to his children to get a puppy after the election reinforced discourses of domesticity that branded Obama within the narrative of Kennedy during the transition, in which a dog was portrayed as a part of their relatable personas despite a longstanding history of presidential pets.\textsuperscript{27} A common framing tactic employed by entertainment media and online publications like \textit{HuffPost}, images of the Obama family were often juxtaposed against the Kennedys to illustrate their institutional identities in what \textit{Vanity Fair} describes as “standard-bearers for a renewed American hope.”\textsuperscript{28} \textit{Vanity Fair} illustrated the similar fashion sensibilities of Michelle Obama to Jackie Kennedy, while \textit{HuffPost} conducted a “fashion face-off” between the “two ‘cool’ presidents,” in particular highlighting the resemblance of Obama and Kennedy in photographs from their young adulthoods.\textsuperscript{29} A more candid and spontaneous image captured by official White House photographer Pete Souza after he saw Sasha Obama sneaking into the Oval Office and hiding behind a couch during his first year of his term became one of the early viral moments of Obama’s presidency. Media reporting compared the playful moment between Obama and Sasha with the image of John F. Kennedy Jr. hiding in his father’s desk; headlines branded the Souza’s photograph as “Kennedy-like” and \textit{The Guardian} included the image as part of a larger review illuminating the comparable domesticity of


the Kennedys and the Obamas, such as playing on the swing set outside of the Oval Office and family picnics during summer vacations in Maine.30

While the branding of Obama within the legacy of Kennedy was primarily mediated by photographic images, Obama’s rhetoric and political persona was greatly influenced by Lincoln. The mythical construction of Lincoln as a signifier of national unity is commonly promoted by popular culture, such as in the rhetoric employed by and associated with Obama, and in doing so, obscured conversations concerning the racial inequalities of his politics from the mainstream consciousness. Demonstrated through Obama’s campaign speeches that employ rhetoric of national unity and overcoming differences, Chris Marshall argues that Obama’s continued reliance upon Lincoln’s iconography functions as a “mythical presidential self-fashioning which places him firmly within the context of America’s long struggle to overcome injustice and inequality.”31 The allegorical status bestowed upon Lincoln is an important textual reference for Obama, who also commonly evokes the imagery and rhetoric of the iconic figure to signify his presidential identity to the larger American public. The decision to announce his presidential campaign in Springfield, Illinois was a deliberate decision to situate Obama’s political image, who despite his growing celebrity and self-promotion might still have been unfamiliar to some, within the hegemonic metanarrative of Lincoln to help mediate his brand identity. While he made numerous references to Lincoln’s “House Divided” speech throughout his remarks, the political persona shaping Obama’s

brand identity was reinforced through the visual imagery of Obama standing outside the Old State Capital and the ensuing media coverage connecting his symbolism, rhetoric, and oratory ability along with a similar career history to the larger mythology of Lincoln entrenched within popular culture. Obama cited his desire to emulate Lincoln’s bipartisan approach in his first public interview as president-elect on 60 Minutes, which the press subsequently drew upon to brand the connotative messaging behind Obama’s appointment of his primary opponent Hillary Clinton as Secretary of State by claiming that his decision was symbolic of Lincoln’s preference for working alongside his adversaries.

Strategic choices like using Lincoln’s bible during the swearing-in ceremony for his first inauguration were more deliberate articulations of his brand identity. Obama’s decision following the inauguration to return a bust of Winston Churchill back to the United Kingdom, gifted to the White House by Tony Blair after the September 11 terrorist attacks, in favour of displaying sculptures of Abraham Lincoln and Martin Luther King Jr. represents for Hartnell a strategic decision symbolizing the motifs, rhetoric, and imagery characterizing Obama’s rebranding of national identity and a shift away from imperial discourses associated with Great Britain and Europe. Replacing the bust of Winston Churchill with Martin Luther King Jr. is specifically cited by Michelle Obama in her memoir Becoming as an example of how the couple attempted to democratize the White House through the removal of more traditionally highbrow and

34 Hartnell, “Rebranding America,” 144.
elitist artwork.\textsuperscript{35} The symbolic emphasis placed upon Lincoln and King Jr. in constructing his brand identity is echoed by the rhetorical references to both figures in Obama’s 2008 victory speech in addition to stacking Lincoln’s bible atop King’s travelling bible during the publicly held swearing-in ceremony for his second inauguration, which also occurred on Martin Luther King Jr. Day due to the traditional date, January 20, falling upon a Sunday.\textsuperscript{36}

The imagery of Lincoln remained a vital reference for Obama, particularly towards the end of his presidency. His 2012 re-election victory speech again drew upon Lincoln’s legacy of working alongside the opposition to overcome political divide, a sentiment that gained traction in popular culture with the release of Steven Spielberg’s \textit{Lincoln}; critics drew parallels to the congressional pushback received by Lincoln to abolishing slavery with Obama’s struggle in implementing the Affordable Care Act.\textsuperscript{37}

Having worked on the screenplay since the onset of Obama’s political persona, \textit{Lincoln} screenwriter Tony Kushner encouraged reading the film through the contemporary outlook of the debates, issues, and challenges unique to the Obama administration, alluding to the continuing wars and aftermath of the economic recession: “I’ve watched the Obama presidency through the lens of looking at Lincoln…the mess that Obama inherited from the previous administration is as great as anything an American president other than Lincoln has faced.”\textsuperscript{38} Obama hosted a private screening of the film at the

\textsuperscript{35} Obama, \textit{Becoming}, 309-310.
\textsuperscript{38} Lacey, “Spielberg’s Lincoln Holds a Mirror Up to Barack Obama.”
White House for staffers and cast and crew members prior to its general release, and praised Spielberg’s depiction of politics and democracy as inherently “messy” on a December 30, 2012 appearance on Meet the Press.39 Obama’s final State of the Union address in January 2016 thematically borrows from Lincoln’s 1862 address to Congress and directly cites the passage “dogmas of the quiet past”; in their review of his speech, Politico refers to the “cameo appearance” of reemerging Lincolnesque rhetoric as “a favorite source back in 2008,” evoking a metaphorical bookend to frame the final year of Obama’s presidency.40 After the 2018 unveiling of Obama’s official portrait by Kehinde Wiley for the National Portrait Gallery (on February 12, the date of Lincoln’s birthday) which depicts Obama sitting in an armchair against a garden backdrop with flowers signifying his biographical connection to Africa, Hawaii, and the United States, art historian Paul Staiti highlighted the subtle reference to George H.W. Healy’s paintings “The Peacemakers” and “Abraham Lincoln.” Arguing that since very few presidential portraits draw influence from Lincoln, Wiley’s portrait of Obama symbolically connects the legacies of two iconic presidents within narratives of slavery, racism, and the “fulfillment of promise.”41

Obama’s Ubiquitous Presidency: Debating How to Define His Iconic Brand Identity

The labour involved in maintaining Obama’s individual and institutional brand identities represents what Joshua M. Scacco and Kevin Coe refer to as the ubiquitous

presidency. Applying notions of the rhetorical presidency to the nation’s changing demographics and unique characteristics of the contemporary digital media landscape, Scacco and Coe argue that the ubiquitous presidency functions as a paradigm in which “the president creates a nearly constant and highly visible communicative presence in political and nonpolitical arenas of American life through the use of mass as well as targeted media. This shift is born of a necessity to compensate for changes to the public, the media, rhetorical goals, and political content.”  

Referencing key moments like his appearance on *Between Two Ferns with Zach Galifianakis* to promote the Affordable Care Act, releasing year-end lists of his favourite films, albums, and books, and inviting Lin-Manuel Miranda to perform early drafts of songs that would later become part of *Hamilton*, *The New York Times*’ Wesley Morris argues that “Barack Obama’s performance as president – meaning the performance he gave in the role of president of the United States – was flawless.”  

His description of the Obama presidency as a performance illustrates the larger cultural dynamics focused on self-promotion and celebrity that shaped Obama’s brand identity. In a similar commentary reflecting on the cultural trends and motifs associated his presidency, Ian Bogost critiques in *The Atlantic* Obama’s image as the “first social-media president.” Arguing that though Obama successfully utilized technological advancements and the proliferation of social media networks to advance his political persona, his digital presence masked the role that his administration played in strengthening practices of surveillance capitalism, writing:

> While the first social media presidency was busy tweeting and Snapchattting, supposedly for public engagement, it did precious little to address the impacts of these and other effects of technology on the American public as matters of public

---


policy. Ultimately, history will judge the 44th president, online and off. But instead of the “first social media presidency,” I wonder if Obama’s legacy won’t instead be that of the “cool dad presidency.” What people liked about Obama’s relationship to technology is that it was so much like their own. Obama was relatable and with-it. He clutched his smartphone as much as anyone. He could make a post go viral and deserve it. But maybe what America needed from 2009 to 2017 wasn’t a cool dad to tweet and stream alongside its citizens. Maybe it needed a guardian to watch and safeguard it against its own worst habits. 44

Bogost’s reference to Obama as the “cool dad presidency” reflects how the events commonly referenced in relation to his persona, such as his attachment to his BlackBerry and criticizing Kanye West’s action at the MTV Video Music Awards, overpowered policy to become the main forces structuring his brand identity.

In comparison to George W. Bush’s persona that was dependent upon cowboy imagery and conservative Christianity rooted in simplistic binaries of good and evil that defined his administration’s “War on Terror,” W.J.T. Mitchell argues that “Obama’s image, by contrast, is much more difficult to specify. It comes in and out of focus. The Obama ‘icon’ is an ambiguous and self-conscious image, a figure of multicultural and interracial hybridity.” 45 Mitchell’s argument reflecting on the first few years of Obama’s presidency as to why it can be difficult to explicitly identify the traits and characteristics shaping Obama’s image draws parallels to the similar challenge in distinguishing the iconic moment of his presidency. The passing of the Affordable Care Act and the killing of Osama bin Laden are commonly cited as two of his more prominent domestic and foreign policy achievements, yet in retrospectives of Obama at the conclusion of his administration, these specific occurrences were seldomly hailed as especially iconic.


The conclusion of Obama’s presidency in January 2017 sparked countless opinion pieces, reflections, and commentaries debating his presidential legacy that inevitably occur following the conclusion of a president’s tenure. Ta-Nehisi Coates approaches his critical essay on the legacy of the Obama presidency, “My President Was Black,” within the context of the influence of popular culture in public discourse, arguing that “if Obama’s enormous symbolic power draws primarily from being the country’s first Black president, it also draws from his membership in hip-hop’s foundational generation.”\footnote{Coates, \textit{We Were Eight Years in Power}, 294.} Although critical of his rhetoric towards the Black community, Coates argues that Obama’s image counteracted racially-coded derogatory stereotypes about Black Americans, and his ability to do so was dependent upon his cultural awareness, a vernacular that helped him shift between the predominantly Black locker rooms of the National Basketball Association to the couches of late night talk shows hosted by Jimmy Fallon and David Letterman. Obama’s proficiency in performing towards different spheres constitutes what Patrick B. Oray believes to be his greatest political skill that was especially prevalent during the 2008 presidential campaign, arguing that Obama “presents himself as professorial, cool, elitist, a hip-hop icon, a sex symbol, an inheritor
of the civil rights movements, racial healer, black (to some, too much; for others, not enough), authentic, and an outsider. While some have accused Obama of being a political flip-flopper, it must be said that Obama embodies what any good brand should—flexibility.⁴⁸ These traits and characteristics identified by Oray that came to define his image (and evident in genuine interactions like the Baby Pope moment) were primarily solidified prior to his presidential election. The power in Obama’s brand worked to merge the more symbolic aspects of his persona with his political platform that many hoped would be applied to his approach to policy and governance. Obama’s brand identity has successfully preserved the power and authority of his image, yet the blurring of his persona and political platform into one entity is what consequently elicits frustration from some critics regarding the lack of progressive reform that was originally imagined following his election.

**Leveraging The Obama Image into a Post-Presidential Brand**

Acknowledging that the Obamas are active agents in the management of their public image, Caroline Brown analyses Michelle Obama’s media appearances to explore how as First Lady she simultaneously performs, challenges, and negotiates the ideological boundaries governing representations of race, gender, class, national identity, and motherhood. While she primarily focuses on the branding efforts undertaken to transform Michelle Obama’s persona following the hostility garnered by racist and derogatory criticism during the 2008 presidential campaign, Brown contextualizes the couple’s image consciousness as a “machine,” arguing that their “manipulation of

---

commodity culture with its slew of icons, competing loyalties, and easily contained and disseminated messages has made the Obamas an attractive and lucrative product whose personal magnetism and social capital magnify the appeal of their political message.\textsuperscript{49} Brown’s contextualization of the Obamas highlights the way in which they have leveraged their images into a cohesive brand identity, particularly within the context of their work since leaving office. Contracts with Netflix and Spotify to stream content created by their production company Higher Ground Productions alongside the extensive promotional tour for Michelle Obama’s 2018 memoir \textit{Becoming} (that formed the basis for the 2020 documentary of the same name) illustrate their ability to leverage the brand identity that has developed since the 2004 Democratic National Convention keynote address into a post-presidential career that distinguishes the couple from their predecessors.\textsuperscript{50}

In an episode of the web drama series, \textit{The Good Fight}, that imagines an alternate reality where Hillary Clinton won the 2016 presidential election, lawyer Diane Lockhart describes to colleagues the atrocities of the Trump presidency, especially highlighting the rise of racism, xenophobia, and anti-Semitism. When asked by disbelieving colleagues how the Obamas responded to these injustices, Diane explains, “they had an overall deal with Netflix.”\textsuperscript{51} \textit{The Good Fight} connotes a critique of their post-presidential careers, yet the reference also speaks to the vast symbolic power and cultural, economic, and social capital derived from the Obamas’ brand identity and their ability to exert control over the


\textsuperscript{50} Joe Pompeo, “‘It’s Got The Democratic Halo, But There’s This Bourgeois Element’: Meet The Obamoguls,” \textit{The Atlantic}, January 16, 2020.

\textsuperscript{51} \textit{The Good Fight}, “The Gang Deals with Alternate Reality,” \textit{The Good Fight}, CBS All Access, April 9, 2020, written by Robert King and Michelle King, directed by Brooke Kennedy.
politics shaping image and representation in public discourse. Although book deals, speaking tours, and other public engagements have been popular endeavours for other past presidents, the Obamas’ expansion of this template coincides with the narratives and symbolism that defined the political aspect of their identities. In reference to their foray into content production, Obama provided a frame of reference to the public to process their post-presidential career: “One way of looking at what we’ve both been doing for the last 20 years, maybe most of our careers, was to tell stories. You want to be in relationships with people, and connect with them, and work together with them.”

The discourse of connectivity emphasized by Obama unites the endeavours defining his pre-presidential persona, such as his early memoirs, with the forthcoming activities that are disconnected from his emphasis on civic duty and social reform. Though they have undertaken numerous activities supporting civic initiatives and causes since leaving office, including Michelle Obama’s work with the non-partisan organization When We All Vote promoting voter registration, the Obamas’ venture into content creation has become a vital extension of their political image to further cultivate their brand identities. The Obamas’ embrace of their professional persona as storytellers represents a larger career trend by creative public figures like Reese Witherspoon, Beyoncé, and Prince Harry and Meghan Markle to transfer the social, cultural, and celebrity capital accumulated by their brand identities to produce content with a focus on representing communities and experiences previously neglected by politics, media, and other institutional realms.

---

52 Pompeo, “‘It’s Got The Democratic Halo, But There’s This Bourgeois Element.’”
Pope Francis & The Brand Identity of the Catholic Church

In recognition of the tenth anniversary of her bestselling text *No Logo: Taking Aim at the Brand Bullies*, Naomi Klein applies the logic of consumer branding that was the focus of her analysis on corporations such as Starbucks to Obama’s status as a “superbrand” promoting the idea of America. Contending that the multiple and intersecting crises damaging the nation’s reputation is attributed to failures and catastrophes in branding, Klein argues that

When Obama was sworn in as president, the American brand could scarcely have been more battered – Bush was to his country what New Coke was to Coca-Cola, what cyanide in the bottles had been to Tylenol. Yet Obama, in what was perhaps the most successful rebranding campaign of all time, managed to turn things around… it seemed that the United States government *could* solve its reputation problems with branding – it’s just that it needed a branding campaign and product spokesperson sufficiently hip, young and exciting to compete in today’s tough market.54

Klein’s analysis of Obama’s symbolic power as a brand reveals a valuable public relations template also applicable to Pope Francis and the authority of his image in rebranding the Catholic Church after years of scandal and criticism. There are obvious differences between the two public figures – such as Obama’s racial identity as a Black man and Pope Francis being elected by a conclave representing power and hierarchy rather than a democratic vote – that are imperative to how their image circulates in public discourse. Following Klein’s argument, the election of the ‘progressive’ Pope Francis offered a unique opportunity to counteract the damaged reputation of the Catholic Church.

---
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compared with the strict doctrinal approach of Pope Benedict XVI, frequently alluded to by the media as “God’s rottweiler.”\textsuperscript{55} The transformation of Obama into a commodity promoting the ideals symbolic of the United States as an institutional brand created a space in popular culture for Pope Francis to emerge as an invaluable brand identity functioning in a comparable manner for the Catholic Church.

The tenure of Pope Benedict XVI was an extremely turbulent period for the Catholic Church due to numerous scandals and his conservative approach to doctrine and tradition embodied by his resolute support for the use of Latin during mass, leading to numerous indictments within the media of an institution experiencing a fundamental identity crisis. Pope Benedict XVI’s retirement and the conclave electing Jorge Bergoglio to the papacy elicited numerous media commentaries about the symbolism and institutional significance behind these decisions. Writing from a marketing perspective, one notable opinion published by \textit{Forbes} noted that, “Pope Francis will need some rock-solid branding skills. He’ll have to have a strong personal brand, a vision for the church’s brand in the 2010s and beyond, and an understanding of how outside forces might conspire to brand him.”\textsuperscript{56} The significance of \textit{Forbes’} statement is how it outlines the different, and at times competing, brands that form Pope Francis’s personal and institutional identities. Although focusing specifically on Pope Benedict XVI’s handling of the continuing fallout from the sex abuse scandal, \textit{The Boston Globe}’s James Carroll’s addresses the crisis plaguing the Church as an institutional structure that provides an


interesting perspective in regard to the importance of branding to Pope Francis’s symbolic authority and power:

The whole Catholic Church seems to be in crisis, but what is really at stake here is the collapse not of Catholicism, but of Catholic fundamentalism….the raising of religious barricades against tides of change…Today’s Vatican presides as center of a commend society with global reach, attempting to exert absolute control over all aspects of Catholic life…Despite the impression that even many Catholics have, such papal dominance is a modern phenomenon…the pope replaced Jesus Christ as the face of the Church, and the more the pontiff was attacked, the more papal loyalty defined the core Catholic value.57

While the intent is to provide a historical overview of the hegemonic power of the papacy, Carroll’s commentary illuminates how discourses of branding have become an important element to the Catholic Church in a manner similar to other institutional structures, such as the role of Obama in creating a rejuvenated image of the American presidency after the end of the Bush administration. More significantly, Carroll frames the pope as a brand identity symbolic of the institution he represents, a logic that is responsible for how Pope Francis’s image circulates not only in religious circles but larger media culture.

The Role of Religion in Brand Culture

Religions like Catholicism are not often considered as brands in ways comparable to corporate entities such as Apple, Nike, or Starbucks. Much like Judaism and Islam, Catholicism is unique to each particular region in which the religion is practiced since at the local level the institution is shaped by the intersections of local history and culture. Although the discursive relationship between religion and brand culture in relation to Catholicism has been largely overlooked, research specific to marketing has applied the logic and techniques of branding to analyze the organizational structure of the Catholic

church. Madalena Abreu, Tom Barth, and Dominic Baster, Shirley Beresford, and Brian Jones each argue that the Catholic church functions as a brand by providing a public service influenced by tradition, offering structure, interaction, and meaning for the larger community that assist in practices of identity construction.58 In his analysis of the rise of nation branding to influence the imagery and feelings associated with different countries, however, Peter van Ham labels the Catholic Church as a “super brand” in possession of the “oldest and most recognized logo in the world, the crucifix.”59 Unlike the simple cross associated with Protestants, Diane Winston reinforces van Ham’s argument by contending that the Catholic crucifix depicting the corpus is the religious symbol commonly depicted within visual culture (and a motif popularized by celebrities like Madonna), thereby strengthening the institution’s status as a super brand.60

Commentaries about Pope Francis’s role in rebranding the Catholic Church represent another instance of religion maintaining visibility within both public discourse and larger brand culture. Responding to the rhetorical question of why The Passion of the Christ – produced, co-written, and directed by Mel Gibson, a practicing Catholic – became a cinematic phenomenon when released in 2004, Mara Einstein argues that the success of the film illuminates the tensions behind the reasoning that religion is inherently a private matter. Although Western society, and in particular the United States,

continues to be a relatively religious nation, the practice of faith has shifted in a post-
September 11th cultural landscape with the growth of a brand culture around practices of
Prosperity Christianity and New Age spirituality. In a chaotic consumer landscape that
prioritizes individual discourses of spirituality and self-improvement, Einstein argues that
faith brands, which she defines as religious-based products and services that form a larger
corporate strategy, help institutions reach new consumers while also contributing to the
reproduction of their symbolic authority. For Stuart Hoover, faith-based consumer
products, such as papal merchandise including Pope Francis bobbleheads, are important
cultural artefacts since they create a religious space for individuals “turning to a largely
commodified inventory of symbols, values and ideas out of which they appropriate those
which fit best into senses of themselves.” Along with other spiritual trends like the red
string bracelets associated with Kabbalah that became fashionable after being worn by
celebrities like Madonna, The Passion of the Christ symbolizes for Einstein how
practices and expressions of faith are highly visible in popular culture due to the logic of
branding and consumer capitalism yet religion itself is still considered an unmentionable
topic in public discourse.

The marketing of religion is not a new phenomenon, and scholars such as R.
Lawrence Moore, James Twitchell, and Kathryn Lofton have addressed the intersections
between branding, consumer culture, and practices of faith. Advertisements selling
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bibles that appeared in newspapers, flyers, and pamphlets following the invention of the printing press demonstrate in Einstein’s analysis of faith brands that religion has always been subject to the discourse of marketing and promotion within consumer society.\textsuperscript{65} However, Einstein argues that the way in which the market for religious promotional products has intensified in consumer culture is a recent occurrence corresponding to changes in how individuals practice their faith.\textsuperscript{66} Einstein summarizes the cultural impact of faith brands:

> The interdependence between religion and marketing in our culture seems almost inevitable, and there are striking similarities between these cultural forms. These institutions both rely on storytelling, meaning making, and a willingness of people to believe in what is intellectually unbelievable. Religion creates meaning through myths, rituals, and practices; marketing creates meaning through advertising and shopping. Religion is the acceptance of a belief system; marketing is the acceptance of beliefs about products. Religions have faith communities; marketing has brand communities. Religion has become a product; products have become religions.\textsuperscript{67}

Arguing that all spiritual traditions are examples of “commodity practices,” Einstein contends that branding is an important element for religious institutions like Catholicism since despite their apparent differences, they offer essentially the same service. Advertising, branding, and other promotional tactics help to create the powerful, and at times, derogatory associations between a religion and its larger community of practice, such as stereotypes about Catholics as impoverished working-class immigrants.\textsuperscript{68}

**Pope Francis and the Rebranding of the Catholic Church**

The 2013 election of Pope Francis prompted numerous conversations within press coverage of the conclave regarding the symbolic values promoted by his brand identity,

\textsuperscript{65} Einstein, \textit{Brands of Faith}, 4-5.
\textsuperscript{66} Einstein, \textit{Brands of Faith}, 5 and 13.
\textsuperscript{67} Einstein, \textit{Brands of Faith}, 78.
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particularly in regard to the characteristics associated with image rather than policy.

Writing for the *Financial Times*, fashion critic Vanessa Friedman identified the significance of branding as an important, and often unacknowledged, communicative power for global leaders like Pope Francis that manifests through his wardrobe and vestments:

Pope Francis hasn’t really had a chance to do anything in terms of influencing doctrine – except appear in moments broadcast to millions. Whether or not they can understand what he is saying without the aid of the newscasters who act as intermediaries, they can all make their own assumption based on how he looks. There was a very clear rationale behind his decision to eschew the more fancy, ermine-trimmed red and purple robes of Pope Benedict in favour of plain white vestments; to swap the gold cross for an iron version. The choices telegraphed the importance of humility; the importance of recognizing and working with the poor; and the need, in a time of austerity, to acknowledge the suffering and deprivations of others. It was a discrete but unmistakable announcement of a new agenda, using the tools most immediately and least aggressively available.69

Like other faith traditions and practices, symbolism has always been integral to the Catholic church. Press reporting on the legacy of Pope Benedict XVI acknowledges his conspicuous taste in fashion accessories like Gucci sunglasses and his fondness for his red Prada shoes; news of Pope Benedict XVI’s retirement was met with flippant commentary on his fashion sense, with *The Guardian* characterizing him as a “fashion-forward” pontiff who “provided the Vatican with a strong sartorial voice.”70 Friedman conversely characterizes Francis’s papal vestments and accessories as representative of the Catholic Church’s ability to utilize such attire as a symbolically powerful form of

---

communication. Pope Francis’s modest vestments and preference for sandals instead of the red shoes correlated to the papacy in visual culture gained cultural traction in a global socioeconomic climate defined by austerity and ongoing recovery after the 2008-2009 financial crisis, leading to men’s magazine *Esquire* declaring him their “best dressed man of 2013.” Friedman’s commentary more significantly alludes to Pope Francis’s awareness over the role of the press in communicating his brand identity to the public, particularly since he was predominantly unknown at the time of his election. Embodying the opulence typically associated with his position by choosing to wear the lavish vestments preferred by Pope Benedict would not correspond with the modest symbolism evoked by his papal name.

The branding of Pope Francis’s identity as cool was a major narrative characterizing the coverage of Pope Francis’s 2015 visit to the United States. Constituting a media event at a comparable scale to Barack Obama’s first presidential inauguration in January 2009, Pope Francis’s “historic” visit to Philadelphia, New York City, and Washington, D.C. was celebrated on newsstands with multiple national magazines releasing special commemorative issues. *Time, Newsweek, Life,* and *National Geographic* published special collector’s issues, and more notably, *US Weekly,* a celebrity tabloid known for paparazzi images and gossip, marked the occasion of the pope’s visit with a 72-page edition with content typically found in celebrity coverage including previous romantic relationships and his fondness for maintaining his personal appointment diary. Pope Francis’s tour coincided with Trevor Noah’s debut as the new

---

host of the satirical news program *The Daily Show*, who referenced the visit in his first episode by comparing the pontiff to “a young Bernie Sanders.” Significant attention was also directed towards Pope Francis’s popemobile, a black Fiat 500L, that personified the discourses of humility and modesty that formed the narrative employed by the press to communicate Pope Francis’s persona to the public following his election, with the *Los Angeles Times* arguing that such symbolism “resonated as powerfully as any of his speeches.” Other commentaries analyzed how the success of Pope Francis’s image in rebranding the Catholic Church as a more tolerant and inclusive institution on issues such as immigration, which gained notable traction within the context of the xenophobia characterizing Donald Trump campaign for the then-upcoming campaign to receive the Republican nomination for the 2016 presidential election.

The media reception of his election along with the spectacle of the American visit signify the success of Pope Francis in communicating a brand identity that reinforced the symbolic authority of the pontiff as an institutional identity and leader in global affairs. It is within this social context that the debut of the 2018 exhibit *Heavenly Bodies: Fashion and the Catholic Imagination* at New York City’s Metropolitan Museum of Art connotes a noteworthy transformation of the Catholic Church’s public image, and more critically,

---

illuminates the immensely powerful role that Pope Francis’s brand identity contributes to how the institution is perceived within popular culture and public discourse. The exhibit was sponsored by Donatella Versace, whose brother Gianni heavily incorporated Catholic imagery into his fashion designs, and American billionaire and prominent Republican contributor Stephen A. Schwarzman; in his sponsors’ statement Schwarzman indirectly acknowledges that *Heavenly Bodies* is a result of the collective goodwill generated by Pope Francis, or more precisely, his public image.\(^76\) Rev. James Martin, a Jesuit priest and communications consultant for the Vatican, provided commentary regarding *Heavenly Bodies* to entertainment website *Refinery 29* specifically on the symbolic power of Pope Francis to function as the Catholic Church’s most effective instrument in the institution’s rebranding efforts, arguing that “the primary image of the Catholic priest in 2002 was the pedophile. The primary image of the Catholic priest in 2018 is Pope Francis. That’s a sea of change.”\(^77\) His comments reflect the symbolic power of Pope Francis’s branding efforts, including the way in which he has integrated his environmental platform into his public persona, to shift mainstream criticism away from the issues that have plagued the church in the last few decades. Criticism of Pope Francis does exist, but the image of his radical potential that has shaped his media representation predominantly overshadows legitimate questions concerning issues like the role of women in the church and disappointment over his silence in response to emerging sexual abuse allegations.\(^78\)

---


\(^77\) Coughlin, “Has Catholicism Earned This ‘Fashion’ Moment?”

Pope Francis and Social Media

While Obama is popularly regarded as the first “social media president” since his campaign’s incorporation of digital technology is a key aspect of his political persona, Pope Francis has significantly greater engagement with his followers on Twitter through the metrics of retweets and likes than any other global political or religious leader. Media reports compare Pope Francis’s social media followers to celebrities like Kim Kardashian, yet his success on Twitter embodies Twitter’s Manager of Social Innovation Claire Diaz-Ortiz’s argument that “a religious leader might have 1/50th the number of followers of a large celebrity but can still generate more retweets and more favorites and more engagement.”79 One of the criticisms directed towards the label of Obama as the “first social media president” is that the technologies he is praised for utilizing became commonplace during his two presidential terms, a claim that assumes Twitter, YouTube, and other digital media would have been integrated into the communicative strategies of any president during this particular period. While Pope Benedict XVI created the @pontifex Twitter handle, the account flourished under Francis’s direction, with Twitter growing exponentially in the years following his election. Twitter represents an appropriate platform for Pope Francis, since as Michael J. O’Loughlin argues, the character limit imposed by Twitter corresponds with the pontiff’s succinct and accessible homilies and public addresses that are symbolic of his brand identity.80 For instance, The Washington Post’s Michelle Boorstein highlights Pope Francis’s tweet – “The earth, our

home, is beginning to look more and more like an immense pile of filth” – as an example of his “digestible, punchy online style”; the post singled out by Boorstein is directly borrowed from *Laudato Si’*, reflecting Pope Francis’s ability to incorporate outlandish rhetoric to draw attention to his advocacy efforts.\textsuperscript{81}

Pope Francis, however, does not create the tweets posted on his account, which are formed by the Vatican communications team based upon ideas offered by the pontiff. The question of authorship corresponds to Obama’s Twitter account which, despite being launched in March 2007 to assist with the presidential campaign, did not post his first solely authored tweet until he commemorated Father’s Day on June 19, 2011. The tweet was authenticated with the initials “BO,” a practice that would be carried forward in both Barrack and Michelle Obama’s Twitter profiles to their signify personal posts.\textsuperscript{82} There is a more general understanding that a politician’s social media accounts are curated by their communication team, a presumption evident by the lack of surprise and gentle mocking generated by Obama’s 2009 admission at a technology symposium that “I have never used Twitter,” despite being one of the most followed public figures on the platform. The irony of the statement was compounded by Obama’s well-known fondness for technology, particularly his BlackBerry, that constituted a dominant narrative in structuring his brand identity during the 2008 election and into the reporting of the inauguration.\textsuperscript{83}

\textsuperscript{82} Obama, Twitter post, June 19, 2011, 1:49 p.m., https://twitter.com/BarackObama/status/82505176849711104.
While at times subject to criticism concerning authenticity, the idea of a politician, even those whose personas are dependent upon claims to authenticity such as Obama, employing a team to manage their image has become more naturalized in public discourse than the marketing and communications management of the pontiff. The idea of a pontiff conferring with public relations consultants has not been visualized in popular culture in a manner similar to documentaries like *The War Room* and *By The People* and television series like *The West Wing* and *Scandal* (in addition to political consultants like David Axelrod regularly featured on news networks during election cycles for commentary and analysis), which glamorize the role of communication advisors and strategists in crafting a politician’s brand identity and persona. Following his February 2007 campaign announcement and election to the presidency, significant media coverage was directed towards dissecting the selection, strategy, and contributions of Obama’s advisors and communications staff (including features on his primary consultant David Axelrod and Facebook co-founder Chris Hughes) in designing the innovative approach to campaigning through digital and social media that resulted in powerful financial and grassroot organizing.\(^4\) It is the lack of knowledge and representation concerning the communication strategy of religious institutions and the ensuing naiveté among the public that make the scenes focusing on the Vatican’s chief of marketing in *The Young Pope* jarring for viewers, with the storyline relying on the larger

social myth of the pope as a spiritual figure unpreoccupied by the wordily political and
corporate practices of image and brand management.

Pope Francis’s presence on Twitter is due to a partnership developed by Claire
Diaz-Ortiz, Twitter’s Manager of Social Innovation, and authorized by Pope Benedict
XVI in 2012 as part of the social network platform’s campaign to expand their global
reach by recruiting and assisting public figures such as the Dalai Lama and Obama to
establish their account profile, and more importantly, digital identity. Pope Benedict
XVI had already generated Twitter accounts for internal Vatican communications in
2010, and in early 2012 promoted his then-official profile @Pope2YouVatican, which,
despite the existing username for an officially sanctioned Facebook profile, gained
attention from The Daily Show’s Jon Stewart: “@Pope2YouVatican? The Pope can’t get
a straight-up Twitter handle? The Pope?! That is weak, Twitter. That is Tweak.” Diaz-
Ortiz provided assistance to the Vatican’s communication office in designing the
@pontifex Twitter account, such as recommending the use of multiple accounts in
different languages to more effectively reflect the institution’s global reach. Following
the initiatives undertaken by Pope Benedict XVI, Pope Francis hired the global
management consultancy firm McKinsey & Co to expand upon the Vatican’s existing
innovative communication structure, a move seen by The Washington Post as signaling
how the pontiff’s “unexpected social media stardom is catapulting the antiquated
communications culture of the Vatican into the modern digital world.”
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become one of the more influential elements structuring Pope Francis’s identity, evident by the creation of papal-themed emojis to commemorate official visits and the popular hashtag #popecrush to express one’s admiration for the pontiff’s remarks on immigration and gay marriage. The power of this image, however, works to minimize the numerous digital contributions of his predecessor from discussions on the rebranding efforts of the Catholic Church. Unlike the popular and academic analyses of Obama’s skill in selecting his advisors and strategists, little commentary in public discourse addresses the image management of the pope, thereby creating the impression that Pope Francis’s social media profiles are personally managed by himself.

Aside from condemning social media as a diversion embedded within the destructive forces of wasteful consumerism and labelling himself a “dinosaur” for not knowing how to use a computer, Pope Francis’s Twitter account is not the pontiff’s only incorporation of digital technology into the promotion of his papal brand. He has frequently participated in Google Hangout sessions with children as part of his Scholas Occurrentes initiative, a partnership with UNICEF to assist disabled and disadvantaged children in developing skills in sports and the arts and sciences. Following a 2018 meeting of Scholas Occurrentes participants at the Vatican, Pope Francis critiqued the tendency for youth to take selfies with the pontiff on their mobile devices, describing the scenario to reporters:

They were all there waiting for me. When I arrived, they made noise, as young people do. I went to greet them and only a few gave their hand. The majority were with their cellphones (saying), ‘photo, photo, photo. Selfie!’ I saw that this is their reality, that is the real world, not human contact. And this is serious. They are ‘virtualized’ youths. The world of virtual communication is a good thing, but when it becomes alienating, it makes you forget to shake hands.  

His comments sparked headlines for his apparent ‘crustiness’ often widely associated with older individuals, best illustrated by Slate’s reaction of “this frickin’ Pope!” due to his “wack opinions on selfies and cellphones.” However, the selfie is a form of presentation that has greatly shaped Pope Francis’s iconic brand identity. Described by CNN as a “precedent-shattering moment,” the first known papal selfie taken by a group of young pilgrims visiting St. Peter’s Basilica during the summer of 2013 was widely disseminated through both traditional and social media following the initial reporting of the moment by L’Osservatore Romano, a daily newspaper that covers papal activities and events occurring in Vatican City. This particular image was frequently cited in year-end reviews as part of the larger spectacle of selfies featuring public figures, including Obama participating in a selfie with other world leaders at Nelson Mandela’s funeral, which was deemed one of the dominant cultural trends of 2013 with the Oxford English Dictionary designating “selfie” as their word of the year. Selfies with Pope Francis became a phenomenon viewed as signifying ideals of relatability and accessibility that shape his brand identity as “the coolest pontiff in history” according to The Guardian. The scope of

---

the trend was best illustrated by *The Washington Post*’s humorous rating of papal selfies, ranging from celebrities such as Canadian tennis player Eugenie Bouchard capturing the pope in the background of her self-photograph to the pontiff posing with newlyweds in St. Peter’s Square. Pope Francis’s sentiments concerning selfies, however, signify his understanding in regard to the ways in which his image circulates within public discourse and how to exert this self-awareness to garner significant press attention in a media landscape that does not typically grant religious leaders significant press coverage.


Celebrating the 2018 debut of the *Heavenly Bodies* exhibit at the annual Met Gala, Rihanna received considerable attention from the media for wearing an ornate Margiela minidress and matching jacket accessorized with a bejeweled mitre that evoked the elaborate regalia typically associated with papal imagery in popular culture. Reactions on Twitter hailed the singer as “Pope Rihanna” while also mocking HBO and Sky Atlantic’s miniseries *The Young Pope* (2016) with tweets including “This is the young pope we deserve” and “cancel then reboot the young pope.” The combination of Rihanna costumed as a pontiff and the frequent references on social media to a television mini-series about a pontiff and the politics of the Vatican are examples illustrating Douglas Holt’s emphasis on the role of cultural intermediaries in contributing to the development and circulation of the myths that bestow brands with their symbolic

---


power. The Young Pope, The New Pope, and The Two Popes are examples of cultural texts elevating the mythology concerning the pontiff as a brand identity in popular culture. Without directly referencing the pontiff the televised mini-series The Young Pope and The New Pope incorporate subtle critiques of Pope Francis’s radical image, a reading which is dependent upon the larger mythology created by media coverage and other cultural intermediaries, including his representation in the 2019 film The Two Popes, that works to shape his larger brand identity.

Promoting the Pope as Brand in The Young Pope

The Young Pope, a joint Italian, French, and American television miniseries, depicts the dealings stemming from the surprise election of the first American pontiff, Pope Pius XIII (played by actor Jude Law) and his attempts to instill highly conservative and disruptive reforms within the church. The miniseries begins with a dream sequence, in which Pope Pius XIII addresses the crowd gathered in St. Peter’s Square and causes some cardinals to faint due to the liberal and reformist declarations made by the new pontiff:

What have we forgotten? …. We have forgotten … to use contraceptives, to get abortions, to celebrate gay marriages, to allow priests to love each other and even get married… To divorce, to let nuns say Mass, to make babies in all the ways science has discovered and will continue to discover…. there is only one road that leads to happiness. And that road is called freedom.

Although The Young Pope’s Pius XIII is a defender of conservative Catholic doctrine, the dream sequence personifies both the hopes and disappointments associated with the imaginary of Pope Francis’s brand identity following his election during the 2013 conclave. The dream sequence also functions as a symbolic critique of Pope Francis’s

---
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radical image; even if Francis initiated any one of the progressive reforms discussed by *The Young Pope*’s Pius XIII, it still would not be anywhere near as radical an action as that undertaken by Pope Benedict XVI when he announced his retirement.

*The Young Pope* also spotlights the labour and strategy involved in creating and circulating the pope as an image no different than other celebrity figures. In the second episode of the series, the head of marketing for the Vatican meets with the newly elected Pope Pius XIII to discuss the urgent matter of updating the official papal merchandise, and explains the necessity of souvenirs and consumer products to the branding efforts of the Vatican:

> Today’s papal turnover requires us to come up with new designs, which we will then need to get into production as quickly as possible. All those items with the Holy Father’s picture on them, which the faithful just love and which make up a sizeable slice of the Vatican budget. … What would be required is a brief photo shoot, which will then enable us to get into production as soon as possible a series of items displaying your Holiness’s picture: key chains, postcards, ashtrays, lighters, picture cards, plates. 98

The glaringness of the scene is dependent upon naïve ideas concerning the pontiff as an identity unassociated with the vulgarity of marketing and promotional culture. However, the image of the Pope, along with other religious-based merchandise, are important and valuable everyday elements involved in practices of identity construction that also are situated within the politics of licensing and image management under consumer capitalism.

Papal merchandise was a popular subject featured in press coverage reporting on Pope Francis’s 2015 visit to the United States, especially in local newspapers like the *New York Daily News, The Philadelphia Inquirer*, and *The Philadelphia Daily News* that

---

highlighted the sensational memorabilia ranging from bobbleheads to dollar bills available from local vendors and pop-up shops. In addition to a concert with performances by Jennifer Hudson, Gloria Estefan, and Martin Sheen, the Archdiocese of New York highlighted the ability to purchase “papal merchandise” in a release sent to local congregations in an attempt to persuade those attending the pontiff’s mass held at Madison Square Garden to arrive early to ease security screening procedures. Officially-sanctioned merchandise available for purchase included commemorative baseball hats, Christmas ornaments, and rosary beads with Swarovski crystals. 99 To recognize his visit to Washington, D.C., the city’s Metro distributed 40,000 limited-edition SmarTrip card sleeves featuring an image of Pope Francis. 100 Reporting on the variety of booths selling papal-themed merchandise at the World Meeting of Families attended by Pope Francis in Philadelphia – including the opportunity for attendees to take photographs with life-size cutouts of Popes Francis, Benedict XVI, and John Paul II as part of a marketing campaign for the online dating website CatholicMatch.com – The Philadelphia Daily News described the convention as a “celebration of capitalism.” 101 The irony of the outlandish merchandise available at the World Meeting of Families is that these products and the replication of Pope Francis’s image were licensed and approved by the Archdiocese of Philadelphia who consulted with retail advisors specializing in souvenir marketing to design memorabilia that reflected the pope’s relaxed persona. 102 The mania

surrounding commemorative papal souvenirs signifies the promotional success of Pope Francis’s brand identity within popular culture, since, as *The Philadelphia Inquirer* noted, “it’s hard, after all, to conceive of a similar appetite for Benedict bobbleheads.”

Pope Francis’s global popularity has resulted in a drastic increase in the vending of unofficial papal merchandise, causing the Vatican to hire a copyright law firm in 2017 and threatening in an official statement to monitor and regulate the reproduction of the pontiff’s image. Further naturalizing the identity of the pope as a brand, press coverage of the Vatican’s attempt to control copyright emphasized the connection between Pope Francis and the discourse of celebrity, citing intellectual property consultant Nick Kounoupis’s statement that “the pope’s image rights are no different from those of any other famous celebrity and so it’s not surprising that the Vatican is giving notice that it will protect rights as necessary.” Images of the pope have always been susceptible to replication, primarily from local parishes and street vendors. The scale and context in which Francis’s likeness is reproduced, however, has intensified due to both his global popularity as an icon and the rise of e-commerce websites like Etsy, where users can purchase a wide variety of products ranging from Pope Francis bobbleheads and crochet dolls to face masks and socks displaying his image.

**Re-Constructing Pope Francis’s Brand Identity in *The Two Popes***

Written by Academy Award nominee Andrew McCarten – who specializes in biopics, having also created the screenplays for *The Theory of Everything* (2014) and *Bohemian Rhapsody* (2018) – *The Two Popes* documents a fictitious meeting between

---

Pope Benedict XVI and Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio (portrayed by actors Anthony Hopkins and Jonathan Pryce) following the scandal in which Vatican banking documents were leaked to the press a year prior to the former pontiff’s resignation. Refusing to accept Bergoglio’s retirement while also informing the cardinal about his upcoming announcement, the pair discuss the struggles of the church and its dwindling institutional power, with director Fernando Meirelles interjecting a biographical history of Bergoglio’s career including his alleged transgressions during Argentina’s Dirty War. Similar in style to fictional recreations of other iconic moments, such as The Queen’s visualization of the British Royal Family’s reaction to Princess Diana’s death, The Two Popes incorporates historical news footage to bestow its narrative with a sense of authenticity. By articulating Bergoglio as a radical religious figure that is strengthened through juxtaposing his rather freely-dramatized beliefs against the strict doctrinal image of Pope Benedict XVI, The Two Popes acts as what Douglas Holt refers to as a co-author in constructing the mythologies underlying Pope Francis’s identity as an iconic brand in public culture.105 Although a meeting between the two individuals prior to Bergoglio’s election reportedly never occurred, The Two Popes plays upon the symbolic power of the rarity of two living pontiffs. In particular, the narrative of the film gains potency by drawing upon the iconic image of Pope Francis meeting with Pope Benedict XVI almost two weeks after the conclave in Castelgandolfo, the papal summer residence. The unusual meeting between two popes was proclaimed as “historic” by the press, since it was the first occasion that two living popes met in over 600 years.106 Video footage from the real

meeting is included towards the end of *The Two Popes*, with the actual Francis and Benedict embracing each other in a friendly manner, confirming a rapport that is denoted by the film as a growing friendship cultivated from their difficult conversations. However, the relationship between the two pontiffs is reportedly tense and antagonistic due to contentions of Benedict XVI’s continuing authority on key doctrinal issues like celibacy and his decision to remain living in the Vatican.\(^{107}\)

After introducing the fictional Pope Francis, *The Two Popes* goes back to 2005, where the then Cardinal Bergoglio is delivering a sermon in the slums of Buenos Aires before he receives news of Pope John Paul II’s death. Audio from a news broadcast accompanies visual footage of John Paul II’s funeral, providing an overview of the highly regarded pontiff’s complicated legacy:

> He was a champion of human rights who fought for justice for the poor and reached out across all faiths for unity. But in sharp contrast, Pope John Paul II’s papacy also marked a clear end to liberalization and a return to the church’s harsh condemnation of homosexuality, abortion, contraception, and the ordination of women and married men.\(^{108}\)

The election of Pope Benedict XVI is represented as a continuation of John Paul II’s unforgiving stance on key issues like gay marriage, and selected news reports interviewing Catholics are showcased by *The Two Popes* reinforcing this view; one individual condemns the selection of Benedict XVI as “bad for the poor in Brazil and the poor in the world,” a statement juxtaposed against an assumingly conservative Catholic, who supports the new pontiff for “standing up for dogma.” Including such criticism of
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Benedict: ‘We are Brothers,’” *USA Today*, March 23, 2013, and “‘We are Brothers’; For First Time in 600 Years, a Reigning Pope Meets a Former Pope,” *The Toronto Star*, March 24, 2013.


\(^{108}\) *The Two Popes*, written by Anthony McCarten, directed by Fernando Meirelles (2019: Netflix).
Popes John Paul II and Benedict XVI’s theological approaches to Catholic doctrine within the beginning scenes of *The Two Popes* accentuates one of the film’s major arguments, the need for the traditionally conservative institutional to became more widely accepting to a drastically changing social landscape. During their fictional discussion on the state of the Catholic church and the role of Pope Benedict XVI in accelerating the institution’s struggles, Bergoglio identifies the central issues that are commonly cited in public discourse:

> We have spent these last years disciplining anyone who disagrees with our line on divorce, on birth control, on being gay. While our planet was being destroyed, while inequality grew like a cancer, we worried whether it was all right to speak the mass in Latin, whether girls should be allowed to be altar servers, we built walls around us and all the time the real danger was inside of us.  

The scene creates the impression with viewers that Bergoglio embodied a progressive identity and political platform prior to becoming pope. While there were certainly aspects of his modest identity evident in his practices while a cardinal in Argentina, this passage from *The Two Popes* brands Bergoglio with a liberal approach to issues like gay marriage and the use of contraceptives and minimizes his tumultuous relationship with then President of Argentina Christina Kirchner, a vocal critic of the Church’s actions during the Dirty War. As bishop, Bergoglio was blatantly disapproving of policies by Kirchner and her deceased husband and presidential predecessor Nester Kirchner that approved public medical facilities to distribute free contraceptives, as well as Argentina’s 2010 legalization of gay marriage and reforms allowing same-sex couples to adopt. Bergoglio attacked these policies as a “war against God” that was contrived “by the devil” –
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109 *The Two Popes.*
rhetoric similar to Pope Benedict’s views on the issue. By articulating a reformist image associating significant human rights issues such as contraception, gay marriage, and the role of women in the church with Bergoglio without addressing the future pontiff’s own complicated politics, the film’s screenplay fails to challenge the contradictions embedded within Pope Francis’s beliefs. Since The Two Popes consequently reproduces the progressive image of Pope Francis, the film is an example of how the media act as co-authors in creating his brand identity.

The characteristics associated with Pope Francis’s public image, primarily his modesty and open-minded approach to Catholic doctrine, are immediately reinforced by the opening scenes of The Two Popes. The film begins by depicting the newly elected Pope Francis attempting to complete everyday tasks like purchasing a flight while receiving a hostile reception from those who do not believe him to be the now famous Jorge Bergoglio living in Vatican City. After being summoned by Pope Benedict XVI for a private meeting in Castelgandolfo, a discreetly dressed Bergoglio is reprimanded for not wearing the proper attire symbolizing his clerical rank, adamantly carries his own luggage, and sparks surprise from the pontiff for engaging in conversation with the gardeners. Pope Benedict XVI confronts Bergoglio about his criticisms of his papacy, particularly on issues like celibacy and gay marriage. Bergoglio is presented by The Two Popes as also open to the possibility of marriage for priests, declaring that “celibacy can be a blessing, it can also be a curse.” Following his election, news reports attempting to
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predict the reforms of his progressive papacy highlighted his background with the Jesuit order, which is not as directly opposed to celibacy and other orthodox matters as other orders.\textsuperscript{111} Very few reports, however, addressed Pope Francis’s estranged relationship with the Jesuits after his ejection from the order during the late 1980s due to tensions stemming from the Dirty War – an aspect of his biography visualized by The Two Popes – and for his more conservative theological approach. The absence of any sign or comment from Pope Francis on movement regarding priest celibacy, especially during his visit to United States where celibacy is cited as a major impediment to attracting prospective priests, has remained a major critique of his papacy that again is disregarded by the film in reinforcing a favourable progressive image.\textsuperscript{112}

The Two Popes also constructs Bergoglio as supportive of gay rights, though this is accomplished through indirect references and associations. Pope Benedict XVI raises Bergoglio’s position on homosexuality, to which he responds that his comments were reported out of context by the press. This scene promotes the impression that Bergoglio is supportive of gay marriage, an understanding which is reinforced in a later scene where he admits shifting his judgement that civil marriage for gay partnerships constitutes the “devil’s plan.” Although Pope Francis’s iconic statement, “Who am I to judge?” is not referenced by the film, the closing scenes of The Two Popes features actual footage of the pontiff’s international tours, including a very brief snapshot of the pontiff standing on a balcony in Dublin waving the rainbow LGBTQ pride flag. Although it looks to be the


real Francis, it is actually a life-size cut-out of the pontiff with the flag held by an activist hiding behind the paper model during a protest against the Catholic church’s treatment towards the LGBTQ community during his 2018 visit to Ireland.\textsuperscript{113} The denotative reading of these scenes reinforces the media construction of Pope Francis as a supporter of gay rights established by the iconic power of his “Who am I to judge?” declaration that gained him the honour of LGBTQ magazine \emph{The Advocate}’s 2013 “Person of the Year.”\textsuperscript{114} Pope Francis has occasionally publicly declared his “love” for LGBTQ people, yet in papal writings he has also compared gay rights to a fashion trend and still has not initiated any reforms to Catholic teaching on this issue.\textsuperscript{115} His comments provide hopefulness to those who continue to face discrimination from their governing institutions, however \emph{The Two Popes} overstates Pope Francis’s persona as a supporter of gay rights, and, in doing so, further strengthens this aspect of his progressive brand identity.

Pope Francis’s position on climate change has become the central issue in which he has built his brand identity, supported by examples like the selection of his papal name and the predominantly advantageous publicity garnered by devoting his first encyclical to the environment. Aside from a very brief acknowledgement that the “planet [is] being destroyed,” \emph{The Two Popes} does not isolate climate change as the critical issue grounding Francis’s papal identity but instead chooses to highlight Francis’s advocacy concerning

the refugee crisis despite the fact both of these crises are not mutually exclusive.

Although his 2013 trip to Brazil for World Youth Day received extensive press attention from the global media, Pope Francis’s visit to the Italian island of Lampedusa to meet with northern African migrants seeking asylum constituted his first official outing outside of Rome. It is presumably this papal visit that sets the scene depicting Pope Francis’s struggles to book a flight from Rome to Lampedusa over the phone at the beginning of The Two Popes, although this reference to the migrant crisis might not be apparent to viewers less informed about the pontiff’s public image. The final moments of The Two Popes feature a collage of edited clips portraying refugees traveling across the ocean on makeshift boats alongside Jonathan Pryce delivering a condensed version of Pope Francis’s real homily during his visit to Lampedusa:

> We are seeing a globalization of indifference. There is a culture of conflict, which makes us think only of ourselves, makes us live in soap bubbles, which however lovely, are also insubstantial. We’ve become used to the suffering of others. ‘It doesn’t affect me.’ No one in our world feels responsible. Who is responsible for the blood of our brothers and sisters? The refugees washed up on the shores of the Mediterranean? ‘I don’t have anything to do with it. Must be someone else. Certainly, not me.’ When no one is to blame, everyone is to blame.\(^\text{116}\)

Critics of Pope Francis have identified the lack of any concrete substance in his rhetoric when commenting on political, economic, and environmental issues during interviews, homilies, and Sunday remarks to St. Peter’s Square, such as his abstracting of the migrant crisis as the “globalisation of indifference.”\(^\text{117}\) Comparing what he believes to be selfish behaviour promoted by discourses of consumption – what he labels as throwaway culture


– to living in a “soap bubble” evokes parallels to Vivienne Westwood’s outlandish and at times exaggerated rhetoric, which features sensationalized phrases that garner public attention and easily translate in media reporting.

_The Two Pope_’s adoring depiction of Pope Francis’s comments and actions regarding the migrant crisis is a prominent example of how his brand identity circulates within the imaginary of popular culture. Considering that the moment in Lampedusa highlighted by the conclusion of the film occurred less than four months after his election as pontiff, _The Two Popes_’ lack of any critical engagement with then still developing legacy of Pope Francis informed Aleks Wansbrough’s review of the film as “premature and slightly reminiscent of Barack Obama winning the Nobel Peace Prize less than a year into his presidency.”

His visit to Lampedusa does not register a level of iconic power comparable with other moments from his papacy such as his environmental activism and “Who am I to judge” statement that garnered significantly greater attention from the media – a reflection of the hierarchal structure determining which social issues are given visibility in public discourse. The visit, however, represents the pontiff’s continuing advocacy towards the global treatment of migrants and refugees, with Pope Francis acknowledging the sixth and seventh anniversaries of the Lampedusa visit with tweets connecting the suffering of migrant populations to global injustice, the overarching narrative connecting his activism on issues related to poverty and environmentalism. Accompanied by #Lampedusa, these tweets constitute one of the relatively few instances
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119 Pope Francis, Twitter post, July 8, 2019, 7:00 a.m., https://twitter.com/pontifex/status/1148184956356554753 and Twitter post, July 8, 2020, 7:30 a.m., https://twitter.com/Pontifex/status/1280826463839641601.
where Pope Francis adds a hashtag to his posts to help facilitate further engagement with the topic; other instance in which hashtags are also incorporated include the more general and frequently employed #prayforpeace, identifying special events like World Youth Day’s #Rio2013, and maintaining the conversation regarding environmental issues with the #LaudatoSi.

Exploring the Boundaries of Pope Francis’s Brand in The New Pope

*The Two Pope*’s depiction of Pope Francis as a progressive and inclusive pontiff is a testament to how dominant such representations are in branding his public image. An intriguing critique of Pope Francis’s brand identity, however, is illustrated through the subtle references to the pontiff included in the limited television series *The New Pope* (2020). Functioning as the second series to *The Young Pope*, HBO and Sky Atlantic’s *The New Pope* depicts the inner turmoil caused by Pope Pius XIII’s sudden collapse and the need to elect a new pontiff while he remains in a coma. The curia decides to elect what they believe to be a gullible and easily controllable cardinal, who, inspired by Saint Francis of Assisi, takes the papal name of Francis II. During his introductory remarks to the crowds gathered in St. Peter’s Square, Francis II evokes the symbolism and rhetoric associated with Saint Francis, particularly in regard to poverty and migrant populations:

> We can pray. For those who suffer, those forced to flee. But we can do even more. We can open the Vatican and take in the poor, desperate migrants. From tomorrow, the Vatican gates shall remain open! And what else can we do? We can give our wealth to the poor! My name is Francis II because I do what St. Francis of Assisi would do.\textsuperscript{120}

Following his declaration, Pope Francis II creates resentment amongst the curia for opening the gates of the Vatican to refugees and migrants, demanding cardinals turn in

\textsuperscript{120} *The New Pope*, “Episode 1,” Sky Atlantic, January 10, 2020, written by Paolo Sorrentino, Umberto Contarello, and Stefano Bises, directed by Paulo Sorrentino.
their ostentatious jewelry for more simpler adornments, and begins selling the Vatican’s archives and art collection with profits going towards eliminating global poverty. The New Pope’s storyline alludes to an event that occurred in 2015 following the migration of thousands of Syrian refugees to European countries. Pope Francis accepted two families onto Vatican property, and presumably placed them within one of the smaller parishes of Vatican City and not in St. Peter’s Basilica as depicted by The New Pope. There are limits to Pope Francis’s reform tendencies, boundaries that are explored and pushed to the extreme by creative texts like The New Pope. By portraying a pontiff who translate reform into action, The New Pope’s critique of Pope Francis’s brand identity also illuminates the potential fault lines that occur within the church when such promises of change create inevitable divisions and friction.

Although the current pontiff is not referenced in either The Young Pope or The New Pope, it is assumed through indirect references that both series occur in a post-Francis imaginary. In addition to the obvious allusion to the future with The New Pope’s Francis II, both series refer to Pope John Paul II as a saint, who was canonized by Pope Francis. The actions of the fictional Francis II in The New Pope function symbolically to encourage critique of Pope Francis’s liberal identity that has become the focus of his brand as pontiff. Opening the Vatican to migrants and refugees and selling the vast art collection rouses disgust from the power circle of cardinals in The New Pope who respond by assassinating Francis II. This storyline also illuminates the lack of control and power a pontiff truly has to ignite concrete change within the very institution they lead, a

structural similarity Pope Francis shares with other political leaders like Obama since their roles are primarily symbolic and largely shaped by other governing bodies (Congress in the case of Obama). A popular criticism of the Catholic Church is labeling their art holdings as inherently hypocritical (as alluded to by *The New Pope*), which, since his election, has been a popular criticism directed towards Pope Francis for failing to auction off extremely valuable pieces despite his condemnation of corporate culture, excess, and continued suffering of the poor. Ireland’s *The Sunday Independent* for instance acknowledges that Pope Francis does not have the power to auction Michelangelo’s Pietà, but conversely argues that “given his interest in ordinary men and women, this Pope might allow them [to] see the priceless art treasures in the Vatican museums for free. And God knows, the Church has enough money”; other critics like British historian Peter Watson contend that selling the Vatican art collection and instead displaying pieces created by the poor and other marginalized communities constitutes a “radical act of redemption” that would be more effective than any administrative reform initiated by Pope Francis.\footnote{Peter Watson, “The Pope Should Hold the Biggest Art Sale Ever,” *The Times*, March 22, 2013 and Niall MacMondagle, “The Descent from the Cross by Caravaggio,” *The Sunday Independent*, March 31, 2013.} *The New Pope* illuminates the lack of nuance in this type of analysis, denoting that such actions could never realistically occur because that would strip the church of their main source of symbolic power and the institution’s global authority on which it depends. It would however certainly be a nice gesture of goodwill if Pope Francis adopted an open access model to make the Vatican’s archival collection significantly more accessible to the public. The cinematic negotiation of his mythological construction by *The Two Popes, The Young Pope*, and *The New Pope* demonstrate how
Pope Francis’s institutional brand, primarily shaped and co-authored by other cultural intermediaries, is frequently at odds with his personal image and beliefs.

The Dissonance of Vivienne Westwood’s Brand Identity

In a similar manner to Obama and Pope Francis, Vivienne Westwood’s brand operates on multiple levels – as a person, a British cultural icon, and in terms of the corporate label associated with her name – that are often in direct competition with each other. Cultural texts like the documentary Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist in addition to consistent media coverage highlighting this contention in Westwood’s public image frame such contradictions as further examples of her absurd personality. This type of criticism not only undermines her image but also works to underscore the systematic socioeconomic and political inequalities shaping consumer culture that the financial survival of her corporate brand identity is dependent upon.

In comparison to other luxury fashion conglomerates like LVMH and Richemont, which holds a wide portfolio of shares in well-known labels and retailers such as Dior, Marc Jacobs, and Givenchy and Cartier and Net-a-Porter, Westwood’s company does not possess a comparable level of capital. Carlo d’Amario, managing director of the Vivienne Westwood brand, speaks to the hardships of remaining an independent fashion designer, explaining in Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist:

If you see other people, Stella McCartney, McQueen, Galliano, Jean Paul Gaultier, everybody belongs to a big corporation. And Vivienne is independent. On top of Vivienne there’s Vivienne. Nobody tells Vivienne what she must do. Of course, this kind of freedom you must pay for that. Independent means you must work three times more.123
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123 Tucker, Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist.
Despite the struggles facing the company, d’Amario helped transform the corporate structure of the Vivienne Westwood label in accordance with the demands of the fashion industry by prioritizing the runway performance as a spectacle granting the designer’s persona the symbolic capital that translates into revenue from licensing and branded merchandise lines such as handbags, jewelry, and other accessories. As of 2018, her company employs roughly 300 individuals maintaining the status as one of the “last independent global fashion houses in the world” that prides itself as existing “to produce more than clothes and accessories” by using “collections, collaborations and catwalk shows as a platform to capture the imagination, promote innovative design and campaign for protecting life on Mother Earth.”

Westwood has been a vocal critic of the corporate burdens plaguing designers that are imposed by the fashion industry, arguing in a 2013 interview with *The Times* that although licensing agreements and complementary merchandise lines are detrimental to the creative process and contribute to the environmental destruction facilitated by consumption, they are critical entities that elevate Westwood’s brand in popular culture:

> It subsidises our main work. If a suit costs £5,000 it should have cost £15,000, and the way you support that is you have all these leather goods and sunglasses and stuff. I have far, far too much product, and I hate expanding just because people in China want to open a chain of shops [closing her boutiques] would be difficult and I would feel cut off from the general public if I did that and started being a campaigner. This gives me a voice.

Lorna Tucker’s documentary *Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist* highlights the philosophical tensions stemming from the geo-economic structure of the fashion industry, illustrated
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125 Deborah Ross, “Come On In, the Water’s Lovely: What’s Vivienne Westwood Doing in the Amazon Rainforest?” *The Times*, January 12, 2013.
through the comments of an unnamed Vivienne Westwood employee: “The company has grown, it has become very big. She can’t just press a button and undo all that. She’s got a duty to support the people who are here, who’ve worked for her. And it’s very difficult to just undo those decisions that have been made.”126 The apparent conflict between the practices of an industry that is governed by the demands of international markets and the political orientations of Westwood not only as a designer but also an activist – elements that have become integral to her public persona – is an issue commonly referenced in criticism of her work.

The conflicting discourses of identity, activism, and consumerism in the creation of Westwood’s brand identity are well reflected in the profile of the designer as part of a larger commemorative issue celebrating the 25th anniversary of British Marie Claire. Recognized as the “Most Inspiring Woman in Fashion,” Marie Claire included a portrait of Westwood captured by British photographer Rankin, and in presenting her as an “icon” and “fashion legend,” Marie Claire also labels the designer as an “active political protestor” evident through her clothing choices.127 Westwood is styled in her resistance wear, including arm warmers with illegible writing, purple nylons with “Revolution” readable down the leg, and two makeshift necklaces made out of plastic see-through sheet covers that display the Climate Revolution logo and a picture of Chelsea Manning, the former American military intelligence officer convicted of releasing classified documents to WikiLeaks, accompanied by the caption, “truth;” Rankin’s image of Westwood was later selected for the cover of her 2016 published diary Get A Life! In the interview

126 Tucker, Westwood: Punk, Icon, Activist.
accompanying her profile for *Marie Claire*, Westwood argued that the deliberate styling of her outfit is an example of her aesthetic approach to activism, and that the juxtaposition of the Climate Revolution logo against a photograph of Manning illustrates the larger inequalities naturalized by neoliberal policies and the decisions made by politicians like Obama and David Cameron. Global warming has intensified due to the “rotten” economic order that promotes war and poverty, and Manning, along with Julian Assange, is a persistent presence in Westwood’s activism and is regularly cited as a heroic influence on her work.

Despite her attempts to spark discussion with her fashion collections as a model of design activism, the press continues to mock her work for its inherent corporate conflict of interest and prevent Westwood from achieving the public dialogue she wishes to accomplishment. To honour a high school teacher who taught her about Habeas Corpus and other fundamental civil liberties, Westwood partnered with the re-phuman rights organization Liberty in 2005 to design a t-shirt raising awareness towards a British government proposal to hold for three months without charge citizens suspected of terrorist activity or connections. Featuring a hand-drawn heart captioned with “I’m not a terrorist, please don’t arrest me,” the unisex t-shirt continued to be sold on the Vivienne Westwood online shop along with a matching children’s version and a toddler onesie, leading *The Guardian* to shrewdly note that “if the weather of the formidable designer were not enough, the government will also have to contend with the massed ranks of politically active babies.”¹²⁸ The dissonance between Westwood’s competing identities as an anti-consumption activist while also the literal embodiment of a brand label is the

source of Suzy Menkes’s criticism. Denouncing Westwood’s identification as an activist while simultaneously presenting collections at London and Paris Fashion Weeks, Menkes criticized the designer in 2005 (many years prior to Westwood fully adopting activism as the foundation of her branded persona) for failing to self-identify her dual personas as an activist and a businesswoman:

How dare she send out a show laced with anarchist messages, take her bow in a clinging dress with the word ‘propaganda’ spiraling around her ample figure, announce that the spirit of her show is ‘the more you consume, the less you think’ and then take the opportunity to launch her collection of punk safety pins in diamonds?129

Menkes’s admonishment illuminates Westwood’s blurring of the boundaries between ethical consumption, corporate demands, and social justice. The contradiction has remained an unremitting aspect of her brand that Westwood has not yet attempted to reconcile, primarily due to the attention such dissonance brings with media coverage of her actions. Such criticisms of Westwood’s visualization of her activist identity in her fashion collections illuminates the increasing power of consumption as a discursive convention to recontextualize identity into a commodity within a larger consumer society. The commercial connections of Westwood’s design such as her collaboration with Liberty – a profitable model due to low production costs that she continues to rely upon with Climate Revolution and Save the Arctic – demonstrate how her aesthetic vision of design activism is performed and mediated by the network of journalists and consumers who form her public, the very foundation in which she bases her brand identity.

Commentary like Menkes’ rhetorical declaration of “how dare she,” however, reflect a tendency of Westwood’s critics to report on her collections following her shift since 2008.

concentrating more exclusively on environmental issues without any consideration or
acknowledgement of the designer’s history of socioeconomic and political awareness.

Although she has been associated with political causes throughout her career,
Westwood has utilized her environmental work to rebrand her public image as an
intellectual figure and activist. Isabel Sánchez Vegara’s popular children’s series *Little
People, Big Dreams* frames the designer as an advocate for the disenfranchised, drawing
a parallel between punk as a form of protest and her environmental activism.\textsuperscript{130} The
strength of her brand identity as an activist is evident in how cultural texts portray her
persona, such as in the *Vivienne Westwood* edition of the children’s illustrated
biographical series *Little People, Big Dreams* and the digital exhibits, “Vivienne
Westwood: Fashion and Activism” and “Vivienne Westwood: Politics and Fashion”
produced as part of a collaboration with the British Fashion Council and Google Arts &
Culture.\textsuperscript{131} The introductory text to both Westwood digital exhibits also positions the
designer’s brand identity as an activist and reproduces the central elements composing
her more recent public persona:

Vivienne Westwood is one of the last independent global fashion companies in
the world. At times thought provoking, this brand is about more than producing
clothes and accessories. Westwood continues to capture the imagination, and raise
awareness of environmental and human rights issues. With a design record
spanning over forty years, Vivienne Westwood is now recognised as a global
brand and Westwood herself as one of the most influential fashion designers, and
activists, in the world today.\textsuperscript{132}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[131] Lorelei Marfil, “BFC, Google Team on Digital Fashion Educational Platform,” *Women’s Wear Daily*,
December 5, 2016.
\item[132] British Fashion Council, “Vivienne Westwood: Fashion and Activism, Google Arts & Culture,” accessed
fashion-council/wQKC0Y4apC2qIg?hl=en.
\end{footnotes}
Using a mixture of photographs and accompanying text, the slideshow functions as a retrospective of Westwood’s fashion career with an emphasis on her activism, ranging from her initial connection with punk to her focus on environmental issues. “Vivienne Westwood: Fashion and Activism” functions as more of a retrospective addressing notable moments and collections that construct Westwood’s iconic identity, concentrating on her early work as a form of design activism expressed through the aesthetic of “urban guerilla” – a technique uniting assertive designs with subversive statements. Following the overview of Westwood’s collections from the 1970s to 1990s, “Vivienne Westwood: Fashion and Activism” shifts to highlight the designer’s focus on social justice issues, and, in particular, environmentalism. With a photograph displaying the cover of the July 2008 issue of Dazed & Confused guest edited by Westwood, the exhibit details Westwood’s collaborations with Greenpeace, the Environmental Justice Foundation, Cool Earth, and the United Nations’ Ethical Fashion Initiative. “Vivienne Westwood: Politics and Fashion” expands upon the environmental issues that form the basis of Westwood’s most recent activist persona, concentrating more specifically on her spring/summer 2016 “Mirror the World,” part of a larger campaign by Westwood in support of the non-profit organization We Are Here Venice advocating towards the consequences of climate change and the tourism industry on Venice, Italy.\(^ {133} \)

**Negotiating Englishness, the Monarchy, and Scotland in Westwood’s Institutional Brand Identity**

The images and motifs that structure her brand illuminate how Westwood’s identity is an element that is continuously negotiated not only by herself as an individual
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but is also influenced by the politics and critical judgements shaping her public representation as a cultural icon representative of a constructed, yet equally contested, national identity. To commemorate both Queen Elizabeth’s diamond jubilee and London’s hosting of the 2012 Summer Olympic Games, the Royal Mail released a limited-edition stamp collection showcasing postwar British fashion. Designed by Norwegian photographer Sølve Sundsbo, the 10-stamp collection featured designers including Jean Muir, Zandra Rhodes, Paul Smith, Alexander McQueen, and Westwood. The stamp showcased Westwood’s classic tartan mini-kilt from her autumn/winter 1995/1996 “Viva LaCocotte” collection, an outfit that entered into the popular imaginary after model Naomi Campbell tripped when walking down the runway in Westwood’s trademark platform boots (which was also featured in the Google Arts & Culture digital exhibit “Vivienne Westwood: Fashion and Activism”).134 The inclusion of Westwood in the Royal Mail’s Great British Stamps series is a powerful example of how cultural intermediaries have constructed Westwood as an icon symbolic of a collective representation of Britishness that registers with global audiences. One of the more sensationalized instances of this commodification of Westwood’s identity is her inclusion alongside other British cultural icons like Elton John, Freddie Mercury, and David Bowie in a limited-edition box of Christmas crackers available for purchase at Selfridges.135 The Royal Mail and Selfridges promote Westwood as a consumable British cultural icon, but the triviality of products like stamps and Christmas crackers masks the tensions between

Westwood’s ideas and experiences about British identity and how her image is situated within institutional discourses of Englishness, particularly in regard to the designer’s relationship with the aristocracy and the politics of the United Kingdom.

Westwood’s aesthetic is greatly influenced by discursive concepts of empire and aristocracy that blend to create an idealized vision of Englishness. The Vivienne Westwood edition of *Little People, Big Dreams* characterizes the designer’s aesthetic as merging “punk and aristocracy, making the poor look rich, and the rich look poor.”

Though the text is primarily aimed at children, *Little People, Big Dreams* succinctly describes Westwood’s design philosophy and the importance of aristocratic motifs to her aesthetic that are appropriated by other cultural intermediaries to brand her identity as iconic of Britishness. While they emerge disconnected within popular imaginaries, Peter Davey argues that Westwood and the monarchy were united by their hostility to the cultural politics of Thatcherism.

Westwood’s incorporation of the images and symbols associated with aristocracy is rather an extension of her anti-establishment punk aesthetic, with Caroline Evans and Minna Thornton arguing that:

> To identify with the Queen is presumptuous; to dress up like her is to forget your place. The fact that the Queen’s clothes have traditionally been reviled in the fashion world as lacking in style and sex appeal also marks them out as yet more fertile ground for Westwood’s strategic play on the interrelated themes of Englishness and class.

Their argument is evident in examples like Westwood embodying the Queen for a photoshoot with fashion photographer Gian Paolo Barbieri and her decision to have a
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136 Sánchez Vegara, *Vivienne Westwood*.  
Black model portraying Queen Elizabeth I. These caricatures worked to critique the economic and symbolic power of a collective English identity that is primarily defined by the exclusionary borders of race and class.

Rebecca Arnold expands upon this argument to analyze how the Englishness mediated by Westwood’s work is removed from the everyday lives of those individuals who wear – or more accurately browse – her clothes, arguing that the designer’s relationship to British identity is significantly more complex than acknowledged by critics. Such dissonance is well illustrated through Westwood’s dependence upon the visuality of the Swagger portrait in constructing her vision of Englishness, a style popularized by Van Dyck that combines the formality of portraiture with a sense of audaciousness to evoke status and future ambitions. The codes and symbolism of aristocratic English dress are used in Westwood’s collections to encourage the wearer to connect with their body in a manner that challenges the historical style serving as her aesthetic inspiration. Westwood’s clothing evokes similarities for Arnold to the “heroic images” characterizing Van Dyck’s paintings, arguing that the designer “has hijacked aristocratic emblems, disregarding social hierarchies and the etiquette of dress to produce living Swagger portraits, wrapping the wearer in fantasy and nostalgia.”

Westwood’s dependence upon such imagery cannot be adequately addressed without situating her work within the larger socioeconomic context of the 1980s and early 1990s in Britain. The recession plaguing the nation bestowed symbolic power upon the yearning aristocratic fantasy. Her persistent use of Harris Tweed and tartan fabric that
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evoke the elitism of the English countryside despite the Scottish origins of the textiles constitutes examples of an imagined cultural identity that Arnold argues ceased to exist outside of the portraiture serving as Westwood’s aesthetic philosophy. Instead, the potency of these textiles in her work during a period of economic hardship signify for Arnold “an idealized vision of aristocrats of the past, whom she believes paid more attention to patronizing the arts, to developing visual culture and literature.”

Arnold’s analysis illuminates the complexities underlying Westwood’s relationship to the aristocratic culture that she is commonly believed to challenge by her design aesthetic. Conversely Westwood expresses much respect and even admiration for the privileged classes associated with aristocratic culture for their patronage of the traditional high arts, a sentiment that continues to manifest in the rhetoric surrounding her more contemporary activism.

Westwood’s admiration for the aristocracy is disconnected from the anti-establishment origins of the punk aesthetic she is more frequently connected to within popular culture. She has expressed her disappointment regarding the recuperation of punk as symbolic of a more mainstream expression of Englishness. Arnold argues that Westwood’s sentiment regarding the loss of punk’s symbolic power is a recurring theme expressed through her collections during the late 1980s and early 1990s, thereby demonstrating the designer’s newfound mentality that “subcultural dress may generate attention, but, in England, it will rarely gain you legitimate social standing.”

The shift towards the aristocracy as an artistic inspiration – which itself is an influential emblem
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associated with British identity – signified Westwood’s desire to seek recognition from the fashion industry. Despite intended as a caricature to critique the neoliberal politics of Margaret Thatcher’s government, Arnold contends that Westwood’s appearance on the cover of Tatler wearing a double-breasted suit originally designed for the prime minister signified the designer’s attempts to assert herself as an emerging talent worthy of recognition within the male-dominated fashion industry. Reflected by the suit featured on the Tatler cover, the history of English tailoring provided Westwood with a means to seek the acknowledgement that her other creative contributions failed to receive from her peers and critics.

The clothing worn by Queen Elizabeth and Princess Margaret during their childhood served as the inspiration for Westwood’s autumn/winter 1987-1988 Harris Tweed collection featuring capes, suits, and makeshift crowns created from the iconic Scottish handwoven wool fabric, which were also tailored to echo the stylings of Savile Row and Digby Morton. In a March 2004 interview with The Independent’s Susannah Frankel ahead of the debut of her retrospective at the Victoria & Albert Museum, the designer reflected on the prominence of the Royal Family in her life, admitting, “as a child, I collected pictures of Princess Anne and Prince Charles sitting on the lawn with the corgis.” Westwood has routinely praised the durability of the textile that has become heavily integrated into her design aesthetic, admitting in public interview:

I could not do a winter collection without Harris Tweed…. I must just mention a country walk in my birthplace in the Pennines when all my relations and I were caught in a storm. The rain went through all of the rainproof modern anoraks of my country cousins and I was the only one who remained dry in my Harris Tweed trouser suit.
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Harris Tweed become synonymous with Westwood’s brand identity, acting as a signifier of her notion of Britishness. The blurring of these two iconic entities into an image articulating the brand of Westwood is also strengthened by the similarities between the Harris Tweed and Vivienne Westwood logos, both of which integrate the orb as a royal symbol mediating complex understanding of tradition and identity. In company overviews, Vivienne Westwood explicitly identifies the label’s longtime connection with Harris Tweed as part of the designer’s commitment to continuing ideals of craftmanship that are frequently associated with hegemonic narratives of British heritage and identity.

While Westwood frequently expresses admiration towards the monarchy, particularly in regard to the British Royal Family’s patronage of the arts and Prince Charles’ environmental efforts, she simultaneously critiques the elitist symbols of the institution that are commonly referenced as a primary signifier of national identity. Negotiating hegemonic ideas in regard to class and gender to expose what Arnold describes as “the lie of a coherent single definition of Englishness,” Westwood’s aesthetic incorporates references to hunting that act as signifiers to parody and illuminate the exclusivity and inaccessibility of the aristocratic country lifestyle from the everyday life for the majority of the nation. For instance, Westwood accessorizing a women’s Harris Tweed suit with a hunting rifle and platform boots reveals for Arnold the “absurdity and formality of the social etiquette that surrounds such aristocratic dress and

lifestyle.” Her caricature of outdoor aristocratic life encourages the individual wearing the clothes to masquerade in a realm completely removed from their existence, yet simultaneously provokes a feeling of estrangement encouraging a critical questioning as to why these symbols are naturalized as core signifiers of British identity.

While they materialize in public discourse as two antagonistic personalities with very little in common, Westwood has also spoke publicly about the influence of Prince Charles in her work. In an interview with the Financial Times, Westwood acknowledges the symbolic power of the institution he represents in articulating an identifiable British aesthetic:

‘I like Prince Charles,’ says Vivienne Westwood, whose anti-monarchy punk movement in the 1970s made Charles look starkly out of step in his young adulthood. ‘I think he deserves our respect.’ Westwood’s change of opinion is at the front of a wider acceptance of royal male style. ‘British people have always looked to royalty for inspiration. It has been even more apparent in the current men’s wear trends, with the recurrence of traditional British fabrics, formal tailoring, polo inspired outfits and equestrian styles; fashion that we associate with royalty.’

Having described climate change as the “wolf at the door,” Prince Charles is a source of much admiration and respect from Westwood for utilizing his esteemed position to advocate on behalf of rainforest preservation efforts despite the fact she believes he is “criticized on the principle that he is not supposed to voice opinions that might influence people.” In interviews she has publicly praised Charles for establishing social standards in terms of artistic and environmental preservation efforts, particularly for his assertion that humanity is dependent upon cultural and ecological preservation.
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Dedicating her autumn/winter 2015-2016 menswear collection to Prince Charles, models wore suits evoking Savile Row tailoring and t-shirts adorned with his face. Show notes accompanying the performance hyperbolically proclaimed that if global leaders “ruled the world according to his priorities during the last 30 years, we would be alright and we would be tacking climate change,” while Dazed reported that models wore makeup styled to appear as if their faces were bruised to symbolize their fight against climate change to acknowledge Prince Charles’s efforts.\(^{153}\) Westwood is a frequent attendant at events hosted by Prince Charles, having participated in ceremonies recognizing recipients of the Duke of Edinburgh Awards and collaborating on exhibitions promoting the Royal Drawing School. She also designed an exhibit for Prince Charles’s Garden Party to Make a Difference, a 12-day ecological-themed festival held during September 2010 within the Clarence House gardens that was open to the public and promoted sustainable and environmentally friendly living practices, in addition to the opportunity for guests to explore the prince’s private vegetable patches.\(^{154}\)

In interviews with the press Westwood has expressed contradictory views on the monarchy and members of the Royal Family. Noting that Westwood’s rise as an eccentric personality coincided with the transformation of Princess Diana into a global icon, The Independent’s Susannah Frankel quotes an interview the designer gave at the time in which she proclaims, “I’m against royalty…. I wish royalty would corrode away, because I’m against all leaders and authority that prevent people grabbing the potential they were


born with.” In the same interview with Frankel, when asked about her opinion on Queen Elizabeth, Westwood answered with indifference: “Well, I’m against nationalism, I think it’s horrible, and I’m a bit doubtful about anything that promotes it, but I don’t see any reason for getting rid of her.” Her comments illuminate the dissonance embedded within the public image of Westwood, since her status as a cultural icon is promoted as a symbol of national identity. *The Sunday Times* highlighted Westwood’s apparent reversal of her position on the monarchy as an iconic British institution, noting:

> Vivienne Westwood is a great admirer of the Queen. No honestly. It was a misguided folly of the times, says the godmother of punk, that led to her to stick safety pins through Her Majesty’s nose on T-shirts designed for the Sex Pistols during the silver jubilee in 1999…. At the age of 64 the brazen fashion designer now wants to save the monarchy, declaring that it was a mistake of the 20th century to ‘think that because some traditional things should be done away with, you have to throw them all out.’

Having once characterized the monarch as “the personification of English hypocrisy,” Westwood herself praised Queen Elizabeth to *The New York Times* and spoke to her importance to British society, arguing that “all this ridiculous ritual that surrounds her – that’s what holds the society together. She does really represent something, because she’s a woman – and that’s unusual, somehow.” Westwood’s comments speak to her complicated relationship to British culture that is often misrepresented or misconstrued by the same intermediaries who are critical in shaping the designer’s identity.

Although Westwood’s feelings about the monarchy have ranged from critical to accepting, she is a vocal critic of the very country that she is often labelled as
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representative of as a national icon. As early as 1999 Westwood spoke of her hatred of England and wish for Scottish independence from the United Kingdom. Prior to the July 1999 election of the Scottish Parliament in response to the results of the 1997 devolution referendum, Westwood expressed her resentment towards England to *The Sunday Times*, asserting:

> I think it would be great if Scotland separated from England. I am very anti-patriotic. I prefer Scotland to England. In fact I would prefer anywhere to England. There’s a terrible cold-arsed arrogance about the English, which means that they are completely lacking in humility and self-awareness. There is such a complacency on their side that they think they are better informed, more at the centre of things, that they rule the world and are where it’s at, when they are not.\(^{159}\)

Although her position on English-Scottish politics had been addressed, Westwood’s backing of the “Yes Scotland” campaign for the 2014 Scottish independence referendum sparked substantial headlines and debate within the British press. Westwood was inducted into the Scottish Fashion Awards’ Hall of Fame in early September 2014, and in accepting the honour revealed how Scottish independence offered hope for restoring civility and democracy.\(^{160}\) What captured the attention of the public, however, was another instance of Westwood transforming the runway into an expression of design activism. During the runway performance of her ready-to-wear collection at London Fashion Week on September 14, 2014 – just four days before the referendum – models bore blue “Yes” buttons in support of the “Yes Scotland” campaign and Westwood herself draped a Scottish flag on her shoulders. Two days prior to the collection’s debut, the Vivienne Westwood Instagram account revealed the messaging for the collection; a
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photograph of the designer holding the show notes visualizing a separation of Scotland from the Union Kingdom was accompanied with the caption, “Vivienne says Yes!” Proclaiming “I hate England” to the press following the runway performance, Westwood explained her reasons for supporting Scottish independence, arguing that the referendum “could be a great day for Democracy,” since “they already have a more democratic financial system, eg no tuition fees, and they care more for people. They just wouldn’t do what we’re doing in England…In England there is hardly any democracy left. The government does what it wants. That which should belong to people – it gives it all to business.” She does not provide any concrete or substantive arguments as to why she ‘hates’ England that are rooted in a particular policy. The broad language used by Westwood during media interviews prior to the Scottish referendum not only evoke similarities to her previous declarations on British politics, illustrated by her description of England in the interview with The Sunday Times, but it is also a rhetorical pattern found across all her advocacy efforts. Choosing to express her politics through this type of sensationalized language is a point of contention that her critics use to undermine the public’s estimation of her intelligence and Westwood’s influence. This language, however, is a deliberate choice by Westwood because it contributes to creating press for herself and therefore maintains her brand identity’s visibility.

The transformation of her runway performance at London Fashion Week into another instance of her design activism captured significant attention by the press.

Headlines like *The Guardian*’s “Why Vivienne Westwood supports Scottish independence – even though she’s English” and *The Times’ “I hate England, says Vivienne Westwood”* tap into the popular imaginary of the designer of an emblem of a constructed notion of Britishness. Her comments were viewed by numerous commentators as a betrayal, an opinion best illustrated by *The Telegraph’s* assertion that the if “leader British fashion designer and English-born Dame Vivienne Westwood hates England… she [should] return her OBE and DBE, regardless of the Scottish independence vote!”¹⁶³ Writing for *The Telegraph*, Grace Dent viewed Westwood’s political runway performance as symbolic of the larger ethnic and social tensions negotiated by both the “Yes Scotland” and “Better Together” campaigns while also situating the designer’s viewpoint within the popular imaginary of her iconic identity, writing:

> Westwood’s hatred of England was certainly news – and dismaying news at that – to me. Until now, I have coveted and worn her clothes with an undercurrent of British pride. Vivienne is a true national treasure, cracking since the 1970s with Brit-style eccentricity, her clothes zinging with nods towards crowns, ermine, monarchy, punk rock, her gorgeous tartan jackets.¹⁶⁴

Dent’s commentary highlights the dissonance and contradictions composing Westwood’s public image as an icon of Britishness. The overblown reaction by the British press to Westwood and her animosity towards England illuminate how public figures who are transformed into cultural icons are often portrayed as fixed entities without any agency and the resulting uproar of hypocrisy that occurs when they critique the constructed notions of identity that intermediaries employ in shaping image. Although she has spoken publicly in the past regarding her feelings about England and Scotland, it is due to the
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power of her identity as a national icon that her actions at London Fashion Week gained such a hostile reaction from those very intermediaries responsible for building that aspect of her image. While her initial remark “I hate England” was widely reported, Westwood clarified her commons the following day on the Vivienne Westwood Twitter account, explaining that she “used to love England” and supports Scottish independence “because they could have a more people friendly government” – which she believes is an approach that would benefit England.\(^{165}\) Westwood, however, represents a highly complex public persona. Labelling her as a national icon – and then demonstrating apparent outrage when the actual persona reacts against the imaginary – works to minimize the contradictions that make her identity so compelling.

What also makes the critical reaction to Westwood’s support of Scottish independence – based on Westwood’s naturalized identity as an icon of Englishness – intriguing is how her most recognized collection, 1994’s Viva La Coquette, features tartan kilts, a cultural signifier of Scotland and a fabric that has been as linked with Westwood’s brand identity as Harris Tweed. Justifying Westwood’s selection to the Scottish Fashion Awards’ Hall of Fame, the organization’s founder Tessa Hartman highlighted the parallels between the designer and signifiers of Scottish cultural identity, noting in particular that “she has done more for Scottish textiles than any other designer of her generation. Her brand name is synonymous with the tartan pattern and her fascination for this iconic fabric is unrelenting.”\(^{166}\) Tartan is a symbol of Scottishness that Peter Davey positions as a textile inherently embedded within the designer’s gendered
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critique of aristocracy and identity, arguing that tartan is a “fabric in which the monarchy has long cross-dress, in order to maintain a working, hierarchal Union with the other…Westwood’s tartans…are a permanent reminder in her work of the fabrication of national identities, of their contingency and relation to power.”¹⁶⁷ Alison Lesly Goodrum argues that the selection of Naomi Campbell, as a Black model and a global celebrity, to wear the outlandish tartan suit represents Westwood’s unrelenting negotiation of British national identity. The wearing of tartan – itself a fabric symbolizing the ‘othering’ of the Scottish by England – on a Black model works to interrogate racialized discourses of belonging and exclusion central to contemporary British cultural politics, with Davey characterizing Campbell’s tartan suit as an “unstable figuration of national and counter-national identifications.”¹⁶⁸ The Viva La Coquette collection became entrenched into Westwood’s iconography primarily due to the runway performance at Paris Fashion Week when Campbell tripped while walking in a pair of extremely high platform boots. Campbell’s fall on the runway is often referenced as a key moment associated with both the British model and Westwood’s iconic identities, a sentiment best illustrated by The Guardian’s reaction that the “tartan mini kilt by Vivienne Westwood is memorable not for its design, but because it was the outfit Naomi Campbell was wearing when she famously took her platform-induced catwalk tumble in 1993.”¹⁶⁹ The tartan Harlequin coatdress with a matching fascinator and argyle nylons worn by Campbell was the piece selected from Westwood’s extensive catalogue to be depicted on her commemorative
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stamp by the Royal Mail. The inclusion of Campbell’s modelling of the tartan suit as Westwood’s entry in the Great British Stamps series masks the socioeconomic, racial, and cultural politics negotiated by the original image, which were largely overshadowed by memories of Campbell tripping on the runway.

Constructing cultural icons like Westwood as static images enables intermediaries to employ such individuals as discursive texts that communicate the motifs involved in processes of identity construction at a larger institutional level. This process of reconstituting individuals into national icons by minimizing or excluding the agency, beliefs, and values that shape the original image is also evident in the circulation of Obama and Pope Francis’s brand identities. Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood’s public identities are composed of competing identifications which foster the tensions and dissonance creating the meaning and power behind their image. Obama and Pope Francis embody institutional identities of ‘the president’ and ‘the pope,’ roles which themselves reflect complex symbolic histories that bestow power and authority upon them. Their identities as iconic brands therefore perform dual functions promoting both their personal image along with the institution they represent, a delicate balance which consequently makes Obama and Pope Francis vulnerable to critique. Pope Francis and Obama’s brand identities represent the idea that someone who is positioned as outside the hierarchal boundaries of the institution is often presumed to represent progressive ideals of change and reform. When figures like Obama or Pope Francis offer commentary, critiques, or apologies in regard to issues, events, or previous actions undertaken by the people or institutions they represent – such as Obama’s acknowledgement of not achieving anything significant to warrant the Nobel Peace Prize or Pope Francis’s complicated
statements on gay marriage – they become vulnerable and subjected to more forceful public criticism, however their collective brand identities were not outright attacked by the media with the same hysteria faced by Westwood when she supported Scottish Independence. Westwood’s image as a cultural icon thereby negotiates the complex politics underlying British identity, particularly in regard to how discourses of Scottishness and Englishness are visualized within popular culture. The contradictory branding of Westwood as a British icon, demonstrated by examples like her inclusion in the Great British Stamps series and support of Scottish independence, is also illustrative of Westwood’s understanding as how her identity is appropriated into commodified symbol of Britishness with global economic power.
Chapter Seven: Conclusion: The Persistence of Brand Identities

“We need our shared icons, we need the labor they produce to create shared meaning, we need the powerful way in which they create a sense of shared-ness. They are a crucial factor in the production of alternative imaginings, counter-strategies, and a key element in the ways that shared meanings and values can lead to hope.”
--- Marita Sturken

After six years into his papacy and the allure of his modest persona deteriorating, Pope Francis’s decisions became increasingly open to critique. His relative lack of action in regard to repairing the fractured relations within the church stemming from the sexual abuse scandal, and his alleged failure in holding accountable those accused of either committing or covering crimes, has been a consistent source of criticism throughout his papacy. Both conservative and liberal critics alike have questioned Pope Francis’s leadership approach; progressive commentators have condemned Pope Francis for his ineffectiveness in initiating any type of radical social reform on issues such as abortion, and prominent conservative-leaning journalists like The New York Times’ Ross Douthat have focused their critiques on his governance approach, such as how Pope Francis mandated his decision to allow divorced individuals to receive communion. While once considered historic and revolutionary, Pope Francis’s environmental message that worked to significantly shape his brand identity was overwhelmed by other examples of climate change activism that captured the imaginary of the public (such as Greta Thunberg), primarily due to the little direct power a pontiff (or a celebrity) has in determining international policy.

In early January 2020, Pope Francis gained international headlines after video footage captured the pontiff slapping away the hand of a female pilgrim attempting to pull him for a hug during a New Year’s Eve walkabout in St. Peters Square. The clip of the slap became a viral
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sensation, with #popeslap trending on social media. Pope Francis later apologized for losing his temper during his New Year’s Day address, using the moment to draw attention towards violence against women.³ The incident brought popular attention to another instance in 2019 when the pope reprimanded pilgrims attempting to kiss his papal ring with a similar slap, which together with the events during New Year’s Eve, revived discussions of Pope Francis’s humble image as a common human rather than a global icon and religious leader.⁴

The media coverage over the “#popeslap” in January 2020 marked the drastic resurgence of Pope Francis’s relevancy in popular and political culture that was greatly assisted by the Covid-19 pandemic. Mainly confined to the Vatican since the beginning of the public health crisis and with little to no crowds to interact with in St. Peters Square, Pope Francis’s digital presence on Twitter became critical to exercising his symbolic power demonstrated through weekly livestreams. The socioeconomic issues deepened by the repercussions of the pandemic have intensified Pope Francis’s advocacy in regard to global poverty, environmentalism, and xenophobia, which acts as the foundation of his third encyclical, Fratelli Tutti, published in October 2020 and informed by the evolving pandemic climate. He brought further attention to his reestablished progressive image after conflicting media reports emerged proclaiming his support of same-sex civil unions after a misconstrued interview was featured in an Italian documentary. With news headlines declaring this a “bombshell” revelation, The Daily Show’s Trevor Noah enthusiastically declared that “once again, the pope coming out and going up against the establishment, taking a progressive stance for the church. I love this guy! And I think

I know what happened here. Just like the rest of us the pope has been quarantined at home binging every season of Queer Eye.”\(^5\) Although the Vatican and some news reports attempted to address how Pope Francis’s words were either wrongly edited out of context and merely represented his support of civil law rather than marriage, the majority of media coverage on the interview worked to rearticulate the brand identity of the pontiff as a radical LGBTQ ally that was first established by the iconicity of his “Who am I to judge” statement.

Alongside the revival of Pope Francis’s brand identity, the tumultuous socioeconomic and political landscape of 2020 also coincided with the reemergence of Barack Obama in public discourse and popular culture. Keeping a moderately discreet persona after leaving the White House – thereby enabling a larger promotional space for the release of Michelle Obama’s 2018 memoir *Becoming* – Obama spent the first years of his post-presidential career vacationing and delivering speeches at corporate and not-for-profit events while privately working on his forthcoming memoir, rumored to be part of a joint $60 million contract with his wife from Random House.\(^6\) Spontaneous public appearances by Obama became viral social media moments, evident by the reaction of his attendance at game two of the 2019 NBA Finals in Toronto following an Ottawa speaking engagement.\(^7\) Obama began more regularly posting on his @barackobama Twitter account in March of 2020, observing the handling of the Covid-19 pandemic and the racial justice demonstrations by offering his perspectives and retweeting different commentaries. Although both he and Michelle appeared in virtual campaign activities,
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in the final days of the 2020 presidential election Obama spoke in-person at rallies for Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden. In September 2020 Obama announced the upcoming November release of his memoir *A Promised Land*, the first of two installments which begins with personal reflections on his mother, progresses through the first few years of his presidency and concludes with the killing of Osama bin Laden. Obama began an extensive promotional campaign that included performing in TikTok videos for Random House Publishing, formal interviews with *60 Minutes*, *CBS Sunday Morning*, and *The Oprah Conversation*, and appearances on late-night talks shows like *Jimmy Kimmel Live* and *The Late Show with Stephen Colbert*. To commemorate the publication of his memoir, Obama published a playlist of music he felt was emblematic of his presidency, which he elaborated upon in a surprise interview with YouTubers TwinsTheNewTrend as part of an episode for BookTube.  

Similar to his earlier biographical works *Dreams from My Father* and *The Audacity of Hope*, Obama’s *A Promised Land* functions as an opportunity to re-exert ownership, agency, and control over his political legacy and brand identity. Commenting on Obama’s media campaign to promote the release of *A Promised Land*, *The Globe and Mail*’s television critic John Doyle argued that:

> Obama has been on U.S. TV more often in recent days than a Geico commercial. Morning, noon and night, he’s there, dispensing wisdom, rueful remarks, insight and self-deprecating humour. You could argue that he’s there to promote his new book, A Promised Land, and that would be true. But only in a sense. In the heft of the narrative thrust, it’s equally true that a charismatic philosopher, the wise man, that classic literary figure, has appeared just in time to dole out sage advice and the understanding gained from experience…Most narratives need stock characters and the wise old man is exactly that. Stock characters are reassuring to the audience and, by accident or design, Obama’s
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playing the role with aplomb. Mind you, in most storytelling, the wise older figure appears in order to offer guidance to a younger hero, and then fades away."

Although Obama is almost 20 years younger than Biden, his elite status within the hierarchy of celebrity culture eclipses that of his former vice-president and bestows him with a more paternalistic image. This narrative highlighted by Doyle was also a major theme structuring Obama’s participation in Biden’s presidential campaign, a motif evident in “A Socially Distanced Conversation: President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe Biden,” a 16-minute interview between the two figures posted on social media in which Obama discusses their administrative legacy and questions his “friend” Joe on his approach to the prevalent election issues. Emerging as a prominent voice, or “wise older figure” during the transition from the Trump to Biden administration, the release of A Promised Land brings to the forefront the governmental challenges and opposition plaguing the Obama administration and thereby works to constrain the hyperbolic expectations of drastic change framing Biden’s transition to the presidency that branded Obama’s election in 2008.

At a more symbolic level, Doyle’s analysis of the promotional campaign for A Promised Land illuminates how Obama’s brand is at its most powerful when dependent upon narratives of anxiety and crisis, while also alluding to the potential of Obama maintaining a more visible presence in public discourse now that he has reformatted his image as more than a critical observant to the nation and rhetorical institution of the presidency. Similar to how Obama’s brand identity as a rising presidential candidate negotiated the national angst building from the repercussions of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and the 2008 global financial crisis, the rhetoric of hope re-emerges in his promotional efforts for A Promised Land to reconcile the
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contested social and political landscape in order to “heal our divisions and make democracy work for everybody.” Obama begins his interview of Biden in “A Socially Distanced Conversation” by comparing the dire economic climates of 2008 and 2020, highlighting that “even before inauguration, we had seen a historic financial crisis… We’re now in a situation where not only we’ve got an economic crisis, but we also have a public health crisis to boot.”

Examples like his interview with Biden and the strategic timing of A Promised Land’s release – a memoir which addresses in detail the intricate balance required when governing during crises – demonstrate how Obama’s iconic brand identity gains power and effectiveness when the imagery and symbolism behind his persona draws upon the social interruptions occurring throughout public discourse.

Regardless of their apparent differences, the visibility of Obama and Pope Francis during the Covid-19 pandemic and presidential election illuminates the critical role of iconic brand identities in shaping public discourse and neutralizing social apprehensions. The return to relevancy assisted by the intense media attention directed towards Obama and Pope Francis in regard to their actions during 2020 exemplifies Douglas Holt’s argument that iconic brands possess the ability to adapt in accordance with drastic and unforeseen social, political, and economic shifts. For Holt, the ability to acclimatize to various ruptures is what distinguishes iconic identities like Pope Francis and Obama, since, as he argues, “these brands derive their value from how well their myth responds to tensions in the national culture, when there are tumultuous cultural shifts, the brand’s myth loses steam. I call these shifts cultural disruptions.”
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When disruptions hit, iconic brands must reinvent their myth, or they fade in relevance.”¹³ Pope Francis and Obama have not completely reinvented their brand identities. The rhetoric framing Pope Francis’s approach to addressing the Covid-19 pandemic is an extension of his previous work concerning poverty and the reproduction of global systematic inequality; although his second encyclical *Laudato Si’* was promoted as a radical environmental text, poverty formed the core theme of the text, with many of the arguments made by Pope Francis repeated in *Fratelli Tutti*. The publication of Obama’s memoir reveals more intimate details or insights into the mythical process of governing and the everyday challenges of his administration, but similar to Pope Francis, the promotional campaign for *A Promised Land* replicates the core themes, symbolism, and metaphors that he utilized to construct his brand identity. Pope Francis and Obama have merely seized the narratives and discourses stemming from the cultural disruptions of 2020 to revive the imagery, characteristics, and symbolism that first established their respective brand identities.

Although Pope Francis and Obama have received re-energized media attention for their work and activities during this period of unrest and anxiety, Vivienne Westwood’s iconic identity has maintained its stability due to her continued environmental activism and strategic brand partnerships. Following his appointment as creative director for Burberry, one of the first initiatives undertaken by Riccardo Tisci was announcing a special collaboration with Westwood released in December 2018. Described as a “union of punk and heritage, rebellion and tradition,” the collection featured Westwood’s iconic tailored pieces in Burberry’s check pattern in addition to a t-shirt in support of the environmental organization Cool Earth.¹⁴ In April 2020 Westwood

announced her partnership with Canopy, a not-for-profit organization that has worked with companies like H&M, Zara, and Target to assist in developing internal sustainability practices. Her collaboration with Canopy aims to advocate towards the connections between the fashion industry and the wasteful consumerism that accelerates forest destruction.\(^\text{15}\) She has maintained her diary postings that are accessible online through her Climate Revolution website, in which Westwood critiques the actions of corrupt political leaders from Obama to Boris Johnson in benefitting from their role in reproducing social inequality, contextualizing capitalism as a deadly force enabling the global destruction caused by climate change and the pandemic.\(^\text{16}\) Westwood provided a reflective overview of her activities during the pandemic to The New York Times, elaborating on how she has returned to studying fine art during the lockdown while also promoting her new series of Friday speeches detailing her activism posted weekly on the Vivienne Westwood Instagram account.\(^\text{17}\)

In an approach similar to her other spectacular environmental protests, Westwood gained significant media attention in July 2020 when she designed an outlandish installation outside London’s Old Baily Courthouse to dissent against Wikileaks founder Julian Assange’s legal hearings concerning his extradition from Britain to the United States. Designed by her son Joe Corré – who also staged the protest in 2017 where Westwood burnt pieces from her archive to symbolize the destruction of punk by consumer capitalism – Westwood locked herself inside a large bird cage hovering over 10 feet in the air. Dressed in a yellow suit, Westwood identified as Assange and described herself as the “canary in the coal mine,” evoking the use of animals as


sentinel species in industries such as coal mining to warn workers of pollutions, pesticides, and other environmental hazards. Her protest aimed to equate the “poisonous gas” with international governance that will not only destroy Assange’s life but also journalistic free speech rights and protections, and acted as a critique of American exceptionalism, arguing to reporters that “they are the ones who are most corrupt of all.”18 Although she attracted significant media attention, Westwood’s protest was branded by her critics as another example of her bizarre personality, with numerous reporters placing the installation outside of the Old Baily Courthouse within the larger history of her environmental design activism.

What distinguishes Westwood’s brand identity from that of Obama and Pope Francis is in the consistency of her image along with a self-awareness over how her actions, while often discredited by the same critics who praise similar contributions by other celebrity figures, work to maintain her visibility in a culture and industry dominated by men. After interviewing Westwood in 2011 for The Times, Deborah Ross provided an overview of the complexity of the designer’s persona, writing:

> To be perfectly honest with you – and I have no reason to lie – I’ve no idea if Dame Vivienne Westwood is totally nuts or a genius, if her work is balmy or high art, if she is overestimated or underestimated, or any of those things. But I can tell you this: just as she doesn’t make her clothes easy, she doesn’t make her thoughts easy, and you have to concentrate so intensely on trying to follow her line of thinking that, even though we only spent an hour together, I was completely done-in afterwards; so exhausted I fell asleep on the bus home and ended up in Walthamstow, which isn’t where I wanted to go at all.19

Her description of Westwood’s image accounts for the intricacies and contradictions that make her such a compelling figure in popular culture, underlying how it is the talk of Westwood within

---

public culture that helps elevate her brand identity with iconic status. Ross’s commentary also accentuates the common criticism charged at Westwood attempting to weaken her public image. Journalists and other cultural commentators enjoy mocking the ironies of Westwood’s environmental activism, highlighting in particular her air travel as evidence of hypocrisy. However, such widespread criticism is rarely directed towards other celebrity environmental activists, such as Leonardo DiCaprio and Mark Ruffalo, who are similarly situated within a capitalistic system that reproduces the power relations that form the basis of their work. The anti-capitalistic rhetoric Westwood incorporates into her activism is no different than that expressed by Pope Francis, especially in regard to the discourse of consumption in creating social hierarchies and environmental destruction. The only difference between the two figures is in the means of expression; Westwood is dependent upon displays of spectacular environmentalisms, whereas Pope Francis’s message is legitimized based upon the institution he represents.

For figures like Pope Francis, Westwood, and Obama, their institutional and corporate roles will always illicit skepticism from the public that subjects them to sometimes unfair critiques regarding their intentions, claims that question the legitimacy and authenticity of their personas. A politician or religious leader, as well as a fashion designer critiquing the logic of consumption that supports her industry, can exhibit traits of modesty or accessibility while still being concerned about how their image will be received by their critics and the public. However, Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis are inherently connected to discourses of self-promotion that shape practices of identity construction, a practice performed across seemingly different realms of influence and institutions like fashion, politics, and religion. The image behind the brand is inherently political, and while figures like Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood may have genuine intentions, the power and authority of the symbolic identity they embody
representing the institutions of politics, religion, and fashion cannot be detached from their public persona.

The persistence of Obama, Pope Francis, and Westwood’s identities in popular culture is a testament to how myths of magic and enchantment conceal the rigorous labour and effective strategy involved in creating, and more importantly, maintaining an iconic brand. Similar to what Holt refers to as “myth markets,” cultural intermediaries play a critical role in generating the narratives that circulate within public discourse, which often are dependent upon the mutually beneficial relationship between nostalgia and what Sarah Banet-Weiser describes as a “widespread anxiety about social change and a need for security and comfort in times of crisis.” One reason for the powerful resurgence of Pope Francis, Obama, and Westwood during a tumultuous period defined by the interconnected crises perpetuated by the Covid-19 pandemic is that the chaos of this cultural climate requires the iconic idealism symbolic of their brand identity to negotiate largescale anxiety.

The construction of Obama and Pope Francis’s brand identities was largely dependent upon the labour of the news media to communicate a frame of reference for the public to identify and consume the idealism and symbolism associated with their personas. Their iconic status in popular culture was also assisted by the social climate that gave their brand identities potency, particularly in regard to the various crises plaguing the United States and the Catholic Church’s global standing as institutional super-brands. The branding of Obama and Pope Francis as progressive political and religious figures who will oversee radical reform have become entrenched within the imaginary of popular culture, and they both have integrated such symbolism and imagery into their public personas. In contrast to Obama and Pope Francis,

---

Westwood’s iconic identity is the more genuine of the three figures, primarily due to how she is often discredited by her critics, and the failure to be taken seriously has unintentionally allowed her the freedom to explore how to confront the media’s representation and treatment of her image. In his analysis of iconic brands, Holt argues that although celebrities are mediated constructions with little to no correlation with the practices of everyday life, internationally recognizable companies like Jack Daniels “offer a more accessible form of iconicity that attends to people’s desires to directly experience valued myths.”

The transformation of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis into iconic brand identities critiques Holt’s argument since their individual media representation invites the public to identify with the ideals that characterize their image, particularly in regard to utopian notions of social reform and change. The emergence of persona as the dominant form of identity construction within promotional culture helped bestow Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis with the allure of authenticity that masks the labour involved in this process. The iconic brand identities of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis demonstrate the limits of a public figure to exert agency and self-awareness, revealing the constant battle between individual, institution, and the media that is masked by the intentionality of branding as a public relations strategy, thereby obscuring the ability to identify who possesses the power to determine the symbolism, metaphors, and characteristics forming the brand image in promotional culture.

Within the context of Jean Baudrillard’s framework of symbolic exchange, the brand identities of Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis have been stripped of the complex tensions, histories, and experiences that form their personal identities – what essentially makes them

---

human – by capitalistic social relations in consumer society. Such details exemplifying notions of waste and excess – elements central to George Bataille’s characterization of the general economy – pose numerous challenges for image-making in a media environment highly influenced by discourses of celebrity, promotion, and branding. The triumph of Pope Francis, Westwood, and Obama to emerge as powerful brand identities in a consumer culture governed by symbolic exchange is a testament to the ability of their media representation – which they each actively contribute to in addition to the labour of journalists and other cultural intermediaries – to detach themselves from such excessive, uneconomical details that can overwhelm, detract, and complicate how their image circulates.

Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis are representations of consumer culture’s ability to manufacture a brand identity where potentially hostile personal histories are removed in favour of a streamlined and idealistic image that resonates with the dynamics of popular culture and political discourse. Despite publishing three memoirs revealing the select stories and narratives he wants to promote and make public, it is difficult to discern particular aspects of Obama’s history or previous career endeavours (even when his campaign heavily promoted his past as a community organizer). The iconic ideals associated with his political persona overpower his personal identity in support of the larger brand. In a similar manner, the phenomenon of Westwood obscures her complex and layered background despite frequent yet unsuccessful attempts to personally intervene in the construction of her public image. While Westwood and Obama’s biographies negotiate dynamics of race, class, and nationality, this process is most apparent with Pope Francis, whose brand identity minimizes his alleged involvement and

---

association with the tumultuous history of Argentinian politics during the Dirty War that has occasionally threatened his professional endeavours. It is not a coincidence that Mother Teresa, as one of the very few other iconic religious celebrities comparable to Pope Francis and who continues to resonate with global publics, emerges from a complex geopolitical history which could have detracted from her image if not repressed by the symbolic power of her brand identity. Strategies of image management and selective disclosure in brand culture thereby work to manage the wastefulness that occurs when biographical details and histories become open knowledge and complicate how an identity is consumed by the public. The consumption of such excessive details complicates the image and potentially threatens the idealism that bestows iconic brand identities like Westwood, Obama, and Pope Francis with meaning and symbolic power in popular culture. Brand identities like Obama, Westwood, and Pope Francis become especially iconic and able to survive major disruptions because it is exceedingly difficult to identify the details underlying the constructed image, and this management of waste and excess enables them to transcend institutional borders and imagined boundaries. Brand culture under symbolic exchange ultimately creates a reproducible template that obscures the various levels of production involved in the manufacturing of consumable identities, enabling the image to overpower any sense of lived reality.
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